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1
Introduction

Societies thrive when people can depend upon a functional or “capable”
state, one that monopolizes the use of force, protects property rights, and
delivers extensive public goods and services from roads to public educa-
tion to health care; but functional states cannot be taken for granted. State
capacity, “the institutional capability of the state to carry out various poli-
cies that deliver benefits and services to households and firms,”1 varies
widely from state to state as well as within and across regions.Why do such
differences exist, and why are they so persistent?

In this book, I trace differences in state capacity back to the nineteenth
century. I will show that countries that then relied on domestic resource
mobilization as opposed to foreign debt to fund government hold higher
levels of state capacity today.Whereas tax collection compelled incumbents
to invest in state strengthening institutions (from a tax agency to a univer-
sal census), external finance distorted incentives to initiate state appara-
tus modernization, pushing highly indebted nations into state weakening
trajectories.

In the nineteenth century, recently created and traditionally isolated
states floated sovereign loans in Europe to pay for war, balance the budget,
and fund infrastructure projects. Rapid indebtedness of these weakly insti-
tutionalized economies often ended in external default—the suspension of
debt service. In return for fresh capital, borrowers agreed to increasingly

1. Besley and Persson (2011, p. 6).

1
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2 CHAPTER 1

onerous conditions, including infrastructure concessions, the exchange of
old debt for public monopolies, and leasing control over branches of the
tax administration. After handing over key sources of government income
to foreign bondholders, more loans were soon required to balance the bud-
get. In anticipation of a likely default, foreign investors requested newer
hypothecation of public assets, further slicing the effective tax base of the
local government. By 1914, when the lending euphoria came to an end,
many nations had already fallen into a debt trap, causing persistent fiscal
imbalance.

Unlike one-sided theories of financial imperialism,2 my argument also
emphasizes the domestic angle to the surge of external indebtedness at
early stages of state building. Foreign loans secure government funds to
revenue-thirsty rulerswhile helping themdodge administrative reform and
constraints on their power. That is, building an efficient tax bureaucracy
consumes funds that incumbents cannot use for self-indulgence or nurtur-
ing patronage networks. Moreover, rulers may be obliged to share fiscal
power with taxpayers to overcome hesitancy to increased taxation.3 By
relying on external debt, rulers in the global periphery can avoid the admin-
istrative and political costs of fiscal innovation, precluding advances in state
capacity.

I quantify the consequences of foreign loans for state building by focus-
ing on war finance in the nineteenth century. This decision is based on
two grounds: First, war is the largest shock to any treasury4 and the
thriving force of state building throughout history.5 Second, the eupho-
ria in sovereign lending and the high frequency of interstate conflict
concentrated between the end of the Napoleonic Wars (1815) and the
onset of World War I (1914), declining dramatically thereafter. By study-
ing the means of war finance in the so-called Bond Era, I can examine
the commitment of rulers to mobilizing internal resources and whether
early fiscal policy decisions pushed countries into different state building
trajectories.

Addressing theusual suspects in causal inference analysis, I demonstrate
that countries that relied disproportionally on foreign capital to financewar
before 1914 show a lower capacity to raise taxes all the way to the present
day. By contrast, countries that mobilized domestic resources to finance

2. Hobson (1902).
3. Levi (1988).
4. Barro (1979).
5. Boix (2015); Dal Bó, Hernández-Lagos, and Mazzuca (2015).
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INTRODUCTION 3

war show higher tax ratios and stronger tax bureaucracies today, and in
some particular cases, stronger democratic institutions. The econometric
evidence is accompanied by a collection of case studies that speak to differ-
ent geographic areas and institutional contexts: Argentina, Chile, late-Qing
China, Ethiopia, Japan, the Ottoman Empire, Peru, Siam, and South
Africa. These cases illustrate the political game between foreign financiers,
local incumbents, and taxpayers, andhowearly fiscal decisions shaped state
building in the long run. In combination, the econometric analysis and
qualitative accounts offer complementary evidence of the key assumptions,
implications, and mechanisms of the theoretical argument.

On paper, foreign capital in the Bond Era offered an unmatched oppor-
tunity toovercomebarriers to economic growth and invest in infrastructure
with high social returns; however, it also weakened incentives to build
capable states, pushing poor and weakly institutionalized nations into debt
traps. Counterintuitively, developing nations might have benefited from
tighter access to external capital at early stages of state building, which
would have strengthened rulers’ incentives to expand state capacity on a
permanent basis. My conclusions have implications for the study of inter-
national finance, state building, and political reform, as I outline below.

The Globalization of Finance

The argument of the book builds on the assumption that countries in the
Global South or periphery had access to relatively cheap external credit
during the Bond Era;6 however, sovereign borrowers outside Europe had
weak fundamentals and little or poor reputation in capital markets, and
they experienced regular episodes of default.7 I shed light on this appar-
ent contradiction by introducing the concept of extreme conditionality:
the hypothecation of local assets (e.g., state monopolies, railroads, and
customs houses) for fresh foreign loans.

The ability of foreign bondholders to gain new concessions and take
control over collateralized assets in the case of default heightened as the int-
erests of financiers and creditor governments grew closer, a phenomenon
accelerating in the last decades of the nineteenth century. In Britain—
the leader of capital exports—the gradual alignment between financial
and government interests resulted from three interrelated factors: elite
replacement, bondholders’ coordination, and imperial competition. The

6. I use the terms Global South and periphery interchangeably to refer to countries in Asia,
Africa, Central and South America, and Southern and Eastern Europe.

7. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
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4 CHAPTER 1

new “gentlemanly class”8—the marriage of banking families and landed
elites—assumed leading positions in the Foreign Office, the Bank of En-
gland, and consular service. Meanwhile, foreign bondholders inaugurated
the Corporation of Foreign Bondholders (CFB), an encompassing organi-
zation representing big and small investors that perfected the art of request-
ing diplomatic assistance in sovereign debt crises. Initially hesitant, the
British government grew receptive to such demands, incorporating finance
into the set of imperialist policies, a practice that France and Germany had
been open about since the 1870s.

Mitchener andWeidenmier have shown that “supersanctions” involving
foreignfinancial control and gunboat diplomacywere regularly imposedon
embarrassed governments—as countries that suspended debt service were
referred to. Forty-eight percent of the countries that had defaulted between
1870 and 1914 were supersanctioned. Borrowers that defaulted more than
once were supersanctioned 70 percent of the time.9 Mitchener and Wei-
denmier argue that supersanctions were imposed on a case-by-case basis
and uponmanifest bad behavior, namely, ex post. I argue instead that severe
sanctions gradually became part of the lending business model, a generally
recognized practice of debt collection. The possibility of imposing super-
sanctions following debt service interruptionwas increasingly agreed upon
at time of issue, or ex ante, thus my preference for the term extreme con-
ditionality. Seizure prioritized pledged assets—state monopolies and tax
sources that had been hypothecated in the original loan contracts.10 Cod-
ing the presence of pledges out of 700+ sovereign bond prospectuses in
1858–1914, I show that the expectation of taking control of local public
assets decreased the premiumpaid by countries with poor or no reputation
in international markets. For one, extreme conditionality offers an original
explanation of the secular decrease of the spread (the interest rate differ-
ence between wealthy and poor nations) in the Bond Era despite the high
frequency of sovereign default.

My treatment of international lending resonates with theHobson-Lenin
hypothesis, according towhich European powers used international finance
as an instrument of imperial domination.11 Extreme conditionality can be

8. Cain and Hopkins (2016).
9. Mitchener and Weidenmier (2010, p. 27). As I discuss in chapter 4, this is only a lower-

bound estimate of the frequency of supersanctions.
10. Until the mid-twentieth century, the terms loan and bond were used interchangeably. I

follow that convention throughout the book.
11. Hobson (1902) and Lenin (1934), and Frieden (1994) for a concise review.
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INTRODUCTION 5

interpreted as amicrofoundation of financial imperialism, a nonviolent pol-
icy to gain control over foreign assets. However, unlike the Hobson-Lenin
hypothesis, I emphasize the domestic angle to the surge of external finance
in the Bond Era: foreign loans secured government funds while helping
rulers postpone administrative reform and constraints on their power.

War and State Making

The argument in this book revisits the connection between war and state
making in the era of international finance. Contrary to the unconditional
characterizationof the so-calledbellicist hypothesis, that is,morewar, more
state, I argue—very much alongside Tilly’s original work—that the effect
of war on state building ultimately depends on how warfare is paid for:
financing war with taxes (or domestic credit) is conducive to state making,
whereas financing wars with external loans may not be similarly conducive
because rulers may dodge the long-term equivalence between loans and
taxes if war debt is repaid in specie.12 When this equivalence holds—when
rulers repay war debt with tax money—positive institutional transforma-
tions associated with the bellicist hypothesis can be expected. That is, war
makes states because rulers are compelled to expand tax capacity to repay
war debt. If rulers find ways to minimize the war bill or manage to ser-
vice war debt in specie rather than tax money, war will not make stronger
states, unraveling the equivalence of debt and tax for the purpose of state
building.

The importance of external finance of war for state making has been
emphasized by the institutional sociologist Miguel Angel Centeno.13 I
advance our understanding of external finance on state building in two
ways: First, I put forward a political explanation for the preference of
external finance over taxation. I argue that the possibility of bypassing
administrative costs and tax bargaining with domestic constituency can
preempt investment in tax modernization and political reform, impeding
the growth of state capacity over time. The new theoretical predictions
shed light onwhich countries are likely to be negatively affected by external
finance and why those effects are long-lasting. Second, by introducing the

12. In the economic literature, this equivalence is referred to as Ricardian equivalence. My
argument suggests that theRicardian equivalencewas largelymet for lenders because they recov-
ered their investment one way or another, hence their willingness to lend; but the equivalence
does not necessarily apply for the purpose of state building if rulers repay foreigndebtwith equity
instead of tax money, avoiding gains in tax capacity.

13. Centeno (1997, 2002).
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6 CHAPTER 1

concept of extreme conditionality into sovereign borrowing, I elucidate the
reasons that weakly institutionalized countries were allowed to float loans
even after recent default and despite showing an eroding tax base.

Public Finance and Limited Government

The argument and evidence advanced in this book speak to the relationship
between state finance andpolitical reform. Public credit inEurope gave rise
to a key political institution: limited government, the constitutional right
of a parliament to control the national budget on an annual basis.14 To pre-
vent monarchs from reneging on war debt, the Crown’s lenders demanded
veto power over spending decisions.15 This compromise secured war
funds for the Crown and enabled taxpayers and creditors—often the same
individuals—to hold the monarch accountable. Mutual gain transformed
taxation into a nonzero-sum game—the ruler secured funds for war and the
taxpayers protection from foreign aggression—enabling sustained invest-
ment in state capacity.16 State building in Europe, in sum, brought together
public credit and political development.

In this book, I reexamine contractual theories of public finance and
representation in light of the first globalization of credit markets. Cheap
external capital may strengthen incentives to finance externally while pre-
empting tax bargainingwith domestic constituents and the development of
domestic credit markets, thus the formation of a mass of domestic lenders
with whom to strike bargains conducive to limited government. In other
words, the internationalization of credit may work against the spread of
democracy, a key driver of strong, capable states.17

1.1 External Public Finance and State Building

Before I delve into historical evidence, let me anticipate the main logic
of the argument in chapter 2, where I advance a political economy of
public finance and delineate fiscal consequences of early policy decisions.
Although I focus on war financing—a paramount fiscal shock often related
to state building—I envision the argument to apply to other policy realms
that require substantial revenue mobilization in a relatively short period of

14. Dincecco (2009, p. 95).
15. Bates and Lien (1985); North andWeingast (1989).
16. Levi (1988); Besley and Persson (2009).
17. Acemoglu and Robinson (2019); Stasavage (2020).
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INTRODUCTION 7

time: for example, combating a pandemic, building critical infrastructure,
and recovering from a natural disaster.

Suppose there is an incumbent or ruler whomust finance a given exoge-
nous war. To simplify the analysis, I assume two funding options, taxes
or loans, ruling out intermediate combinations. Likewise, I consider only
external loans becausedomestic creditmarkets outsideEuropewere largely
tight or nonexistent before the twentieth century.18 The ruler, motivated
only by individual gain, seeks to maximize private income by keeping a
cut of total government funds (i.e., rents). Taxpayers, by contrast, pre-
fer all their tax money to be spent on public goods, whereas government
lenders—private individuals based overseas—want to recover their invest-
ment (the principal and interest) within a stipulated time (or maturity).

To discipline the ruler, taxpayers demand some institutionalized say in
how public moneys are spent, that is, power-sharing institutions. If these
are granted, the ruler secures war funds at the cost of limiting his discretion
over fiscal policy, hence rents from office. Once power-sharing institutions
are in place, they are likely to stay for two reasons: First, taxation can
become a win-win for the ruler and taxpayers: the former secures a stable
stream of funds, and the latter hold the ruler accountable while benefit-
ing from public goods. Second, power-sharing institutions help taxpayers
overcome collective action problems in disciplining the ruler, hence their
bargaining power.19 Foreign private investors have market-based means to
discipline the ruler: they compensate the risk of default ex ante by charging
a higher interest rate (or premium) and ex post by imposing a default sanc-
tion: for instance, denying new loans if debt service is interrupted (also
known as capital exclusion).

The ruler decides which principal to serve: taxpayers or foreign
financiers. On the one hand, taxes strengthen power-sharing institutions,
thus reducing the share of public funds the ruler can retain for self-
consumption. But the capacity of the state to tax improves by exercising
it, expanding future tax revenue and the size of the pie the ruler can par-
tially appropriate. On the other hand, external finance secures funds for
war todaywhile saving the costs of administering taxes andpostponing con-
straints on the ruler’s power. In the future—once the war is over—the ruler
will decide whether to assume the cost of taxation to repay war debt with
tax money (i.e., funneling resources to enhance tax capacity and sharing

18. Japan is an outlier and because of that it is one of the few successful cases of state building.
19. Stasavage (2011).
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fiscal power with taxpayers)—or to suspend debt service and deal with the
consequences of default.

The incentives of a ruler to finance war with external loans instead
of taxes depend on three domestic factors—the initial strength of power-
sharing institutions, the initial strength of the tax administration (or fiscal
capacity), and the ruler’s time horizons—plus two external factors—the
liquidity of international capitalmarkets and the size of thedefault sanction.

If the war bill is to be paid tomorrow, rulers with short time horizons—
for instance, in polities with political instability—might find external war
finance preferable even at the cost of future default sanctions. Arguably,
those costs are the problem of some future leader. Initial fiscal capacity and
political conditionsmatter, too: If the state has high tax capacity and strong
limited government to begin with, preference for financing the war with
taxation will strengthen, all else constant. By contrast, rulers in countries
with weak executive constraints and low fiscal capacity will find taxation
disproportionally burdensome because they need to relinquish political
power for relatively small increases in tax capacity.

International factors interact with domestic institutions—a leitmotif in
the book. As the liquidity of international finance grows, interest rates
decrease for both unseasoned and seasoned borrowers, diminishing the
future tax cost of war. This effect is particularly relevant to the Bond Era,
when capital surplus from the Industrial Revolutionwas poured into global
financial markets, fueling a culture of cheap credit.

The ruler honors debt in the future only if the cost of interrupting
service, namely, the external default sanction, is higher than the cost of
building up tax administration and sharing power with domestic taxpayers.
The ability of external default sanctions to discipline borrowers depends
on its severity and credibility.20 Foreign bondholders devised in the Bond
Era a mechanism that met both properties: extreme conditionality. This
involved the hypothecation of public assets (e.g., state monopolies, cus-
toms houses, land) as a precondition of new loan issues. In case of default,
pledges would be seized ormanaged by foreign bondholders until debt was
liquidated.

Confiscation of national assets, or debt-equity swaps, and foreign control
of local tax administration, known as receiverships, were perceived unpopu-
lar enough to preempt the temptation to default. The key for extreme con-
ditionality to work was the enforcement mechanism. Seizure of national

20. Bulow and Rogoff (1989); Schultz andWeingast (1998).
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assets, which was impossible if borrowers did not agree to it, occurred only
under the veil of coercion. Although bondholders lacked military capacity,
they sought diplomatic help from their government.

Officially, the British government resisted involvement in private dis-
putes between bondholders and embarrassed governments. Unofficially,
British ambassadors would exert good offices on behalf of home cred-
itors if only to counterbalance the growing and open interventionism
of the French and German governments in private credit markets. At
other times, the Foreign Office would be as blatantly interventionist as
its continental counterparts. Elite replacement within the British govern-
ment greased the alignment between financial and national interest. In
nineteenth-centuryBritain, landed elites andbigmerchant familiesmerged
into a gentlemanly class that assumed key positions in government and the
Bank of England, the pillar of British public credit. Public and private inter-
est became intertwined. International lenders took advantage of this and
geostrategic competition between the Great Powers to request of emerg-
ing economies the hypothecation of national assets and sources of revenue
as a precondition of fresh loans. This had two substantive effects—one of
interest for public finance historians and the other for students of state
building.

First, extreme conditionality sheds light on the causes of the secular
reduction of the spread in the Bond Era. By raising the credibility of default
sanctions—the confiscationof national assets—the risk andpremium levied
on developing nations declined over time despite repeated episodes of
default. Second, extreme conditionalitywas a double-edged sword for state
building. By pawning national assets, rulers secured cheap cash without
having to assume administrative costs of taxation or sharing power with
taxpayers—the hook—but they opened the door to financial control by for-
eign private investors—the catch. By “agreeing” to debt-equity swaps and
installment of receiverships, emerging economies regained access to inter-
national markets after default without having strengthened their capacity
to tax. If anything, default sanctions shrank the tax base in the hands of the
government, leaving the local treasury in a precarious position.

1.2 The Rise of External Public Credit

A key assumption in the argument of this book is that the Global South
had access to cheap credit overseas. International capital markets were not
invented in the nineteenth century; however, they acquired an entirely
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new dimension at that time.21 Following the NapoleonicWars, first Britain
and later France and Germany pushed surplus capital emanating from the
Industrial Revolution into the developing world in the form of sovereign
loans. Recipients were a combination of previously closed economies (e.g.,
China, Japan, Siam), newly independent states (mostly in Latin America,
Southern and Eastern Europe, and Northern Africa), and colonial domin-
ions. Borrowers used foreign capital to wage war, balance the budget, and
invest in large infrastructure.

The nineteenth century was exceptional for many reasons: First, the
magnitude of international lending was unprecedented, and unseen until
the turn of the twentieth century. Relative to world GDP, international
capital flows in 1980were still three times smaller than a hundred years ear-
lier.22 Second, sovereign loans were private contracts between European
financiers and foreign governments. Official lending (bilateral or multilat-
eral) played a residual role, the opposite of the modern day.23 Third, and
perhaps most surprisingly, capital was cheap.

Figure 1.1 plots interest rates of an original dataset of 900+ sovereign
loans floated in the London Stock Exchange (LSE) between 1816 and
1913. The vertical distance between the two superimposed curves shows
the time-varying average spread between emerging economies and Euro-
pean countries, that is, the premium levied on developing nations. The
spread remained around 100 basis points until 1860 and gradually vanished
thereafter.

I elaborate on the conditions of external public credit in chapters 3 and
4. Here it suffices to say that the modest spread between advanced and
developing economies remained for effective interest rates, and that risk
was not compensated with shorter maturities. I argue that extreme con-
ditionality—the hypothecation of public assets—helps explain the secular
reduction of the spread in the Bond Era. I examine this hypothesis by ana-
lyzing the effect of bond securities (also known as pledges, collateral, and
hypothecation) on effective interest rates of 700+newly digitized sovereign
loans floated in London. The evidence indicates that the credibility of
pledges, hence their capacity to reduce risk, increased as private financial
interests and British national interests grew closer in the later decades of

21. Eichengreen, El-Ganainy, Esteves, and Mitchener (2019).
22. Eichengreen (1991, p. 150).
23. Stallings (1972, pp. 13–26) for evidence of this switch followingWorldWar II, and Bunte

(2019) for continuation of that pattern until the present day.
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FIGURE 1.1.Nominal Interest Rates in the Bond Era: European vs. non-European Countries. A
dashed lowess line is superimposed for the European sample and a solid line for the non-
European sample. Compiled by author frommultiple sources (see chapter 3).

the nineteenth century. This result contributes to the theories of the spread
while revisiting the principle of absolute sovereign immunity in the era of
high imperialism.24

1.3 State Building and Fiscal Capacity

To quantify the consequences of cheap capital on state building, I focus on
the capacity of the state to tax, also known as fiscal capacity. This involves
the state’s ability to assess wealth, monitor compliance, and secure a stable
stream of government funds. Taxes are one of the three pillars of the mod-
ern state, the others being the monopoly of coercion and the enforcement
of property rights or legal capacity.25 Because neither of the other two key
functions of the state can be implemented without funds, “the history of
the state revenue production is the history of the evolution of the state.”26

For the sake of illustration, figure 1.2 shows the modern-day relationship
between tax capacity, measured by income tax ratios, and a general proxy
of state capacity produced by the Fund for Peace, the Fragile States Index.

24. Verdier and Voeten (2015) for the standard interpretation.
25. Besley and Persson (2011).
26. Levi (1988, p. 1).
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FIGURE 1.2. State Fragility and Fiscal Capacity. This figure plots the Fragile States Index for 2010
on average income tax ratios from 1995 to 2005, drawn from the IMF’s government financial
statistics and augmented by the author with information from national treasuries (N= 102).
The Fragile States Index (Fund for Peace, 2020) triangulates news content analysis with
economic, political, and institutional indicators plus qualitative review.

One thing remains clear: a state that underperforms in tax capacity is not a
strong state.

Building fiscal capacity requires tax harmonization across the territory
and the establishment of a professionalized tax apparatus endowed with
extensive powers to assess wealth, collect taxes, and sanction noncom-
pliers. In recent decades, a burgeoning group of scholars has addressed
different aspects of fiscal capacity building. A consensus exists about the
key role of war in growing the state capacity to tax. Raising an army;
buying firearms, cannons, and equipment; transporting troops; feeding
soldiers at the front; treating the wounded—all consume vast resources.
The fiscal effort required by war is expected to strengthen the capacity
of the state to penetrate all layers of society and extract resources in the
form of taxes.27 To implement this in an expedited, orderly, and system-
atized fashion, rulers may apply a series of “self-strengthening reforms,”28

including fiscal centralization and the introduction of budgets,29 the pro-

27. Mann (1984).
28. Hui (2004).
29. Dincecco (2011) and Cox and Dincecco (2021), respectively.
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fessionalization of the tax administration,30 and the adoption of modern
forms of taxation—from excises31 to progressive income taxes.32 Far from
disappearing, the financial innovations that fund the means of war are
expected to exert lasting effects on the extractive capacity of the state;33

or, as Charles Tilly famously put it, “war made the state, and the state
made war.”34

The foregoing argument, known as the bellicist theory of state formation,
draws heavily from the history of state building in Western Europe.35 Evi-
dence of the bellicist hypothesis outside Western Europe is mixed. Some
point to dissimilar initial conditions: non-European societieswere too frag-
mented and ethnically heterogeneous to capitalize war efforts.36 Others to
the type ofwarwaged in theGlobal South: short and small.37 I deviate from
this interpretation by showing in chapter 6 that war in the nineteenth cen-
tury in the global periphery was bigger, longer, and more frequent than
usually understood. A key reason it did not translate into stronger states
is because it was disproportionally financed with external capital. Rulers
in the Global South waged war without having to put forward the insti-
tutional transformation and agree to political innovations that European
monarchs were compelled to before 1815, simply because the international
credit market was too small and expensive at that time.

The reexamination of the bellicist hypothesis in the era of interna-
tional finance reveals ways in which the joint consideration of debt and
taxes can expand the study of fiscal capacity. To date, major contribu-
tions focus on one of these two instruments, keeping the other constant.38

The results in this book indicate that our understanding of the political
dilemmas of public finance can benefit from examining the opportunities
and trade-offs between taxation and credit, internal and external revenue
mobilization.

30. Ardant (1975).
31. Brewer (1988).
32. Scheve and Stasavage (2010, 2016).
33. Besley and Persson (2011); Brewer (1988); Dincecco and Prado (2012).
34. Tilly (1990, p. 42).
35. Seminal contributions can be found in Downing (1993), Ertman (1997), Hintze (1975),

Mann (1984), and Tilly (1990).
36. See, for instance, Centeno (2002) and López-Alves (2000) for Latin America and Taylor

and Botea (2008) for Asia and Africa.
37. See Centeno (2002, ch. 2) and Soifer (2015, ch. 6) for war and state building in Latin

America.
38. See Besley and Persson (2011), Dincecco (2011), and Stasavage (2011).
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FIGURE 1.3. Fiscal Shocks and State Building Trajectories.

1.3.1 STATE BUILDING TRAJECTORIES

The means to fund government in the Bond Era had lasting consequences
because they compromised future policy options. To explainwhy, I need to
expand the time frame to early-modern times as well as the set of revenue-
generating policies by considering domestic credit. In this stylized setup,
a ruler decides how to secure funds to address a major fiscal shock—and I
stickwithwar. I consider five possible responses, A through E, in figure 1.3.

Paths A andB imply domestic resourcemobilization in the formof taxes
and domestic debt. Following paths A and B, monarchs in early-modern
Europe secured funds for war by relinquishing fiscal power over national
elites in return for taxation, domestic credit, or both. Power-sharing insti-
tutions materialized into constitutional monarchies (e.g., Britain) or oli-
garchic regimes in which tax farmers and regional parliaments kept the
Crown in check (e.g., France).39 Becausemonarchs depended on domestic
resources, they were compelled to build large tax bureaucracies to honor

39. For France, see Johnson and Koyama (2014) and Mousnier (1974).
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debt after war. Repudiation was political suicide because it implied the loss
of political and financial support of big taxpayers and Crown lenders.40

By making debt repayment self-enforcing, military expenses grew fiscal
capacity over time.

European monarchs were compelled to mobilize domestic resources
because international markets were tight before the Bond Era.41 The few
who managed to finance war externally (e.g., Spanish monarchs relied on
Genoese bankers)were not compelled to invest in state institutions, leading
their countries into decay.42

After 1815, external loans emerged as a widespread option to fund
public spending. Emerging economies could follow path A (taxation) or
C–E (external finance in its different trajectories). B was off the table
because of the low levels of capital accumulation outside Western Europe,
a requirement for domestic credit markets.

Resorting to taxation to finance the means of war (path A) could be a
matter of luck—for instance, having skilled politicians in office capable of
seeing down the path as Ethiopia and Siam once had—or imposition by cir-
cumstances—for example, having to wage war while being excluded from
international markets as had once occurred in Spain and Chile.

Statistically, most countries in the periphery during the Bond Era
took paths C–E, consistent with the theoretical argument: when the ini-
tial stock of fiscal capacity was low and power-sharing institutions were
weak—conditions common in the Global South—the administrative and
political costs of taxation trumped those of external finance even if it
opened the door to foreign control in the (distant) future.

Japan exemplifies path C to state building. This country raised numer-
ous external loans yet never defaulted.43 Compared to Siam (a relatively
similar case44), Japan built a stronger bureaucratic state because it assumed
the political cost of taxation—power-sharing institutions—as part of the
Meiji Restoration. Compared toArgentina, the poster child of international
economic integration in the Bond Era, Meiji Japan borrowed less overseas
because it inherited a stronger domestic creditmarket, a rarity (and a bless-
ing) in theGlobal South. Joint external and domestic resourcemobilization

40. Saylor andWheeler (2017).
41. Homer and Sylla (2005).
42. Drelichman and Voth (2014).
43. Suzuki (1994).
44. See Paik and Vechbanyongratana (2019) for a comparison of state building in Japan and

Siam.
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pushed Japan down the same path of state building thatWestern European
powers jumped into before 1800.

Japan was unique. The vast majority of countries lacked a domestic
credit market to work with and financed externally, taking paths D and
E freely or by force. Path D is not necessarily bad for state building, but
it can retard it. Arguably, it describes the cycle followed today by coun-
tries in financial hardship; for example, Greece after 2010. In the modern
day, external default is a relatively ordered process led by multilateral
organizations that condition financial support on austerity programs that
combine spending cuts and tax reform intended to improve local capac-
ity. For instance, the “first memorandum” between Greece and the troika
(the EC, IMF, and ECB) conditioned bailout on an increase in the value
added tax (VAT); taxes on corporate profits, real estate, luxury goods, and
imported cars; and excises on alcohol, cigarettes, and fuel.

The absence of multilateral organizations in the Bond Era, combined
with geostrategic competition of the Great Powers, allowed bondholders
to push emerging economies onto path E. Hypothecation of national assets
gradually became required to access external capital—extreme condition-
ality. When default happened—and it often did—foreign control followed.
Debt-equity swaps were not intended to produce improvements in tax
capacity, nor were receiverships. These parastate organizations took con-
trol of entire branches of the local tax administration and were installed for
one purpose only: the repatriation of private capital. Receiverships were
managed by foreign bondholders or their representatives and operated
under European (and American) standards. They might have brought in
new tax technologies and created positive externalities in the local admin-
istration, but evidence in chapter 5 suggests otherwise. In the Bond Era,
receiverships were installed to make profit, not to build capacity.

In sum, unlike paths A–D, E does not satisfy the long-term equiva-
lence between debt and taxes. Quite the opposite, debt-equity swaps and
receiverships erode the local tax base and require fresh securitized loans to
balance the budget, creating endemic fiscal deficits.

1.3.2 CHANGE AND CONTINUITY

The political dilemmas of public finance shed light on the reasons that
fiscal policy in the nineteenth century could affect long-term state capac-
ity. External finance, which allowed rulers to dodge political compromise
with taxpayers and investment in tax capacity, was not always available.
Countries could be excluded from fresh loans but nevertheless need funds,
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for instance, to wage international warfare. Warring states could also be in
good standing with foreign creditors but happen to wage a war in themidst
of an international financial crisis, when credit was tight.

As speculative as it was, the Bond Era was characterized by ups and
downs, lending euphoria followed by “sudden stops”45 of credit, freezing
capital flows around the world on a temporary basis—usually four years.
I take advantage of these exogenous episodes to examine whether incen-
tives to enhance taxation strengthened when rulers needed funds for war
but could not count on foreign credit. Pursuing this path, rulers would be
putting in motion two mechanisms that connected fiscal efforts in the past
to state capacity in the future. First, to foster compliance with higher taxes,
rulers would be compelled to articulate power-sharing institutions over
fiscal policy to overcome taxpayers’ hesitancy to further taxation. Once
in place, taxation would become a self-sustaining compromise: the rulers
would secure funds while taxpayers would hold them accountable for their
fiscal decisions, expanding the capacity to tax in the long run. I refer to this
as the political mechanism of transmission.

Students of democracy agree that power-sharing institutions are action-
able when taxpayers face low coordination costs and easy ways to escape
taxation—conditions harder to meet in large-scale and poor economies.46

Negotiating power-sharing institutions in return for tax increases was also
off the table for most countries under colonial rule. In response, I con-
sider a second mechanism of transmission that is independent of political
status, geographic scale, and capitalmobility. I call it the bureaucraticmech-
anism, which refers to the efforts against fiscal capacity disinvestment that
tax bureaucracies exert to safeguard organizational survival.47

In chapters 8 and 9, I evaluate the effect of external finance on fiscal
capacity and the plausibility of the two mechanisms of transmission. A
battery of statistical analyses involving advanced and developing nations
suggests that access to external finance distorted incentives to invest in fis-
cal capacity, preventing state building. By contrast, waging war excluded
from capital markets expanded the capacity of the state to tax in the
short and long run. Resorting to taxation contributed to the expansion of
power-sharing institutions, particularly in smaller and wealthier countries,
and the growth of the state bureaucracy in sovereign states and colonial
dependencies.

45. Catão (2006).
46. Bates and Lien (1985); Boix (2003); Stasavage (2011).
47. Schumpeter (1991).
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1.4 Why Europe and Not the Global South?

Ultimately, the theoretical argument and empirical evidence in this book
seek to shed light on the broader question that gives this section its name.
It is common knowledge among economic historians that states in Europe
were made by war and public credit. Then why did war make states in
Europe but not elsewhere? In short, European monarchs borrowed from
domestic sources, guaranteeing efforts in fiscal capacity building to repay
debt after war.

Before 1800, international capital markets were limited at best.48 Lack-
ing access to cheap foreign capital, European monarchs were compelled to
mobilize domestic resources to pay for war. Following the military revolu-
tion in themid-sixteenth century, military outlays grew at a faster pace than
tax revenue, requiring new forms of government funding. Monarchs then
borrowed heavily from merchants and landed elites, but loans came at a
price. To convince elites that debtwould be repaid,monarchs sharedpower
over fiscal policy with the Crown lenders. Organized into parliaments or
lending cartels, the Crown lenders would deny the monarch new funds
if debt service was interrupted and withdraw political support if neces-
sary. To avoid the consequences of domestic default, monarchs invested in
modernizing the tax administration and secured proceeds to meet domes-
tic debt obligations. By 1815, most European powers had already achieved
relatively high levels of fiscal capacity.49 Securing high tax yields, they
could benefit from international liquidity in the Bond Era without having
to compromise national sovereignty.

The globalization of public credit in the nineteenth century changed
all that. Recently independent states and semiautonomous countries that
came to exist outside Europe only in the nineteenth century faced starkly
different initial conditions tobuild states.WhileEuropeanmonarchs lacked
external options but counted on domestic creditors, rulers in the global
periphery lacked home lenders but had access to foreign capital. Emper-
ors, presidents, and sultans outside Europe contracted loans to finance
war, budget deficits, and infrastructural investment while postponing
key administrative and political reform. External debt soon piled up,
consuming vast foreign reserves. When debt service was interrupted,
severe conditions were imposed for fresh funds, including receiverships
and debt-equity swaps, further eroding the tax base. Many emerging

48. Homer and Sylla (2005).
49. Dincecco (2011).
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economies fell into debt traps, causing detrimental long-term conse-
quences for state building and political reform.

Why Europe and not the Global South? One thing is clear: European
monarchs before 1800 were hardly more public spirited than leaders of
emerging states after 1800—they simply faced a different international con-
text, and state building benefited from it.

1.5 Competing Arguments

States are weak when government cannot accomplish the tasks it intends
to do: economic, social, or political. Next, I discuss three widely accepted
causes of state weakness: access to natural resources, ethnic division, and
colonialism. The argument I advance in this book is notmeant to substitute
or falsify any of these three hypotheses. I interpret external finance as an
additional cause of state weakness, which nevertheless has connections to
existing accounts; for instance, natural resources were used as collateral in
international loans, and colonial rule was partially articulated via financial
control. After briefly addressing these debates, I comment on productive
uses of foreign capital, also known as developmental finance,50 and ways to
fund government other than tax and debt.

1.5.1 FACTOR ENDOWMENT AND RESOURCE CURSE

Engerman andSokoloff emphasize the role of factor endowment in explain-
ing the divergence in economic growth, inequality, and political institu-
tions within the American continent. Climate and soil conditions sup-
porting slave-plantation economies and an abundance of natural resources
highly valued onworldmarkets led to political institutions that exacerbated
long-term inequality and state weakness in Latin America.51

In the modern day, institutional quality is eroded by rents from oil
and gas. The availability of nontax revenue weakens incentives to initiate
tax bargaining with taxpayers52 and to invest in the bureaucratic appa-
ratus of the state.53 In rentier states, patronage becomes the means to
rule.54 Corruption trickles down from the political to the bureaucratic

50. Fishlow (1985).
51. Engerman and Sokoloff (2002). See Coatsworth (2005) for a competing argument.
52. Brautigam, Fjeldstad, andMoore (2008);Morrison (2009); Prichard (2015); Ross (2004).
53. Besley and Persson (2011).
54. Beblawi (1987).
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arena, reducing professionalism, neutrality, and independence of public
administration.55 The voracity to seize rents from natural resources can
destabilize resource-rich states and make civil war endemic.56 Building
capable states under such conditions is extraordinarily difficult.

Foreign aid also allows autocrats to cultivatepatronage,57 dilute account-
ability mechanisms, and abandon the search for legitimacy,58 leading to
perverse effects not different from those of oil.59 Instead of a competing
hypothesis, external finance can be understood as an alternative form of
“easy money,” carrying dilemmas similar to foreign aid. Once aid or loans
are disbursed, donors and lenders experience similar difficulty disciplining
recipient governments.60 In addition, in the case of loans, rulersmaydecide
to interrupt debt service in anticipation of debt relief or some form of for-
eign financial intervention or both, relaxing present-day efforts to expand
tax capacity and pushing the cost of default onto future generations.

1.5.2 SOCIAL DIVISIONS

Ethnic heterogeneity is a common deterrent to the provision of pub-
lic goods,61 chief among them state bureaucracies.62 Countries outside
Europe are said to be highly diverse or ethnically fractionalized, hence
their weaker state capacity, a point often made to explain state fragility in
Latin America63 and Asia.64 This argument might raise issues of reverse
causality: states become strong by substituting preexisting social divi-
sions—ethnic, religious, linguistic—for one national identity. Social homo-
genization is achieved in multiple ways, from indoctrination to mass
expulsion to ethnic cleansing.65 Take France, for instance: exploiting
within-country variation, Johnson shows that at the turn of the eighteenth
century those parts of France with higher state capacity (measured via

55. Ross (2001); Vandewalle (1998).
56. Collier and Sambanis (2005); Tornell and Lane (1999).
57. Ahmed (2012); Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2009); Smith (2008).
58. de la Cuesta et al. (2021); Moss, Pettersson Gelander, and van deWalle (2006).
59. Easterly (2006).
60. Collier (2006).
61. Alesina, Baqir, and Easterly (1999); Baldwin and Huber (2010); Easterly and Levine

(1997); Habyarimana, Humphreys, Posner, andWeinstein (2007).
62. Besley and Persson (2011); Lieberman (2003).
63. Centeno (2002); López-Alves (2000).
64. Taylor and Botea (2008).
65.Alesina, Reich, andRiboni(2017);Sambanis, Skaperdas, andWohlforth(2015);Wimmer

(2013).
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tax receipts) showed higher identification with the French nation.66 The
French state manufactured the French nation, not the other way around.
This process continued after the Revolution with state-led cultural assimi-
lation.67 Contemporary examples outsideWestern Europe can be found in
China, where the state uses the public education system to build national
identity,68 and Africa, where state capacity leads to lower levels of ethnic-
based contestation.69

Social divisions may also be exacerbated by having access to interna-
tional capital. To fund the central government, rulers in the capital may be
compelled to negotiate institutional design and grant policy concessions
to territorially concentrated minorities, building robust federal states.70

Access to external capital can discourage the central government from
reaching out to regional elites, abandoning nation building projects and
intensifying territorial divisions.71

1.5.3 COLONIALISM

Colonialism is a key cause of state weakness. “Extractive institutions” im-
posed byWestern powers in nonsettler colonies deprived the periphery of
its main sources of wealth.72 The lack of self-determination, the continua-
tion of slavery in the form of forced labor,73 and arbitrary border design74

raised tremendous obstacles to state building.75 This is a compelling expla-
nation with little to add.

I interpret external finance as a complementary hypothesis that ampli-
fies the negative effects of colonial subjugation. In chapter 3, I show that
colonies were allowed to borrow from international markets—a widely
known result in economic history—and in chapter 6, I show that colonies
participated in war, regional and colonial, and were expected to be finan-
cially self-sufficient, hence to build fiscal capacity. If colonies met all

66. Johnson (2015).
67. Weber (1978); Zhang and Lee (2020).
68. Cantoni, Chen, Yang, Yuchtman, and Zhang (2017).
69. Müller-Crepon, Hunziker, and Cederman (2021).
70. Alesina and Spolaore (1997); Sambanis and Milanovic (2014).
71. Bormann et al. (2019); Hierro and Queralt (2021).
72. Acemoglu and Robinson (2012).
73. Mamdani (1996).
74. Herbst (2000).
75. See Michalopoulos and Papaioannou (2018) for a detailed and fascinating review of

mechanisms linking colonial rule and long-term state weakness.
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criteria for war to make states, why did they not build stronger states?
Although colonies financed virtually all domestic expenses, including
policing and public administration,76 the lion’s share of interstate war was
assumed—reluctantly—by the metropole, in the form of either grants-in-
aid or heavily discounted loans; hence, the weak connection between
colonial war and state making.

1.5.4 DEVELOPMENTAL FINANCE

Developmental finance refers to investment in projects with high social
returns. Railroads, accounting for a third of all international capital flows
in the Bond Era, were the paramount example of developmental finance
at the time.77 Railroad investment, for instance, grew the US economy78

and helped irradiate state power in Sweden.79 The success stories of devel-
opmental finance, however, tend to concentrate on a handful of relatively
wealthy economies with robust institutions. In large parts of the Global
South, railroads reduced dramatically the cost of internal transportation,
hence the price of export staples, but did little to stimulate local industry.
Or, as Coatsworth put it, railroads brought growth and underdevelop-
ment.80

The mixed record of developmental finance reflects the international
and domestic politics at the time, and it transpires the theoretical argu-
ment. The search for yield and strong bargaining power of foreign investors
combined with corrupt and opportunist politicians often led to irrational
network planning, external dependence for capital and inputs, and budget
deficits caused by profit guarantees. The book offers various examples of
aggressive foreign lending (e.g., the imperial railroad guaranteed bonds in
China) and the conditions underwhich investors competed for newconces-
sions and seized existing lines. But embezzlement,81 delusional greatness,82

76. Frankema (2011).
77. Suter (1992).
78. But see Fogel (1963) for a restrained assessment.
79. Cermeño, Enflo, and Lindvall (2018).
80. Coatsworth (1981).
81. Claudio Bruzual Serra, the Venezuelan delegate who negotiated the largest and most

ruinous foreign loan in the nineteenth century, pocketed Bs.114,000. Venezuela’s president,
Joaquin Crespo, kept a larger cut, Bs.2 million (4% of loan total). Back to Venezuela, Bruzual
Serra was appointedMinister of Finance. The person who brought the scandal to light, Federico
Bauder, was put in jail (Harwich Vallenilla, 1976, p. 225). Not surprisingly, the economic record
of railroad investment in Venezuela is poor.

82. In 1910, the Cuban president, José Miguel Gómez, negotiated a new foreign loan in
Britain to build a new presidential palace and other buildings. President Gómez was willing to
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and short-sighted policy83 on the side of local governments also played a
part. My reading of international lending is that more often than not, both
developmental and nondevelopmental finance in the Global South dur-
ing the Bond Era exacerbated external dependence and eroded the effec-
tive tax base, causing persistent fiscal disequilibria—the opposite of state
building.

My focus on war finance—a form of nondevelopmental investment—is
based on two factors: First, increased demand of foreign capital caused
by war is easier to date thanks to existing war datasets. Second, the anal-
ysis of the effect of war allows me to pin down the scope conditions under
which the bellicist hypothesis holds, clarifying the important relation-
ship between military competition and state building from the military
revolution in the late sixteenth century to the present.

1.5.5 OTHER FORMS OF PUBLIC FINANCE

Debt and taxes constituted two prominent ways to fund governments in
the Bond Era, but there were others, including monetary expansion. This
policy often led to price instability, a decline in real tax receipts, and cur-
rency depreciation, contravening the mandate of the gold standard. While
money printing addressed the liquidity shortage, it created problems larger
than those it was intended to solve. In general, this policywas to be avoided
to finance fiscal shocks.84

Rulers could also exert financial repression,85 expropriate theChurch,86

sell offices,87 trade slaves,88 or rely on intraempire transfers89 to secure
public funds. Choosing taxation instead of any of these measures is, again,
a matter of capacity and political calculus. Notably, in terms of state build-
ing, any alternative path to taxation would be expected to exert effects

surrender to British investors a public railroad with its connection to the waterfront of the port
of Havana, granting de facto control over Cuban exports. President Gómez accepted the con-
ditions despite the outcry from the opposition and local press. The loan did not move forward
only because the US Department of State stepped in to protect American interests in the island
(Zanetti and García, 1998, pp. 245–251).

83. The search for short-term popularity gains derived from inaugurating major infrastruc-
ture played a key role in the poor performance of road investment in the second half of the
nineteenth century in Spain (Curto-Grau, Herranz-Loncán, and Solé-Ollé, 2012).

84. Cappella Zielinski (2016); Fujihira (2000); Sprague (1917).
85. Calomiris and Haber (2014); Menaldo (2016).
86. Comín (2012).
87. Hoffman (1994).
88. Herbst (2000).
89. Grafe and Irigoin (2012); Davis and Huttenback (1986).
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similar to those of external finance because it would not require building
a tax apparatus capable of assessing wealth and securing a steady stream
of revenue—namely, enhancing fiscal capacity—nor would it activate key
mechanisms of transmission of the ratchet effect of war—that is, strength-
ening power-sharing institutions andbureaucratic capacity. The scope con-
ditions for state building are somewhat narrow. Easy access to foreign credit
following the globalization of capital in the nineteenth century narrowed
them further.

1.6 Plan of the Book

In the next chapter, I advance the theory of the book by articulating a
political economy of public finance. Although the discussion can be gener-
alized to other major fiscal shocks, I focus attention on military expenses
because war was a major and clearly identifiable reason to tax and issue
debt before 1914. I pin down a series of domestic and external factors shap-
ing the ruler’s preferences for loans vs. taxes, including initial levels of tax
capacity and power-sharing institutions, default sanctions, and liquidity
in international markets. The discussion leads to the notion of extreme
conditionality because it helps us understandwhy countrieswithweak fun-
damentals accessed capital at favorable terms. The case of Peru is examined
in brief to illustrate the logic of conditionality. I conclude chapter 2 by for-
mulating the reasons that war finance exerted long-term effects on state
building, or mechanisms of transmission.

The remainder of the book is organized into two parts: “The Rise of
Global Finance” (chapters 3–5) and “The Consequences of Global Finance
for State Building” (chapters 6–9). Chapters 3–5may be of particular inter-
est to economic historians and international relations scholars inasmuch as
I focus on the rise of global finance, test for extreme conditionality, and
elaborate on the causes of the low spread between advanced economies and
the periphery. Chapters 6–9 may be of interest to students of state capac-
ity building from the Industrial Revolution onward as well as to students
interested in historical origins of democratic politics.

In chapter 3, I articulate the main characteristics of the Bond Era—who
lent, who borrowed, and how capital was invested—and elaborate on my
skepticism about the difference between “developmental” and “revenue”
finance for the purpose of state building at that particular time.90 I then

90. Fishlow (1985).
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review standard push or supply explanations for the lending euphoria in
the long nineteenth century. To this end, I document the rise of public
finance by introducing an original dataset of interest rates for 92 countries
from 1816 to 1913. The data show clear evidence of the favorable terms of
access to capital offered to emerging economies compared to those offered
in early-modern Europe and to those offered today.

Chapter 4 sheds light on the pull or demand determinants of the lending
euphoria, namely, which country-specific characteristics predict low inter-
est rates. Along with standard theories—the gold standard, reputation, and
empire membership—I test the notion of extreme conditionality, that is,
the hypothecation of public assets for the purpose of external finance. Law
scholars have found that asset seizure was grounded in previously pledged
assets. To assess the effect of hypothecation, I coded pledges among 700+
original loan prospectuses issued in London between 1858 and 1913 and
examined whether pledging decreased effective interest rates. The statis-
tical analysis, which exploits within-country longitudinal variation, shows
that pledging reduced the spread when both bondholder coordination and
geostrategic competition intensified—in other words, when the capacity to
confiscate foreign assets gained credibility.

Default sanctions derived from extreme conditionality included asset
seizure and receiverships. The latterweredebt collection agencies that took
over the local tax administration for the purpose of debt liquidation. In
principle, receiverships could be advantageous for local tax capacity if they
incorporated know-how and new tax technologies. I review secondary evi-
dence of the performance of receiverships in chapter 5 and complement
it with an in-depth analysis of the Ottoman Public Debt Administration
(1881–1914), the most ambitious receivership ever run based on the out-
standing debt it wasmeant to liquidate. Results are pessimistic throughout,
in line with modern experiences of foreign-led state building.91 Receiver-
ships were profitable for bondholders because debt was liquidated; how-
ever, local tax ratios and administrative performance did not improve
relative to preintervention years. The last part of chapter 5 brings us to late-
Qing China, where foreign financial control was installed in 1911 after two
decades of trying. This case illustrates, first, that the Qing’s reluctance to
share powerwith provincial leaders paved the road to foreign intervention;
and second, that bondholders took control of an institution, the Maritime
Customs Service, which was already proficient in tax collection.

91. Lake (2016).
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The findings in chapter 5 illuminate the reasons that external finance
rarely translated into state building in the BondEra. Cheap capital often led
to high indebtedness and default. Debt restructuring included amix of new
concessions and receiverships, softened with some debt relief. By agreeing
to those conditions, countries were readmitted to capital markets without
having improved their capacity to tax. If anything, their fiscal position was
weakened because foreign control shrank the tax base left for local author-
ities. New loans and debt suspension loomed on the horizon. In the second
part of the book, “TheConsequences ofGlobal Finance for State Building,”
I show that states that relied heavily on external finance to secure govern-
ment funds did not build state capacity. Because military expenses were a
key reason to float loans, I examine the consequences of war finance for
short- and long-run state building, with a focus on taxation.

In chapter 6, I elaborate on the nature of war outside Europe and how
it was financed in the nineteenth century. First, I revisit historical statistics
of war. Based on duration, intensity, and frequency, war in the periphery
in the nineteenth century was not different from the average war in the for-
mative period of state building in Europe in the fifteenth to seventeenth
centuries. Along with statistical evidence, I rely on war historiographies
to shed light on the characteristics of interstate warfare outside Western
Europe. Second, I show statistical evidence to document the use of external
finance for war purposes, a result that allows me to revisit Polanyi’s haute
finance hypothesis.92 Last, I reflect on colonial war finance by studying the
effect of war, access to foreign funds, and fiscal performance with a paired
comparison between the Cape of Good Hope and the Transvaal in South
Africa.

Having shown that war was pervasive around the globe and that it was
commonly funded with external capital, I examine the consequences for
state building in chapter 7. Some tests focus on short-term effects of war on
taxation, others on its long-term repercussions. The study of war finance
on state capacity raises questions of reverse causality and selection. I gain
leverage on endogeneity issues by exploiting exogenous shocks in interna-
tional credit markets and focusing on ongoingwars, namely, those initiated
while capital flowed but that were eventually hit by a global credit crunch.
The chapter also addresses issues of what historians refer to as history com-
pression93 in the study of legacy effects. Overall, the evidence in chapter 7

92. Polanyi (2001).
93. Austin (2008).
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suggests that war funded primarily with external debt did not make states
in the short or long run; by contrast, war funded by taxation did.

Whereas chapter 7 shows that war finance is consequential for state
building, chapter 8 examines why. To that end, I elaborate on the political
and bureaucraticmechanisms of transmission introduced in chapter 2. The
discussion identifies key differences in war finance before and after 1815,
shedding light on the reasons that Europe built strong states and constitu-
tional monarchies while most emerging economies did not. The historical
comparison motivates an empirical test of the political channel of trans-
mission from 1815 to date. I show evidence that war finance in the Bond
Era shaped the strength of power-sharing institutions by 1914, particularly
in small and densely populated polities, and that those effects, although
attenuated, persist until the present day. The bureaucratic mechanism of
transmission, namely, the idea that tax bureaucracies made by and for war
seek organizational survival, also receives support once tested against his-
torical data. Results in chapter 8 emphasize the importance of the study of
history to understand political, economic, and bureaucratic characteristics
of modern-day states.

In chapter 9, I illustrate the book’s argument by studying state building
trajectories in five sovereign countries of varied geographic and instituti-
onal extraction: Argentina, Chile, Ethiopia, Japan, and Thailand. To assess
the different paths in figure 1.3, I divide the exercise into two paired com-
parisons, Japan–Argentina and Siam–Ethiopia, and a longitudinal analysis
for Chile. The comparison between Japan and Argentina sheds light on the
importanceof domestic creditmarkets (strong in Japan, weak inArgentina)
to keep foreign dependence under control and prevent falling into a debt
trap. The Siam-Ethiopia comparison exemplifies the perils and limits of
bureaucratic strengthening in the absence of political reform and how
access to external funds can undo state strengthening efforts, causing stag-
nation (Siam) and decline (Ethiopia). Finally, Chile illustrates opposite
incentives to mobilize domestic resources depending on access to foreign
capital. TheWar of the Pacific (1879–1883), waged under capital exclusion,
activated both the bureaucratic and political mechanisms of transmission.
Advances in fiscal capacity were followed by stronger parliamentary power
to hold the executive accountable for the growing funds it was to manage.

I conclude in chapter 10 by reflecting on the effects of external pub-
lic finance on state building, and why interstate competition helped build
strong states in Europe but seldom elsewhere. Then I look at the similar-
ities and differences between external finance in the Bond Era and today.
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Much has changed: The weight of private loans has declined dramatically
in favor of official lending, switching the priority of conditionality from
debt collection to capacity building. Relatedly, extreme conditionality is no
longer practiced, perhapswith the exception ofChina. And yet, someprob-
lems persist. First, external finance allows rulers to escape politically costly
reform and to postpone state capacity building, feeding all sorts of per-
verse incentives and attracting vulture investors. And second, when default
comes, the foreign enforcers today (e.g., IMF inspectors) face legitimacy
barriers similar to those that receiverships did a hundred years ago despite
their different mandates. Directed state building, now and then, might just
be an impossible enterprise.
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2
A Political Economy of
External Finance

Why do some countries articulate strong and inclusive states while oth-
ers end up with ineffective bureaucracies, irresponsive government, and
a pile of external debt? What prevents rulers—monarchs, emperors,
presidents—from building capable states? And why is state weakness a
highly persistent phenomenon? In this chapter, I shed light on these
important questions by examining new political dilemmas that came to
exist once external finance became a widespread option to fund govern-
ment. I argue that foreign interference and myopic domestic policy hold
responsibility—arguably to different degrees—for the abuse of foreign bor-
rowing and underinvestment in state capacity in the Global South during
key stages of state formation.

To come to this conclusion, I elaborate on the political motives that
made rulers prefer foreign loans over taxes, and I advance a mechanism
devised by foreign investors to minimize risk: extreme conditionality, the
exchange of distressed debt for control over local assets. Access to cheap
credit at the price of foreign foreclosure led to debt traps and fiscal ero-
sion in large parts of the developing world, the opposite of state building.
Although the perverse effects of external finance carried lasting conse-
quences, history is not deterministic. Investment in tax capacity, which
might occur by conviction or for exogenous (unplanned) circumstances,
can push countries into a path of sustained state building. The theoretical

29
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discussion in this chapter informs the empirical design in the second
part of the book, where I examine conditions under which war makes
states and mechanisms that connect early fiscal decisions to long-run state
capacity.

2.1 Public Finance Dilemmas

In examining the dilemmas of public finance, I focus on the costs and
benefits accrued by a sitting incumbent at the time of financing war with
domestic or external funds—taxes and foreign debt, respectively. Although
the focus is on war—the prototypical example of a financial shock con-
ducive to state building—the discussion is intended to apply to other sit-
uations in which a ruler is compelled to mobilize significant resources to
fund government in a relatively short period of time: for example, critical
infrastructure, health crises, or natural disasters.

The decision to finance war with taxes or debt depends on both domes-
tic and international factors. First, I examine the advantages and disad-
vantages of each financial mechanism separately, and then the conditions
under which one is preferred to another. The second part of the discussion
articulates ways in which foreign lenders can discipline borrowers while
not discouraging them from issuing external debt. I conclude by examin-
ing how early decisions about war finance affect long-term state building.
The interested reader can refer to the appendix (section 2.7) for a simple
formalization of the argument.

2.1.1 DOMESTIC RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

How do rulers secure funds to finance war? I focus on two common
options—taxes and loans—which I assume to be mutually exclusive, (i.e.,
if one is used the other is not). Certainly, this is a simplification.War can be
financed with a mix of taxes and loans plus other instruments, including
inflation, confiscation, and natural resource royalties. But this assump-
tion suffices to identify administrative and political obstacles to domestic
resource mobilization via taxation.1

The literature on state building emphasizes the lasting fiscal conse-
quences of war. Building on this intuition, I assume that the financial
instrument to fund war today carries fiscal consequences—positive or

1. Any funding alternative to taxation will weaken further the connection between war and
state making. Refer to chapter 1 for details.
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negative—beyond wartime, namely, tomorrow. By establishing a time
frame, we can examine intertemporal dilemmas of public finance for a
sitting ruler and shed light on the persistence of weak states.

Throughout, I assume that the ruler is a revenue maximizer who cares
only about rents from office. Perhaps exaggerated, this assumption allows
us to investigate the conditions under which institutions limit predation.2

The share (or cut) of government revenue that the ruler can pocket is
inversely proportional to the level of executive constraints. That is, the
stronger the monitoring power taxpayers have over the public purse, the
less the ruler can steal from the national treasury.

Taxpayers are wary that rulers use their tax money unwisely—from
building a new presidential palace to waging war for personal aggrandize-
ment.3 Central to the problem of taxation is that rulers cannot credi-
bly commit to spending tax money wisely if they cannot be sanctioned
for fiscal misbehavior. To solve credibility issues, rulers may be com-
pelled to grant taxpayers veto power over spending decisions. Consistently,
increases in taxation for the purpose of war yielded major advances in
power-sharing institutions in early-modern Europe (1500–1800).4 Power
sharing took the form of representative parliaments (e.g., Britain) or
oligopolistic arrangements between rulers and domestic economic elites
(e.g., France).5 In either form, big taxpayers and Crown lenders—often the
same individuals—gained monitoring power over fiscal policy.

Once political power is shared with taxpayers, retracting the privilege
might be difficult precisely because the new institutions strengthen the
organizational capacity of taxpayers and their bargaining power vis-à-vis
the ruler.6 From the point of view of sitting rulers, power-sharing institu-
tions secure funds towagewar at the cost of losing fiscal autonomy vis-à-vis
taxpayers on a lasting (even permanent) basis. In Charles Tilly’s words,

[Power-sharing institutions] were the price and outcome of bargaining
with differentmembers of the subject population for thewherewithal of
state activity, especially the means of war.7

2. Levi (1988).
3. Gennaioli and Voth (2015); Hoffman (2015).
4. Ferejohn and Rosenbluth (2016); Hintze (1975); Spruyt (1994); Stasavage (2016). See

Downing (1993) for a competing view.
5. The British case is treated by Bates and Lien (1985) and North and Weingast (1989), and

the French case by Mousnier (1974) and Johnson and Koyama (2014). I return to them below.
6. Stasavage (2011); and Greif, Milgrom, andWeingast (1994) for a micro-foundation.
7. Tilly (1990, p. 64).
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The implementation of taxes requires some bureaucratic infrastructure,
or fiscal capacity. This refers to the technical capabilities to assess private
wealth and monitor compliance. The stock of fiscal capacity establishes an
upper bound to the total tax revenue that can be raised today. The stock
can expand over time as a result of purposeful investment and learning by
doing. When rulers invest a portion of government income in expanding
tax capacity (e.g., building regional delegations of the tax agency), there
are fewer government funds left to seize, decreasing the ruler’s present
consumption or rents.8

The stock of fiscal capacity also expands by practicing taxation. Brewer
shows an extremely detailed account of how excise inspectors in seven-
teenth-century England learned common avoidance and evasion tech-
niques, turning beer excises into a major source of government revenue.9

Via investment or know-how accumulation, war in Europe acted as a cata-
lyst of fiscal capacity expansion. Crucially, tax pressure seldom came back
to prewar levels, a phenomenon known as the ratchet or displacement effect
of war,10 growing the scope of the state as time passed.

The discussion above posits a key trade-off in financing government
with taxation: tax efforts expand future fiscal capacity, hence the size of
total government income, but they also limit the ruler’s discretion over
tax yields going forward and reduce short-term rents in light of increased
administrative expenses—the political and administrative costs of taxation,
respectively. Whether rulers are willing to assume these costs depends on
how much they value enhanced tax capacity in the future vis-à-vis rents
today. The so-called time horizons of the ruler might reflect personal char-
acteristics or be determined by the political context: for example, a history
of rapid turnover in office may discourage forward-looking policy deci-
sions. Inprinciple, rulerswith shorter timehorizonswill be less attractedby
the future gains in fiscal capacity, thus less inclined to assume the political
and administrative costs of financing war with taxes.

2.1.2 EXTERNAL RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

Loans are logical substitutes for taxation. Public credit comes with multi-
ple benefits: At wartime, it allows states to outspend their rivals.11 More

8. This type of intertemporal dilemma in fiscal capacity building is treated in detail in Besley
and Persson (2011) and my earlier work, Queralt (2015).

9. Brewer (1988).
10. Peacock andWiseman (1961).
11. Schultz andWeingast (1998); Slantchev (2012).
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generally, loans help smooth tax pressure over time, minimizing negative
effects on the aggregate demand while the war is ongoing.12

Before the nineteenth century, European powers had borrowed mas-
sively to finance war.13 Monarchs issued short- and long-term loans from
local merchants and tax farmers, and sometimes from abroad too, al-
though external finance played a subsidiary role before 1800.14 After the
Napoleonic Wars, the newly created and historically isolated countries
were compelled to invest in their military and infrastructure to maintain
their sovereignty; however, most local capital markets were tight15 or col-
lapsed in the presence of Western competitors.16 Low levels of capital
accumulation caused interest rates of government bonds to skyrocket. Take
the case of theMexicanWar of Independence: Domestic loans in 1824 fluc-
tuated between 10 and 50 percent, compared to the 5 percent nominal (8.6
percent effective) loan floated by the same country in London that year.17

Because domestic credit was scarce, governments in the periphery turned
to foreign capital markets.

International lending is plagued with credibility issues. Rulers might
finance their way out of a fiscal shock with foreign capital and renege on
it later. To discipline rulers, international lenders may threaten borrowers
with international sanctions, which can take various forms, including credit
exclusion and trade embargoes.18 By the logic of credit exclusion, coun-
tries that default on their external debt are denied further issue until they
resume debt service.19 For countries needing external capital to balance
their budgets, credit exclusion might be highly problematic.

External default may also damage bilateral trade relations. Trade part-
ners in countries where debt is held might refrain from trading with the
country in default. In practice, credit exclusion and trade embargo are
not independent. Exporters need short-term loans to conduct business,
the “lifeblood of international trade.”20 Credit exclusion precludes these

12. Barro (1979).
13. The edited volume by Yun-Casalilla and O’Brien (2012) offers an excellent survey of the

use of domestic debt to finance war in Europe.
14. Refer to chapter 3.
15. Michie (2006, p. 101). See Calomiris and Haber (2014) and Summerhill (2015) for case-

specific accounts.
16. Austin and Sugihara (1993, p. 19).
17. Bazant (1995, pp. 45–46).
18. Refer to Panizza, Sturzenegger, and Zettelmeyer (2009) for a comprehensive review.
19. Eaton and Gersovitz (1981).
20. Rogoff (1999, p. 31).
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types of commercial loans, penalizing further the balance of payments of
the embarrassed government.

By accepting the risk of international sanctions in case of default, rulers
using external finance gain access to virtually unlimited resources to navi-
gate a fiscal shock: war finance. In contrast to taxation, rulers do not have to
concede political rights to international lenders to secure public funds—a
good margin suffices. In addition, loans come with low public visibility,
which preempts political scrutiny and social contestation during wartime.
If only in the short run, external finance secures government funds while
relaxing political constraints on the rulers’ actions.21

After war ends, the rulers decide whether to raise taxes in order to
honor war debt or suspend debt service and assume the consequences of
default. In honoring debt, rulers repay the principal plus an interest rate
that, in principle, reflects market reputation: that is, countries with a his-
tory of default are expected to pay a premium to compensate for anticipated
risks.22 Servicing debt carries the same political and administrative con-
sequences as taxation: Politically, rulers are compelled to grant political
rights to taxpayers in order to secure compliancewith the tax code. Admin-
istratively, rulers need to strengthen tax capacity to secure enough funds
for repayment. Together, the political and administrative costs of debt ser-
vice limit executive discretion over government funds, thus the rents from
office. Alternatively, rulers may prefer to dodge that bullet by suspending
debt service after war and assuming the sanctions of default, a decision that
affects the rulers’ future utility and, as it will become clear, shapes the best
response of international lenders.

2.1.3 WHEN ARE EXTERNAL RESOURCES PREFERRED?

When do rulers prefer to finance war with external loans? Intuitively, they
do sowhenever the expected payoff of borrowing is greater than that of tax-
ing. That depends on three elements: the initial conditions (political and
administrative), the liquidity of capital markets, and the severity of the
default sanction. Let me elaborate in order.

Initial Conditions

To overcome credibility issues in taxation, rulers may grant monitoring
power to taxpayers, hence limiting the slice of total revenue the rulers

21. Cappella Zielinski (2016); Flores-Macías and Kreps (2017); Fujihira (2000); McDonald
(2011); Shea (2013).

22. Tomz (2007).
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can keep for themselves. It is not hard to imagine that the opportunity
cost of taxation is bigger for rulers who face weaker executive constraints
before war. That is, largely unconstrained rulers must forgo a dispropor-
tionally larger share of private consumption to overcome credibility issues
in taxation, decreasing the attractiveness of this policy choice over external
borrowing.23

The effect of fiscal capacity is rather similar. Intuitively, low initial lev-
els of fiscal capacity are a disincentive to finance war with taxation because
there is little revenue surplus (if any) that the ruler can seize for self-
consumption. The main obstacle to taxation, however, may come from an
anticipated small expansion in fiscal capacity, or ratchet effect. In Europe,
the “tax state”wasbuilt over centuries bymarginal increments in capacity.24

The large gains in tax progressivity found by Scheve and Stasavage during
World War I built upon modern tax apparatuses that had been developed
over decades, crucially after the adoption of income taxes as early as 1842.25

More generally, we can expect the marginal gains in fiscal capacity at times
of war to be proportional to its initial stock: substantial when the stock is
high, modest otherwise.

Anticipating strong resistance to taxation and little progress in mobiliz-
ing tax revenue, rulers of low-capacity states may forge weak preference
for funding war with taxation, everything else being constant. This brings
us to timehorizons.When rulers donot care about the future consequences
of their actions, no default sanction can stop them from financing war
externally. Time horizons may reflect individual time preferences, gen-
eral political instability, or the importance of winning a war for political
survival. Either way,

borrowing provides the current leader with resources today, while
repayment typically has to be made by a future government. From the
national perspective, loans are not free resources, but unless the leader
is fortunate enough to have a long tenure, they are from the leader’s
perspective.26

Presumably, time horizons correlate with the type and stability of the
regime: Elected officials who are held accountable for their decisions on a
regular basis may be dissuaded from floating a loan that cannot be repaid.

23. See the chapter appendix for a formal discussion.
24. Schumpeter (1991). See Dincecco (2011) for historical evidence.
25. Scheve and Stasavage (2010, 2016) for progressivity, and Aidt and Jensen (2009) and

Mares and Queralt (2015, 2020) for origins of the modern income tax.
26. Bueno de Mesquita and Smith (2013, p. 527).
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By constrast, rulers in countries with high turnover in government and
weak executive constraints are likely to finance war externally and push
the repayment dilemma to a future leader. This is to say, countries that
would disproportionally benefit from administrative and political reform
offer rulers the weakest incentives to put them in motion. Weak institu-
tions call for bad policy. We can find a good example of this in late-Qing
China, where a precarious fiscal structure and distaste for power-sharing
institutions led the emperor to accept increasingly onerous conditions from
predatory foreign investors, causing the demise of the dynasty and foreign
financial control in 1911. I return to this case in chapter 5.

Liquidity in Credit Markets

Capital markets experience regular expansions and contractions, known as
“boom-and-bust” cycles.27 In expansive times, more and cheaper credit is
available across the board, also for countries with a history of default.28

Ballard-Rosa, Mosley, and Wellhausen show evidence of this in modern
day.29 Exploiting cross-national data from 1990 to 2016, they find that
investors are less averse to lend to weakly institutionalized and autocratic
countries in boom times.

Rulers’ preference for external finance also covaries with interna-
tional liquidity: it strengthens when capital is abundant (because credit
is cheaper) and weakens otherwise. External finance is most expensive
during global credit crunches, like the 2008 financial meltdown. Far from
anecdotal, international financial shocks might be highly consequential for
understanding why some rulers take the first steps toward tax reform. If
they lack access to external funds because international lending is tight,
incentives to financewarwith taxes are likely to strengthen, leading to gains
in fiscal capacity and power-sharing institutions. Simply put, state building
can occur when rulers run out of alternatives to taxation.

Default Sanctions

Trade embargoes and capital exclusion are said toweaken incentives to sus-
pend debt service, but the evidence of their effectiveness is mixed.30 The
credibility of sanctions hinges on two conditions:31 First, creditors must

27. Eichengreen (1990); Neal (2015); Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
28. Frieden (1991a, p. 54); Panizza, Sturzenegger, and Zettelmeyer (2009, p. 676).
29. Ballard-Rosa, Mosley, andWellhausen (2021).
30. See Panizza, Sturzenegger, and Zettelmeyer (2009) for an exhaustive review.
31. Bulow and Rogoff (1989); Schultz andWeingast (1998).
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overcome collective action problems in punishing the embarrassed govern-
ment. Second, once coordination obstacles are overcome, creditors must
still benefit from executing the sanction. Unless both conditions are met,
default sanctions lack credibility and cannot prevent debt suspension.32

For credit exclusion and trade embargoes to be effective, the embar-
rassed government should not be able to shop around and pit one issue
house against another. That is why market exclusion requires investors’
coordination and unity of action. The practice of market exclusion was
adopted in London as early as 1826, and it was generally effective from the
very outset in denying new credit to countries in default.33 Credit rationing
is still applied today when countries show no willingness to repay.34

Even when creditors are able to overcome collective action problems,
sanctioning defaulters with trade embargoes or lengthy exclusion might
not be in the lenders’ best interest. Sanctions damage the export sector
of the borrower, the main channel used to accumulate foreign reserves.
Because debt is often denominated in foreign currency (in the Bond Era,
British pounds sterling and French francs), harsh sanctions can make debt
service next to impossible. To recover investment, foreign investors may
prefer to impose mild sanctions on borrowers even if coordination issues
are overcome.35

In the Bond Era, default generally carried transient penalties, casting
doubt on the effectiveness of international sanctions. Flandreau andZumer
show that interruption of debt service increased the spread by 500 basis
points in the short term; however, within 12 months the spread would
be about 90 basis points and descend continuously thereafter.36 These
scholars conclude the following:

While there is indeed a penalty for defaulting, this penalty turns out
to be, over the medium run, of a smaller order of magnitude than the
savings associated with the amount of debt that has been repudiated.
Governments had a clear incentive for not repudiating their debt, but it
was too small to act as a systematic deterrent.37

32. Schultz andWeingast (1998, pp. 21–22).
33. Flandreau (2020). A few exceptions, such as the independence war bonds of Greece,

are noteworthy. Despite interrupting service of these loans, Greece was able to float fresh loans
(Tomz, 2007, p. 228).

34. Frieden (1991a, p. 55).
35. Bulow and Rogoff (1989).
36. Flandreau and Zumer (2004, p. 39).
37. Flandreau and Zumer (2004, p. 39).
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If threats of long-term exclusion and trade embargoes were not neces-
sarily credible, how could international lenders discipline borrowers?Why
would they lend them anymoney? To address this question, I introduce the
notion of extreme conditionality.

2.2 Extreme Conditionality

Mitchener and Weidenmier define “supersanctions” as instances where
external military pressure or political and financial control was imposed
on defaulting nations.38 They contemplate two types of supersanctions:
foreign financial control and gunboat diplomacy. Foreign financial con-
trol, also known as fiscal house arrest or receivership, put foreigners in
charge of local tax collection until the debt was liquidated. Receiverships
could be managed directly by bondholders (e.g., Serbia, Tunis, Turkey)
or by the creditors’ governments (e.g., Egypt, Liberia, Nicaragua). Gun-
boat diplomacy, much less common, involved direct military repression.
For instance, on behalf of private bondholders, Great Britain, Germany,
and Italy imposed a naval blockade in 1902 to force Venezuela to resume
debt service.

Mitchener and Weidenmier find that 28 percent of default episodes
between 1870 and 1914 carried a supersanction. Forty-eight percent of
countries that defaulted were supersanctioned; 70 percent if default hap-
penedmore than once. And these estimates are only a lower boundbecause
they do not include debt-equity swaps—the exchange of sovereign debt for
control of public assets, such as railways, tobacco monopolies, and land.
For instance, in 1906 a committee of external creditors based in London
took control over coffee sales of Brazil to secure funds for debt service.
With this operation, Brazil lost control over itsmajor export staple.39 Swaps
were frequent and affected all kinds of countries—big, small, friendly, and
unfriendly.

Despite the frequency of use, Mitchener and Weidenmier argue that
supersanctions were decided case by case and uponmanifested bad behav-
ior, that is, ex post. I argue that supersanctions gradually became part of
the lending business model as a generally accepted and recognized mecha-
nism for loan contract enforcement. As such, the possibility of imposing a
supersanction to prevent or follow a service interruption was increasingly

38. Mitchener andWeidenmier (2010).
39. Cain and Hopkins (2016, p. 284).
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14th. To insure the prompt remittance of the sinking fund and interest, and in order
to give efficacy to the special guarantees affected to this Loan, the Government of Costa
Rica hereby specially agrees that in case of default in the punctual payment, in the manner
hereinbefore stipulated of any one of the half yearly instalments for the payment of the
interest and amortisation of the Bonds, and so from time to time, when any such default shall
be made, the holders for the time being of the said Bonds, or of such portion thereof as shall
not then have been redeemed, shall have the right, and they are hereby specially empowered,
to appoint one or more agent or agents to enter into the actual collection from the fiscal
agents of the Republic of the produce of the branches of the revenue which form the special
guarantees for this Loan as above mentioned; and if the encashment from those sources shall
not be sufficient, such agent or agents shall have the right to take the administration of the
said Railways, and to receive in the same manner the net produce thereof until the sums
received by such agent or agents amount to the sum requisite, not only for the payment of
the interest and sinking fund due, but also sufficient to cover all the charges and expenses
incurred by such agent or agents.

FIGURE 2.1. Article 14 of the 1872 Loan to Costa Rica. Source: The Stock Exchange Loan and
Company Prospectuses. Adaptation of image digitized at the Guildhall Library, City of London.

confirmed at the time of issue, or ex ante. Because access to cheap capital
gradually required the hypothecation of national assets, I coined the
expression extreme conditionality to describe the situation. That is to say,
loanswere conditioned to the extremeof losing national sovereignty in case
of default.

The 7 percent loan to Costa Rica in 1872 is a good example of this
phenomenon. This Central American republic floated in London a bond
of £2.4 million, ten times the size of its three largest sources of revenue
combined (coffee, tobacco, and liquor). The loan was meant to finance
the construction of two new railways plus other works of the republic and
repayment of a small debt with Peru dating back to the war of indepen-
dence. Capital inflows were conditioned on a battery of severe sanctions
in case of default: The government pawned its three largest branches of
revenue. If insufficient, the railway to be built was also hypothecated, the
estimated revenue of which accounted for £320,000 per year. If Costa Rica
suspended debt service, bondholders were legally allowed to take control
of tax collection and the railroad to be built, as described by article 14 of
the loan contract (see figure 2.1).

The provisions of the 1872 Costa Rica loan mirror an extended practice
in the Bond Era. By hypothecating (or pledging) key assets and sources of
revenue, sovereign borrowers gained access to external capital even when
they had a murky reputation in international markets. Now, for extreme
conditionality to be credible, it had to be enforceable and profitable. How
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did private investors manage to take control of foreign assets? And con-
ditional on enforceability, did they benefit from taking control of local
assets?

Enforceability strengthened over time for three reasons (fully articu-
lated in chapter 4): First, investors in London, the world financial capital,
created in 1868 an encompassing organization known as the Corporation
of Foreign Bondholders (CFB), which perfected collective action in nego-
tiating debt settlements with embarrassed governments and lobbying for
diplomatic assistance. Second, the new “gentlemanly class”40—the fusion
of landed aristocracy and big banking families—assumed high-ranking
positions in the British government, the diplomatic service, and the Bank
of England, the pillar of British public credit. Third, in the era of high
imperialism, finance became another fundamental aspect of foreign policy
(coupled with colonialism and commerce). To balance the open inter-
ference of French and German governments in private capital markets,
the Foreign Office often found itself interceding on behalf of its nationals
in default and concession negotiations with foreign governments. Offi-
cially, the British government interfered only when “national interest” was
at stake, as some have claimed.41 But that consideration grew in scope
and frequency with the intensification of imperial competition and elite
replacement in government.

Gunboat diplomacy—the use ofmilitarymeans to solve debt disputes—
was the most punitive supersanction. If diplomatic pressures were effec-
tively exerted, however, gunboat diplomacy would be observed only in
cases where borrowers miscalculated the consequences of their actions.42

The rare possibility of using military resources to solve debt disputes
had a more far-reaching consequence: It “influenced how policy mak-
ers perceived their choice set”;43 that is, it shaped expectations about
how the loan market operated and what the consequences were if debt
service were interrupted. When a country pledged key assets as part of
a loan contract, both lenders and borrowers had an expectation of its
enforceability.

Was extreme conditionality profitable for foreign investors? Surren-
dering assets to foreign investors was interpreted as a national humilia-
tion, something any incumbent would like to avoid. But the credibility of

40. Cain and Hopkins (2016).
41. Fishlow (1985); Platt (1968); Tomz (2007).
42. Consistently, Tomz (2007) shows that gunboat diplomacy was infrequent.
43. Mitchener andWeidenmier (2010, p. 120).
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extreme conditionality required that investors would benefit from execut-
ing the supersanction, be it in the form of receivership or asset foreclosure.
Although no systematic study has been conducted on the profitability of
foreign control, indirect evidence reviewed in chapter 5 suggests private
investors fared well. In negotiating the terms of loan contracts, investors
prioritized liquid assets, including but not limited to state monopolies,
infrastructure, and customs offices of international ports, for which val-
uation data were readily available. These securities often were known
pockets of revenue whose yields were included in previous budgets or loan
prospectuses; other times, the very same projects financed with external
capital were used as security, reducing information asymmetries and allow-
ing for an accurate assessment of the returns of foreclosure.

To support that extreme conditionality was credible, hence enforceable
and profitable, I provide two pieces of evidence: In chapter 4, I show that
the inclusionof specificpledges in loan contracts reduced thepremiumpaid
at issue, holding time-invariant characteristics and secular trends constant.
In chapter 5, I review qualitative evidence of the profitability of receiver-
ships for foreign private investors.

2.2.1 WHY ACCEPT EXTREME CONDITIONALITY?

In the presence of extreme conditionality, sovereign default was intended
to inflict substantial damage on the popularity of the local incumbent.44

Foreclosure of national assets in the form of receiverships and swaps was
perceived as a national humiliation, and these episodes were instrumented
by local opposition to erode the popularity of the incumbent.45 To mini-
mize public contestation, local governments did everything to the best of
their ability to keep these clauses secret. In Uruguay, for instance, port and
banking concessions to British investors in 1883 were passed in secret ses-
sions in the legislature to avoid alienatingpublic opinion, already suspicious
of British stakes in the country.46

Large popularity shocks may be counterproductive for investors if they
weaken the borrower’s preference for external finance. After all, whywould
a ruler swallow such a bitter pill? The reason lies in the effect of extreme

44. Ahmed, Alfaro, andMaurer (2010); Borensztein andPanizza (2010); Panizza, Sturzeneg-
ger, and Zettelmeyer (2009).

45. Examples can be found in Cuba (Zanetti and García, 1998, pp. 244–246), Egypt (Hyde,
1922, pp. 535–536), Mexico (Wynne, 1951, pp. 38–39), and Greece (Wynne, 1951, p. 305).

46. Winn (1976, p. 112).
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conditionality on interest rates, which reflect theperceived risk of an invest-
ment. The popularity shock of foreign control was deemed so damaging
that investors anticipated low probability of default when extreme condi-
tionality clauseswere included in loan contracts.47 By agreeing to them, the
ruler traded access to cheap external capital—the hook—for the possibility
of foreclosure in the future—the catch.48

Although extreme conditionality reduced the cost of capital, it would
be naive to expect rulers to eagerly accept the strings attached. Here is
where financial markets were (and are) like no other: They “operate on the
basis of both price and control by lenders of the supply of funds offered
to borrowers.”49 If the borrower does not accept the conditions, creditors
can simply negate capital. Credit rationing provides unmatched bargaining
power to international lenders. A good example can be found in the nego-
tiation of the 1891 Portuguese loan. A syndicate of French bankers wanted
the concession of the public tobaccomonopoly in Portugal for 35 years as a
condition for a new loan. Despite initial opposition by Portuguese authori-
ties, the deal was accepted. Why? The words of the Portuguese minister of
finance in presenting the budget are self-explanatory:

“The last loan, besides being on very onerous terms, could not be
obtained without security, and this security [the tobacco monopoly],
which was the principal revenue of the country, had to be put into the
hands of the creditor who paid himself with his own hands, delivering
the excess to the government.”50

2.3 External Finance and State Unmaking

Warmakes states if the long-run equivalence between debt and taxes holds,
that is, when rulers enhance the tax administration to honor war debt with
tax money. Externally financed war may not translate into state building in
these scenarios: (1) a country defaults on its external obligations and the
debt relief or “haircut” is substantial; or (2) a country defaults and swaps
war debt for foreign control of national assets. Either solution disconnects

47. Refer to chapter 4 for evidence of this.
48. I formalize this argument in the chapter appendix by endogenizing the probability of

default in the presence of extreme conditionality. There I show that the relationship between the
severity of supersanctions and preference for external finance is U-shaped.

49. Frieden (1991a, p. 55).
50. Annual Report of the Corporation of Foreign Bondholders 1893, p. 202.
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war efforts from state building by weakening incentives to revamp the tax
administration to liquidate war debt.

In the Bond Era, debt relief could be substantial, reaching as high as 50
percent of outstandingdebt;51 however, itwas seldomprobono. Debt relief
was generally conditional on issuance of new loans with which to wash old
debt.52 The fresh capital allowed old creditors to recover part of their initial
investment while imposing newer debt obligations and harsher conditions
on borrowers—key among them, foreign control over local assets.53

The hypothecation of national assets allowed countries to access credit
at lower rates and avoid credit rationing, but exposedborrowers to financial
control and debt-equity swaps, which if executed shrank the tax base—the
opposite of a ratchet effect. By agreeing upon (or not opposing) a super-
sanction after default, embarrassed governments were again in compliance
with international law and regained access to internationalmarkets;54 how-
ever, they did so with a smaller tax base and without having improved their
tax capacity with respect to prewar years.

Suppose that the borrowing-default-foreclosure cycle repeats. Because
debt obligations are now higher and the tax base narrower, creditors will
likely require new hypothecation of assets for fresh loans, further eroding
the effective tax base available to the local government. Intuitively, a cou-
ple of cycles like this can push any country into a debt trap—a steady state
characterized by high indebtedness and low tax capacity, the opposite of
state building. The history of foreign debt in Peru is a prototypical example
of this slippery slope.

2.4 Foreign Finance and State Unmaking:
The Case of Peru

Perufloated its first two foreign loans in the early 1820s inLondon topay for
the war of independence against Spain. The loans, secured by the net rev-
enue of both the mint and customs, were defaulted in 1826.55 Two decades
of internal instability followed. During this time, guano deposits in the

51. Lindert and Morton (1989); Jorgensen and Sachs (1988).
52. See, for instance, the default settlements in Latin America (Rippy, 1959, pp. 26–28).
53. Suter and Stamm (1992).
54. Notice that foreign bondholders running receiverships were also highly interested in

returning the embarrassed government to capital markets because doing so would resume trade,
replenish foreign reserves, and expand the tax base with which to service old debt. See, for
example, the Ottoman Public Debt Administration in chapter 5.

55. Wynne (1951, p. 109).
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Chincha Islands were discovered and nationalized in 1842. Revenue from
guano rapidly became the first source of government funding.

A default settlement with foreign bondholders was accepted in 1849.
The outstanding principal was refinancedwith a new loan, secured by one-
half of the proceeds derived from the sale of guano to Great Britain. Three
new loans were floated in London in 1853, 1862, and 1865, all of them
secured by guano deposits. The last loan included an explicit provision for
a debt-equity swap in article 12:

Art 12. Should the declaration respecting the stocks of guano, not have
beenmade during two consecutive half-years, the representatives of the
Bondholders of this Loan are authorized to take possession, at any time,
of the quantity of guano in the deposits of the Chincha Islands and of
other places in Peru which may be required to complete the provision
for three half-years’ service.56

The loan of 1865, the largest at £10 million, was issued to finance war
against Spain. This loan was equivalent to 250 percent of annual revenue.57

Military expenses continued to increase, and one year later a new loan was
floated in New York. “While loan after loan was contracted, the public
finances were conducted with a reckless disregard of all sound fiscal princi-
ples. No attempt was made to develop a proper system of taxation.”58 The
last two loans were ultimately insufficient to balance the budget.

Peru avoideddefault in 1869by signing a contractwithDreyfusBrothers
&Co. of Paris, which acquired themonopoly of the sale of guano to Europe
and its colonies in return for advance payments to service external debt.
For the duration of the contract (renewed in 1874), Messrs. Dreyfus were
appointed the financial agents of the government abroad.

Motivated by increased liquidity, Peru regained access to credit mar-
kets and raised in 1872 the largest loan to date, £37 million, seven times its
total annual revenue (£4.49 million in 1872).59 Two-thirds of the fresh cap-
ital was spent in refinancing old debt, and the remainder on railways. The
loanwas secured by the guano and customs revenues plus the two new rail-
way lines. The financial situation deteriorated shortly thereafter, and debt
service was interrupted in 1876.

56. Wynne (1951, fn.12).
57. Vizcarra (2009, table 4).
58. Wynne (1951, p. 114).
59. Vizcarra (2009, table 4).
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The president of Peru, General Mariano Ignacio Prado, and bondhold-
ers in London negotiated a new settlement known as theRaphael Contract.
A company formed by bondholders’ representatives, the Peruvian Guano
Company, Ltd., was created and granted the sole right to sell guano in all
markets of the world for a period of four years. This agreement, however,
did not cancel the concession to Dreyfus, which had preferential access
to the guano. The new company raised little revenue, and Peru remained
banned from international markets.

In 1879, a new international military conflict arose—the War of the
Pacific. The Peruvian government approved a loan to be floated in Lon-
don, but exclusion held. The government turned inward, printing paper
money, contracting some internal loans from Lima bankers, and raising
some taxes, most notably an export tax on sugar.60 The bulk of tax revenue,
however, was in the hands of foreigners. Peru lost thewar and control of the
main guano deposits. A new debt settlement with foreign bondholders was
reached in 1889, years after the war had ended. Under the Grace Contract
of 1889,

Peru was released absolutely by her foreign bondholders from all
responsibility for the loans of 1869, 1870, and 1872. In return for this
cancellation of the debt she ceded to them for a term of 66 years the
state railways [seven lines]; assigned to them all the guano in Peru up to
2 million tons . . . gave them the franchise for the operation of steamers
of Lake Titicaca. . . . In addition . . . the bondholders were empowered
to select as a free grant unappropriated land to the extent of 5 million
acres upon conditions of development and colonization . . . and certain
concessions relating to the Cerro de Pasco mines.61

In sum, the 1869 loan had been collateralized with the guano deposits;
the 1870 and 1872 loans, with railways. Peru lost control over these re-
sources to bondholders in 1889. As part of the default settlement, Peru
was readmitted to international markets despite not having put forward
any meaningful fiscal reform. External finance in the nineteenth century
distorted incentives to build a state in Peru and, arguably, ended in foreign
looting.

60. Sicotte, Vizcarra, andWandschneider (2010, p. 299).
61. Wynne (1951, p. 171).
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2.5 Opportunities of State Building in the Era
of International Finance

Although the case of Peru does not invite optimism, external finance does
not necessarily cause debt traps. Some rulers are arguablymore public spir-
ited or forward looking than others and are committed to service debt—the
Meiji Restoration comes to mind. Others might call the bluff of financial
colonialism and opt for fiscal austerity, as Ethiopian and Siamese rulers
arguably did.62

More generally, I expect opportunities to strengthen fiscal capacity and
avoid debt traps to arise under imposed (or “exogenous”) circumstances,
in particular, exclusion from international capital markets. If rulers need
to fund government but lack access to external capital, their incentives to
enhance taxation may strengthen, everything else constant. To mobilize
domestic resources for war, the ruler may be compelled to grant taxpayers
power over fiscal policy and reshuffle the tax administration, activating the
political and bureaucratic mechanisms of transmission.

2.5.1 THE POLITICAL MECHANISM OF TRANSMISSION

The political consequences associatedwith taxation cannot be overempha-
sized. Power-sharing institutions are crucial to understanding the persis-
tence of the fiscal effects of war mobilization, or why the effects of past
warfare are felt today. By sharing power with taxpayers, rulers enable an
accountability mechanism that helps them overcome credibility issues.
Ironically, the ability of rulers to raise taxes grows by tying their hands.

The reinforcing effect of power-sharing institutions on taxation has
been widely examined in the social sciences. Margaret Levi argues that
limited government is conducive to “quasi-voluntary compliance” by tax-
payers precisely because political accountability grants credibility to the
promised returns for taxes.63 Besley and Persson formalize the opportu-
nities for sustained cooperation in tax policy created by power-sharing
institutions. In “common-interest states”—where government revenue is
used to fund public goods (e.g., national defense)—taxation becomes a self-
enforcing game: the ruler secures a constant stream of funds to enhance

62.Refer to chapter 9 for a brief history of public finance and state building in Japan, Ethiopia,
and Siam.

63. Levi (1988).
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the public good while taxpayers are protected from arbitrary use of tax
monies.64 Recently, Acemoglu and Robinson coined the term shackled
Leviathan to characterize the complementarities emerging from a “power-
ful state” and a “powerful society.” The former involves high tax capacity
(although not exclusively); the latter, taxpayers’ ability to hold govern-
ment accountable.65 Meanwhile, David Stasavage emphasizes the sticki-
ness of power-sharing institutions in Europe and beyond. Representative
assemblies, which may have a marked oligarchic character, solve col-
lective action problems of taxpayers to keep the ruler in check. Once
summoned, the practices and the coordination gains they facilitate may
be difficult to erase.66 Power-sharing institutions, in sum, propagate rev-
enue mobilization efforts in the long run. This I call the political channel of
persistence.

Under what conditions is taxation more likely to activate the political
mechanism? The students of democratization suggest that the exchange of
political rights for tax compliance happens when at least one of two con-
ditions is met: small geographic scale and high capital mobility. Stasavage
shows that the capacity of representative assemblies to monitor fiscal pol-
icy in early-modern Europe depended on the size of the polity.67 Poor
technologies of communications and transportation limited the ability of
distant elites to coordinate their monitoring of the Crown. French kings,
for instance, exploited geographic scale by arranging separate tax contracts
with different regional powers, limiting advances in executive constraints.
Although their power was never absolute—tax farmers and regional assem-
blies exerted significant influence in fiscal policy—French monarchs had
more leeway than their counterparts in smaller polities. In the Bond Era,
Siamese kings took advantage of geographic scale to raise taxation while
limiting power-sharing concessions.

Low levels of capital mobility are a second obstacle to the activation
of the political mechanism of transmission. Bates and Lien, as well as
Boix, argue that owners of mobile capital have a comparative advantage

64. Besley and Persson (2011).
65. Acemoglu and Robinson (2019, p. 65).
66. Stasavage (2020). In addition, Fujihira (2000) points out the role of two modern power-

sharing institutions—representative parliaments and political parties—in facilitating sustained
levels of taxation. These institutions aggregate competing tax preferences of capital and labor,
facilitating compromise and sustained cooperation after war.

67. Stasavage (2011).
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at extracting political concessions from the ruler because they can credibly
threaten to withdraw tax payments or flee to other jurisdictions.68 When
fiscal capacity is limited, rulers are compelled to grant owners of mobile
capital some say in policy making to secure their tax compliance. Capi-
tal mobility increases with levels of monetization of the economy, which
results from economic growth and international trade.

The foregoing discussion suggests that poor and geographically large
countries are at a disadvantage in experiencing the activation of the politi-
cal mechanism of transmission following an increase in the tax burden. For
such countries, I expect the ratchet effect of war finance to be channeled
through the bureaucratic mechanism.

2.5.2 THE BUREAUCRATIC MECHANISM OF TRANSMISSION

Professional tax administrations in Europe were created by and for war,
completing a long and complex process of fiscal centralization.69 To secure
bigger and more stable tax revenue inflows, central governments gradually
substituted tax farms and locally appointed tax collectors (e.g., the lan-
dräte in German principalities) by professionally trained tax officials. Over
time and not without setbacks, government-paid inspectors gained new
monitoring powers, resources, and legal provisions to do their job.

There are at least two reasons why we can expect bureaucratic efforts
to finance war to persist: First, tax administrations operate in the best
interest of a revenue-maximizing ruler. Second, bureaucracies are “among
those social structures which are the hardest to destroy.”70 In Europe, the
same administrations once created to finance war gave rise to a class of
state bureaucrats who safeguarded organization survival, carrying on the
effect of war finance in the long run.71 This I call the bureaucratic channel
of persistence.

Unlike the political mechanism, reserved for sovereign countries,72 the
bureaucratic mechanism is meant to apply to both sovereign and non-
sovereign entities. Colonies in the nineteenth century were expected to

68. Bates and Lien (1985); Boix (2003).
69. Ardant (1975); Dincecco (2011); Ertman (1997).
70. Weber (1978, p. 987).
71. Schumpeter (1991).
72. Self-government colonies in the British Empire were allowed to elect local parliaments,

as was French Algeria, but these were exceptions.
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secure resources to fund local expenses.73 To finance infrastructure proj-
ects, colonies issued loans in Europeanmarkets on a regular basis. Colonies
were also expected to contribute to imperial and local war finance, but
incentives to mobilize resources were weak because local governments
relied on imperial bailouts.74 Keeping in mind this important difference
with sovereign nations, tight capital markets were likely to strengthen
the incentives to enhance local bureaucracies to fund colonial expenses,
plausibly activating the bureaucratic mechanism of taxation.

2.5.3 THE LEGACY OF WAR FINANCE ON STATE BUILDING

The foregoing discussion suggests that rulers generally prefer to finance
war externally because doing sominimizes short-term political and admin-
istrative costs. If, however, they resort to taxation—a decision that might
be guided by exogenous circumstances—war finance might activate one or
twomechanisms of transmission depending on scope conditions (i.e., geo-
graphic scale and income), raising the state’s capacity to collect taxes on a
permanent basis.

In chapter 7, I examine long-run effects of war finance by taking advan-
tage of global financial crises in the nineteenth century. These unantici-
pated and exogenous shocks in access to capital limited opportunities to
finance war externally. I show that waging war while being exogenously
excluded from international credit markets exerted positive effects on fis-
cal capacity in the short and long run. External finance, on the other
hand, could easily lead to debt traps, particularly if they involved foreign
control.

One may argue that debt-equity swaps and receiverships are positive
for state capacity, particularly when they involve putting local tax admin-
istrations under the control of skilled foreigners. Potentially, European
and American administrators could incorporate modern managerial tech-
niques and know-how, but evidence of foreign financial control in the
Bond Era does not support this claim. Gardner, Maurer and Arroyo Abad,
and Reinhart and Trebesch, among others, find that foreign receiverships

73. Berman (1984); Frankema (2011).
74. Davis and Huttenback (1986) show that self-governing colonies were better at resist-

ing contributions to imperial war finance than Crown colonies. For details, refer to the paired
comparison of South African republics in chapter 6.
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in Latin America, Africa, and Europe had detrimental effects on local
taxation.75 Foreign financial control in Egypt may be an important excep-
tion;76 however, the expansion of fiscal capacity in that country was
accompanied by the loss of political sovereignty.77 I resume this debate in
chapter 5.

If war is financed domestically and the political and bureaucratic mech-
anisms are activated, I expect early fiscal efforts to last. In chapter 8, I show
evidence of the activation of thesemechanisms and subsequent endurance.
In chapter 9, I submerge into a case study, Chile 1816–1913, to investigate
the changing political calculus of war finance depending on access to exter-
nal capital. Together, chapters 7–9 suggest that early decisions about war
finance pushed countries onto starkly diverging paths—one characterized
by endemic indebtedness and weak state capacity, the other by sustained
state building and political reform.

2.6 Conclusion

I suggest that having access to external credit is consequential to under-
standing the conditions under which war makes states precisely because
taxes and loans may not exert the same transformative effects on fiscal
capacity. A key implicit assumption underlying the bellicist theory of state
building—the workhorse model of this book—is the long-run equivalence
between debt and taxes, namely, that loans operate as deferred taxes.
According to this model, lenders recover their investment plus interest
while borrowers assume full responsibility for war debt by enhancing the
tax system, thus elevating fiscal capacity in the long run.

Althoughno scholarwoulddefend a strict reading of the so-calledRicar-
dian equivalence between debt and taxes, a general understanding holds
that loans and taxes operate in roughly similar ways. The argument made
in this chapter is that the conditions under which the debt-tax equivalence
holds for sovereign borrowers may be narrower than previously thought.
Whereas international investors in the Bond Era recovered their invest-
ment one way or another—in tax money or specie—the equivalence did
not necessarily hold for local treasuries. Generalized debt relief coupled

75. Gardner (2017); Maurer and Arroyo Abad (2017); Reinhart and Trebesch (2015).
76. Owen (1981, ch. 9).
77. Cromer (1908); Owen (1981).
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with foreign control short-circuited the long-run relationshipbetweendebt
and taxes, shedding light on the perverse consequences of early access to
external finance for state building.

The discussion in this chapter resonates with the dilemmas derived
from investing in good (liberal) institutions in Acemoglu, as well as Besley
and Persson.78 These scholars argue that political motives are responsible
for underdevelopment in state capacity. The fear of future extraction via
taxation by the opposition precludes investment in fiscal capacity despite
the potential benefits for both parties. In the presence of external finance,
the political dilemmas of state building identified by these scholars only
amplify. Resorting to foreign loans, rulers secure government funds while
dodging political compromise and fiscal efforts required to establish “good
institutions.”

2.7 Appendix

In this appendix, I advance a simple decision-theoreticalmodel to formalize
the political dilemmas of public finance and extreme conditionality pre-
sented in this chapter. Consistent with the preceding discussion, I focus
on the political calculus of war finance by a revenue-maximizing ruler. The
world exists in two periods—today and tomorrow—and war begins and
ends in period 1. I make two assumptions about war finance. First, war is
paid with tax revenue or loans; intermediate combinations are ruled out.
Wars are rarely funded with tax revenue alone because they are too expen-
sive; however, this assumption allows me to explore the political calculus
at stake (i.e., the exchange of taxation for political rights) with the simplest
possible model. Second, I assume that the cost of war,W , is fixed. Endog-
enizing the size of war would be an interesting approach but is beyond the
scope of the book. Combined, the two assumptions reduce the attractive-
ness of loans relative to taxes, expanding the states of theworld inwhichwar
leads to higher fiscal capacity. That is, the assumptions are most favorable
to the bellicist hypothesis.

The ruler can raise a finite amount of revenue via taxation, κT>W ,
where κ denotes the stock of fiscal capacity in period 1 and T the tax base.
The ruler seeks to maximize private consumption, financed by the share
of public funds (1−α), α ∈ [0, 1], the ruler can keep (i.e., the rents from

78. Acemoglu (2003); Besley and Persson (2011).
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office). Themore closely α approaches 1, the stronger the power taxpayers
have over fiscal policy (or the less the ruler can appropriate from the trea-
sury’s coffers). The fiscal contract derived from taxation limits the share of
total revenue that the ruler can use for private consumption to (1−α)/2.
Later I consider a more general expression.

For the sake of simplicity, I assume that tax capacity expands over time
as a result of know-how accumulation. That is, tax collectors learn over
time common avoidance schemes. This assumption suffices to capture one
of the key dilemmas of fiscal capacity building: the exchange of tax revenue
for political rights. Forgone consumption derived from pecuniary invest-
ment in capacity could be considered, but it would complicate the analysis
unnecessarily.79 I assume that know-how expands fiscal capacity by η< 1
units, κ + η≤ 1, between periods 1 and 2, capturing the ratchet effect of
taxation in a simple reduced form.

The ruler’s payoff in period 2 is discounted at a rate δ ∈ [0, 1], hence the
expected value of financing war with taxes is

1−α
2

(κT −W)+ δ
[1−α

2
(κ + η)T

]
(2.1)

Expression 2.1 captures in a stylized fashion an intrinsic dilemma in fiscal
capacity building. The new tax expands the long-run volume of resources
that can be mobilized via taxation in period 2, (κ + η)T, but it does so
at the cost of granting taxpayers power over fiscal policy, hence limiting
the share of tax revenue that the ruler can accrue from the national bud-
get to (1−α)/2. Because of credibility issues, higher taxation cannot be
achieved without the ruler relinquishing fiscal powers in period 1. Once
political power is shared with taxpayers, retracting the privilege might be
difficult precisely because the new institutions strengthen their tax bar-
gaining power vis-à-vis the ruler, hence the persistence of strong executive
constraints in period 2.

Alternatively, the ruler may float a loan L>W to finance war. Servic-
ing debt implies paying back the standing principal L plus interest i, that is,
(1+ i)L. The interest rate is set in the international capital market, where
loans are floated. The country-specific interest rate is broken down into
two parts: i= r+ p, where r< 1 is the interest rate of a risk-free sovereign
bond (e.g., the British consol), and premium p= (1+ r)d/(1− d). The

79. See examples of such models in Besley and Persson (2011) and Queralt (2015).
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latter is strictly increasing in the probability of default, d, which encapsu-
lates the reputation of the borrower in internationalmarkets. The premium
p is derived by setting the international investors’ profit when lending is
risk free, L(1+ r)−L, equal to the international investors’ profit when the
probability of default is nonzero, d× 0+ (1− d)× (1+ r+ p)L−L, and
solving for p. Intuitively, lenders charge a premium to countries with a his-
tory of default to bring the expected value of lending to a potential lemon
equal to the expected value of lending to a seasoned borrower. The interest
rate of the risk-free asset, r, is set in the international market. For the sake
of simplicity, capital supply is defined by the inverse linear function rs =
αs +φsqs, where qs denotes the global supply of capital and φs> 0. Global
capital demand is given by the inverse function rd =αd −φdqd, αd = 1,
φd > 0. The international market clears at r∗ = 1− (φd(1−αs)/(φd +φs)).

Together, the ruler’s expected value of financing war externally is

(1−α)(L−W)+ δ
[
(1− d)

(1−α
2

(κT − (1+ r∗ + p)L)
) − dS

]
(2.2)

where default carries a sanction S∈ [0, 1]. Notice that by borrowing in
period 1, rulers can keep loose executive constraints, meaning that in
the short run they retain a larger share of the national budget for self-
consumption, (1−α). If they decide to service debt in period 2, they will
need to share fiscal power with taxpayers in return for tax compliance. As
a direct consequence, the share of the budget they can appropriate will
reduce to (1−α)/2.

Whendoes a risk-neutral ruler prefer to financewarwith external loans?
Whenever the expected payoff of lending is greater than that of taxing, or

L≥
1−α
2 (κT +W)+ δ

[
1−α
2 ηT + d( 1−α2 κT + S)

]

(1−α)(1− δ 1+r∗
2 )

(2.3)

Let me comment on the various parts of expression 2.3.

Fiscal Capacity

Preference for loans is a function of the stock of fiscal capacity κ and the
anticipated ratchet effect η. External loans are preferred when either of
these parameters are low. That is easy to see. Historical accounts suggest
that significant advances in tax capacity occur when rulers build on pre-
existing fiscal infrastructure. If the ratchet effect of taxation is lower at lower
levels of capacity (i.e., the relationship between η and τ is convex or, more
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reasonably, S-shaped), then preference for taxationwill be twiceweakened
when the initial stock is low.

Executive Constraints

Preference for external finance is a function of initial executive constraints
and forgone consumption. When initial constraints α are weak, financing
warwith taxes reduces considerably the ruler’s private consumption, hence
weakening preference for taxes. But as executive constraints increase, pref-
erence for taxation strengthens:

∂RHS/∂α= −2βdδ
(−1+α)2(−2+ δ(1+ r∗))

> 0

everything else being constant.
Notice that in expression 2.1 I assumed private consumption was sliced

by half if the ruler opted for taxation. Forgone consumption can be gener-
alized to (1−α)/ψ ,ψ > 1. That is, largerψ makes war taxes less attractive
relative to external finance. Wemay expect the relationship between initial
constraints and forgone consumption to be concave rather than linear. That
is, to overcome credibility issues, largely unaccountable rulers might be
compelled to reduce their cut from the national budget more than other
rulers who are already constrained. If that is the case, autocrats will dispro-
portionally disfavor taxation because forgone consumption will be greatest
for them.

The discussion about initial capacity and political conditions suggests
that weakly institutionalized countries will be unlikely to finance war with
taxation when external finance is available. In addition, the preference of
loans over taxation will be strengthened in the presence of low discount
rates, δ. Although these appear in both the numerator and denominator of
expression 2.3, the effect is unambiguous. As δ decreases, the numerator
decreases and the denominator increases, hence the stronger preference
for loans.

Market Liquidity

The lower the liquidity in the capital market (higher r), the more taxa-
tion is preferred, everything else being constant. That is easy to see. When
international capital markets experience a positive shock—for instance,
following a capital surplus in a major economy—the international credit
supply shifts to rs =α′

s +φsq, α′
s<αs, and a new equilibrium is reached,
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(r′, q′)∗, characterized by lower interest rates (r′)∗< r∗ and more trading
(q′)∗> q∗.

Recall that the interest paid by a borrower with a shaky reputation is
given by i= r+ p, the baseline rate plus a premium. Because both i and
p are a function of the baseline rate, an increase (decrease) in liquidity
brings down (up) the price that a lemon pays for external capital. For a large
enough negative shock, α′′

s > 1, international lending ceases, strengthening
incentives to finance war with taxes. I build on this intuition in chapter 7,
where I exploit credit crunches in international capital markets to identify
periods in which rulers are most compelled to raise taxes to fund war.

Extreme Conditionality

In expression 2.3, preference for loans weakens as the magnitude of default
sanction S increases, discouraging indebtedness. That outcome is not good
for international lenders. Extreme conditionality can simultaneously facili-
tate cheaper creditwhile solving credibility issues. To see this point, assume
that the probability of default d is a negative function of default sanction
S. In other words, the bigger the anticipated sanctions are, the lower the
probability of default is, everything else being constant. Clearly, this is a
simplification. Default is a function of the capacity to pay, war outcome,
and “political willingness.”80 With this in mind, this assumption facili-
tates understanding what lenders can do to secure debt service while not
discouraging borrowing.

To make things as simple as possible, I assume that the relationship
between the probability of default and default sanctions is linear, d= 1− S.
Define

S̄= 1
2
(1− 1−α

2
κT) (2.4)

with S̄ solving the first-order condition in the right-hand side of expression
2.3. Then we can divide the state of the world in two: For any S≤ S̄, prefer-
ence for taxation strengthens in proportion to the size of default sanctions;
that is, in expectation of default sanctions, rulers prefer to tax instead of
borrow. Although this might be good for building states and striking polit-
ical bargains with taxpayers, it is bad business for international creditors.
For S> S̄, as the magnitude of default sanctions increases, preference for
borrowing strengthens. The lower probability of default when sanctions

80. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
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are high reduces the price of external finance, ∂p/∂d> 0, making loans
preferable over taxation for the sitting ruler.

By requiring the hypothecation of national assets, lenders in the Bond
Era were able to push the cost of default to levels satisfying S> S̄. Extreme
conditionality facilitated cheap credit access to lenders with weak funda-
mentals but opened the door to high indebtedness, default, and foreign
control.
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PART I

The Rise of
Global Finance

The next three chapters offer an introduction to the globalization of public
credit, namely, the regular use of external finance for the purpose of gov-
ernment funding. Chapter 3 characterizes the first global financial mar-
ket, 1816–1914, by documenting the expansion of capital exports and the
secular decline of interest rates in sovereign lending. For the first time
ever, countries in the core and the periphery, rich or poor, sovereign or
dependent, had access to virtually unlimited cheap capital. In chapter 4,
I investigate country-specific policy and institutions that contributed to
the secular decline of the spread. After confirming the leverage of existing
explanations with a multivariate regression analysis, I advance the extreme
conditionality hypothesis to explain why countries with weak fundamen-
tals and a history of default secured external capital at relatively favorable
rates. After discussing enforceability issues, I show statistical evidence
that pledges in sovereign bonds decreased interest rates of borrowed capi-
tal. The consequences of pledging and financial control for state building
are discussed in chapter 5. Secondary sources and a case study of the
Ottoman Public Debt Administration show that foreign management of
state monopolies and tax administration did not improve state capacity.
Last, I elaborate on the international and domestic causes leading to the
scramble for concessions in late-Qing China, including the foreclosure of
the most efficient tax administration in the country.

57
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In sum, part I shows evidence of the globalization of public credit, the
effect of extreme conditionality on the spread, and the fiscal consequences
of foreign financial control. Building on this evidence, part II includes an
assessment of the consequences of early access to cheap capital for short-
and long-term state building and political reform.
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3
The Globalization of
Public Credit

Any government which claimed sovereignty over a bit of the earth’s
surface and a fraction of its inhabitants could find a financial agent in
London and purchasers of her bonds.

—JENKS (1927, P. 282)

A primary argument of this book is that easy access to external finance
at early stages of development can distort rulers’ incentives to under-
take state-strengthening efforts, causing persistent fiscal weakness. In this
chapter, I review key stages in the formation of the first global market of
public credit and examine a key assumption in the argument: that new
and old-but-traditionally-isolated states accessed European capital at rel-
atively favorable terms. To support this claim, I put together an original
dataset about the conditions of external finance in the Bond Era, expand-
ing time coverage and country samples and almost tripling the number
of sovereign loans recorded in existing datasets. In this chapter, I show
aggregate characteristics of the “lending frenzy,”1 and in chapter 4 I discuss
country-specific pull factors. The perverse effects of easy money for state
building are examined starting in chapter 5.

1. Taylor (2006).

59
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3.1 The First Globalization of Capital

Themodern state, which is the most sophisticated organization ever put in
place, provides security, regulates markets, enforces contracts, and redis-
tributes income; it participates in space programs, leads cancer research,
and secures mass public education among endless other contributions.
This massive intervention of the state in the economy and society is rela-
tively recent: before World War I, the scope of the state was significantly
narrower, as were the types of expenses funded by the public.

One may safely say that before 1914, military expenses represented the
lion’s share of government spending. Rulers (monarchs, princes, sultans,
chiefs) resorted to a plethora of options to finance war from tributes to
expropriation to the slave trade. War expenses, however, were often larger
than the immediate revenue possibilities of the state. Commencing in the
late medieval period (1250–1500), commercial city-states in Europe estab-
lished the foundations of modern public credit, allowing rulers to accrue
future taxes that could be paid gradually oncewar had come to an end. This
was amajor advancement inwar policy inasmuch as it allowed city-states to
outspend larger military rivals. Initially, territorial states relied on foreign
commercial cities to issuepublic credit. Conditionswere far from favorable,
and monarchs paid high premiums for short-term loans.2

Beginning in the sixteenth century and compelled by the rising costs of
military technology, territorial states switched focus to domestic lenders,
oftenmerchants and tax farmers and sometimes landed aristocracy aswell.3

Although external finance never disappeared,4 it became marginal until
the eighteenth century, when the British Crown floated new loans in Ams-
terdam to fund growing war expenses. This was, however, a somewhat
limited international credit market, both in magnitude and geographic
scope. TheheydayofDutch foreign lendingwas confined to the last decades
of the eighteenth century and involved eight countries (compared to 90+
sovereign and colonial borrowers in nineteenth-century London). Dutch
lendingwasalsobarelydiversified: Roughly threeoutof four loansfloated in
Amsterdamwent to theBritishCrown, andaveragematuritieswere12years

2. See Stasavage (2011) for a seminal account of the origins of public credit in Europe and
the evolution of city- and territorial-states’ public credit.

3. Tracy (2014) for an overview.
4. Philip II of Spain (r. 1556–1598) and before Edward III of England (r. 1327–1377)

borrowed from Italian bankers, but those operations remained fairly uncommon.
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FIGURE 3.1.Net Capital Exports as Percentage of British GDP, 1816–1913. This figure shows the
current account balance for Britain during the Bond Era. Sources: Imlah (1958) for net current
account (nominal); Broadberry et al. (2012) for nominal GDP between 1816 and 1829; and
Mitchell (2005) for nominal GDP between 1830 and 1913.

long, indicating high aversion to international lending.5 Dutch capital dried
up under French occupation in 1795, and England, which had enhanced
its capacity to mobilize revenue since the Nine Years’ War (1689–1698),6

became the new and only financial capital of Europe and the world.

3.1.1 LONDON, THE WORLD’S BANKER

Having financed successive coalitions against Napoleon and improved its
capacity to push capital overseas, London seizedmomentum to funnel sur-
plus capital derived from the Industrial Revolution to the rest of theworld.7

Theopenness of theBritish savingsmarketwas incremental andnot exempt
from boom-and-bust cycles caused by investment euphoria followed by a
sudden collapse of lending. The setbacks did not stop the frenzy. In amatter
of years, trading resumed and gave way to new and more expansive cycles.

Figure 3.1 plots the current account balance for Britain between 1816
and1913. Between1820and1850, approximately1.5percentofBritishGDP

5. Loan operations and maturity in Riley (1980, pp. 84 and 35, respectively).
6. See Brewer (1988) for the expansion of fiscal capacity in eighteenth-century England.
7. Hobson (1914); Jenks (1927); Obstfeld and Taylor (2004); Rippy (1959).
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TABLE 3.1. External Capital Stock by Country in the Long Nineteenth Century

1825 1855 1870 1890 1914

Great Britain 0.5 0.7 4.9 12.1 19.5
France 0.1 — 2.5 5.2 8.6
Germany — — — 4.8 6.7
Netherlands 0.3 0.2 0.3 1.1 1.2
United States 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 2.5
Canada — — — 0.1 0.2
All 0.9 0.9 7.7 23.8 38.7

UK/All 0.56 0.78 0.64 0.51 0.50
World GDP — — 111 128 221

Source: Table 2.1 in Obstfeld and Taylor (2004).
Note: Values represent gross foreign assets in current USD billion.

was invested overseas. External capital flows increased to 3 percent in the
1850s and 1860s and thereafter averaged 4.5 percent, peaking at 9 percent
on the verge of WWI.8 These figures stand in clear contrast to 1990–2010,
when the UK remained a net receiver of foreign capital.9

Back in the nineteenth century, London was the undisputed financial
capital of theworld. Despite the existenceof other financial centers, the vast
majority of foreign securities were channeled through the London Stock
Exchange (LSE).10 “Whoever the capitalists engaged in government loan
business and fromwhatever source their initial capitalwas derived, they did
not long delay in establishing financial residence in London.”11

Table 3.1 reports the gross value of foreign assets for major capital
exporters in the nineteenth century. At its peak, the British share of total
global foreign investment was almost 80 percent, far exceeding the com-
bined capital exports of its nearest competitors.12 In order to appreciate the
high leverage of British finance in the world, these figures should be com-
pared to the United States’ share of global assets in 2000 at 25 percent or
with itsmaximumshare of 50 percent circa 1960. That Britainwas known as
the “world’s banker” in the nineteenth century should come as no surprise.

8. Although the current account pools public and private capital, its evolution is “closely tied
to the trends and cycles of foreign lending” (Taylor, 2002, p. 726).

9. OECD (2017).
10. Michie (2006).
11. Jenks (1927, p. 267).
12. Clemens andWilliamson (2004).
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FIGURE 3.2.Government Loans by Region from 1865 to 1914. These data show the regional
breakdown of total government loans issued in Britain as they appear in Stone (1992).

Paris and Berlin joined the money market decisively in the last decades
of the nineteenth century.13 Whereas British financiers invested in both
government securities and private projects, French and German investors
specialized in sovereign loans to Southern and Eastern Europe plus North
Africa.14 In total, France and Germany invested 2.5 and 1 percent, respec-
tively, of their GDP overseas, still a remarkable figure.15

Quantitatively, capital flows from the three European financial capitals
to the rest of the world were unprecedented and remained unseen until
after the end of the ColdWar.16 On average, between 1816 and 1913 4 per-
cent of world GDP crossed borders in the form of capital investment, twice
the levels for 1945–1995.17 And relative toworldGDP, the volume of cross-
border loans was still three times smaller in 1980 than in 1880, a hundred
years earlier.18

In terms of geographic specialization, British capital diversified the
most. Data collected by Irving Stone and reproduced in figure 3.2 show that

13. Feis (1930) for an overview, and Esteves (2008, 2011) for a disaggregated list of French
(2011) and German (2008) investment overseas.

14. Feis (1930); Fishlow (1985); White (1933).
15. Edelstein (1982, p. 3).
16. Bordo, Eichengreen, and Kim (1998, pp. 3–4).
17. Estimates computed with Jordà, Schularick, and Taylor’s (2016) data.
18. Eichengreen (1991, p. 150).
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British capital in the form of government loans reached all continents.
These loans were issued by sovereign states and colonial subjects, British
or not. Relative to other financial capitals, British investment dominated
French and German capital in North and South America, Asia, and
North and South Africa; that is, everywhere except Southern and East-
ern Europe.19 By 1914, 64 percent of total foreign investments in North
America emanated from Britain (Germany was the runner-up with 10.4
percent); 42 percent in Latin America (US, 18.5 percent), 96 percent in
Oceania (France, 4 percent), 50 percent in Asia (France, 17.6 percent), and
60.5 percent in Africa (France, 22.2 percent).20

Lending was a private business despite growing diplomatic interfer-
ence in capital markets. Government-to-government loans were rare, and
multilateral official lending nonexistent. Until the 1860s, much of the lend-
ing business was in the hands of a group of selected underwriters, key
among them the Rothschilds and the Barings.21 Large underwriters nego-
tiated loans on behalf of foreign governments, and tender was bought by
a relatively small group of investors, only in the hundreds, mostly based
in London.22 Sovereign loans were then sold to atomized, inexperienced
investors in secondary markets. The small investors numbered in the tens
of thousands and occasionally in the millions (e.g., Russia’s loans in the
early twentieth century were owned by 1.6 million Frenchmen).23 The
acceleration of foreign lending in the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury offered new opportunities to lesser underwriters to broker sovereign
loans.24 Some of them specialized in governments with weaker fundamen-
tals and shaky debt records, a risky business that major houses preferred
to avoid.25

3.1.2 WHO BORROWED?

As the opening quotation in this chapter suggests, all nations were wel-
come to float loans in the London Stock Exchange (LSE), sovereign or not.
France and Germany, the main rivals to British hegemony, would market

19. Esteves (2011, table 1).
20. Woodruff (1966, table IV/3, p. 154).
21. Flandreau and Flores (2009).
22. Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006, p. 136).
23. Suter (1992, p. 45).
24. Flandreau (2020). The market share of big merchant houses declined from 53% in the

1870s to 35% in the 1910s (Cottrell, 1976, p. 30).
25. Flandreau, Flores, Gaillard, and Nieto-Parra (2009).
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sovereign bonds in London too, normally as part of larger issues floated
simultaneously in other capitals. However, the vast majority of loans went
to new and old-but-traditionally-isolated sovereign states in North and
South America, Southern and Eastern Europe, East and Southeast Asia,
the Middle East, and Northern and Southern Africa. British capital also
flowed into Spanish, Dutch, Turkish, French, and German colonies, but
only occasionally.

British colonies floated loans in the LSE on a regular basis, and they did
so on favorable terms because of the so-called empire effect. Accominotti,
Flandreau, and Rezzik argue that colonies were treated as de facto British
“provinces,” implying that themetropole would do everything in its capac-
ity to avoid default, hence the perceived lower risk of this venture.26 Fer-
guson and Schularick concur, while claiming that colonies were also more
likely to implementGladstonian economic policy—namely, favoring sound
money, balanced budgets, and openness to trade.27 Consistently, most
colonies were considered a fiscal drain and were subjected to tight fiscal
supervision.28

By the late 1870s, most of the self-governing colonies or “dominions”
(all territories in modern-day Australia, Canada, New Zealand, and South
Africa) were able to borrow on the open market without the direct sup-
port of the British government. From 1881 onward, the dominions were
declared fiscally autonomous and deprived of imperial guarantees except
for emergencies. The larger group of colonies, including the Crown
colonies, protectorates, and India, were deemed “dependent,” that is, with-
out real autonomy to issue debt because they required the explicit approval
of the British government.

All colonial stock was originally managed by the Crown agents. Based
in London, the agents acted as plenipotentiary finance ministers—both
bankers and national debt commissioners of the colony.29 They decided
when and how much debt to issue and how to pay it back. They worked
with local governments but were not accountable to them.30

Colonies were generally poor. To overcome investors’ reluctance to
underwrite them, colonial governors may have been tempted to float loans
at excessively low prices, leading to fiscal imbalances and ultimately to

26. Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik (2011).
27. Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
28. Frankema and vanWaijenburg (2014); Gardner (2012); Herbst (2000).
29. Kesner (1977, p. 314).
30. Davis and Huttenback (1986).
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default. The Crown agents, drawing from experience and reputation, were
expected to overcome low demand for colonial stock and avoid moral haz-
arddue to temptationby colonial governors, hence their key role in colonial
investment.31

From 1881 onward, the Crown agents represented dependent colonies
only. The colonial authority “established the highest permissible rate of
interest, fixed the amount desired, and set what other conditions it saw
fit. The secretary of state then authorized the Crown agents to see the
loan on the best terms possible.”32 On behalf of the colony, the agents
shopped for underwriters in the LSE and hired individuals they trusted.
The agents were considered truthful representatives of the colonies.33 In
fact, the terms that agents were able to negotiate on behalf of colonies
were so attractive that self-governing colonies requested toworkwith them
after 1881. The British treasury objected—“fiscal autonomy came with
responsibility.”

After theColonial Loans Act of 1899 and theColonial StockAct of 1900,
the dependent colonies gained the same trustee status as the benchmark
British government perpetual bond, the consol, hence virtually free access
to funds at highly subsidized rates.34 Loans floated by dependent colonies
almost tripled within 10 years, from £7.4million from 1890 to 1899 to £18.4
million from 1900 to 1909.35

In the French Empire, colonial stock was closelymonitored by theMin-
istry of Finance, and new issues required the approval of the French Parlia-
ment. Representation of colonial interest, however, was decentralized to
currency boards and commercial banks, which also served as underwriters
of colonial issues.36 Because colonial loans were tightly monitored, French
colonies borrowed extensively and at favorable terms, generally under
4 percent.37

The relationship between international finance and imperialism inten-
sified in the last decades of the nineteenth century. But the globaliza-
tion of credit was not a by-product of colonial lending. Capital flows

31. Sunderland (2004, p. 150).
32. Davis and Huttenback (1986, p. 185).
33. Davis andHuttenback (1986); Kesner (1981); refer to Sunderland (1999) for a competing

view.
34. Ferguson and Schularick (2006, p. 286).
35. Davis and Huttenback (1986, p. 168).
36. Flandreau (2006).
37. Feis (1930, p. 143).
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to colonies represented a small proportion of total international lend-
ing.38 Based on my calculations, British capital exports within the British
Empire between 1816 and 1913 (measured as issue amount spent on
sovereign debt) were three times smaller than capital exports out of the
empire.39 In France, investment in colonial securities represented 4.3 per-
cent of all French foreign investments from 1852 to 1881, and 9 percent
in 1913.40

Most international lending in the BondErawent to sovereign countries,
newly created (e.g., Peru) or recently integrated into the Western sphere
(e.g., Japan). As is made clear in chapter 4, the conditions accepted by (or
imposed on) sovereign states grew favorable to European lenders over time
as a result of imperial competition between theGreat Powers, among other
reasons.

The Bond Era came to a halt with WWI. The surge in demand for liq-
uidity to finance theGreatWar caused a series of financial disturbances that
permanently disrupted global financial markets.41 The concatenation of
WWIwith the Great Depression andWorldWar II prevented international
markets from stabilizing during those years. After 1945, however, the mar-
ket specialized in private debt, specifically foreign direct investment (FDI).
The euphoria over foreign bonds stopped in 1914, but its consequences are
still felt.

3.1.3 BORROW FOR WHAT?

Public external finance in the Bond Era served three purposes: defense
expenditure, debt conversion (i.e., refinancing old debt with new
debt), and major infrastructure projects. External finance for military
expenses and debt conversion falls within the category of “revenue finance”
and in principle does not grow the local economy.42 The long-term con-
sequences of revenue finance for state building are discussed in detail
in part II of the book. Here I reflect upon the third leg of foreign
loans, that is, capital borrowed for productive uses, or “developmental

38. Kesner (1981, p. 44).
39. Calculations draw from the newly collected data for this book, presented later in this

chapter. The anticolonial bias in international lending is corroborated by Davis and Huttenback
(1986).

40. Cameron (1966, tables 3 and 4).
41. Neal (1990, ch. 11).
42. Fishlow (1985).
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finance.”43 Foreign investment can help developing economies over-
come barriers to economic growth caused by market failures and local
capital shortage. In the nineteenth century, railroad investment was the
paramount example of developmental finance, consuming a third of total
British investment overseas and reaching more than 70 countries and
colonies.44

At least on paper, railroads had it all. First, they connected produc-
tion sites to trade ports, reduced transportation costs, and increased export
competitiveness. Second, railroads created a demand for labor, coal, steel,
and financial services. Third, by growing the economy, railroads stim-
ulated consumption of imported goods and increased tariff receipts. At
its best, steam locomotion was good for both the local economy and the
treasury.45

Railroad construction exceeded the financial means of the periph-
ery. Governments in the Global South actively sought to attract foreign
capital to finance the construction of this revolutionary technology.46

Demand met supply. In Latin America, for instance, 75 percent open
railway miles in 1900 were owned by foreign firms, 70 percent of them
British.47

To attract capital, governments in the periphery were compelled to
offer European investors a plethora of preferential provisions, including
but not limited to profit guarantees, tariff exemptions for construction
materials,48 ease in expropriating land,49 and network monopolies. These
clauses increased the expected return of investment and served to attract
foreign capital, but carried perverse effects too. For instance, profit guar-
antees, the meaning of which is self-explanatory, created serious stress
on the local treasuries, requiring the issue of revenue loans to meet the

43. The distinction between revenue and developmental finance is somewhat exaggerated
because military considerations played a key role in the construction and nationalization of
railroads in the Bond Era (Bogart, 2009; Onorato, Scheve, and Stasavage, 2014; Pratt, 1916).
The argument here omits this important nuance.

44. Stone (1992, pp. 13–14).
45. Bignon, Esteves, and Herranz-Loncán (2015).
46. Lewis (1983).
47. Sanz Fernández (1998, p. 377).
48. For instance, tariff exemptions were incorporated into foreign loans to the Spanish gov-

ernment. The exemptions were applied to railroad investment in both the Spanish peninsula and
colonial Cuba (Comín, 2012, pp. 170–171).

49. During the Porfiriato (1876–1910), nearly 11% ofMexican territory was given over to the
land survey companies in compensation (Salvucci, 2006, p. 273).
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conditions of developmental finance.50 Guarantees also weakened incen-
tives of foreign concessionaires to construct and maintain high-quality
railroads, accelerating their obsolescence.51 Networkmonopolies, another
common clause in railroad loan contracts, sought to limit competition as
a means to secure profits; however, they also prevented the design of a
nationwide rational network, reinforcing economic and political fragmen-
tation, which was bad for the economy and state building.52

The overall economic impact of railroad investment should be assessed
in light of its forward and backward linkages. The former point to the con-
tribution of railroads to lowering costs of transportation and commodity
exports, whereas the latter focus on new industrial and financial sectors
derived from railroad investment. Forward linkages are often sized by
their social savings, namely, the resources that reductions in transporta-
tion costs free up relative to alternative means of transportation.53 In some
peripheral countries, social savings were vast—equivalent to 26 percent
of GDP in Argentina,54 18 percent in Brazil,55 38 percent in Mexico,56

and 16 percent in India.57 However, forward linkages were modest (or
null) in many other economies, including Colombia,58 Peru,59 Uruguay,60

50. The largest external loan floated in Venezuela in the nineteenth century sought to secure
the profit guarantees of the largest investor of the Gran Ferrocarril de Venezuela, the Disconto
Gessellschaft, a Germany-based bank. This 1896 loan increased the outstanding external debt
of Venezuela by 70% (Harwich Vallenilla, 1976, pp. 222–227). Refer to chapter 9 for profit
guarantees in the case of Argentina.

51. The F. C. Central del Norte in Argentina is a good example. After being sold to for-
eign investors in 1888, no additional tracks were built in the next five decades (Scalabrini Ortíz,
1972, p. 230). In Venezuela, only 20% of the 7% guaranteed projects were put in motion
(Santamaría García, 1998, p. 481).

52. The persistence of fragmentation in the presence of railroads is found in small and large
economies: from Cuba (Zanetti and García, 1998, ch. 5) to China (Köll, 2019, ch. 3).

53. Fogel (1963). See Chaves, Engerman, and Robinson (2014) for a concise critical
assessment of the assumptions under social savings estimates. Notice also that social savings
calculations do not account for investment costs.

54. Summerhill (2001).
55. Summerhill (2003).
56. Coatsworth (1981).
57. Donaldson (2018).
58. McGreevey (1971, p. 266) estimates social savings in Colombia in 1924 on the order of

3.2% of gross domestic product. Ramírez (2001) finds virtually identical estimates.
59. The most favorable estimate of social savings by 1914 in Peru is in the range of 2%

to 7% (Zegarra, 2013). Passenger savings were under 0.5%. Refer to Bonilla (1972) for similar
conclusions.

60. Herranz-Loncán (2011) estimates are on the order of 3.8% of GDP for freight and 1.9%
for passenger transportation.
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and Venezuela in Latin America,61 and Spain,62 China,63 and Turkey
elsewhere.64

For state building, backward linkages may be even more important.
In Britain, France, Germany, and the United States, railroad expansion
had positive externalities on other sectors of the economy.65 Demand
for finance, steel, engineering, and fuel was largely met locally, foster-
ing innovation and growing the economy and the tax base. The railroad
networks connected economic sectors and distant regions, enabling the
central government to extend its reach beyond the capital, hence increasing
the effective tax base.66

In the periphery, backward linkages were largely absent, even in coun-
tries experiencing record social savings.67 Railroads inputs (financial and
material) were regularly imported from Europe and the US. This had a
direct negative effect on the balance of payments. The rapid generation of
foreign exchange generated by foreign capital inflows drove the overval-
uation of the exchange rate, adding another hurdle to industrial develop-
ment (i.e., backward linkages).68 Because tariff exemptions to intermediate
inputs were necessary to attract foreign finance for railroad construction,
the imports of highly valuable goods (locomotives, wagons, steel) did not
yield tariff revenue, which was key to servicing foreign debt.69 Overall,

61. Although no social savings estimate exists for Venezuela, Harwich Vallenilla (1976), San-
tamaría García (1998), and Polo Muriel (1998) conclude that railroads did not foster economic
growth in Venezuela. General surveys of uneven economic returns of railways in Latin America
can be found in the edited volumes by Kuntz Ficker (2015) and Sanz Fernández (1998).

62. Herranz-Loncán (2003, 2006) shows that the average social savings of railroad devel-
opment in Spain was not statistically different from zero. This type of investment experienced
strong heterogeneity in performance: the earlier lines connecting preexisting industrial areas did
well, whereas later lines built for political reasons (and possibly speculation) were economically
inefficient, pushing the average social savings to zero.

63. Huenemann (1984) estimates social savings as low as 0.5% of GDP.
64. Quataert (1977). Sub-Saharan countries, independent or colonial, barely attracted

railroad investment in the Bond Era.
65. See Hawke (1970, p. 211) for Britain; Fishlow (1965, ch. 3) for the United States; Caron

(1983) for France; and Fremdling (1983) for Germany.
66. See Mann (1984) for the role of railroads in articulating the “infrastructural powers” of

the state in Europe; and Cermeño, Enflo, and Lindvall (2018) for a recent application in Sweden.
67. Refer to Summerhill (2005) and Coatsworth (1979) for the absence of backward linkages

in Brazil and Mexico, respectively.
68. Salvucci (2006, p. 288) for the Dutch disease preventing industrialization in Argentina.
69. Tax leaks were magnified when investors built railroads on privately owned land. That

was the case, for instance, of foreign-owned sugarmonopolies inCuba (Zanetti andGarcía, 1998,
p. 404).
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large shares of railroad social savings were “leaked” overseas in the form
of input imports and interest rates, and with them the capacity to diver-
sify the economy and expand the tax base. In Mexico, for instance, roughly
a quarter of total export earnings were lost to European financiers in the
form of railroad operations, imports, and debt service.70

The absence of backward linkages led to an export-led growth model
with little diversification, exposing developing nations to “commodity lot-
teries,” namely, abrupt changes in the international price of export staples,
which regularly hurt economic and fiscal performance.71 Railroads, the
quintessence of developmental finance, brought economic growth to the
periphery but also underdevelopment.72

More generally, the perils of external finance for state building that
I advance in this book are not limited to revenue finance (i.e., war and
debt consolidation). Developmental loans in the periphery often generated
perverse economic andpolitical incentives, the consequences ofwhich lim-
ited, or even canceled, their potential contribution to economic growthand
state building.

3.2 Causes of Lending Frenzy

Sovereign lending (i.e., loans to foreign government) played a crucial role
in the rise of global finance. Wars of independence in Latin America in
the 1810s and 1820s set the stage for the century to come. Brazil, the
province of Buenos Aires, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, and smaller
countries in Central America floated loans in London to equip their armies
and terminate colonial rule.73 Loans were easy to market. The first for-
eign security mania—to which loans to Austria, Denmark, Greece, Naples,
Portugal, Prussia, and Spain contributed74—ended within years, when
many of these countries interrupted debt service.75 Foreign government
securities regained momentum in the mid-1830s and grew thereafter.

70. Coatsworth (1981, p. 181).
71. Blattman, Hwang, andWilliamson (2007). Fluctuations in global capital markets remain

a major hurdle to the consolidation of social benefits in modern-day Latin America (Wibbels
2006).

72. This conclusion is shared by Coatsworth (1981), Kaur (1980, p. 698), and Zanetti and
García (1998, pp. 99–100), among others.

73. Marichal (1989).
74. Flandreau and Flores (2009).
75. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009, p. 91).
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FIGURE 3.3. Share of Countries in Default from 1800 to 1913. Only independent nations at the
time of default are considered. Source: Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).

In 1853, foreign government bonds accounted for 6 percent of all listed
securities on the LSE; by 1913, they represented an unprecedented 21
percent.76

The lending frenzy in thenineteenth centurymight be surprising in light
of the global cycles of sovereign default that characterize that era. Figure 3.3
shows that the proportion of countries in default during any given year
in the nineteenth century was over 20 percent, with peaks as high as 45
percent. How are both phenomena compatible? Some suggest irrational
behavior on the lenders’ side; others, informational asymmetries between
investors and borrowers; and still others, market-based explanations. Next,
I briefly survey these explanations and then introduce an original dataset on
long-term sovereign loan rates with two goals in mind: the new data docu-
ments the lending euphoria in an unprecedentedway (based on the sample
size and time coverage), and it allowsme to test the notion of extreme con-
ditionality, which sheds light on the apparent paradox in the continuation
of sovereign lending despite massive default episodes.

76.Michie (2006, table 3.3). These estimates donot include government-guaranteed railroad
bonds, hence they are a lower-bound estimate of total sovereign lending.
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3.2.1 IRRATIONAL AND FRAUDULENT BEHAVIOR

Charles Kindleberger is a leading proponent of irrational behavior as an
explanation for the first financial globalization. Speculation and manias
“close to mass hysteria and insanity” distorted interest rates, driving a
wedge between prices and economic fundamentals.77 Some accounts are
indeed compatible with the notion of irrational lending. For instance, Feis
refers to reckless loans in the 1860s to the Khedive, as the Egyptian gov-
ernment was known at the time. This country lacked an annual budget,
an official register, and an ordered tax apparatus; however, the Khedive
quintupled external debt between 1863 and 1879.

The ordinary [European] investor did not realize the financial state of
the country. Banks were willing to take the risk of loss for larger return
and special pledges. . . . When one banking group retired, another
entered the field.78

This quotation leads to a related cause of the lending frenzy: blatant
fraud. Floating a foreign bond involved three players: borrowers (coun-
tries), private investors, and issue houses or underwriters. The latter played
a key role in the Bond Era, negotiating the bond covenant on behalf of
borrowers, circulating the prospectus that stipulated the terms of the loan,
advancing funds to the borrower, and selling the bonds to individual pri-
vate investors.79 Borrowers paid underwriters large commissions for their
service; indeed, Jenks came to the conclusion that “the real profits of the
loan business went to the[se] contractors.”80

Large underwriters were careful and cultivated a reputation for mar-
keting safe products, but second-tier underwriters and promoters took
advantage of information asymmetries to trade lemons.81 The “art of
puffing”—the promotion of bubbles—was a general practice in the LSE
well into the 1870s.82 Taking advantage of the unscrupulous economic
press (more below), promoters engineered loans to make them look like
safe bets. Flandreau offers various textbook examples of “white-collar

77. Kindleberger (1996, p. 20).
78. Feis (1930, p. 383).
79. Eichengreen (1991, p. 151).
80. Jenks (1927, p. 49).
81. See Flandreau and Flores (2009) and Flandreau, Flores, Gaillard, andNieto-Parra (2009)

for extensive research on issuing houses’ prestige.
82. Flandreau (2016, p. 8).
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criminality” occurring in the LSE—ponzi schemes benefiting promoters
and vulture investors specializing in sovereign debt restructuring, often the
same individuals.83

In the early 1870s, a parliamentary investigation took place in West-
minster to address the blatant fraud and disastrous outcomes of sovereign
loans to smaller Central American countries.84 This report revealed the
unscrupulous practices that issue houses pursued tomarket their products;
however, foreign rulers might have seen this as an opportunity, too:

So governments quite unacquainted with the mysteries of finance, like
Morocco in 1860, learned from roving agents how easy it was to arrange
loans in London or in Paris. Politicians desirous of looting their coun-
try’s treasury decently and without ostentation discovered how readily
the matter could be arranged by way of a floating debt.85

In the same vein, Rippy concludes that British bankers and more than
a few Latin American governments alike were “scandalously dishonest.”86

They all profited “at the expense of [small] British investors.” Fraud was an
extended problem because it benefited foreign investors and irresponsible
local rulers, as discussed in chapter 2.

3.2.2 INFORMATION ASYMMETRIES

Fraud was possible because investors had limited access to real-time unbi-
ased information.87 The submarine cable across the English Channel, that
is, between the two world financial capitals, arrived only in 1851, thirty
years into the Bond Era. The telegraph reached key overseas markets
only in the late nineteenth century: Buenos Aires in 1878, Tokyo in 1900.
In the meantime, investors based their decisions on the economic press
published in London; however, this press did not establish full-time cor-
respondents overseas until late in the game.88 For example, the Times, one
of the most respected publications of the day, did not deploy a permanent

83. Flandreau (2016, chs. 4–5).
84. Select Committee on Loans to Foreign States, Report from the Select Committee on Loans

to Foreign States: With the Proceedings of the Committee, House of Commons, London, 1875.
85. Jenks (1927, p. 273).
86. Rippy (1959, p. 32).
87. Neal (2015, pp. 166–167). See Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006, ch. 2) for a competing

view.
88. Jones (1979).
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correspondent in Argentina until the 1890s. In the meantime, the financial
press relied for information on local investors who often had conflicts of
interest.89

Information issues did not end there. Flandreau, Nye, and Taylor write
of the structural capture of journalism by promoters: During the railway
mania in the 1840s, for instance, specialized journals distorted informa-
tion in return for advertising revenues.90 In 1872, the 28-year editor of the
Times faced charges of fallibility and corruption originating in blatant con-
flict of interest. He happened to own shares of products his journal adver-
tised.91 These scandals undermined the credibility of the financial press as
a whole.92

Biased information was not only published regularly in the special-
ized press, but it was also present in the prospectuses circulated by issue
houses on behalf of borrowers. Some prospectuses were blatant fabrica-
tions, chief among them the bond scheme of Poyais, a fictitious country
in Central America that happened to quote two bonds in London in the
1820s secured upon all the revenues of the nonexistent government of Poy-
ais. Other prospectuses weremisleading or contained falsehoods about the
record of debt service of countries in the past. Issue houses failed to dis-
close information in their possession that would havewarned investors that
the borrowing government was highly unstable and doomed to default.93

Winkler finds various examples of this when examining the fine print of
prospectuses circulated amongAmerican investors during the first decades
of the twentieth century.94 In the 1920s, for instance, prospectuses of
Chilean national debt claimed falsely and repeatedly that “Chile had been
borrowing for 95 years andhas never defaulted on its loans.” In reality, Chile
had defaulted twice in the nineteenth century—first in the 1820s and later
in the late 1870s—accumulating a total of 26 years of exclusion. Regard-
less, Chilean loans were successfully quoted in 1921 and 1922 only to be
defaulted eight years later.

89. Jones (1979).
90. Flandreau (2016), Nye (2015), and Taylor (2015).
91. The management of the 1890 financial crisis is illuminating. Despite having inside infor-

mation on Barings’ and Argentina’s imminent bankruptcy, the Times and the Economist retained
that information and called instead for plans for an orderly rearrangement of Argentina’s finances
(Nye 2015, p. 217). Substantial losses followed.

92. Nye (2015); Taylor (2015).
93. Borchard (1951, pp. 143–144).
94. Winkler (1933, ch. 5).
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3.2.3 SEARCH FOR YIELD

Some authors argue that the lending euphoria can be explained by market
forces. On one hand, in the absence of local credit markets, emerging mar-
kets required strong inflows of foreign capital to finance basic government
operation.95 On the other hand, investment overseas resulted (andwas per-
ceived as) more profitable than domestic investment. The unusually high
profits of railroads and other social overhead investments in the emerg-
ing primary product economy in the Americas (but also South Africa and
Australasia) pushed British savings overseas.96 In a recent piece, Meyer,
Reinhart, and Trebesch show that the real return of external sovereign
bonds was 7.87 percent in 1815–1869 and 6.19 percent in 1870–1914, sur-
passed only in 1995–2016 at 9.12 percent.97 The highest return was for
bonds of serial defaulters, which yielded 3.4 percent excess return relative
to the British consol in 1815–1869 and 4.2 percent in 1870–1913.98

To secure profits, British lenders invested in export-related infrastruc-
ture and natural resource projects (e.g., railways and mines). These invest-
ments were meant to grow the local economy, tax receipts, and exports,
hence foreign reserves with which to serve external debt.99 Investment
in foreign government loans was risky business, however: Lindert and
Morton compute the spread relative to the British consol for 10 emerg-
ing economies from 1850 to 1914 and find that nominal rates were clearly
larger than home government bonds, but bonds issued between 1850 and
1914 barely broke evenwithBritish consols.100 This is, however, an average
for a sample of countries with starkly different experiences with sovereign
lending; whereas Japan, Australia, Canada, and Egypt (only after financial
intervention) always repaid, others likeMexico andRussia interrupteddebt
service after the revolutions, lowering the average aggregate return.

All things considered, the frenzy in capital markets is probably ex-
plained by a combination of all three factors: poor information, fraud, and
higher margins overseas. An additional reason for the lending euphoria
may be the bondholders’ ability to seize assets and sources of revenue in

95. Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006, p. 11).
96. Edelstein (1982, p. 7) and Neal (2015, p. 155).
97. Meyer, Reinhart, and Trebesch (2019, table 3).
98. Meyer, Reinhart, and Trebesch (2019, table 5).
99. Fishlow (1985). This is consistentwith Flandreau andZumer (2004), who show that local

economic growth decreased the spread of peripheral countries.
100. Lindert and Morton (1989).
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case of default, hence limiting risk. In the next two chapters, I articulate
this argument, test for it, and discuss the implications of foreign finan-
cial control for long-term state building. In the remainder of this chapter, I
introduce an original interest rate dataset to quantify the breadth of inter-
national lending and the relatively low price of credit in the long nineteenth
century.

3.3 Access to International Finance

To shed light on the favorable terms of external finance in the Bond Era,
I put together an original dataset of international loans or bonds—until
the mid-twentieth century both terms were used interchangeably—floated
between 1816 and 1914 inLondon, theworld’s banker. Existing datasets are
limited to a subset of countries and specific decades of the nineteenth cen-
tury or both. Twoof the threemost ambitious datasets assembled to date by
Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik and Ferguson and Schularick list the
spread of 32 and 57 countries, respectively, in secondary markets in Lon-
don from 1880 to 1913.101 Of extreme value for the study of the spread in
the most intense era of lending, these datasets cannot characterize the first
65 years of the Bond Era, 1815–1880. A third dataset, and closest to the one
I put together, is assembled by Suzuki, who records new quotations (or pri-
mary market) data for 53 countries from 1870 to 1913.102 In total, Suzuki’s
dataset lists 329 loans issued in London.

Guided by Suzuki’s example, I collected primary market data from pri-
mary and secondary sources for a larger number of countries, 92 in total,
as early as 1816 and up to 1914. I considered all central government and
government-guaranteed loans irrespective of their purpose (e.g., war, debt
refinancing, and infrastructure).103 In all, the new dataset includes 944
loans, virtually tripling Suzuki’s collection. For each bond, I collected data
on nominal interest rate, price of quotation, maturity, purpose, and name
of the underwriter.104 With the new dataset, I seek to advance understand-
ing of the first globalization of capital and simultaneously solidify a key

101. Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik (2011); Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
102. Suzuki (1994).
103. In chapter 6, I elaborate on the fungibility of external capital in the national budget, and

why for the study of state building we should contemplate all sovereign bonds regardless of their
official use.

104. I stop data collection for a given territory as soon as it integrates into a larger sovereign
jurisdiction, for example, the province of Buenos Aires after reuniting with Argentina in 1861.
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assumption of the main argument of this book: capital was abundant and
relatively cheap for both consolidated and new economies.

3.3.1 DESCRIPTIVES

Key primary sources of the dataset are The Stock Exchange Loan and
Company Prospectuses and Wetenhall’s Course of the Exchange (first day of
quotation of calendar years from 1825 to 1871), both kept at the archives
of the London Stock Exchange, now held at the Guildhall Library, City
of London. Secondary sources are Dawson; Hobson; Jenks; Marichal;
Mauro, Sussman, andYafeh; andSuzuki. Inaddition, IdrawfromAyer, from
Fenn’s Compendium of the English and Foreign Funds, Debts andRevenues . . .
(1838,1855, 1869, 1883, 1898),105 andselectively fromtheAnnual Reports of
the Council of the Corporation of Foreign Bondholders, vol. 1 (1874)–vol. 45
(1917).

Table 3.2 shows some descriptive statistics to illustrate the spread of
British capital exports, followed by a breakdown of the number of loans
per country. The total amount issued in loans was almost £4 billion, equiv-
alent to $600 billion in today’s dollars but in a world economy one-tenth
as large. Capital flowed to every continent, beginning with Europe and
the Americas, and eventually Africa, Asia, and Oceania. Issue amount in
Europe may seem disproportionally large, but that reflects varying income
levels. Relative to local economies, borrowed quantities were substantial in
Latin America, Asia, and Africa.

3.3.2 NOMINAL INTEREST RATES IN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

David Stasavage has produced the most ambitious deep-historical dataset
to date of sovereign borrowing in early-modern Europe.106 He shows that
public credit in that continent followed two tracks.

The city-states took the faster route. Venice and Siena, for instance,
were able to issue long-term debt at low interest rates as early as the thir-
teenth century. Commercial city-states lived on long-distance trade and
banking. Medieval European merchants had made their initial fortunes
in risky activities like long-distance trade; once established, they became
rentiers by shifting their fortunes into fixed income, either public or private.

105. Ayer (1905); Dawson (1990); Fenn (1838, 1855, 1869, 1883, 1898); Hobson (1914);
Jenks (1927); Marichal (1989); Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006); Suzuki (1994).

106. Stasavage (2011). This paragraph follows chapter 2 in that work.
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TABLE 3.2.Descriptive Statistics of Sovereign Bonds, 1816–1913

Issue amount
in million £ Earliest

Region Countries Loans (% of total) loan

Africa 15 102 301 (8%) 1860
Americas 33 279 1,100 (28%) 1822
Asia 10 128 544 (14%) 1854
Europe 25 252 1,700 (43%) 1816
Oceania 9 183 285 (7%) 1859

Total 92 944 3,940

Note: Countries in the sample with number of loans in the sample in parentheses: Antigua and Barbuda
(1), Argentina (41), Austria (10), Bahamas (1), Barbados (1), Belgium (7), Bolivia (2), Brazil (31), Bulgaria
(4), Canada (30), Cape of Good Hope (27), Chile (30), China (30), Colombia (6), Confederate States of
America (1), Costa Rica (6), Cuba (8), Denmark (15), Dominican Republic (7), Ecuador (2), Egypt (20), El
Salvador (3), Fiji (1), Finland (1), France (9), Germany (5), Ghana (3), Greece (22), Grenada (2), Guatemala
(6), Guyana (4), Haiti (2), Hawaii (1), Hesse (1), Honduras (5), Hong Kong (2), Hungary (13), India (28),
Iran (2), Ireland (5), Isle of Man (1), Italy (12), Jamaica (8), Japan (13), Liberia (4), Mauritius (7), Mexico
(17), Montenegro (1), Morocco (1), Naples (4), Natal (21), Netherlands (8), New South Wales (30), New
Zealand (29), Newfoundland (13), Nicaragua (2), Niger (1), Nigeria (3), Norway (8), Orange Free State (1),
Paraguay (4), Peru (11), Portugal (20), Poyais (1), Prussia (6), Puerto Rico (1), Queensland (29), Romania
(9), Russia (44), Saint Lucia (2), Serbia (3), Sierra Leone (4), Singapore (4), South Africa (3), South Aus-
tralia (30), Spain (16), Sri Lanka (Ceylon) (10), Sweden (16), Switzerland (2), Tanzania (1), Tasmania (18),
Thailand (2), Tonkin (1), Transvaal (4), Trinidad and Tobago (10), Tunisia (2), Turkey (36), Great Britain
(10), United States of America (7), Uruguay (9), Venezuela (5), Victoria (23), and Western Australia (22).
See text for sources.

Territorial states took the slower track. Long-term debt appeared only
in the early sixteenth century; until then, English, French, or Castilian
monarchs relied on short-term debt (usually one or two years) and paid
higher interest to their lenders, often Jewish or Italian bankers (e.g., the
Englishmonarch Edward III issued loans in Florence andGenoa to finance
the Hundred Years’ War, 1337–1453). Only in the early sixteenth cen-
tury, pushed by pressing costs derived from the military revolution, did
territorial states issue long-term loans.107

Figure 3.4 plots Stasavage’s data from 1250 to 1800.108 The pattern
speaks for itself: a secular decline occurred in nominal rates over five cen-
turies; however, differences between territorial states and city-states were
lasting. Average nominal rates in the seventeenth century in France and
England were 6.14 and 7.78 percent, respectively, compared to 4.5 and
2.6 percent in Barcelona and Genoa, respectively. It took an additional

107. Public credit took the form of annuities (e.g., the French rentes) to evade usury laws.
108. Stasavage (2011).
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FIGURE 3.4.Nominal Interest Rates before and after 1800. This figure plots nominal interest
rates for 1,198 sovereign bonds from 1200 to 1800 for 31 polities (light gray Xs for city-states,
dark dots for territorial states) as drawn from Stasavage (2011), and newly collected nominal
interest rates for 944 bonds in the period from 1816 to 1913 for 92 countries (light gray circles).
A lowess line is superimposed.

century for nominal rates to converge around 5 percent. In figure 3.4, I
plot the newly collected interest rates for the long nineteenth century. Far
from a structural break, the secular decline continued after 1815 despite
entry of unseasoned countries in capital markets and repeated default
episodes.

Low interest rates in the nineteenth century are not a statistical arti-
fact derived from pooling seasoned and unseasoned countries into the
same chart. Figure 1.1 shows that the nominal spread between European
and non-European countries was under 100 basis points at the begin-
ning of the nineteenth century and converged to 0 by the turn of the
century.

British colonies were favorably treated in capital markets because they
were perceived by investors as British provinces—the empire effect dis-
cussed earlier. The low spread in figure 1.1, however, is not a by-product of
having British colonies in the non-European sample. Figure 3.5 shows that
when dependent colonies and self-governing colonies before 1881 (when
they lose access to colonial agents) are excluded, the results are qualita-
tively similar. The near convergence betweenEuropean andnon-European
countries happens later, but the spread remains under 100 basis points
throughout—a quantity substantially lower than that between territorial
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FIGURE 3.5. Comparison of Nominal Interest Rates Excluding British Dependencies. In this test,
Crown colonies are excluded from the non-Europe sample. Self-government colonies before
1881 are also excluded because their loans were marketed by Crown agents (see text for details).
After 1881, self-governing colonies are considered financially independent and listed along
other non-European borrowers. Squares are used to indicate loans of non-European countries
and circles those of European countries. A dashed lowess line is superimposed for the European
sample and a solid line for the non-European sample. Compiled by author frommultiple
sources.

states and city-states a hundred years earlier. Did emerging economies bear
very short maturities in return for relatively inexpensive credit?

3.3.3 MATURITY EXTENSION

Short maturities allow lenders to discipline borrowers: the threat of exclu-
sion is expected to incentivize borrowers to enact prudentmacroeconomic
policy, hence debt service.109 Long maturities express confidence in the
borrowers’ ability and willingness to repay. Because credibility issues were
rampant in territorial states in medieval Europe, loans matured after one
or two years.110 Repeated defaults by unseasoned and politically unstable
polities occurred in the nineteenth century; however, maturities were long
and remained so until WorldWar I, 31 years on average before 1870 and 38
years afterward.111 These figures are high relative to early-modern Europe

109. See Diamond and Rajan (2001) and Jeanne (2009) for a formal treatment.
110. Stasavage (2011, p. 34).
111. I collectedmaturity extensions for 496 loans. My estimates are between those inMauro,

Sussman, and Yafeh (2006), who argue that maturities were around 20 years in the period from
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aswell as current times. Responding to themassive defaults in the 1980s and
1990s, maturities for emerging economies were between 5 and 10 years in
the early 2000s.112

3.3.4 EFFECTIVE INTEREST RATES

The lending frenzywasmanifested in historically lownominal interest rates
and long maturities. Now I focus on effective interest rates. These can be
measured in various ways: I follow Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh and use
the ratio of the coupon to the price, or yield at issue, which measures the
income an investor receives on a bond as a percentage of the price of the
bond.113 Importantly, this ratio emulates the way investors regarded bond
profitability.114

In order to compute the yield at issue, I was able to compile the price
at issue for 803 bonds, 87 percent of the sample.115 Using the price at
issue has advantages and disadvantages: On the positive side I can ana-
lyze loans issued before standardized series were published in economic
journals, hence the entire nineteenth century instead of only its final three
decades, the period analyzed in virtually all existing research. The disad-
vantage is that the data generation process is endogenous: borrowers may
issue a new loanwhen conditions are favorable and they anticipate cheaper
credit. As a method of validation, I correlate the yield at issue in the pri-
marymarketwith yield in secondarymarkets, which operates continuously
between new quotations. To implement this test, I draw yield in sec-
ondary markets from Ferguson and Schularick, who gathered data on the
spread over British consols for securities from 57 independent countries,
colonies, and self-governing territories of the British Empire from 1880
to 1913.116

1870 to 1913, and those ofMeyer, Reinhart, andTrebesch (2019), who estimate averagematurity
between 1815 and 1869 in 46 years (30 countries) and in 42 years (45 countries) for 1870–1913.

112. Borensztein et al. (2004); Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006).
113.Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006). The assumption underlying this ratio is that interest

rates will remain at the current rate and do not allow for any appreciation or depreciation that an
investor receives at disposal (Brown, 1998, p. 23).

114. Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006, p. 41). Traders today apply sophisticated formulas
for the valuation of bonds, one reason being the quality of information at hand.

115. Missing observations come mainly from bonds collected from secondary sources. In
subsequent analyses, I dropped two bonds, one for Spain and another for Puerto Rico, due to
abnormal yield values: 19.2 and 33.3, respectively.

116. Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
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FIGURE 3.6. Primary and Secondary BondMarkets Compared, 1880–1913. Secondary market
values, which are yearly averages, are log-transformed to cope with abnormal observations.
Primary market data compiled by author. Secondary market data from Ferguson and
Schularick (2006).

The distribution of prices in the secondary market has a long tail due
to anomalous values. The linear correlation of yield at issue in primary
markets and the original and log-transformed yield in secondary markets
are 0.6 and 0.7, respectively, suggesting that the ratio of the coupon to
the price—the contemporary investors’ shortcut—is genuinely informative
of the future valuation of the bond in secondary markets. For reference,
figure 3.6 plots the primary against the log-transformed secondary market
yield.

To conclude the descriptive characterization of the Bond Era, I inves-
tigate regional differences of yield at issue. The horizontal dotted line in
figure 3.7 shows that the average yield at issue between 1816 and 1913
was at 5.19 percent. All regions except Oceania, which had dispropor-
tional representation of British colonies, experienced effective rates within
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FIGURE 3.7. Average Yield at Issue by Region, 1816–1913. Yield at issue available for 803 bonds.
Sample average represented with dashed line. Primary market data coded by author.

1 percentage point of the sample average, consistent with the convergence
of nominal rates in figures 1.1 and 3.5.117

Figure 3.7 suggests that economies around the world paid modest pre-
miums relative to the very seasoned economies in Europe. The spread of
emerging economies in the Bond Era contrasts with the spread charged
in secondary markets in the 1990s and early 2000s, which went as high
as 800 basis points in times of crisis, or relative to the 300 basis points
between 2002 and 2008, the most liquid and stable financial period since
1914.118 The long-term consequences of early access to cheap capital for
state building are the focus of later chapters in the book.

3.4 Conclusion

This chapter offers an original quantification of the first globalization of
capital, one that includes the largest number of polities and longest period
of time to date. The descriptive statistics indicate that the lending frenzy
in the Bond Era was manifested in historically low nominal and effective
interest rates and long maturities, all of which contributed to a culture of
cheap money. In the next chapter, I study country-specific determinants of

117. These results are consistent with Bordo and Rockoff (1996). They size the spread of
emerging economies between 1870 and 1914 between 200 and 300 basis points relative to British
consols; for reference, the spread of the United States was 100 points.

118. Cruces and Trebesch (2013) for the 1900s to the early 2000s; Özmen andDoğanay Yaşar
(2016) for 2002–2008 data.
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the spread by testing existingmodels and advancing an original hypothesis:
the ability to impose financial control over countries in case of default, or
extreme conditionality. This hypothesis sheds light on the puzzling coexis-
tence of regular, massive defaults and the rapid recovery of capital exports
that followed and illuminates the perverse effects of cheap external capital
on long-term state building.
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4
Extreme Conditionality in
International Lending

The previous chapter argued that the price of external capital in the Bond
Era responded to supply or “push factors”: capital surplus in Europe,
fraud, and low domestic returns. In this chapter, I revisit demand or “pull
factors,” namely, country-specific characteristics that attracted foreign cap-
ital. Along with standard explanations—the gold standard, reputation, and
empire—I articulate a complementary hypothesis; that is, foreign finan-
cial control by bondholders in case of default, or extreme conditionality. I
elaborate on the conditions under which private bondholders took over
local assets and test the hypothesis against an augmented version of the
historical interest rate data that includes newly collected information on
loan pledges.1 Results suggest that pledging public assets reduced interest
rates of emerging economies but exposed them to foreign financial con-
trol. The chapter is organized in three parts: I begin by reviewing leading
explanations of the spread in the nineteenth century. Then I articulate the
extreme conditionality hypothesis and test some of its empirical implica-
tions. Finally, I discuss the risks of pledging national assets for long-term
state building.

1. I use interchangeably the expressions pledge, hypothecation, security, and collateral.

86
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4.1 Bond Yield in the Nineteenth Century

The expansion of European capital exports in the nineteenth century is
responsible for the drop in the average cost of external finance, especially
for countries with weak fundamentals. Push factors are not unique to the
nineteenth century: Frieden and Mosley find similar results in studying
external finance of emerging economies fromWorldWar II to the present.2

When capital is abundant, even borrowers with weak and undemocratic
institutions access international finance at favorable terms; in other words,
in good credit cycles, investors are risk tolerant.3

A long tradition of economists and economic historians shows that
country-specific characteristics also shape the terms of external finance:
that is, demand matters. Existing accounts specific to the Bond Era focus
on the borrower’s record of default, institution-induced credibility, and
empire membership.4 I review these explanations before introducing the
notion of extreme conditionality.

4.1.1 REPUTATION

Whydo countries service debt? Theymight do so because theywant to cul-
tivate a good reputation5 or because they want to avoid credit exclusion.6

The notion of reputation incorporates the beliefs that bondholders have
about the type of government they are dealing with. Governments (coun-
tries) with good reputations are expected to do everything in their power
to service debt in good or bad times (e.g., implement an austerity pol-
icy if needed). Default, although occasionally justified from the investor’s
point of view, tends to hurt the country’s reputation and thus is to be
avoided. Good reputation is rewarded by investors with easier access to
credit because they perceive the borrower as reliable.7

2. Frieden (1991b) and Mosley (2003).
3. Ballard-Rosa, Mosley, andWellhausen (2021).
4. This list does not exhaust all explanations: some emphasize local economic conditions

(Flandreau and Zumer, 2004), issue linkage (Lipson, 1985; Kelly, 1998), and central banks
(Poast, 2015). The analysis of these hypotheses requires macroeconomic and institutional data
that exist only for a selected group of countries or only for the later decades of the nineteenth
century.

5. Tomz (2007).
6. Eaton and Gersovitz (1981).
7. Tomz (2007).
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Tomz’s cooperative theory of lending through reputation contrasts with
Eaton and Gersovitz’s noncooperative version.8 According to this model,
lenders compel countries to cultivate their reputations—hence service
debt—by threatening them with credit exclusion, the practice of refusing
quotations of securities to governments that fail to fulfill their obligations
or come to terms with their creditors.9 The principle of exclusion was
enshrined in the rules of the London Stock Exchange (LSE) as early as
1826.10

Figure 3.3 shows that massive defaults occurred with regularity in the
Bond Era, yet effective interest rates decreased over time, bringing some
scholars to question the notion of reputation. Lindert and Morton study
the conditions of access to capital from 1850 to 1985. Drawing on a sam-
ple of 10 emerging economies, they find that countries in default are not
systematically punished by international lenders.11 In some cases, Lin-
dert and Morton claim, the prospect of continued business with large
borrowers is enough to regain market access in a short period of time.12

Eichengreen as well as Jorgensen and Sachs find that countries interrupt-
ing debt service during the interwar period were not excluded or penalized
in the postwar era because markets attributed default to unforeseen exter-
nal shocks and rendered the debtor’s abrogation of contracts excusable.13

Instead of initiating an arduous negotiation, investors understood that a
quick settlement would ultimately benefit them because it would acceler-
ate the borrower’s recovery. Reinhart and Trebesch find support for this
conjecture by analyzing forms of debt relief between 1920 and the 2000s.14

If countries can default without cost, why would they ever service?
Tomz addresses this puzzle by advancing a dynamic model of reputation
that relaxes the assumption of complete information about the preferences

8. Eaton and Gersovitz (1981).
9. Jenks (1927, p. 284).
10. Article 62 of the rules of the LSE reads as follows: “The Committee will not recognize

newbonds, stock, or other securities, issuedby any foreign government that has violated the con-
ditions of any previous public loan raised in this country, unless it shall appear to the Committee
that a settlement of existing claims has been assented to by the general body of bondholders.
Companies issuing such securities will be liable to be excluded from the official list” (Melsheimer
and Gardner, 1891, p. 164).

11. Lindert and Morton (1989).
12. This argument is similar to the onemade byDrelichman andVoth (2014) for Spain during

the reign of Philip II.
13. Eichengreen (1987); Jorgensen and Sachs (1988).
14. Reinhart and Trebesch (2016).
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of foreign governments and that allows preferences to vary over time,
resulting froma change in an incumbent or in the populace.15 In thismodel,
investors continually update their beliefs about the type of government
they are confronting. Analyzing bond yields in secondary markets at dif-
ferent points in time as early as 1770, Tomz shows that investors offered
worse credit to unproven governments than to better-knownor “seasoned”
countries, that reputation was built by servicing debt punctually over a
number of years, and that regular defaulters struggled to raise new capi-
tal in international markets. To date, Tomz offers the strongest evidence
for the argument of reputation.

4.1.2 THE GOLD STANDARD

The incentive to cultivate a reputationmight conflict with short-termpolit-
ical survival. Opportunistic policy (e.g., printing money to cover a budget
deficit) might damage the macroeconomy and put debt service in jeop-
ardy. To credibly commit to honor debt, rulers might peg currency to a
precious metal or major currency. In a world of open capital markets, the
adoption of a fixed exchange rate puts monetary and fiscal policy at the
service of the exchange rate.16 This policy bundle is expected to preclude
political-business cycles and secure debt service.

Bordo and Kydland argue that adherence to the gold standard sent a
strong signal of resolve to international markets, serving as a “good house-
keeping seal of approval.”17 Drawing on secondary market bond yields
from 1870 to 1914, Bordo and Rockoff show that the terms of access to
external finance fared better among gold standard adopters.18 To their sur-
prise, Bordo, Edelstein, and Rockoff find supportive evidence for the gold
standard in the interwar period despite the turbulence in internationalmar-
kets.19 Obstfeld and Taylor size adherence to the gold standard at about
30 basis points before 1914, but they find no effect during the interwar
period.20

Other scholars are more critical of the gold standard. Ferguson and
Schularick argue that gold was insufficient to credibly commit to stable

15. Tomz (2007).
16. This trade-off is known as the Mundell-Fleming trilemma.
17. Bordo and Kydland (1995).
18. Bordo and Rockoff (1996).
19. Bordo, Edelstein, and Rockoff (1999).
20. Obstfeld and Taylor (2004).
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macroeconomic policy and debt service.21 Some countries adopted the
gold standard only de jure. Far from blind, international investors looked
“behind the thin film of gold,” penalizing defectors with higher premi-
ums. Comparing spreads five years into adherence between 1880 and 1914,
Mitchener and Weidenmier find that emerging markets in which the gold
standard had been adopted still paid a 285-basis-point premium.22

4.1.3 THE EMPIRE EFFECT

Grants-in-aid from the metropole were uncommon in the nineteenth cen-
tury. Instead, British, French, Ottoman, and Spanish colonies floated loans
in international capital markets on a regular basis. These loans were mar-
keted in the metropole and occasionally in other financial capitals; for
example, Tonkin, a French colony, floated a loan in London in 1896 to
finance the construction of a new railway. Private investors did not discrim-
inate in favor of contracting public debt from the empire.23 Actually, most
of the lending went to sovereign nations (refer to chapter 3).

Most research on colonial loans has focused on the British Empire,
the largest and best documented and the only one hosting the financial
capital of the world.24 The empire effect—the notion that colonies are
treated favorably by investors—was challenged by Obstfeld and Taylor as
well asFlandreau andZumer.25 By assembling a substantially larger dataset,
Ferguson and Schularick revived the empire effect, estimating that mem-
bership in the British Empire decreased the spread by 150 basis points
between 1880 and 1914.26 Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik confirm
Ferguson and Schularick’s results while articulating a novel causal mech-
anism: British colonies were neither better run nor enjoyed better macroe-
conomic stability. Simply put, investors anticipated that “strategic default
would not be an option because underlying assets could be seized with
support of imperial courts.”27

21. Ferguson and Schularick (2006, 2012).
22. Mitchener andWeidenmier (2009).
23. Davis and Huttenback (1986); Feis (1930); Platt (1968).
24. French (2011) andGerman (2008) capital flows to colonial dominions have been recently

examined by Esteves.
25. Obstfeld and Taylor (2004); Flandreau and Zumer (2004).
26. Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
27. Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik (2011, p. 402).
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4.2 Empirical Validation of Existing Explanations

In light of the mixed results from existing hypotheses of the bond spread,
I seek to test them anew by exploiting a novel dataset that includes
more political units than any previous test—as many as 92 and extend-
ing back to 1816.28 For reference, Ferguson and Schularick, the most
comprehensive dataset to date, sample 62 political units from 1880
onward.29

The outcome variable in this analysis is the effective interest rate at
issue (N= 803), and the unit of observation is the country-year.30 Some
countries issuedmore than one loan in a given year. For these cases, I com-
pute the average yield per year, reducing the sample size from 803 to 693
country-year observations between 1816 to 1914.

I drawon conventionalmeasures of the three explanations of the spread.
For adherence to the gold standard, I include a time-varying indicator vari-
able drawn from Meissner.31 I completed this variable with data collected
by Officer as well as Reinhart, Rogoff, Trebesch, and Reinhart.32 Note that
the gold standard was adopted by both sovereign and nonsovereign states.
For reference, 30 percent of loans in the sample were floatedwhile the local
currency was pegged to gold.

I account for reputation arguments in two ways: The most common
measure is the record of external default, information drawn from Rein-
hart and Rogoff.33 The original variable indicates the onset of default and
the restructuring years that followed. Chile, for instance, interrupted debt
service between 1826 and 1842 and between 1880 and 1884. The default
indicator is 1 for every year in both intervals, and 0 otherwise. To test for
reputation, I establish whether an external default took place in the last 10
years, a strategy borrowed from Ferguson and Schularick.34 Tomz shows
that countries borrowing from international markets for the first time paid
a premium for lacking a reputation. The indicator variable Unseasoned

28. Refer to chapter 3 for further details about this original dataset.
29. Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
30. The effective interest rate at issue is measured as the ratio of the coupon to the price. See

chapter 3 for details.
31. Meissner (2005).
32. Officer (2008); Reinhart et al. (2018).
33. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
34. Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
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Borrower takes the value 1 for the first loan issued by any given country
after 1816.35

Finally, I produce a time-variant categorical variable, Empire, to indi-
cate the colonial status of any given territory: for instance, Morocco is
treated as an independent country until 1912 and as a (French) colony
in 1913–1914.36 To account for the loss of access to Crown agents, self-
governing territories in the British Empire are treated as independent bor-
rowers after 1881.37 With these data at hand, I model the effective interest
rate at issue with an ordinary least squares (OLS) model:

Yield at Issueit =α+β1Gold Standardit +β2Reputationit
+β3Colonial Statusit + εit (4.1)

Results plotted in figure 4.1 confirm the three hypotheses in the existing
literature while extending the sample size in both geographic and tempo-
ral scope. Data availability for covariates slightly reduces the sample size;
nevertheless, with 95 percent confidence, adherence to the gold standard
decreases premiums by 155 basis points, twice the effect of membership
in the British Empire. Non-British colonies (the dataset includes French,
Ottoman, and Spanish colonies) were levied somewhere between 216 and
157 additional points than independent countries. Results suggest also that
reputation matters. Countries in default at least one year during the previ-
ous ten were charged a 136-basis-point premium when they issued a new
loan in London. First-time borrowers were charged an additional 89 basis
points, everything else held constant.

The magnitude of the point estimates in figure 4.1 is arguably mod-
est. Take the worst-case scenario: a non-British colony off gold, recently
experiencing default. The predicted premium is 501 basis points, a num-
ber far from trivial yet significantly below modern-day premiums.38 Why
were embarrassed governments not penalized by private investors at higher
rates? To address this question, we should pay attention to the fine print of
loan contracts and what was negotiated in default settlements.

35. Tomz (2007).
36. No territory floated a loan in London while a part of the Dutch or German empire, but

some did so after gaining independence, for example, Belgium and Tasmania, respectively.
37. The colonial status coefficient is virtually identical if self-governing territories are treated

as dependent colonies after 1881.
38. In July 2011, the Greek, Irish, and Portuguese spreads were 1,600, 1,200, and 1,100 basis

points, respectively, relative to the German bond (De Santis, 2012, p. 6).
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Gold standard

Default < 10 years

First loan ever

British colony

Non-British colony

–2 –1 0 1 2 3

Recent default model

Unseasoned borrower model

FIGURE 4.1. Test of Existing Explanations of the Bond Spread: Reputation, the Gold Standard,
and the Empire Effect. Period covered: 1816–1914. The recent default model samples 69
countries and the unseasoned borrower 82. The reduction in the sample size is attributable to
data availability for two controls: default history and the gold standard. Effective interest rate
calculated by author. Sources for gold standard: Meissner (2005), Officer (2008), Reinhart et al
(2018); for default during the previous 10 years: Reinhart and Rogoff (2009); colonial status:
Hensel (2018) and author.

4.3 Loan Contracts and Default Settlements
in the Bond Era

International lending in the nineteenth century took place almost exclu-
sively under municipal law, that is, the law of that land where the loan
was floated (e.g., London if a bond was quoted at the London Stock Ex-
change).39 Until the passage of the Foreign Sovereign Immunity Act in the
United States in 1973, countries in default invoked the principle of sov-
ereign immunity to escape municipal jurisdiction. Before the restriction

39. SeeWaibel (2011) for an illuminating treatment of international private law.
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imposed by this principle, to sue a sovereign debtor was almost impossi-
ble for individual investors.40 In the absence of a clear legal framework,
other mechanisms were necessary to protect bondholders’ interests. Overt
military coercion, commonly known as gunboat diplomacy, was excep-
tional.41 Most often the resolution of default involved ad hoc negotiation
and compromise between bondholders and debtors.42 Default settlements
in the Bond Era included debt relief, fresh loans to refinance old debt,
and eventually foreign financial control in the form of debt-equity swaps
and receiverships.43 Foreclosure of national assets did not take place in the
abstract, but it prioritized state monopolies, land, railroads, and branches
of the tax administration hypothecated in previous loan contracts.

4.3.1 DEBT RELIEF

A standard default settlement in the Bond Era was accompanied by a cut in
the outstanding debt, a reduction in the interest rate, and the conversion of
arrears of interest to new debts.44 From 1821 to 1871, reduction of stand-
ing debt was small, 3 percent of face value on average, but increased to 23
percent in the period from 1870 to 1925. Interest rate cuts were frequent
and in the range of 15 percent during both periods.45 Because settlement
could take years to materialize, arrears of interest frequently exceeded the
face value of defaulted bonds and often became the lion’s share of settle-
ment negotiations. On average, arrears were converted at 75 percent into
new bonds issued at low interest rates; the remaining 25 percent was writ-
ten off by the bondholders. Debt relief, in other words, was substantial in
the Bond Era.

4.3.2 FOREIGN FINANCIAL CONTROL

Even if desirable, debtwrite-offsweakened incentives to enact fiscal reform
to service external debt, precluding the equivalence between debt and
taxes crucial for state building. But debt condonation was not the main
obstacle to state strengthening reform. Debt relief had more important

40. Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006, p. 132). See Verdier and Voeten (2015) and Weide-
maier and Gulati (2018) for competing interpretations of the evolution of sovereign immunity.

41. Three prominent episodes of debt-related gunboat diplomacy happened inMexico in the
1860s, Venezuela in 1902, and Egypt in 1882.

42. Frieden (1994).
43. See Krasner (1999, ch. 5) for an overview.
44. The content of this paragraph borrows from Suter (1992, pp. 94–95).
45. See Borchard (1951, pp. 326–328) for a detailed list of interest rate cuts.
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strings attached: it was often granted as part of a larger debt readjustment
that included foreign financial control—that is, the exchange of external
debt for equity and receiverships.46

Debt-Equity Swaps

In order to regain access to international capital markets without paying
back loans with tax money, borrowers may lease state-owned monopolies
(e.g., a coppermine), key infrastructure (e.g., a railway), and land to foreign
bondholders, who exploit the asset until the debt is liquidated. Exchanges
of debt for assets are nowadays known as debt-equity swaps.

A textbook example of a debt-equity swap is Peru in 1886. In a default
settlement negotiationwithBritish bondholders, Peru exchanged its extant
debt for the creation of the Peruvian Corporation, owned and managed by
the foreign bondholders. Under the Grace Contract, Peru ceded its state
railways to this private company for a period of 66 years, turned over its
guano deposits up to a maximum of twomillion tons, guaranteed the com-
pany a subsidy from customs revenue, and endowed it with a land grant of
five million acres. In return, Peru regained access to capital markets with-
out having expanded its capacity to tax. Unsurprisingly, dependence on
external finance persisted.47

Debt-equity swaps were a fairly common practice in loan negotiations
in Latin America as well as in Eastern and Southern Europe: They had
occurred earlier in Peru (1865, guano), and also in Brazil (1906, coffee),
Bulgaria (1904, tobacco), Colombia (1861, land), Costa Rica (1871 and
1885, railways), the Dominican Republic (1893, railways), Ecuador (1855,
land; 1895, railways), El Salvador (1899, railways), Greece (1893, salt,
petroleum, and cigarette paper, among others commodities), Paraguay
(1855, land; 1877, railways and land), Portugal (1891, tobacco), Serbia
(1881, railroads, salt, and tobacco), Spain (1835, mercury), and Venezuela
(1886, railways), among others.48

Receiverships

Instead of state-owned monopolies, borrowers could lease parts of the
tax administration to foreign investors, often customshouses in key ports.
Setting up a receivership required the creation of a parallel bureaucracy

46. Suter and Stamm (1992, p. 659). The Ottoman case, elaborated in chapter 5, offers a
specific example.

47. Further details about external finance of Peru in chapter 2.
48. Borchard (1951); Gnjatović (2009);Mauro and Yafeh (2003); Nadal (1975); Suter (1992);

Wynne (1951).
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or debt administration council to monitor or take control of tax collec-
tion. Receiverships could be operated by private foreign investors (e.g., the
Ottoman Public Debt Administration) or be under the direct supervision
of a foreign power (e.g., the US in the Dominican Republic). By creating
a receivership, borrowers surrendered power over the portion of revenue
that became the property of the bondholders or the collecting agency and
distributed it in accordance with the loan agreement.49 The receivership
was terminated when external debt was liquidated.

Receiverships were relatively frequent despite the obvious breach in
national sovereignty. They were established in China (1911), Costa Rica
(1911), the Dominican Republic (1905–1913), Egypt (1881–1913), Greece
(1898–1913), Liberia (1912–1913), Morocco (1905–1911), Nicaragua
(1912), Serbia (1895–1913), Tunisia (1870–1881), Turkey (1882–1913),
Uruguay (1903), and Venezuela (1902–1903), among others.

Mitchener and Weidenmier find that 28% of default episodes ended up
in receivership, which they refer to as “fiscal house arrest.”50 As valuable
and meaningful as this estimate is, Mitchener and Weidenmier’s data do
not account for preemptive revenue control clauses like the one imposed
in Portugal in 1892,51 or in the 1902, 1904, and 1907 French loans to Bul-
garia,52 or in China in 1898, when European bondholders gained monitor-
ing power over customs revenue as a precondition to issue three new loans
to pay war indemnities to Japan.53 Mitchener and Weidenmier’s estimate
does not include debt-equity swaps either. This is meant not as a criticism
but as a call to attention to the underestimated ability of bondholders to
seize foreign assets upon sovereign default. Next, I offer a framework for
the study of foreign financial control and its implications for both the spread
and state capacity building in the Bond Era and beyond.

4.4 Extreme Conditionality and Enforcement

In chapter 2, I introduced the notion of extreme conditionality—that
is, severe sanctions resulting from interrupting debt service, including

49. Borchard (1951, p. 93).
50. Mitchener and Weidenmier (2010). Properly, Mitchener and Weidenmier’s estimate

includes receiverships and military intervention, but the latter is anecdotal.
51. Wynne (1951, pp. 371–382).
52. Tooze and Ivanov (2011).
53. Feis (1930) andvandeVen (2014). Foreigndirect control ofChinese customswould arrive

in 1911.
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debt-equity swaps and receiverships. The concept of extreme conditional-
ity resonates with the notion of supersanctions in Mitchener and Weiden-
mier, under whose framework supersanctions were imposed on borrowing
nations manifesting bad behavior ex post, and on a case-by-case basis.54

I conjecture that the possibility of imposing foreign financial control was
gradually enshrined in the norms of international lending. It became a prac-
tice of debt collectionmutually recognized by investors and borrowers and
agreed upon at time of issue, or ex ante. Access to foreign funds was con-
ditional on the hypothecation of public assets, which were the focal point
of foreign control in case of default. By pledging key sources of revenue,
emerging countries accessed international creditmarkets at unprecedented
low rates.

Handing over domestic assets to foreign bondholders was considered
a national humiliation. By raising the domestic cost of default for a given
sitting incumbent, extreme conditionality was meant to minimize the like-
lihood of default. However, it did not always prevent default; and when
that happened, a supersanction followed in the form of a debt-equity swap
and/or receivership. This sequence of events is far more common than
is generally understood: supersanctions were imposed on at least half of
countries that defaulted between 1870 and 1913, and on 70 percent of those
that suspended debt service more than once.55 How were private bond-
holders capable of imposing and executing extreme conditionality on sov-
ereign states?

Far from easy tasks, seizing assets and establishing receiverships requi-
red first and foremost the approval of the local government. Receiverships
were often unpopular with governments because they were interpreted as
an improper delegation of power.56 The first impulse of an embarrassed
government was to oppose seizure and invoke the principle of sovereign
immunity to prevent investors from suing them.

In the first half of the nineteenth century, foreign bondholders orga-
nized into ad hoc committees to negotiate settlements bilaterally with
governments in default.57 In order to extract favorable concessions, bond-
holders would deny new bonds to countries in default, a practice known as
credit exclusion. This practice was officially adopted at the LSE soon after

54. Mitchener andWeidenmier (2010).
55. Mitchener andWeidenmier (2010, p. 27).
56.Hyde (1922, p. 535). In some instances, receivershipswerewelcomedby local authorities,

for instance, in Santo Domingo (Maurer, 2013, ch. 3). Onemay safely count that as an exception.
57. Flandreau (2013).
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the 1820s debt crises.58 Chabot and Santarosa argue that the hypothecation
of national assets and sources of revenue perfected credit exclusion because
they simplified the interpretation of a breach of contract.59 If a borrower
secured two loans on the same asset or used pledged revenue streams for
purposes other than those stipulated in the loan contract, the LSE would
consider that as clear evidence of bad faith and deny fresh capital. In antici-
pation, borrowers would be cautious about pledging assets and using them
for spurious ends. In this way, pledges strengthened the logic of reputation
in external finance.

Although credit exclusion allowed bondholders to negotiate favorable
terms in default settlements, it was hardly enough to enforce swaps and
receiverships. These required coercive power, which bondholders lacked.
There is little discussion in the literature about the eagerness of French and
German governments to intercede in favor of their investors.60 The French
government exerted tight control on the loans floated at the Paris Bourse
and refused a quotation when disapproving the nature or direction of a
loan.61 Often, French and German governments brokered loans on behalf
of private investors, particularly in the arms trade,62 and exerted diplomatic
pressure on default settlement negotiations.63 Diplomatic pressure could
end up in economic concessions, financial control, and even occupation,
like the French did in Tunisia (1881) andMorocco (1912) to “safeguard the
claims of French bondholders.”64

The United States also grewmore interventionist in the negotiations of
loans and default settlement.65 Following the Monroe Doctrine, the US
pursued a “debt-enforcement empire” in Central and South America and
sponsored “controlled loans,” by which the debtor country agreed to allow
the US or a US appointee to take over tariff or internal tax collection in the
event of default—an example of extreme conditionality.66 Dollar diplomacy
reached its zenith under PresidentTaft (1909–1913), when theUS adminis-
tration brokered loan contracts in China, Argentina, and Mexico on behalf

58. Neal and Davis (2006, p. 288).
59. Chabot and Santarosa (2017).
60. Feis (1930); Rich (1992); Stern (1977); Viner (1929).
61. Platt (1968, p. 7).
62. Grant (2007).
63. Feis (1930, chs. 5 and 6).
64. Cohen (1986, p. 107).
65. Maurer (2013); Mitchener andWeidenmier (2005); Perez andWeissman (2006).
66. Ahmed, Alfaro, and Maurer (2010, p. 40).
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of major bankers (including the Morgan firms, now JP Morgan), blurring
the line between national and private interests.67

In the later decades of the nineteenth century, the French, German, and
USgovernments resorted to financial diplomacy to advance their economic
and geostrategic interests. Foreign policy involved interfering in otherwise
private contracts between domestic merchant banks and foreign govern-
ments. Many have argued that Britain did not follow that path, standing
for free and open markets. I argue instead that Britain’s laissez-faire policy
in the Bond Era was gradually abandoned for three reasons: First, a pro-
cess of elite replacement within the British state apparatus placed financial
interests at the vanguard of foreign policy priorities. Second, private bond-
holders perfected the art of lobbying for diplomatic assistance at the time
of contracting new loans and negotiating default settlements with foreign
nations. Third, in the “age of empire,”68 the Foreign Office was compelled
to counter competing powers’ open interventionism in financial markets.
Under these conditions, bondholders grew their ability to insert extreme
conditionality clauses in private loan contracts and execute them in case of
default. Next, I elaborate on these circumstances.

4.4.1 ELITE REPLACEMENT

The second half of the nineteenth century witnessed the birth of the
“gentlemanly class” in Britain, a coalition between landed aristocracy and
new banking elites.69 The British aristocracy found in finance an oppor-
tunity to maintain its status and lifestyle in times of land decline. For
financial elites, this coalition offered a fast track to high social status and
political access. The gentlemanly class specialized in commercial activi-
ties (finance, shipping, and insurance) and civil service (government and
military).

This new coalition knitted a tight and closed network. They attended
the same public schools (e.g., Eton) and universities (Oxford and Cam-
bridge), were members of the same London clubs, andmarried within one
another’s families.70 A famous example is the foreign secretary and later
primeminister, the 5th Earl of Rosebery, married to Hannah de Rothschild

67. Carosso (1987, p. 594).
68. Hobsbawm (1987).
69. Cain and Hopkins (2016).
70. Cassis (1994) and Scott (2003) for in-depth anthropologies of the gentlemanly class.
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and criticized for “fail[ing] to achieve the complete separation of his private
and public interest.”71

The gentlemanly class assumed a high profile in public office. The
Conservative party represented their general interest, and occasionally
banking families held parliamentary seats themselves.72 However, foreign
policy was largely decided by the executive branch of government, where
patronage appointments remained fairly common. Taking advantage of
aristocratic dominance of the state bureaucracy, the new gentlemanly class
secured a disproportional presence in the Treasury, the Foreign Office,
and the Colonial Office, as well as in the British administration in India,
Southeast Asia, Africa, and diplomatic positions in Latin America.73

Meanwhile, the big banking families held seats on the board of the
Bank of England, a quasi-state apparatus that managed the gold standard
mechanism, hence the solvency and prestige of issue houses and, by exten-
sion, the health of British and colonial public credit.74 Almost organically,
the fates of the old landed elites, the new financial sector, and the British
Empire grew tightly connected. Securing fair treatment to foreign investors
overseas became a matter of national interest rather naturally.75

“This degree of coherence or like-mindedness [between state officials
and international bankers] explains why, at the top of the gentlemanly or-
der, the barriers between business and government were no more than
mobile Chinese walls.”76 In other words, the weight that finance gained in
foreignpolicy during theBondEra resulted frompreference alignment, not
nefarious practices (e.g., bribing). Alignment should not be confounded
either with blind support or capture, a thesis defended by Hobson and
popularized by Vladimir Lenin.77 The British government represented
various interests and remained accountable to Parliament, where indus-
trial interests—who opposed imperialism, the gold standard, and foreign
investment—were also represented.78

71. Ferguson (2004, p. 286).
72. See Cassis (1994, table 8.3) for members of Parliament of high-finance extraction.
73. Cain and Hopkins (2016, p. 125); Ingham (1984, p. 151); Smith (1979, p. 5).
74. Keeping prestige was of outmost importance to issue houses because they lived by their

reputation (Flandreau and Flores, 2009).
75. Green (1992, p. 203); Ingham (1984, p. 131).
76. Cain and Hopkins (2016, p. 50).
77. Hobson (1902); Lenin (1934).
78. In contemporary debate, imperialism was associated with higher taxes (to fund military

spending) and underinvestment in local productive development (Daunton, 2002, p. 129). Actu-
ally, less than 10 percent of British industrial development in 1907 received capital from London
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Before granting government support, bondholders were expected to
exhaust all legal means in the borrowing country and show that the latter
had breached international law, for instance, “in instances where specific
revenues that had been pledged as collateral to bondholders were willfully
diverted for other purposes. Such behavior, to the Victorian mind, was
simply bad faith.”79 The Foreign Office was strict in its reading of the situa-
tionbecause of potential perverse incentives that intervention could create,
namely, imprudent lending in expectation of diplomatic assistance.80 And
yet, government intervention grew fairly common in the last decades of the
nineteenth century.

4.4.2 FOREIGN BONDHOLDERS’ COORDINATION

Small investors were left out of the gentlemanly class, but purchased gov-
ernment securities from them—namely, merchant banks, issue houses, or
underwriters (I use the three expressions interchangeably). The under-
writers could market sovereign bonds in primary markets or buy all of
them outright and sell them in secondary markets.81 Although underwrit-
ers kept a residual share of the bonds theymarketed to cultivate confidence
in their product, small investors were the ultimate buyers of sovereign
bonds.

In case of default, issue houses and small investors did not neces-
sarily share strategy. Issue houses tended to favor faster settlements to

(Ingham, 1984, p. 146). A good example of Liberal opposition to government support to for-
eign bondholders can be found in Sir Campbell-Bannerman’s speech in a parliamentary debate
about a famous episode of gunboat diplomacy in Venezuela (1902–1903): “Behind these poor
fishermen [the pretext to gunboat Venezuela], who were so convenient for the noble Lord and
the [Conservative] Government, there lies the great body of financial claims culminating in the
claims of the bondholders. I venture to say that nothing could be more mischievous than that we
should even seem to accept thedoctrine, if it deserves to be called adoctrine, thatwhenour coun-
trymen invest in risky enterprises in foreign countries and default follows, it is a public duty to
rescue them. Every man who invests money in a country like Venezuela knows what he is doing.
It would, I suppose, not be quite accurate to say that great risks always mean high dividends, but
it is more nearly accurate if you put it the other way about—that high dividends generally involve
great risks; but if the whole power of the British Empire is to be put behind the investor, his risk
vanishes, and the dividends ought to be reduced accordingly” (Hansard’s ParliamentaryDebates,
Session February 17, 1903, 4th series, vol. 118, p. 71).

79. Cohen (1986, p. 104).
80. Fears of moral hazard are described in Cain and Hopkins (2016, p. 340) and Smith (1979,

p. 17) and more generally in Platt (1968) and Lipson (1985).
81. For an extraordinarily clear explanation of how bonds were floated, see Mosley (2003,

pp. 256–257).
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resume lending andminimize damage to their reputation. Small bondhold-
ers tended to be more aggressive in their demands, preferring better to
faster settlements—after all, their modest savings were at stake.82 The cre-
ation in 1868 of the Corporation of Foreign Bondholders (CFB) mitigated
preferencemisalignment by putting issue houses and small investors under
the same roof.

The CFB was a nongovernmental organization representing private
holders of foreign securities quoted in the LSE that specialized in negotiat-
ing default settlements.83 Before its creation, small investors organized in
self-constituted ad hoc committees to negotiate bilaterally with delinquent
payers. There existed no institutionalized structure to coordinate action
and share information with other bondholders or to represent their claims
to the British government.84

Both small investors and loan contracting houses were represented in
the governing body of the CFB—the Council—facilitating compromise
and unity of action in default negotiations.85 The CFB was organized into
permanent and country-specific committees, which reported to the Coun-
cil on a regular basis. The Council disseminated this information86 and
shamed members who defected from credit exclusion.87 The CFB was
involved in the negotiation of every single settlement involving British
capital.88 Advances in bondholders’ coordination and specialization help
explain why the number and rapidity of default settlements were highest
after the inauguration of the CFB.89

82. Flandreau and Flores (2012a) show that the misalignment between bondholders and
prestigious underwriters was smaller because the latter had strong incentives to demand tougher
restructuring conditions to preserve their reputation.

83. Similar associations were formed in other financial capitals: the Vereeniging voor den
Effecthandel was founded in Amsterdam in 1876, the Association Nationale des Porteurs Fran-
cais de Valeurs Mobilières in Paris in 1898, the Association Belge pour la Défense des Déten-
teurs de Fonds Publics in Belgium in 1903, and the Spezial-Organisation zur Vertretung der
Schweizerischen Finanzinteressen im Ausland in Switzerland in 1913.

84. Wynne and Borchard (1933, p. 285).
85. Disagreements between small and big investors did not vanish after 1868 and were

a subject of regular discussion. A CFB reorganization in 1898 gave further leverage to small
bondholders.

86. Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006).
87. Wright (2005).
88. The one exception was the negotiation of the Brazilian default of 1898 (Esteves, 2007,

p. 25).
89. Suter (1992, ch. 6). For in-depth analysis of CFB effectiveness, see Eichengreen and

Portes (1986, 1989), Kelly (1998), and Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006).
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The degree of governmental involvement in loan and default negoti-
ations was the subject of heated debate in the early years of the CFB.
Although government intervention could help solve default crises (to the
liking of small investors), it could also scare away borrowers and hurt the
business model (whichmerchant banks feared). Both positions were heard
as early as the first general meeting in 1873. The low-interventionism posi-
tion prevailed in that inaugural meeting, but the relationship between the
CFB and the government grew stronger shortly thereafter.90

Indeed, as early as 1876, the CFB sought government support follow-
ing Egypt’s external default. British bondholders were the main creditors
to the Khedive, as the Egyptian government was known at the time, and
the CFB requested government support and the use of force if necessary.
For that, the CFB hired top negotiators and organized public gatherings to
gain the sympathy of the financial press and prominent conservative politi-
cians, including Lord Salisbury, then secretary of state for India, and Sir
Stafford Northcote, chancellor of the Exchequer.91 If there was any doubt,
“there has never been a time when our commercial and financial interests
have been so eager to embark in costlymilitary operations as they are now,”
the Economist wrote.92

Lobbying efforts succeeded. Foreign financial control and gunboat
diplomacy followed and Egypt became a British protectorate in 1882.
Although multiple economic considerations were at play—the Suez Canal
was critical to secure trade fluxwith India93—theCFB shares responsibility
for the loss of Egyptian sovereignty.94 Importantly, foreignfinancial control
of Egypt helped bondholders recover their investment and expand their
business in the region.95

The CFB also sought support of British officials overseas. “From the
earliest [annual] report to the latest it is clear that the diplomatic agents
of Great Britain acted on behalf of the bondholders in their respective
countries and thereby rendered invaluable service which no organization
without quasi-official standing could have commanded.”96 For instance,

90. Ronald (1935, pp. 424–426).
91. Meszaros (1973, p. 429).
92. Economist, XL ( July 29, 1882), pp. 936–937.
93. Kohli (2019, ch. 2) for the importance of Egypt for trade with India.
94. Meszaros (1973, p. 438). For additional discussion on lobbying by bondholders in Great

Britain, see Smith (1979, pp. 16–24).
95. Hansen (1983).
96. Ronald (1935, p. 425). The first annual report dates as of 1873.
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in 1884, the CFB requested the assistance of the British representative in
Paraguay, Sir Edmund John Monson—of gentlemanly extraction—in the
negotiations of a default settlement, upheld since 1874. Although we can
only speculate about what was discussed in those meetings, within months
Paraguay agreed to the bond conversion suggested by the bondholders.
Diplomatic supportwas duly acknowledged: “The thanks of theBondhold-
ers are due toMr. Monson for the assistance he has rendered to Dr. Stewart
[the CFB agent in Paraguay] in obtaining this result.”97

In sum, concerted action between big and small bondholders per-
fected the art of credit exclusion and enhanced the CFB’s capacity to reach
for government assistance. Combined with preference alignment between
high finance and high politics—reproduced also within the original CFB
Council, where 9 of the 29 members were members of Parliament98—the
Corporation elevated qualitatively the bondholder’s bargaining power vis-
à-vis embarrassed governments. Next, I assess the third and last ingredient
for the enforceability of extreme conditionality—the international context
under which sovereign loans were contracted.

4.4.3 THE AGE OF EMPIRE

Officially, the British government in the Bond Era interpreted defaults as
the consequence of imprudent investment and preferred to stay away from
what was considered a private matter.99 Over time, the principle of non-
intervention was relaxed because of the imperialistic ambitions of Great
Britain coupled with that of competing powers: France, Russia, and later
Germany and the United States.100

In the absenceof international law that supported government interven-
tion on behalf of private matters, British government action was initially
guided by the Palmerston Doctrine of 1849. Responding to bondholders’
supplication for assistance, Foreign Secretary Palmerston issued a circular
to the House of Commons on March 2, 1849, in which he enshrined the
British government policy upon sovereign default of private capital. The
spirit of this policy may be summarized in one paragraph:

It is simply therefore a question of discretion with the British Gov-
ernment whether this matter should or should not be taken up by

97. Annual Report of Foreign Bondholders, vol. 12 (1885, p. 95).
98. Ronald (1935, fn. 31).
99. Lipson (1985, p. 187).
100. Cain and Hopkins (2016); Feis (1930).
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diplomatic negotiation and the decision of that question of discretion
turns entirely upon British and domestic considerations.101

This circular was “sufficiently broad to permit the British Government
to justify any course it chose to take.”102 In a now classic text, D.C.M. Platt
argues that theBritish government intervenedonbehalf of British investors
only when preexisting geostrategic considerations were at stake.103 Cain
and Hopkins suspect that Platt’s own readings of official intervention “fol-
low the workings of the official mind rather too closely,”104 an interpreta-
tion I generally share.

Platt concedes a change in approach to foreign defaults after 1870, when
other Great Powers were pushing for empire: “It proved impossible [for
the Foreign Office] to remain entirely inflexible on non-intervention, espe-
cially in caseswhere political interestswere likely to be damaged.”105 Under
this international context, “the ForeignOffice invariably felt obliged at least
to make sure that British bondholders received treatment parallel to that
obtained by other nationalities.”106 FromPlatt’s point of view, British inter-
ventionism in financial markets was reactive, that is, a response to that of
other European powers on behalf of their bondholders.

The revised doctrine of British diplomacy by the turn of the nineteenth
century was enshrined in 1889 in an interview with Lord Salisbury (three
times prime minister):

The Foreign Office judged each case on its particular circumstance.
In cases of simple default due to misfortune or necessity, it would be
improper forH.M.Government to exact payment; butwhere unfair dis-
crimination had been exercised between equal creditors, or where the

101. House of Commons, State Papers British and Foreign XLII, March 2, 1849, p. 385.
102. Feis (1930, p. 103).
103. Platt (1968), and Lipson (1985) and Tomz (2007) for concurrent opinion.
104. Cain and Hopkins (2016, p. 265), and Gallagher and Robinson (1953) for concurrent

opinion. Notice that Cain and Hopkins and Gallagher and Robinson disagree on the identity of
the domestic interest prioritized by the British diplomacy. Cain and Hopkins argue that foreign
policy pursued the interest of financial elites, whereas Gallagher and Robinson claim that the
ForeignOffice chased the interests ofmanufacturing.My own reading is that those interests often
coincided. Take the case of railroad investment overseas: Its expansion was good for steel and
locomotive exporters in Britain and that of manufactured goods, which gained new markets to
sell their products and import rawmaterials. At the same time, railroad investment overseas was
financed with British capital, benefiting merchant houses in London. Once built, commodity
exports were shipped and insured by the same financial circles in London. The empire often
advanced both the manufacturing and financial interests at once.

105. Platt (1968, p. 17).
106. Platt (1968, pp. 46–47).
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preferential rights and securities of British subjects [read bondholders]
were unjustly denied, groundwould exist for special sympathy from the
Foreign Office.107

The new doctrine broadened the set of scenarios in which govern-
ment interventionwas justifiedwhile emphasizing refusal todiscriminatory
treatment relative to creditors from other Great Powers. In a context of
imperial competition, however, allegations of discrimination grew fairly
common and motivated government intervention. The “scramble for con-
cessions” in late-Qing China, which I return to in chapter 5, is a good exam-
ple of that.108

In general, the Foreign Office would limit diplomatic intervention to
“good offices.” These, “when exercised by such men as Consul-General
Chatfield in Central America or Consul-General Wilson in Chile, must
have been difficult indeed to distinguish from unqualified diplomatic inter-
vention.”109 When major economic or geostrategic considerations were at
play, the Foreign Office would manage loan contracts and default settle-
ment negotiations firsthand. British diplomacy played a leading role in
negotiating loans, securities, and receiverships in Brazil (1913), China
(1898–1911), Egypt (1876), Greece (1898), Persia (1889), and Turkey
(1875), among others.110 These negotiations were carried out by state offi-
cials—usually of gentlemanly extraction—or hand-picked representatives,
like Ernest Cassell, an independent financier who led loan negotiations
with Egypt, China, and the Ottoman Empire outside official channels but
under the auspices of the Foreign Office.111

Military intervention, or gunboat diplomacy, was used as a last resort
and employed surgically because it conflicted with the official laissez-
faire policy. Famous episodes include military intervention in Egypt
(1882), Guatemala (1913), Mexico (1861), Morocco (1910), and Venezuela

107. Quoted in Platt (1968, pp. 39–41).
108. Here it suffices to say that British involvement in loan negotiations is consistent with

existing models of Great Power competition (e.g., Gent 2007). Protection of bondholders could
not have been externalized to other Great Powers as these would have advanced the interests
of their nationals. Whenever other powers were involved, the Foreign Office was compelled
to abandon laissez-faire politics and prevent discrimination against British bondholders in loan
concessions and default settlements.

109. Platt (1968, p. 42).
110. See surveys by Cain and Hopkins (2016), Peterson (2002, pp. 106–111), and Wynne

(1951).
111. Thane (1986).
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(1902).112 More importantly, in the age of empire the threat of military
intervention shaped expectations about costs of noncompliance with debt
obligations.113 Bear in mind that military intervention was considered an
accepted practice of debt collection by the international community until
the early part of the twentieth century. In 1902, “at arbitration the Hague
Tribunal found not only that Germany and Britain were justified in inter-
vening [militarily in Venezuela for the purpose of debt collection] but also
that, because of their willingness to use force to secure justice, they had a
right to payment ahead of the powerswhohad been contentwith a peaceful
solution.”114

Merchant banks built on those fears to include harsh conditions in loan
contracts. For instance, in the late 1890s, the Rothschilds agreed to bail out
Brazil at the price of extreme conditionality.115 The £10 million funding
loan floated in London in 1898 required the hypothecation of all federal
receipts from customs duties and imposed severe deflationarymeasures.116

Why did Brazil accept these terms?

TheRothschilds simply employed the gentle tools of logical persuasion,
conjecturing “that besides the complete loss of the country’s credit the
measure [i.e., default] could greatly affect Brazil’s sovereignty, provok-
ing complaints that could arrive at the extreme of foreign intervention.”
With contemporary examples of theUnited States inCuba, PuertoRico,
and the Philippines, and, even more germane, Great Britain in Egypt,
Brazilian politicians took the Rothschilds’ threat seriously.117

The veiled threat ofmilitary intervention, “whichwas unauthorized but
managed to sound authoritative,”118 speaks to the international context of
the time and the expectations that came with external finance and debt

112. Tomz (2007, p. 145) shows evidence that in the first half of the nineteenth century the
British government refused to use force on behalf of bondholders as a general rule.

113. Mitchener andWeidenmier (2010, p. 156).
114. Finnemore (2003, p. 28). The Great Powers only renounced military means for debt

collection in 1907, when they signed Convention II of the Treaty of the Hague. And even then,
it is hard to believe that loan-related concessions in China and elsewhere would have taken place
absent the clout of military coercion.

115. At that time, Brazil was experiencing economic hardship, and debt service consumed
half of the federal budget. Rothschilds had been the official banker of Brazil since 1855.

116. Cain and Hopkins (2016, p. 283).
117. Topik (1979, p. 331) quoting Manoel Ferraz de Campos Salles, the president of Brazil

between 1898 and 1902.
118. Cain and Hopkins (2016, p. 283).
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suspension. Atul Kohli summarizes this position as compellingly as English
allows:

It is not surprising that Platt and others searching official records do
not find explicit orders, say, from a Palmerston, to the British navy
to go secure the Barings loan in Argentina. That is not how power
operates. . . .When pressure was needed, the sigh of naval vessels and
whispers from proconsuls were often enough to bend the will of rulers
on the periphery.119

Suchwhispers carriedweight. TakeVenezuela: In 1849, Congress passed
the Ley de Espera y Quita, which extended the maturity of loan contracts
up to nine years.120 Outraged by this unilateral move, British bondholders
sought diplomatic assistance from the Chargé d’Affairs, Belford H. Wil-
son, who petitioned backup from theRoyalNavy.Wilson’s request received
support from Thomas Cochrane, then commander-in-chief of the North
America and West Indies Station of the British Navy, who in correspon-
dence withWilson confirmed that he “was assembling [in Trinidad] a force
sufficient to effect whatever is necessary to the accomplishment of Her
Majesty’s command.”121 WhenWilson presented a copy of Mr. Cochrane’s
note to the Venezuelan government, the foreign minister agreed to discuss
the settlement of the claims. Within weeks, the controversial law was abol-
ished and the rights of foreign bondholders were reinstated.122 No display
of military force was necessary. A note sufficed.123

Driven by conviction, dragged by other Great Powers’ desires for em-
pire, and possibly both, British diplomatic intervention accelerated in
the 1870s. The British government openly interfered in loan contracts

119. Kohli (2019, p. 74).
120. Banko (1995).
121. The quoted text was pronounced by Thomas Cochrane—not coincidentally, of gentle-

manly extraction—and was referenced by Wilson in his correspondence with Lord Palmerston
(Carl, 1980, pp. 109–110).

122. The Venezuelan government accused Wilson of colluding at a profit with the board of
investors of the British Colonial Bank, inaugurated in 1839 to manage the liquidation of foreign
debt contracted to finance the war of independence from Spain. The allegations were denied by
the British creditors and Mr. Wilson (Carl, 1980, p. 111).

123. This example sheds light on the empirical challenge of testing gunboat diplomacy with
hard data. The best test to date is offered byTomz (2007), who concludes that gunboat diplomacy
was not regularly used for the purpose of debt collection. That analysis draws frommilitary inter-
state dispute data (Jones, Bremer, and Singer, 1996), which lists threats, naval display, and overt
military action, but does not account for much of the opaque yet key diplomatic back channels
like the one employed by Mr. Wilson in 1850.
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and default settlements in Latin America, West Africa, Zanzibar, Burma,
Malaya, Persia, China, and the Ottoman Empire, among others.124 By the
early 1900s, there was little doubt about the advantages of loan diplomacy,
as the British minister to Persia reminded the Foreign Office:

Themore we get [Persia] into our debt, the greater will be our hold and
our political influence over her government. Once the day of liquidation
comes, the greater Persia’s financial obligation to us . . . the stronger will
be our moral claim to an authoritative voice in the settlement.125

The risks associated with external finance were also felt by sovereign
borrowers. The so-called Drago Doctrine, which considers military means
for the purpose of debt repayment unlawful, originated in the early twenti-
eth century inLatinAmerica as a response toEuropean gunboat diplomacy
in Venezuela. Luis M. Drago, lawyer, journalist, and minister of foreign
affairs of Argentina (in office 1902–1903), denounced the “subordination
. . . of the local government to the creditor nation so frequently repeated in
recent history.”126 Drago’s writing eloquently reflects how the Palmerston
and Salisbury doctrines were understood in the Global South:

Many hold to the circular of LordPalmerston of 1848, confirmed in 1880
by Lord Salisbury, according to which the right of military interven-
tion is indisputable, it to be decided in each case whether it is advisable
or not from simple considerations of expediency of purely national and
domestic character.127

The Drago Doctrine was incorporated into international law only after
1907, and it applied to cases of insolvency, not fraud, leaving room for inter-
pretation.128 Fears of military coercion in the age of empire were shared
beyond Latin America, and I illustrate that in chapter 9 when I examine
the relationship between external finance and state building in Thailand,
Ethiopia, and Japan.

To recapitulate, the bargaining power of British investors vis-à-vis peri-
pheral economies grew over time as a result of elite replacement within
the British government, bondholders’ organizational gains, and Great

124. McLean (1976, p. 305).
125. A. Hardinge to Lansdowne, July 18, 1903, C.P. [8399] cited in McLean (1976, pp.

297–298).
126. Drago (1907, p. 725).
127. Drago (1907, pp. 697–698).
128. Drago (1907, p. 704).
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Power rivalries for territorial and economic concessions. Under such con-
ditions, investors were able to insert extreme conditionality clauses in loan
contracts and have them enforced in case of default thanks to implicit or
explicit governmental support.

The language of loan contracts gradually reflected the increased bar-
gaining power of bondholders. Most often, loans required the hypoth-
ecation of assets with the understanding that these would be subject to
foreign confiscation in case of default. At other times, loan contracts explic-
itly incorporated debt-equity swaps and receiverships if service was inter-
rupted, solidifying investors’ expectations. For instance, Bulgaria secured
a new loan in 1892 for a mortgage on the Kaspitshan-Sofia-Kyustendil
and Rustchuk-Varna railways plus the revenues and dues of the two har-
bors. In case of default, foreign bondholders were entitled after six months
to take over the railroads and to sell them if necessary after two years.
Explicit references to swaps and receiverships in case of debt suspension
were introduced in the loan contracts of China (1898, 1911, 1913), Costa
Rica (1911), El Salvador (1922), Liberia (1906), Morocco (1904), Poland
(1920), Portugal (1891), and Serbia (1902, 1906, 1909, 1913), to name a
few examples.

4.5 An Empirical Investigation of Extreme Conditionality

In this section, I assess a key aspect of extreme conditionality: the rela-
tionship between pledges and the spread. If pledges are credible—read
seizable—collateralized bonds should be rewarded by investors with a
lower premium. Asset seizure did not occur in the abstract. The legal basis
for debt-equity swaps and receiverships comprised pledges made at the
time of contracting a new loan. Law scholars recognize that pledges in the
Bond Era had intrinsic legal value: First, collateralized loans received pri-
ority in the negotiation of default settlements. Loans with pledges would
be repaid first and subject to lower interest reduction and principal hair-
cuts.129 Second, lenders of loans that were pledged had priority in the
control or administration of those resources in case of financial interven-
tion.130 If investors anticipated the ability to enforce swaps or receiverships
in case of default, and collateralized assets served as focal points in default

129. Irmscher (2007).
130. Borchard (1951, pp. 98–100).
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settlements, then loans containing pledges would be expected to carry a
lower interest rate.

Chabot and Santarosa have shown the impact of pledges on bond prices
in secondary markets by comparing the bond price of collateralized and
noncollateralized loans in two important cases: Spain (1870–1874) and
Argentina (1887–1899).131 Their research design focuses on loans that
were virtually equivalent except for the presence of pledges, showing a
cleanly identified negative effect of collateral on bond prices. In the empir-
ical exercise that follows, I take a different and complementary route by
examining under a regression framework the effect of pledges on inter-
est rates in primary markets for as many as 88 countries from 1858 to
1914. Unlike Chabot and Santarosa, my analysis emphasizes the impor-
tance of imperial competition between Great Powers for the credibility of
loan pledges.

4.5.1 CODING PLEDGES

To test the effect of pledging on the price of capital, I digitized the Stock
Exchange Loan and Company Prospectuses collection held by the Guild-
hall Library, City of London, where the archives of the LSE are currently
stored. This collection includes 707 bond prospectuses for 88 countries
floated or marketed in London between 1858 and 1914 (earliest and lat-
est entry).132 I considered all government and government-guaranteed
loans regardless of their official use: war, debt conversion, and infra-
structure.133 In coding pledges out of the prospectuses, I dismissed gen-
eral statements—for example, loans secured upon the “general revenue
of the country,” a frequent rhetorical recourse—and focused on specific
pledges—for instance, a tobacco monopoly or the customs receipts in a
major port.

Specific pledges reduced asymmetric information about the value of
the collateral. Prospectuses often included information about the yearly
income generated by the specific pledge (see, for instance, figure 4.4a);
other times, loans were collateralized against the very same infrastruc-
ture to be financed by external capital (for instance, a new railroad; see

131. Chabot and Santarosa (2017).
132. The collection lists company prospectuses before 1858, but the first sovereign loan is

dated as of that year.
133. For fungibility of government income, refer to chapter 6.
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Messrs. GLYN, MILLS, CURRIE & Co. are authorised by the Contractors of the
Loan to receive subscriptions for the above Bonds, which are issued by virtue of a Concession
granted by His Highness Prince Charles I., of Roumania, and approved by the Roumanian
Chambers, on the 3rd of October, 1868, to provide the requisite capital for the construction of
Railways in the Principalities. A portion of the contemplated lines has already been opened,
and a further section is expected to be opened in the course of two or three weeks, and the
remaining lines by the end of August, and before October, 1870, and only for a small portion
of the lines, the latest time is stipulated to be in the course of 1871. The present issue of the
Bonds is designed for the works and purchases executed, and all particulars will be found
in the Report of the Special Commissary of the Roumanian Government, appended to this
Prospectus. In the same official document, a literal translation of which is annexed, will be
found in detail the various terms and conditions of the issue. The Loan bears the immediate′
and unconditional guarantee of the Roumanian Government for the due payment of interest,
and is moreover secured on the entire property of all the conceded Railways.

FIGURE 4.2. Example 1: Pledge in the 1870 Romanian Bond. Excerpt of original prospectus.
Source: The Stock Exchange Loan and Company Prospectuses. Adaptation of image digitized at
the Guildhall Library, City of London.

figure 4.2). Those prospectuses detailed expected returns of the project,
including operational expenses and yearly income.134 All this information

134. In the Romanian railroad loan just mentioned, the prospectus was followed by a one-
page note specifying the route of the railroad, locomotives, passenger carriages, and expected
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Being part of a total of £4,236,750 authorized by Law of August 9th, 1897, and created
for the purpose of discharging all the Bonded and Floating Debts of the Republic, all of
which have separate special securities attached to them, and of unifying and applying all
those securities to this new Debt.

The remainder of the creation under the denomination of “Obligations Or de St. Domin-

gue,” bearing 234 per cent. interest and redeemable in 1999, out of surplus revenue, has
been applied to the conversion at par of the Gold Bonds of 1893 (chiefly held in Belgium)
in accordance with arrangements made between the Government and the Committees of
Bondholders in Belgium which have been submitted to and approved by the London
Committee of Bondholders, acting in conjunction with the Council of Foreign Bond-
holders in London.

(a) Title page

of the “Caisse de la Regie” will hereafter be made under the advice and approval of the
Council of Foreign Bondholders in London. It is also provided by Law, and will be a term
of the contract with the Bondholders, that in case of any default in the payment of Coupon
or Sinking Fund, or in case of “other manifest necessity,” the Improvement Company under
its powers as their Trustee shall call upon the Governments of the United States, Great
Britain, Belgium, Holland and France to each name a Commissioner, and the Dominican
Government consents that the person or persons so appointed shall constitute a “Financial
Commission” for the purpose of collecting directly the Revenues of the Republic and exer-
cising the functions of the “Caisse de la Regie.”

(b) Pledge clause

FIGURE 4.3. Example 2: Pledges in the 1897 Dominican Bond. Excerpts of original prospectus.
Source: The Stock Exchange Loan and Company Prospectuses. Adaptation of image digitized at
the Guildhall Library, City of London.

was meant to attract the attention of investors while helping them calibrate
the expected return in case of default.

A total of 175 prospectuses, or 29.8 percent of the sample, include one or
more specific pledges, with the vast majority of bonds with pledges involv-
ing sovereign countries, not colonial dependencies. To minimize coding
assumptions, I set Pledge to 1 whenever a country includes one or more
specific pledges in a loan contract and 0 otherwise. I offer three examples
in figures 4.2–4.4. The first is from 1870, when the Romanian government
issued a loan in various financial capitals of Europe to build a state railway
(figure 4.2). This particular loan was “secured on the entire property of all
the conceded Railways,” as stated in the last line of the excerpt in figure 4.2.

income: “Exports c[ould] be effected [by the railroad] in a safe and comparatively cheap
way—the above figures [200 million francs of export value yearly] will be doubled.”
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So long as principal and interest of the Loan are regularly paid, there is to be no interfer-
ence with these provincial revenues; but if principal or interest of the Loan be in default at
due date, then, after a reasonable period of grace, likin and suitable internal revenues of the
four provinces sufficient to provide the amount above stated are to be forthwith transferred
to, and administered by, the Imperial Maritime Customs, in the interest of the Bondholders.
And so long as this Loan or any part thereof shall remain unredeemed, it is to have priority
both as regards principal and interest, subject to the obligations created by Article 9 of
the Loan Agreement of 13th January, 1908, over all future Loans, charges and mortgages
charged on the above-mentioned revenues of the four Provinces.

(b) Pledge clause

FIGURE 4.4. Example 3: Pledges in the 1910 Chinese Bond. Excerpts of original prospectus.
Source: The Stock Exchange Loan and Company Prospectuses. Adaptation of image digitized at
the Guildhall Library, City of London.
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Figure 4.3 shows a second type of security: control over the tax admin-
istration in case of default, the so-called receivership. In this example, the
government of Santo Domingo (modern-day Dominican Republic) agreed
to hand over the tax administration to the Corporation of Foreign Bond-
holders (CFB) in London in case of default. As reflected in the loan, tax
collection had already been externalized to an American firm a few years
earlier—a sign of low fiscal capacity.135 The loan required the agreement
of Santo Domingo, the CFB, the American firm, and the American gov-
ernment. The effective rate at issue for this loan was 6.1 percent, 230 basis
points above the average rate in 1897—a nontrivial yet modest premium
considering the dire fiscal position of the country. Unsurprisingly, Santo
Domingo suspended debt service two years later. As part of the default
settlement negotiations, an American receivership was installed in Santo
Domingo (1905–1941), railways were put in the hands of American bond-
holders, and a monthly installment by the Treasury to an agent nominated
by the European bondholders based in SantoDomingowas to be deposited
until the debt was liquidated.136

The third example, in figure 4.4, shows that foreign intervention clauses
were agreed upon with large countries as well—China in this case. The
loan of 1910, for instance, allowed foreign bondholders to seize key sources
of revenue in case of default. To float that loan, the Chinese government
hypothecated the likin (internal toll and most lucrative tax in the empire)
plus the internal revenues of four provinces: Zhili, Shantung, Kiangsu,
and Anhui. If China defaulted, the collection of these revenues would be
transferred to the Imperial Maritime Customs Service, a tax agency that
was effectively seized by European investors only one year later.137

Assessing the £25 million reorganization loan to China in 1913,138 van
de Ven offers an illuminating description of how pledges were perceived by
European investors in the era of high imperialism:

[ John] Jordan [the British envoy to China] believed that the [Euro-
pean] banks . . . rel[ied] on the belief that the powers were prepared to

135. Santo Domingo’s government had defaulted on a loan floated in 1869 to purchasemuni-
tions and new equipment for a cruiser (Wynne, 1951, p. 207). In 1888, the American firm had
replaced a Dutch régie created for the purpose of debt collection.

136. Wynne (1951, pp. 224–269).
137. Find details of foreign financial control in China in chapter 5.
138. This loan was secured with further likin, all the maritime customs revenue, and the Salt

Tax Administration. In the event of default, the salt tax was to be put under the management of
the Maritime Customs Administration, as occurred with the 1910 loan (Feis, 1930, p. 450).
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use gunboat diplomacy to recover their money. He wrote that “lend-
ing money to China is a mild form of gambling. The lenders trust to
her great natural resources and to political pressure or intervention,”
adding, “the recovery of all this money will be an unpleasant task for
our successors.”139

This example sheds light on the investors’ calculations at the time
and the anticipated diplomatic (when not military) intervention of Euro-
pean governments on their behalf. Pledges were not mere scraps of
paper: they shaped expectations, and these were reflected in the price of
capital.

4.5.2 ANALYSIS

The ability of investors to seize pledged assets grew over time as a result of
gentlemanly representation in key government offices, advances in bond-
holders’ organizational capacity, and Great Powers’ imperial ambitions. To
account for the the time-varying credibility of pledges, I first run a linear
interaction between pledging and time:

Yield at Issueit =α+β1Pledgeit +β2Yeart +β3Pledgeit ×Yeart

+ Xβ4 + ηi + εit (4.2)

where X denotes a vector of time-varying country-level controls. I expect
β1 to be positive and β3 negative. At the beginning of the nineteenth
century, the expectation of asset seizure in case of default was remote.
Bondholders were good at denying credit if needed but government inter-
ventionism on behalf of private investors was unlikely. In those times, the
presence of a pledge in a loan contract could reveal a lemon; that is, only
countries that anticipated difficulty paying back their debt would have
pledged their assets to overcome creditors’ doubts, hence β1> 0.

As time passed, bondholders became better organized. By creating
encompassing investors’ organizations, lenders improved their ability to
negotiate with embarrassed governments and to lobby their home govern-
ment for diplomatic support. By then, European governments were them-
selves involved in a colonial-imperial race, making them more receptive
to bondholders’ requests. In that context, I expect pledges to be deemed
credible, that is, seizable in case of default. Accordingly, investors would

139. van de Ven (2014, p. 170).
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revise downward their prior beliefs about the risk of lending to an emerg-
ing economy. Empirically, I expect interest rates to decrease in the presence
of pledges, β3< 0.

Pledges are not randomly assigned. To minimize selection, I include a
battery of country fixed effects ηi. These capture unobserved character-
istics (e.g., weak economic fundamentals, strong military, or diplomatic
relations with Britain) that affect yield and the need to pledge.140 Substan-
tially, the “within estimator” captures the effect of pledging relative to not
pledging for the same country.

The analysis is limited to loans for which I can compute the effective
yield at issue. This brings the sample size from 707 to 643 units. As I did
for the analysis in figure 3.6, I compute the average yield at issue for any
year in which a given country floated more than one loan. Within the same
year some loans might come with a pledge, but others do not. I compute
the share of the total issue amount for any given year. If 50 percent or more
derives from a pledged loan, I assign value 1 to Pledge for that country-year
observation. The final sample size comes down from 643 to 567 country-
year observations.

Column 1 in table 4.1 reports results for the simplest specification,
including country fixed effects and no other covariates. The estimates are
consistent with expectations: by themid-nineteenth century, pledges were
hardly seizable. Collateral was read by investors as a signal of poor macroe-
conomic performance, hence β̂1> 0. As time passed, pledges became
credible and interest rate premiums decreased accordingly, β̂3< 0.

Figure 4.5 offers a visual representation of themain result. Two patterns
are worth mentioning. First, observe a secular decline in effective inter-
est rates. Despite repeated episodes of default in this period,141 markets
offered credit at increasingly lower rates as years passed. Second, one way
lemons’ rates converged with those of seasoned borrowers, I argue, was
by pledging precious public assets and sources of revenue. At the outset
of the period of study, pledges were interpreted as empty promises, hence
they led to no premium cut. As time passed and bondholders becamemore
effective in negotiating settlements and seizing collateral, the gap between

140.Arguably, whenborrowers have a strongmilitary (e.g., Russia), asset seizure is less likely,
decreasing the credibility of pledges. If any, this issue adds a downward bias, that is, it pushes β3
toward zero.

141. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
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TABLE 4.1. Bond Yield and Pledging, 1858–1914

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

Pledge × Year −0.039*** −0.030*** −0.025*** −0.033***
(0.012) (0.009) (0.009) (0.012)

Pledge × After CFB −0.732* −0.781*
(0.420) (0.439)

Pledge 74.056*** 56.336*** 48.109*** 62.293*** 0.773** 0.726*
(22.833) (17.840) (16.234) (22.854) (0.381) (0.374)

Year −0.030*** 0.046*** 0.048*** −0.013**
(0.005) (0.004) (0.007) (0.006)

After CFB 2.544*** 2.649***
(0.250) (0.387)

Gold standard −0.257 −0.269
(0.266) (0.290)

Default within the last 0.356** 0.404**
10 years (0.163) (0.197)

Public debt/Revenue 0.027
(0.034)

ln(per capita exports) 0.183
(0.153)

Fiscal deficit/Revenue 0.037
(0.049)

Intercept 62.075*** −82.391*** −86.283*** 28.644** 2.180*** 2.263***
(8.828) (8.304) (12.223) (12.005) (0.149) (0.157)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Colonial status No No Yes No No Yes
Observations 567 567 492 286 567 492
R-squared 0.888 0.938 0.918 0.873 0.934 0.914

Note: Bond yield is measured at issue. Pledges coded by the author. See chapter 3 for sources for the gold
standard and external default. Country-clustered standard errors in parentheses. *** p< 0.01, ** p< 0.05, *
p< 0.1.

these curves narrowed. The spread at issue vanished in approximately 1880,
soon after the establishment of the CFB.

Thus far, I have assumed that the ability of foreign bondholders to
seize pledged assets grew over time because they gained bargaining power,
preferences of high politics and finance aligned, and imperial competition
intensified; however, the secular decrease of interest rates could coincide
with other unobserved trends (e.g., a sustained expansion of capital sup-
ply), making the relationship in column 1 in table 4.1 biased if not spurious.
In order to account for any secular trends in international capital markets,
I fit a battery of year fixed effects in column 2. As expected, the effect of
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FIGURE 4.5. Effect of Pledges on Bond Yield Over Time. Bond yield is computed at issue (refer
to chapter 3 for details). Dark solid lines and gray long-dash lines show predictions for pledged
and nonpledged loans, respectively. 95% CI reported. The density superimposed shows the
distribution of bonds issued over time.

pledges over time weakens once we control for the common secular trend;
however, it does not vanish.

Column 3 adds controls for standard explanations of the spread exam-
ined earlier in this chapter: the gold standard, recent default, and colonial
status.142 Including these covariates decreases the magnitude of the pledg-
ing, as expected, but the effect is still negative and is statistically different
from zero.

142. I do not include an indicator for “first loan ever” because it is collinearwith country fixed
effect. For consistency with previous analysis, self-governing territories after 1881 are consid-
ered financially independent, but results hold if they are considered colonial dependencies until
1914.
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In column 4, I add a series of economic controls that guide investors’
decisions in the Bond Era:143 public debt as a proportion of revenue, fiscal
deficit as a proportion of revenue, and trade openness (measured as logged
per capita exports).144 These controls, drawn from Ferguson and Schular-
ick, are available only for 1880 onward.145 Despite the significant reduction
in sample size, results for the interaction terms in column 4 are similar to
previous specifications.

Thus far, I have assumed that the ability to seize pledged assets increased
linearly over time; however, the creation of the CFB in 1868 was arguably
a game changer in debt renegotiation. In column 5, I interact the pledge
variable with a time indicator, “after CFB,” which equals 0 until 1868 and
1 afterward. This indicator is meant to estimate any significant change in
the effect of pledging on the effective interest rate before and after the offi-
cial creation of the CFB—a difference-in-difference estimator. Because the
dataset begins in 1858, little statistical power exists before the 1868 cutoff;
and results may be assessed accordingly. The interaction Pledge × After
CFB in column 5 is negative and statistically significant at 90 percent. This
coefficient means that, everything else constant, a loan including a pledge
would have an effective interest rate 0.73 points lower after the CFB was
established (a 15 percent decrease relative to the average interest rate in
the sample), arguably because of the heightened capacity of bondholders
to execute asset seizure in case of default. In column 6, I repeat the exer-
cise by adding institutional controls. Results, if any, strengthen theworking
hypothesis. Becausemacroeconomicdataareavailableonlyafter1880(after
the CFB was created), I cannot include those controls in this specification.

Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik as well as Ferguson and Schular-
ick show abundant evidence of the so-called empire effect, that is, the
systematic lower spread for colonies relative to other economies with sim-
ilar fundamentals.146 Accominotti et al. argue that investors perceived
colonies as an extension of the national territory—namely, provinces. If
colonies defaulted, investors could resolve the dispute under imperial juris-
diction; that is, investors could bring the embarrassed colonial government
to (British) court. If this is true, we should observe few pledges in colonial

143. Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik (2011, p. 392).
144. Interest services as a proportion of revenue is also an important control (Flandreau and

Zumer, 2004); however, this variable hasmanymissing values. Because it correlates stronglywith
debt as a proportion of revenue, I choose the latter. Results are identical nonetheless.

145. Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
146. Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik (2011); Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
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TABLE 4.2. Pledging and the Empire Effect

(1) (2)

Pledge × Year × Independent −0.028***
(0.011)

Pledge × Year × Empire 0.021
(0.015)

Pledge × After CFB × Independent −0.898*
(0.477)

Pledge × After CFB × Empire 1.213
(0.784)

Observations 567 567
R-squared 0.938 0.936

Note: Empire and Independent aremutually exclusive. Empire= 1 if unit is a dependent colony
in the British Empire. Independent= 1 if unit is not a dependent colony of the British Empire:
i.e., sovereign nations, colonies of other sovereign nations, and self-governing British depen-
dencies after 1881 (see text for discussion). All models include all constituent parts of the
three-way interaction, but only selected coefficients are reported. Country-clustered standard
errors in parentheses. *** p< 0.01, ** p< 0.05, * p< 0.1.

bonds to begin with. By the same token, pledges should help reduce the
spread among foreign countries, not colonial dependencies. Imagining that
the British governmentwould allow a debt-equity swap in any given colony
is difficult because doing so would reduce the empire tax base.

Pledges were uncommon among colonies: only 6 percent of colonial
bonds had one compared to 50 percent outside the empire.147 Indeed, as
many as 35 (or 70 percent) of the independent countries in the Bond Era
collateralized a specific national asset at somepoint between1850 and1914.
The few countries that never did include Great Powers and self-governing
British territories. In order to test the differential effect of pledges in and
outside the empire and over time, a three-way interaction is required.
Table 4.2 reports the results. For ease of interpretation, I report two-paired
comparisons, namely, the effect of pledges over time for the British Empire
and sovereign countries, separately. In column 1, I report the interaction
with Year (following expression 4.2) and in column 2 with the indicator
variable After CFB. Results confirm that pledges reduced the price of exter-
nal finance for sovereign countries, not colonies, but they did so only once

147. Weidemaier, Scott, and Gulati (2013) find similar numbers in pre-WWII bonds
(N = 493).
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bondholders gained the ability to seize pledged assets in case of default, that
is, in the final decades of the nineteenth century.148

Before I conclude this section, let me entertain an alternative hypoth-
esis, by which pledges decreased the interest rate because they conveyed
information about the financial health of the borrower.149 As I mentioned
earlier, prospectuses with pledges enclosed key data about the yearly
income of the collateral and, when the loan was developmental, how it
would contribute to commercial activity. Thedisclosure of this information
could have been interpreted as a sign of government transparency, which
tends to correlate with “good institutions” and be rewarded by capital mar-
kets.150 Were this the case, the mere presence of pledges (regardless of any
gains in bondholders’ ability to seize assets) should decrease the yield at
issue. I assess this possibility later in table 4.3 by examining the bivariate
relationship between pledges and yield (see section 4.9). Results are null,
contravening this alternative hypothesis.

4.6 Extreme Conditionality and State Building

In 1951, Borchard argued that pledges had “intrinsic value” and “legal sig-
nificance," enabling foreign financial control in case of default.151 The sta-
tistical evidence above is consistent with Borchard’s diagnosis. In the later
decades of the nineteenth century, the presence of specific collateral in loan
contracts decreased the interest rates at issue, arguably because anticipated
swaps and receiverships reduced the risk of lending to economies with
weak economic fundamentals. Lower interest rates poured much needed
capital into the Global South, but pledges did not stop default. Supersanc-
tions often followed, and local assets and streams of revenue were put in
the hands of foreign investors in at least 28 percent of default episodes

148. To be consistent with previous specifications, self-governing colonies are considered
financially independent after 1881. If any, this biases results against finding an effect because self-
governing colonies were less likely to pledge assets than sovereign countries or colonies of other
powers. Results hold if self-governing territories are considered dependent colonies all the way
to 1914.

149. I thank an anonymous reviewer for pointing out this possibility.
150. Hollyer, Rosendorff, and Vreeland (2018) for the relationship between transparency

and governance quality, and Schultz andWeingast (2003) for the democratic advantage in capital
markets.

151. Borchard (1951, p. 99).
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and 48 percent of sovereign defaulters,152 completing the circle of extreme
conditionality.

The prevalence of foreign financial control in the Bond Era is criti-
cal to understanding why external finance was unlikely to contribute to
state building. By surrendering assets and sections of the tax apparatus to
bondholders, the tax base available to the local government shrank, leav-
ing emerging economies in precarious fiscal positions. Revenue shortages
would soon require new loans, possibly agreed upon as part of foreign
financial control. This stylized sequence of events (i.e., trajectory E in
figure 1.3) pushed many emerging economies into a “debt trap,”153 char-
acterized by high indebtedness and persistence of low state capacity.

Whywould incumbents of emerging economies assume such a big risk?
Why would they float loans if swaps and receiverships in case of default
were anticipated? One reason, elaborated in chapter 2, is that external
finance allowed rulers to dodge the immediate costs of alternative sources
of revenue, key among them taxation. Higher or new taxes may give rise to
demands for power sharing over fiscal policy by taxpayers—namely, hav-
ing a say about how tax revenue is spent. Alternatively, power-sharing
institutions may be required to induce quasi-voluntary compliance from
taxpayers. Either way, tax reform was likely to limit the incumbent’s dis-
cretion over spending decisions. By contrast, foreign loans allowed rulers
to accumulate power in the short run while shifting the political costs
of servicing external finance (either power-sharing institutions or foreign
control) to future leaders.

The search for yield by foreign investors combined with myopic politi-
cal calculations of unconstrained rulers was responsible for high indebted-
ness, default, and foreign financial control—the opposite of state building.

4.7 Betting on Default?

Was confiscation of public assets the ultimate goal of international finance?
Did investors bet on default? Fishlow admits that

default could become for [European investors] a source of gain rather
than of loss, but only when some implicit guarantee of intervention

152. Mitchener and Weidenmier (2010). Recall these statistics are a lower bound because
they do not include debt-equity swaps.

153. Fishlow (1985, p. 400).
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[i.e., financial control] promised to bring order to the financial chaos
of mismanaged states and lead to refunding of prior debt.154

Flandreau suggests that British investors entertained the idea a “default-
colonization nexus,” and to that effect, requested the hypothecation of land
in expectation of debt interruption.155 The “scramble for concessions” in
loans to China could be interpreted under this lens.156

Loan contracts often included pledges as well as sinking funds, which
forced borrowers to set aside capital periodically to repurchase a portion of
the existing bonds and gradually reduce the face value of the loan. Sinking
funds were created to dissuade borrowers from reneging on the outstand-
ing principal at the end of the credit term. Before 1914, debtor countries
could pay the sinking fund to an agent, usually the underwriter of the bond,
instead of the creditors directly.157 From the investors’ point of view, the
presence of sinking funds reduced risk and translated into lower interest
rates. A sinking fund, however, did not secure a stream of future income,
unlike taking control of a state monopoly or a receivership.

Along with pledges, I coded sinking funds from every loan in the Guild-
hall prospectus series: 52 percent of loans floated in the LSE had a sinking
fund. In table 4.4 in the chapter appendix, I report results for expression
4.2 once pledges are replaced by the presence of a sinking fund in a loan
contract. The effect of the interaction coefficient is zero no matter the
specification. A benevolent interpretation of this result is that sinking funds
were not strong enough risk reduction mechanisms compared to pledges.
A not-so-benevolent interpretation is that sinking funds were not as prof-
itable for investors as was foreclosing foreign assets; hence their null effect
on the price of capital.

More generally, the use of international lending for political and eco-
nomic advantage resonates with the Hobson-Lenin hypothesis of financial
imperialism;158 however, my reading of extreme conditionality is that the
confiscation of assets was a second-best outcome for private investors, not
a deliberate goal. Bondholders gained leverage vis-à-vis sovereign borrow-
ers in the second half of the nineteenth century, and they profited from

154. Fishlow (1985, p. 401).
155. Flandreau (2016, pp. 93–101).
156. Cain and Hopkins (2016).
157. Tunçer (2015, p. 20).
158. See Frieden (1994) for a phenomenal treatment.
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regular debt service and also default; however, to date I have found insuf-
ficient direct evidence to sustain that default and foreign control were the
ultimate drivers of international lending, maybe with the exception of late-
Qing China. Hopefully, new archival discoveries will shed light on this old
but important question.

Departing from the Hobson-Lenin hypothesis, this book brings atten-
tion to the domestic causes of foreign financial control and state weakness.
My argument attributes shared (although arguably asymmetric) responsi-
bility to foreign investors and local rulers, who often preferred to assume
the risks of external finance to the certainty of political and administrative
costs associated with tax reform.

4.8 Summary and Implications

This and the previous chapter show evidence of the relatively favorable
terms of external finance for economies with weak fundamentals in the
Bond Era. Standard explanations of the spread have been tested and
confirmedwith anoriginal dataset that covers the longest period and largest
number of political units to date. Along with standard explanations, I argue
that the low spread resulted from foreign bondholders’ ability to seize key
assets and sources of revenue in case of default. Foreignfinancial control did
not take place in the abstract: it often built on previously pledged assets and
sources of revenue. Consistently, I show that pledges decreased the spread
conditional on bondholders gaining organizational capacity and creditors’
governments becoming more interventionist in lending markets. The role
of pledges in shaping investors’ beliefs is novel because collateral is often
considered “irrelevant.”159

The conditions underwhich developing nations accessed (cheap) exter-
nal finance are crucial to understanding the persistence of limited state
capacity in emerging economies. The expectation of foreclosure and pre-
emptive appropriation of foreign assets help explain the historically low
spread for emerging economies despite repeated default episodes in the
Bond Era. Incumbents in the borrowing countries, far from victims, might
have preferred to push war bills (and other major expenses) to future gen-
erations while gaining access to cheap credit in the short run and bypassing
the political costs of taxation. In the case of default, responsibility fell to

159. Bulow and Rogoff (1989, p. 156). See Weidemaier and Gulati (2017) for a survey of
recent work by international law scholars showing that “contract terms mattered” even in the
age of “absolute” sovereign immunity.
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some future leader to raise new taxes to service debt, negotiate debt relief,
or agree upon a debt-equity swap or receivership.

For the purpose of state building, default and foreign control of domes-
tic assets—possibly sweetened with some haircut—contributed to break
the connection between fiscal shocks (e.g., war) and state making. Instead
of expanding fiscal capacity to service debt after the fiscal shock, emerg-
ing economies often canceled public debt by requesting relief and leasing
their assets to foreign powers. Under such conditions, even interstate war
fiscal efforts eroded or unmade state capacity, carrying on long-term con-
sequences for institutional development. I show statistical evidence of that
in chapters 7 and 8.

An important caveat accompanies the above interpretation: bond-
holders’ temporary control of local tax administrations may be good for
state building. Well-designed foreign financial control could exert positive
influence and externalities over the local bureaucratic apparatus. In the
next chapter, I evaluate this possibility. The evidence suggests, however,
that the tax administrations did not improve under the control of foreign
bondholders.

4.9 Appendix

This appendix examines an alternative hypothesis for the effect of pledges
and reports a test for sinking funds. First, do pledges signal government
transparency and good governance? Were this the case, the mere pres-
ence of pledges should decrease the interest rate charged at issue regardless
of when loans were floated. I assess this alternative hypothesis in table 4.3.
In column 1, I report the bivariate relationship between pledges and yield
at issue. The relationship is positive and statistically different from zero,
and resonates with Mosley’s bivariate analysis of 70 loans floated by 22
states during the 1880–1914 period.160 However, the positive sign of the
coefficient is inconsistent with the alternative hypothesis.

Pledges are not randomly assigned. There are country-level unobserved
characteristics that likely correlate with the presence of pledges and yield
at issue. Column 2 shows that once we account for country fixed effects,
the effect of Pledge is a third of the original size, and still positive. Now
we need to account for any secular trend that could have affected pledging
and yield, for instance, imperial competition. Once we include a battery of

160. Mosley (2003, pp. 289–291).
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TABLE 4.3. Bivariate Relationship between Pledges and Yield at Issue

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Pledge 2.117*** 0.642* 0.148 0.059
(0.293) (0.329) (0.241) (0.217)

Country FE No Yes Yes Yes
Year FE No No Yes Yes
Controls No No No Yes
Observations 567 567 567 492
R-squared 0.200 0.818 0.932 0.912

Note: Bond yield is measured at issue. Pledges coded by the author. Controls are gold standard,
external default in the last 10 years, and time-varying colonial status. Intercept not reported.
Country-clustered standard errors in parentheses. *** p< 0.01, ** p< 0.05, * p< 0.1.

TABLE 4.4. Sinking Funds and Yield at Issue

(1) (2) (3)

Sinking Fund −0.036 −11.131 −0.073
(0.089) (12.554) (0.540)

Sinking Fund × Year 0.006
(0.007)

Sinking Fund × After CFB 0.040
(0.554)

Year 0.041***
(0.007)

After CFB 2.695***
(0.597)

Country FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Observations 492 492 492
R-squared 0.912 0.912 0.912

Note: Bond yield is measured at issue. Sinking funds coded by the author. Controls are gold stan-
dard, external default in the last 10 years, and time-varying colonial status. Country-clustered
standard errors in parentheses. Intercept not reported. *** p< 0.01, ** p< 0.05, * p< 0.1.

year fixed effects in column 3, the effect of Pledge vanishes. In column 4, I
add other relevant controls and the effect of Pledge remains null. In sum,
table 4.3 suggests that the average effect of pledges on the spread between
1850 and 1914 is zero. Pledges reduced the interest rate only when imperial
competition intensified, as indicated in figure 4.1.
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Second, I examine the effect of sinking funds. These were meant to
reduce risk, but they did not bring to investors the profits associated with
seizing foreign assets and tax branches. In table 4.4, I examine whether
sinking funds decreased the yield at issue. I report three models: Because
sinking funds were easily enforceable—at least relative to asset seizure—I
report a model without a time interaction in column 1. Immediately after,
I report an interaction with Year and After CFB in columns 2 and 3, respec-
tively. Results are null across specifications. That is, sinking funds did not
reduce interest rates.
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5
Debt Traps and Foreign
Financial Control

Foreign financial control (FFC) following defaultmay exert positive effects
on fiscal capacity if foreign administrators reshuffle the local bureaucracy
and incorporate new tax technologies and managerial standards.1 If this is
the case, borrowing overseas to finance a major fiscal shock (e.g., war),
even if followed by default and FFC, would be beneficial for long-term
state building. In this chapter, I cast doubt on this possibility and argue
instead that FFC played a key role in pushing countries into a debt trap,
or trajectory E in figure 1.3.

I first elaborate on various modalities of financial control and review
existing evidence of its performance in Asia, Latin America, Africa, and
peripheral Europe. Second, I examine the most ambitious FFC ever
attempted in this period, the one imposed on the Ottoman Empire from
1881 to 1914. This case illustrates the risks of easy access to external fi-
nance—rapid indebtedness, pledging, and default—and the consequences
of losing financial sovereignty. My assessment of FFC in the Ottoman
Empire suggests that it was profitable for foreign bondholders but had
no quantifiable effect on local tax capacity. Improvements in fiscal perfor-
mance in the early 1900s in the Ottoman Empire resulted from domestic
elite replacement, not foreign control.

1. For the sake of language efficiency, in this chapter I use the acronym FFC.
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FFC is sometimes seen as the culmination of “financial imperialism,”
a reflection of the bargaining power of private lenders vis-à-vis vulnerable
nations.2 That picture is only partial. Foreign control also resulted from
poor decisions by local rulers, who preferred to serve a foreign master
than sharing powers with taxpayers. The political costs of financial reform
proved too big for many rulers in the Global South, who preferred to
assume the risks of FFC attached to external finance. This remains clear
in the Ottoman case but also in China. In section 5.4, I shed light on the
domestic politics underneath the installment of FFC in the East Asian giant
in 1911. I conclude by drawing implications of FFC for long-term state
building.

5.1 Goal and Types of Financial Control

Foreign control over the finances of a sovereign nation was never taken
lightly in the Bond Era.3 Because these interventions could otherwise be
interpreted as a formof colonialism, FFCoften required a concerted action
on the part of European powers.

Implemented by bondholder representatives, foreign states, or agen-
cies acting on behalf of both the bondholders and their governments, FFC
occurred in differing degrees, the mildest form of which was the inspec-
tion of books and accounts kept by the agency in charge of securing local
revenue to service debt. This was, for instance, the option chosen by the
British in the negotiation of the 1861 default settlement in Mexico, where
direct foreign intervention was regarded as a “national humiliation.”4 An
intermediate formwasparticipation in receiverships (locally knownas régie
or caja de recaudación), state banks, and monopoly companies in charge
of revenue collection for debt service purposes. This was the model used
in Greece after 1893 with the establishment of the Société de Régie des
Revenues Affectés au Service de la Dette Hellénique, with which foreign
officials monitored the collection of revenue from state monopolies for
the purpose of debt service. The strictest form of control involved sur-
rendering to bondholders the power to raise taxes directly in the debtor
country until the debt was liquidated. This form of intervention required
the establishment of a permanent administration with powers to assess

2. See Hobson (1902) for the strongest defense of this argument.
3. Material in this paragraph is borrowed partly from Borchard (1951, ch. 18).
4. Wynne (1951, p. 25, fn. 29).
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wealth as well as monitor and collect taxes without the intermediation of
the local government. Thedaily operationof financial controlwas exercised
by bondholders’ representatives, who often allowed delegates of the local
government to participate on the board of the debt administration council
without veto power.

Revenues that had been pledged in defaulted bonds—most often cus-
toms and state monopolies—were prioritized in the establishment of FFC.
Under unilateral ormultilateral European command, this happened in Bul-
garia (1904), China (1911), Egypt (1880), Greece (1893), Morocco (1902),
Serbia (1895), Tunisia (1869), Turkey (1881), and Uruguay (1903), among
others. The United States began exerting FFC in the first decades of the
twentieth century. Under the Monroe Doctrine, the US took control over
pledged customs receipts in eight Latin American economies as well as in
Liberia. Orchestrated directly by theWhite House, American intervention
had an intense political component.5

After World War I, the League of Nations (1920–1946) exerted finan-
cial control over countries in default. Although financial control before
the Great War was primarily designed to protect holders of bonds in
default, the measures put forward by the League were meant to reacti-
vate economies and stabilize prices as ameans to regain access to the credit
market. International control by the League was indeed the closest prede-
cessor of the stabilization programs implemented by the IMF in the second
half of the twentieth century (more in chapter 10). Next, I assess the type
of intervention implemented by European powers and the United States
before WWI.

5.2 Did Foreign Financial Control Build States?

FFC is an invasive policy that may nevertheless produce positive results
for local state capacity. Foreign administratorsmight incorporate new bud-
get and tax technologies that spread beyond the revenues under their
control (e.g., double-entry bookkeeping for national budgets). Well man-
aged, these reforms might expand the capacity of the state and persist
after the council terminates its activity once debt is liquidated. In other
fields, foreign intervention has proved successful, for example, in election
monitoring and international peace missions.6

5. Maurer (2013).
6. Hyde (2007) and Fortna (2004), respectively.
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Not so well managed, financial control might serve as a mechanism
of extraction that leaves the country in worse condition, similar to what
occurred under colonial rule.7 Krasner and Weinstein argue that foreign
intervention must be voluntary (or “contractual”) in order to succeed: if
financial control is coerced by bondholders with the support of the cred-
itor governments—as was often the case in the Bond Era—poor perfor-
mance may be expected.8 Even if local elites perceive foreign control as
a constrained best, the local populace and political opposition might be
reluctant to cooperate with a foreign administration. This constant fric-
tion can inhibit transmission of know-how and genuine administrative
reform. Recent attempts to induce state building with foreign intervention
in the Middle East have failed precisely for the lack of legitimacy of the
international mission in the host societies.9

In assessing the effect of financial control in the Bond Era, we should
recall that one and only one mandate was pursued: mobilizing local
resources for debt service. In other words, advancing the bondholders’
interests was the top priority.10 Improving local conditions was important
as long as resource mobilization was facilitated. The order of priorities is
well exemplified in the US-Haiti Convention of 1915. Receipts from the
American customs receivership on the island were to be allocated in the
following order: first, administrative expenses of the receiver (an Amer-
ican national appointed by the US president) and the staff; second, debt
service; third, police; and finally, Haiti’s current expenses.11

Existing evidence of the performance of financial control is at best
inconclusive: China lost control of its customs receipts in 1911, when the
Maritime Customs Service (MCS) became a debt collection agency for
European bondholders. Foreign control of customs enhanced fiscal capac-
ity and secured external finance at favorable terms. The success of theMCS,
however, predated direct foreign control. By 1911, this agency had a record
of 50+ years of professionalism and efficient bureaucratization (I return to
the MCS below).

Egypt is another example of “successful” financial control. The British
took over its tax administration in 1882 to secure debt service. The Khedi-
vate (as this tributary state of the Ottoman Empire was known) repaid all

7. Acemoglu and Robinson (2012); Easterly (2006).
8. Krasner andWeinstein (2014).
9. Lake (2016).
10. Borchard (1951); Feis (1930); Fishlow (1985); Wynne (1951).
11. Waibel (2011, p. 47).
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outstanding debt in decades and quickly regained access to international
markets under quite favorable conditions;12 however, financial control
went hand in hand with the loss of political sovereignty, and Egypt became
a de facto protectorate of the British government.13

The French installed a receivership in Bulgaria in the early 1900s. In
1930, when war reparations represented twice its GDP, Bulgaria imple-
mented a series of fiscal reforms intended to strengthen fiscal capacity. As
a result, the budget deficit was drastically reduced; however, these reforms
were not dictated or inspired by the French receivership administrators.
Efforts to build the state in Bulgaria were implemented precisely to avoid
further concessions to French bondholders in return for new debt relief.14

Still, this could be interpreted as an indirect positive effect of foreign
financial control.

Fishlow, Maurer and Arroyo Abad, Reinhart, and Trebesch investigate
changes in tax capacity before and after financial intervention with hard
data. Fishlow studies the performance of tax revenue among emerging
economies that defaulted on their sovereign debt in the nineteenth cen-
tury, computing the rate of annual revenue growth before and after the
settlement. His sample includes ten countries, but only four of them were
subject to financial control: Turkey, Egypt, Peru, and Greece. On average,
revenue growth dropped from 6.4 percent to−0.2 percent in Turkey, from
9.0 percent to 4.0 percent in Peru, and from 5.1 percent to 2.0 percent in
Greece. Only in Egypt, a country that had also lost its political sovereignty,
did revenue growth increase, from 1.4 percent to 2.0 percent (a difference
not statistically significant).15

Reinhart andTrebesch, who investigate cycles of indebtedness, default,
and settlement in Greece over the last 200 years, discover a recurring
pattern of bailout lending that accompanies financial control: “While the
foreign creditors succeeded in enforcing debt repayment . . . , the state of
Greek finances remained problematic and the economic conditions un-
favorable.”16 Borrowing from Levandis, they conclude:

Instead of considering the debt problem in broad aspects and of adopt-
ing measures to eradicate the endemic disease with which Greek

12. Hansen (1983); Lindert and Morton (1989).
13. Kelly (1998, pp. 42–43).
14. Tooze and Ivanov (2011).
15. Fishlow (1985).
16. Reinhart and Trebesch (2015, p. 16).
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finances were perennially afflicted, they [the bondholder and creditor
government representatives] introduced half measures, inadequate to
remedy the situation.17

Reinhart and Trebesch’s critical assessment resonates with Wynne’s
evaluation of foreign intervention in that country: the régie put in place to
secure tax revenue from state monopolies succeeded in securing debt ser-
vice but lacked the capacity (or interest) to fight rampant corruptionwithin
the tax administration.18

Maurer and Arroyo Abad study the performance of eight customs re-
ceiverships set up by the United States in Latin America: Bolivia, Cuba,
Santo Domingo, Ecuador, Haiti, Nicaragua, Panama, and Peru. American
intervention was comprehensive: besides customhouses, the Americans
had a say in economic policy, internal taxation, debt ceilings, and expendi-
tures.19 This was a matchless opportunity to implement ambitious reforms
and enhance fiscal capacity permanently. Examining customs revenue per-
formance from 1900 to 1931,Maurer andArroyoAbad show that American
receiverships inLatinAmerica failed in “every single case” to raise revenues
relative to preintervention times.20 The US did not incorporate newer
technologies, raise the salaries of public officials, or introduce a proper
sanctioning system for corrupt bureaucrats.21

In sum, existing work on FFC casts doubt on its effectiveness. Con-
tributing to this body of work, I evaluate the effect of financial control by
studying one intervention in detail—the Ottoman Public Debt Administra-
tion, the most ambitious receivership ever run based on the outstanding
debt it was meant to liquidate. This case exemplifies key aspects of the
argument laid down in chapters 2–4: An economywithweak fundamentals
and military needs was presented with an opportunity to access virtually
unlimited external capital. As its credit rating deteriorated, it hypothecated
multiple assets in issuing new loans. After 20 years of uninterrupted bor-
rowing, it suspended debt service in 1876. Foreign financial intervention
and debt-equity swapswere imposed as part of the 1881 default settlement.

17. Levandis (1944, p. 102).
18. Wynne (1951, pp. 344–335).
19. For instance, the American administrators had veto power over customs rates in Santo

Domingo, Haiti, and Nicaragua; in the latter two cases, the US also supervised internal taxes. In
Cuba, Santo Domingo, and Haiti, the US established debt ceilings; in Cuba, Haiti, Nicaragua,
and Panama, the US put limits on how the receipts could be spent (Borchard, 1951, p. 294).

20. Maurer and Arroyo Abad (2017, p. 33).
21. Maurer (2013) for an extended treatment.
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Tax capacity did not improve under external financial control. It did only
after the Young Turks assumed power in the early twentieth century, a
process unrelated to the receivership.

5.3 Foreign Financial Control in the Late Ottoman Empire

The Ottoman Empire participated in ten interstate wars and experienced
nine large domestic revolts between 1816 and 1913. Continuous military
conflict stimulated tax reform, but receipts remained insufficient to paywar
expenses. Access to international credit markets allowed sultans to finance
war externally and avoid the large interest rates of domestic bankers. The
Sublime Porte, as the Turkish government was known, floated its first
foreign bond in 1854. Twenty years later the Porte accumulated debt
equivalent to 10 times its total annual tax receipts. International financial
control was established in the Ottoman Empire in 1881 as part of a default
settlement that involved over 50 percent of debt relief.

The account that follows suggests that foreign intervention advanced
the interests of bondholders, first and foremost. Foreign control added pos-
itive externalities to the local economy because it modernized the sectors
under its supervision. In terms of state building, however, tax capacity did
not substantially change relative to preintervention years. In other words,
although foreign intervention expanded the size of the pie, the state did
not improve the capacity to tax a larger portion to fund basic goods and
services. Chronic budget deficits and high indebtedness persisted.

5.3.1 THE LONG ROAD TO HIGH INDEBTEDNESS

For the Ottoman Empire, the nineteenth century was one of economic
and financial reform necessitated by the accumulation ofmilitary defeats in
the late eighteenth century—first to Russia, then to Napoleon.22 Catching
up with military technology employed by Western powers—or “defen-
sive developmentalism”23—required funds; however, the tax system in the
Ottoman Empire was highly decentralized. Provincial notables controlled
taxation and acted independently of the central government. Sultan Mah-
mud II (r. 1808–1839) initiated a battery of military and financial reforms
inspired by Western economies. In the mid-1820s, the sultan dissolved

22. Material in this paragraph is borrowed partly from Pamuk (2018, ch. 4).
23. Gelvin (2005).
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the Jannisaries—by then an obsolete elite army—and replaced them with
a modern civil army of 75,000 men. He also withdrew (with limited suc-
cess) the local nobles’ authority to tax. Reforms regained impetus with the
proclamationof theTanzimatDecree in 1839, which sought to put an end to
religion-based legal discrimination, strengthen property rights protection,
and end abuses in tax collection by local tax farmers.

Sultan Abdulmejid (r. 1839–1861) continued the reforms initiated by
his father. The central administration was reorganized to mirror ministries
and departments in European bureaucracies. In the 1840s, an attempt
was made to end tax farming definitively by replacing provincial nobles
with central government bureaucrats. When this reform failed, tax farm-
ing was reestablished, but conditions thereafter were more favorable for
the Porte. Reforms continued over the entire nineteenth century. Pamuk
estimates central government revenue increased from 3 to 12 percent of
GDP between 1808 and 1914. This was a substantial increase;24 however,
expressed in grams of gold, tax revenue per capita in the first decade of the
twentieth century was between four and five times smaller in Turkey than
in France, England, or Prussia.25

The Ottoman Empire went to war frequently in the long nineteenth
century. Major internal and external conflicts occurring during this period
appear in table 5.1. Military spending constituted the largest outlay of the
imperial budget. According to the earliest data available in the 1840s, it rep-
resented 46 percent of expenditures; by 1905, it still represented 36 percent
of a budget three and a half times larger than that of the 1840s.26

War finance changed over time. In the first half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, war was financed by debasement—the specie content of gold coins
was changed 35 times during the reign ofMahmud II.27 The sultan also bor-
rowed from local financiers, known as theGalata bankers, whomade short-
term loans. Named after the neighborhood in Constantinople in which
they were based, Galata bankers acquired capital in London and profited
from the difference between the commercial market rate in London and
the 12 percentage points they charged the sultan.28 Debasement, which
led to frequent monetary instability and high rates of inflation, was aban-
doned in the 1840s, when a bimetallic system was adopted. This reform,

24. Pamuk (2018, p. 102).
25. Karaman and Pamuk (2010).
26. Güran (2003).
27. Pamuk (1987, p. 57).
28. Jenks (1927, pp. 305–306).
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TABLE 5.1. The Ottoman Empire (O.E.) at War

Interstate war Years Intrastate war Years

Turko-Persian 1821–1823 O.E. vs. Greeks 1821–1828
Russo-Turkish 1828–1829 O.E. vs. Montenegrins of 1852 1852–1853
O.E. vs. Egyptians 1831–1832 O.E. vs. Montenegrins of 1858 1858–1859
O.E. vs. Mehmet Ali 1839–1840 Turkey vs. Montenegro 1862–1862
Crimean 1853–1856 O.E. vs. Cretans of 1866 1866–1867
Russo-Turkish 1877–1878 O.E. vs. Christian Bosnians 1875–1877
Greco-Turkish 1897–1897 O.E. vs. Cretans of 1888 1888–1889
Italo-Turkish 1911–1912 O.E. vs. Cretans of 1896 1896–1897
First Balkan 1912–1913 O.E. vs. VMRO Rebels 1903–1903
Second Balkan 1913–1913

Source: Wimmer and Min (2009).
Note: This table lists military conflicts with 1,000+ casualties.

however, was not enough to stabilize the economy and secure sufficient
revenue forwar.29 From the 1850s, Turkey looked outside for capital to bal-
ance its budget and finance military expenditures, a decision with lasting
consequences.

The first foreign loan was contracted by Turkey in 1854. The impetus?
War with Russia in Crimea. In the 1850s, Turkey was still a “mysterious
entity to Western Europe,”30 so the first attempt to float the loan in March
1854 failed. Later that year, the second attempt came with the hypothe-
cation of the Egyptian tribute—the annual contribution of the Egyptian
Khedive to the Sublime Porte. Once collateralized, the loan was sub-
scribed successfully, raising £3 million and carrying 6 percent interest;
the issuance price was 80 percent. External funds were exhausted almost
immediately, and another war loan was necessary within the year. This
new loan of £5 million was guaranteed by the British government, which
had a strong interest in stopping Russian influence in the Black Sea. This
very popular loan, carrying a 4 percent nominal interest rate and sold at
103 percent, helped Turkey win the war. This was the first and last loan
guaranteed by a European power. From that moment the Turks were on
their own.

In order to alleviate concerns about the state of Turkish finances, the
Porte announced a battery of fiscal reforms in the early 1860s. First, it re-
vised the charter of the Imperial Ottoman Bank (IOB) to consolidate

29. Pamuk (2018, p. 103).
30. Wynne (1951, p. 393).
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monetary policy and centralize tax collection and debt service. The IOB,
originally established in 1856 under a royal charter by a group of London
bankers—hence Ottoman in name only—acquired a monopoly on the note
issues and became the de facto Turkish central bank.31 To signal credibil-
ity in debt service, the Porte made the IOB the “treasurer-paymaster of the
empire.” In other words, all the revenue of the empire was paid into and
disbursed through the IOB. Finally, in 1861 the Porte introduced a new
budgetary system, which allowed publication of the estimated revenue and
expenses on an annual basis.32

Despite carrying on fiscal reform, budget deficits remained and invest-
ors lent on gradually stricter terms.33 New loanswere spent in servicing old
debt and new military expenditures. Formally, only four loans were meant
to finance war before 1876;34 however, loans were floated for war purposes
even if theywere not identified as such. For instance, the £22million floated
in Paris in 1869 to officially “balance the budget” was partly used to buywar
materials to quash a rebellion inCrete.35 Thequotationof new loans forwar
purposes appears in figure 5.1, inwhich the occurrence ofwarfare is plotted
against the stock of outstanding debt from 1841 to 1913.

Loans during wartime were followed by new quotations to purchase
vessels, equipment, and armaments from Europe. By 1876, the sultan had
assembled the third largest navy in the world, much of it imported from
British shipyards.36 Military expenses did not help balance the budget. Far
from halting the expenditures for military buildup, European ambassadors

31. With the 1863 reorganization, control was placed in the hands of a joint Anglo-French
directorate. Ten of the 20memberswere French and resided inParis; the remainderwereEnglish
and resided in London (Blaisdell, 1929, p. 219).

32. The figures presented in this chapter are drawn from the data compiled in these budgets
and systematized by Güran (2003).

33. Wynne (1951, p. 416).
34. Suvla (1966).
35. Blaisdell (1929, p. 37).
36. Davison (1963, p. 266). Specifically, Turkey put together 185 vessels carrying 2,370 guns,

including four line-of-battle ships, five first-class mailed frigates, twelve corvettes, and five gun-
boats ofmodern construction (Farley, 1872, ch. 9). Keeping the fleet up to date, Turkey acquired
20 ironclads from British builders from 1864 to 1871 and introduced submarine mines and tor-
pedo technology, adopting a novel technology used earlier only in the American Civil War. The
army was also modernized: the Porte purchased new guns and munitions from Krupp (Prus-
sia) and Armstrong (Britain), including new fortress and siege guns. The carriage department
was enlarged, and it replaced wooden gun carriages with wrought iron ones. Quick-firing rifles
were also purchased from the British only one year after these rifles were adopted by the British
army.
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FIGURE 5.1. External Debt vs. Tax Revenue in the Ottoman Empire. War data drawn fromWim-
mer andMin (2009) and tax and debt series from Güran (2003) and Tunçer (2015), respectively.

in Constantinople agreed that the sultan should further equip his army and
navy.37 Demand met supply.

External debt escalated rapidly. Between 1854 and 1874, Turkey floated
16 loans in total,38 Britain being the first market, followed by France, Aus-
tria, Germany, and Italy. Debt grew from £3 million in 1854 to over £200
million in 1871. To overcome investors’ growing reluctance to issue new
capital, the Sublime Porte collateralized customs, municipal taxes, tributes
from provinces, and state monopolies, some of which would eventually
be seized by bondholders—for example, the tobacco monopoly, pledged
in the 6 percent imperial loan of 1873.39 By 1876, outstanding debt was

37. Jenks (1927, p. 309).
38. Birdal (2010, table 2.1).
39. Article 7 of the loan contract hypothecated the “surplus of the produce of the Tobacco

Monopoly of Constantinople,” which was put into the hands of foreign bondholders as part of
the 1881 default settlement.
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one order ofmagnitude larger than annual government revenue, whichwas
slightly over £20 million (see figure 5.1).

High indebtedness (the largest in the region), a series of bad harvests
starting in 1872, and growing military expenditures made debt service
almost impossible. The Porte renewed the charter of the IOB for 20 more
years and even accepted the creation of an international financial commis-
sion to supervise the imperial budget in 1874. All effortswere hopeless. The
Porte reduced debt payments in 1875 and announced default in 1876.

5.3.2 DEFAULT AND THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE OTTOMAN

PUBLIC DEBT ADMINISTRATION (OPDA)

Economic mismanagement led to default and a political crisis. The sultan
was deposed by his own cabinet in 1876. A nationalist Muslim faction in
the state bureaucracy made Abdülhamid II the new sultan and forced him
to accept a constitution and to establish a parliament. The First Consti-
tutional Era lasted two years. Coinciding with the Ottoman defeat in the
Russo-Turkish War of 1878, the new sultan ended parliamentary rule and
concentrated all power around him.40

Renegotiation of default was not easy. Meetings were intermittent and
extended over six years. While in default, Turkey fought the second Russo-
Turkish War. In order to raise funds for it, Turkish delegates returned
to London to float a new bond called the Ottoman defense loan, which
required arduous negotiation with British bondholders but was ultimately
accepted.41 The new loan did not bring victory. Turkey lost to Russia. In
1878, the Congress of Berlin agreed upon war indemnity and territorial
cessions. The British and French governments participated actively in this
treaty because they wanted to keep Russia in check while advancing the
interests of the bondholders of Turkish public debt. Russia accepted that
Turkish bonds hypothecated prior to the war would receive priority once
debt service resumed. In return, Russia gained territorial concessions.

Negotiations to settle the defaulted bonds held byBritish andFrench in-
vestors continued after the Congress of Berlin. A syndicate of French banks
invited French bondholders (somewhere between 30,000 and 50,000) to
appoint a delegate to negotiate the resolution of the default on their be-
half. They chose M. Valfrey, a French diplomat, who traveled to England

40. Devereux (1963, ch. 10).
41. Birdal (2010, pp. 39–43).
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to request that British bondholders follow suit. The Corporation of For-
eign Bondholders (CFB) appointed the Right Honorable Robert Bourke,
a member of Parliament and of gentlemanly extraction, as its delegate to
negotiate on their behalf. Once organized, the settlement was sealedwithin
months and signed by the Sublime Porte and the bondholders’ representa-
tives inNovember 1881. The agreementwas called theDecree ofMuharrem
(after the month in which it was drafted).

The Porte agreed to create an independent council run by bondholders’
representatives, who collected tax revenue and serviced the outstanding
debt. In return, the Porte regained access to new credit thanks to a sizable
debt conversion that included an escalating interest rate from 1 to 4 per-
cent.42 Based in Constantinople, the Ottoman Public Debt Administration
(OPDA) had seven members on the board: six representing the English,
Dutch, French, German, Austro-Hungarian, and Italian bondholders plus
one representing the local (i.e., Galata) bankers. The Turkish government
had a representative with advisory powers and access to all books, but he
could not intervene in the works of the administration.43 The Ottoman
Public Debt Administration (OPDA) was granted powers to collect rev-
enue directly from taxpayers without interference of the local government
and to redirect tax receipts to debt service.

A bilateral agreement between bondholders and the Turkish govern-
ment, the OPDA represented first and foremost the interests of the holders
of defaulted bonds and as such was committed to safeguarding the invest-
ments in Ottoman securities made by private foreign investors in conti-
nental Europe and Britain.44 All representatives of the French and British
bondholders in the settlement negotiations as well as the other members
of the board of the OPDA had political experience and maintained tight
connections with their embassies.45 Despite the potential conflict of inter-
est, the OPDA agreed to remain generally independent from governmental
pressure.46

In 1907, however, the OPDA assumed a different role, one that ad-
vanced not only the interests of bondholders but also—and explicitly—
that of their home governments: the OPDA was assigned the responsi-
bility of collecting a 3 percent customs surtax on European imports. This

42. Feis (1930, p. 315).
43. Feis (1930, p. 334).
44. Birdal (2010).
45. Blaisdell (1929); Feis (1930).
46. Birdal (2010); Wynne (1951).
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responsibility was never part of the Decree of Muharrem. In the past, the
Great Powers had acquired the capacity to limit duties on goods of foreign
origin entering the Ottoman Empire.47 Negotiations to update the rates
began in the 1880s at the request of the Porte, which needed the additional
import tariff revenue. Rates were increased by three points, but receipts
were to be redirected to bail outMacedonia as originally stated in theTreaty
of Berlin of 1878. The powers did not trust that the Porte would channel
receipts to the Balkans and requested the OPDA to collect the surtax on
its behalf. This task changed the nature of the OPDA and the perception
that locals hadof the institution. From1907onward, the administrationwas
considered an “agent of the powers”48 instead of a representative of private
bondholders.

5.3.3 THE TERMS OF FINANCIAL CONTROL

As part of the Decree of Muharrem, the Sublime Porte agreed to cede the
following revenues to the OPDA: first, indirect taxes from spirits, stamps,
fish, and silk and from the tobacco and salt monopolies; second, a bat-
tery of “political taxes,” including the tribute of Bulgaria, the annuity of
Eastern Roumelia (modern Bulgaria), and the surplus revenues of Cyprus;
and third, the product of any increase in the customs revenue resulting
from the revision of existing commercial treaties (that happened in 1907)
or resulting from the increase of the temettu, or business tax (that never
happened).

The decree provided that four-fifths of the tax receipts collected by the
OPDA were to be used for payment of interest and the rest in amorti-
zation. It had the power to appoint and dismiss its own officials without
interference from the Ottoman government. Any change in the tax code
that affected the ceded revenues required an absolute majority of its mem-
bers. In return for the cession of sovereignty, the bondholders’ representa-
tives agreed not to request repayment of the nominal capital stated on the
prospectuses—a total of £210 million, £191 million of which was outstand-
ing—but on the contracted loans—namely, the monies that the Turkish
government had received net of intermediaries’ commissions and issuance

47. For France, this capacity originated in the treaty signed by Suleiman theMagnificent and
Francis I of France in 1534 andwas confirmedby later treatieswith France (Blaisdell, 1929, p. 24).
For Britain, the capacity originated in the TradeTreaty of Balta Liman of 1838, bywhich customs
duties for imports were fixed at 3% (Pamuk, 2018, pp. 97–98).

48. Blaisdell (1929, p. 174).
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prices below par.49 Together, the outstanding debt was reduced by over
50 percent—from £191 million to £97 million. Arrears were also reduced
by 85 percent—from £62 million to £9 million—making a total of £106 mil-
lion in debt to be liquidated by the OPDA. Based on the calculations made
at the time, the OPDA was expected to reduce outstanding debt by £1.3
million a year—hence it was meant to stay.

Loans were divided into four groups, and they were to be repaid in
order. The loans to be paid last, group 4, were thosewith no specific pledge.
Were the Porte to dishonor the terms of the settlement, “the original rights,
positions, and securities were to be restored.” The OPDA would cease its
activities when all debts contracted before 1876 were liquidated.

5.3.4 DID THE OPDA IMPROVE FISCAL CAPACITY?

The OPDA had control over three types of revenue. The “political taxes”
from Bulgaria, Eastern Roumelia, and Cyprus were fixed contributions
agreed upon in international treaties. The OPDA had little room tomaneu-
ver to improve the efficiency of these revenues; moreover, these trib-
utes represented small quantities relative to the Turkish budget, and they
decreased over time.50

The Decree of Muharrem also established that any increase in customs
and income tax receipts should be delivered to the OPDA. The customs
duties were not increased until 1907, and then they were funneled to
Macedonia. The renewed tariff treaty excluded the bondholders from any
share in the additional revenue, hence the OPDA had little incentive to
change the existing structure of customs receipt collection.51 The rate of
the temettu, a premodern form of business tax levied on shops and stores,
remained the same until 1914; hence no additional yield was transferred to
the OPDA.

The performance of foreign control should be assessed relative to the
management of indirect contributions, the third and largest revenue source
administered by theOPDA. The latter farmed out the tobaccomonopoly to

49. Feis (1930, p. 313).
50. Bulgaria never paid the tribute, which was eventually replaced by a tithe on tobacco. In

1885, Eastern Roumelia was annexed to Bulgaria, and irregular service ensued. In 1908, Bulgaria
was proclaimed independent and stopped payment of the annuity. Cyprus’s contribution was
also reduced by 20% in 1890. This stream of revenue, however, was artificial for the Porte coffers
because Cyprus had been under British political and financial control since 1878.

51. Wynne (1951, p. 60, fn. 26).
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a French syndicate for an annual rental of £680,000.52 The net profits of the
régiewere limited and had to be divided according to a sliding scale among
themonopolist, the government, and the debt council.53 The lion’s share of
the indirect contributions was in the salt monopoly, administered directly
by the OPDA, as were the four other revenues: stamps, alcohol, fisheries,
and silk.

Between 1881 and 1914, receipts from indirect contributions increased
by 75 percent54—however, this was largely because of the low levels of
collection prior to the OPDA takeover. Modernizing the five industries
in which it participated,55 the OPDA took steps to combat phylloxera,
developed an export trade in salt (opening the Indian market), and pro-
moted better methods of sericulture. It also regularized the rule of law
in the areas of its jurisdiction and adopted high standards in its own
(foreign) management.56 The OPDA paid salaries when due and com-
bated bribes and retention of collected receipts by local revenue agents.57

And it took a leading role in attracting fresh capital from Europe to
finance railways across the country, allowing the generation of more and
faster revenue.58 Net of operational expenses, revenue of the OPDA
increased from £1.8 million in the period from 1882 to 1886, to £2.3 million
in the period from 1902 to 1906—enough tomeet the debt service target.59

In 1889, the OPDA took over the administration of revenues not listed
in the Decree ofMuharrem. New loans were necessary to suppress another
insurrection in Crete. In order to foster credibility, the sultan farmed to
the OPDA the collection of hypothecated revenues of previous military
and railroad loans.60 Proceeds from the “delegated taxes” collected by the
OPDA quadrupled from 1889 to 1913.

To evaluate the impact of theOPDAon local tax capacity, all these num-
bersmust be contextualized. To this end, I focus on the ability of theOPDA
to mobilize revenue through taxation vis-à-vis the state, the incorporation
of know-how, bureaucratic modernization, and fiscal policy.

52. The Societé de la Régie Co-intéressée des Tabacs de l’Empire Ottoman was established
in 1883 for that purpose.

53. See Birdal (2010, ch. 5) for an in-depth account of the régie.
54. Tunçer (2015, figure 8.4)
55. Birdal (2010); Eldem (2005).
56. Wynne (1951).
57. Blaisdell (1929, p. 7).
58. Blaisdell (1929, p. 125).
59. Caillard and Gibb (1911).
60. Tunçer (2015, p. 74).
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FIGURE 5.2. Revenue from Ceded Taxes vs. Locally Collected Revenue in the Ottoman Empire.
Ceded tax revenue drawn from Tunçer (2015) and locally collected revenue drawn from Güran
(2003).

Revenue Mobilization

Tax receipts managed by the OPDA increased over time, but did it out-
perform the local administration? In figure 5.2, I compare the ratio of
ceded to nonceded taxes (i.e., collected by the local government) from
1881 to 1913. The ratio remained fairly stable, oscillating between 12.5
and 15.5 percent, and showed no time trend; that is, it did not improve
in favor of ceded taxes over time. This result could mean that the local gov-
ernment adopted administrative reform independently or by emulation of
the OPDA, boosting nonceded receipts. No such indication exists as will
become clear below.

How substantial were revenue gains under FFC overall? In figure 5.3a,
I plot total tax revenue before the imposition of the OPDA in 1881 (thick
solid line) followed by the three series that came afterward: ceded, non-
ceded, and delegated taxes. To maintain perspective, figure 5.3b plots the
same series along with outstanding debt. Two interesting patterns emerge:
First, tax revenue increased from 1843 (earliest year) to 1876, when the
country announced default. This increase is consistent with qualitative
accounts and reforms occurring after the Tanzimat Decree in 1839; how-
ever, those efforts should not be exaggerated. By 1876, tax receipts
lagged behind outstanding external debt by one order of magnitude (see
figure 5.3b).
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FIGURE 5.3. Tax Revenue and External Debt in the Ottoman Empire. The vertical dotted line
indicates the establishment of the OPDA in 1881. Data from Güran (2003). These data represent
budgeted revenue. Shaw (1975, table 1) shows that the difference between budgeted and
actually collected revenue fell by 13 percentage points.

Second, taxation dropped between 1876 and 1881, coinciding with
default, political instability, and war with Russia. Shortly after 1881, when
the OPDA was instituted, tax receipts expanded once again. As discussed
previously, receipts from ceded and delegated taxes grew over the next
decades, but they started from very low levels, hence the large percentage
increases in both tax categories. Relative to tax receipts under government
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control, the share of the OPDA revenue remained rather modest through-
out. The difference even widened in the mid-1900s, coinciding with the
arrival of the Young Turks, the reestablishment of constitutional order, and
an attempt to diminish foreign dependence.

The YoungTurks, elites born inTurkey and educated in France, put for-
ward a battery of reforms in the administrative apparatus: public services
were purged of superfluous or incompetent officials; extravagant expenses
were cut; foreign financial advisers were employed; the departments of
the government were reorganized, and the first double-entry budget was
instituted.61 “The difficulties [the new regime had] to surmountwere enor-
mous, but the new broom swept clean.”62

Some of the reforms put forward by the Young Turks coincided with
newwars in Italy and the Balkan States in 1911–1913. These were financed
by external loans and new tax proceeds resulting from the ambitious reform
program. This might have presented a unique opportunity to capitalize the
war effort and recent tax reform and to catch up with European powers;
however, fiscal policy was put in place to serve geostrategic ends when
Turkey joined World War I efforts in support of Germany. Debt service to
French and British bondholders was suspended in 1915. At the same time,
the Turkish government floated seven war loans in Berlin and Vienna for
a total of £173 million. These loans were never repaid because they were
canceled by the Allied powers after the war, punishing Germany.63 Impor-
tantly, external finance of war without repayment unraveled the debt-tax
equivalence of public finance once again. The OPDA, as initially con-
ceived, was never reestablished after WWI and was officially disbanded
in 1922.

Enforcement and Know-How

One could assess foreign financial intervention based on transmission of
managerial practices and know-how. For instance, after the amendment of
the Decree of Muharrem in 1903, the Turkish government put forward a
series of measures to fight smuggling and contraband, two obstacles to ful-
filling the mandate of the OPDA.64 Qualitative accounts suggest that the

61. Feis (1930, p. 316).
62. Blaisdell (1929, p. 179). See Findley (1980, ch. 6) for additional details of bureaucratic

reform under the Young Turks. For the political agenda of this group, which included the
restoration of the national parliament and executive control, see Yapp (1987, pp. 189–195).

63. Suter (1992, p. 170).
64. Blaisdell (1929, p. 118).
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government became less tolerant of smugglers and that theOPDA revenues
increased.65 To incentivize the Turkish government to combat smuggling,
the reform provided that three-quarters of the surplus revenues of the
OPDA above a fixed annuity of £2 million would go to the government.
Although this reformwas sweetenedwith a newhaircut, the revisedDecree
of Muharrem increased the interest rate of the outstanding principal, the
lion’s share of debt service.66 All things considered, the net effect of this
reform was ambiguous.

TheOPDAmight have also induced the adoption of double-entry book-
keeping in Turkey.67 This budgeting technology, used widely in Europe
and also by the OPDA, was received with admiration by Ottoman officials.
Would bookkeeping have been introduced in Turkey had the OPDA not
been established?Most likely. The first attempt to introduce this technique
took place in 1879, two years prior to the establishment of financial con-
trol.68 Double-entry bookkeeping had also been used by the IOB since its
founding in 1863. The OPDA seems neither necessary nor sufficient for
the adoption of double-entry bookkeeping in Turkey. In fact, this tech-
niquewas incorporated into the national budget only after the YoungTurks
assumed office, 25+ years into FFC.

Bureaucratic Capacity

Did bureaucratic capacity expand under foreign intervention? The sultan
did not mirror the internal management of the tax administration under
his control. Financial control “did not usher in a period of reform in the
financial policy and administration of the Porte.”69 Extravagant expenses,
corrupt administrations, and the lack of budgetary control remained at
least until the late 1900s. If we look at the resources budgeted for the Trea-
sury (orMaliye), this ministry was not better endowed under the tenure of
the OPDA than it was before. The major change in the series in table 5.2
followed the arrival of the Young Turks in the early 1900s.

65. Caillard and Gibb (1911).
66. Feis (1930, p. 315).
67. Birdal (2010, p. 177).
68.TheRoyalEdict of 1879 replaced theMerdibanmethod (a local systemof accountingwith

more than a thousand years of history) with double-entry bookkeeping (Guvemli and Guvemli,
2007). This account is consistent withOrten (2006), who argues that themethod had been incor-
porated endogenously by Turkish students dispatched to France years earlier in order to acquire
first-rate training in accounting techniques—the Young Turks.

69. Wynne (1951, p. 476).
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TABLE 5.2. Funding of the Central Treasury in the Ottoman
Empire

Amount in kuruş % of Public expenses

1846/7 0 0
1861/2 80,744 5.80
1875/6 174,190 6.00
1887/8 103,034 4.50
1905/6 135,033 6.10
1916/7 446,472 11.20

Source: Güran (2003).
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FIGURE 5.4. Budget Balance before and after Financial Control in the Ottoman Empire. Negative
values indicate deficit in percentage points. The dashed line indicates the onset of foreign
financial control. Data drawn from Güran (2003).

Balanced Budget

The OPDA could have stopped the borrowing mania of previous decades,
avoided new debt service outlays, and put an end to a history of chronic
deficits—by incorporating the “Gladstonian” economic principles pro-
fessed by European diplomats. Figure 5.4 suggests this did not happen.
Unbalanced budgets remained the normas did the use of external finance as
a palliative to poor budget management.70 Of the 26 loans floated between

70. Owen (1981, p. 201).
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1881 and 1914, 21 were officially issued to balance the budget.71 Fresh
loans were possible thanks to and because of the OPDA. By ensuring strict
respect for guarantees, it facilitated the quotation of new external credits.
Average interest rates after 1881 dropped from an effective 11 percent to
barely over 4 percent.72 After 30 years of the OPDA, cheap credit brought
the Porte to where it was in 1876—into high indebtedness.

5.3.5 OTHER EVALUATION CRITERIA

If the OPDA is to be judged for keeping the “sick man of Europe” alive,
then it was a success. It probably prevented economic collapse and helped
Turkey integrate into global trade networks. If the OPDA is to be inter-
preted as an example of successful FFC, capable of enhancing the capacity
to tax the local economy, accumulated evidence does not support that
claim. Real change in the administration came from within: under the
command of the sultan, tax revenues increased moderately but steadily.
In the early twentieth century, under brief constitutional rule, tax receipts
increased rapidly on a par with ambitious administrative reform.

One may argue that foreign financial control allowed the Turkish gov-
ernment to expand its military, another form of state capacity; however, a
military without a sound fiscal apparatus cannot travel far. The “military-
fiscal state” requires a simultaneous growth of military prowess and fiscal
muscle. The former needs the latter, as the European experience proved.73

The OPDA allowed the Turkish government to keep expanding its mili-
tary machine while deepening external dependence. Ottomans were “reg-
ularly coerced or seduced [under FFC] into buying the latest weapons
from the factories of Vickers or Krupp,”74 requiring fresh loans and new
hypothecation.

Finally, the analysis of the Ottoman case raises questions about which
is the right counterfactual in historical analysis. In the absence of exter-
nal finance, would the Ottoman Empire have raised enough taxes to fight
against the Russians and build a stronger state apparatus? Or would it have
been conquered and looted by Russia and experienced worse outcomes
than those under the OPDA? This is impossible to know. The decision to
borrowmoney to fund thewarmayhave avoidedRussian control; however,

71. Suvla (1966, pp. 104–106).
72. Blaisdell (1929, pp. 147–153) and Tunçer (2015, ch. 4).
73. Hoffman (2015).
74. Owen (1981, p. 199).
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that choice had long-term ramifications along the lines of the country’s
fiscal capacity. This book sheds light on those lasting consequences.

5.4 Foreign Financial Control in Late-Qing China

Why did the Ottoman Empire end up under foreign control? One reason
is easy access to external capital; but another is the sultan’s reluctance to
assume the costs of tax reform, as attested by the brevity of the First Consti-
tutional Era, 1876–1878. The Ottoman sultans were not the only autocrats
pushing their country into a debt trap. Others followed suit, Imperial China
included.

TheQing dynasty accumulated large external debt in the last decades of
the nineteenth century and succumbed to foreign pressures in 1911, when
its most efficient tax administration was put in the hands of foreign pow-
ers for 18 long years. I briefly examine FFC in China by emphasizing the
Qing’s reluctance to engage in tax bargaining with provincial rulers. This
case illustrates the coupled (although arguably asymmetric) responsibility
for FFC: predatory investment and irresponsible local leadership.

5.4.1 FALLING INTO A DEBT TRAP

The Treaties of Nanking (1842) and Tientsin (1858), following the First
and Second Opium Wars, respectively, forced China to open its economy
and limit tariffs on European imports. Military humiliation against West-
ern powers plus 14 years of devastating civil war75 motivated a battery of
half-hearted “self-strengthening” administrative andmilitary reforms in the
1860s. Fiscally exhausted, the Qing could not secure enough funds domes-
tically to meet the expenses of modernization programs.76 Between 1861
and 1911, China floated 78 bonds overseas.77 Some loans went to the cof-
fers of the central government and others to provinces, although all loans
were guaranteed by the empire.

Before the Sino-Japanese War of 1894, external finance was largely vol-
untary and resulted froma combination of politicalwill and possibility. The

75. The Taiping Rebellion, 1850–1864, was a full-fledged civil war, causing 30–50 million
casualties.

76. See Rosenthal andWong (2011, ch. 6) for themilitary and fiscal decline in the nineteenth
century, and Ma and Rubin (2019) and Sng and Moriguchi (2014) for principal-agent problems
in imperial rule in China.

77. Goetzmann, Ukhov, and Zhu (2007, appendix I).
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government’s view about foreign loans is summarized by the statesman and
military leader Zuo Zongtang (1812–1885):

To borrow money by a government for wars is common in the West.
Foreign traders are willing to lend money [to us], unlike Chinese mer-
chants who are reluctant [to lend for wars]. Also, themore one borrows
from foreigners the lower the interest he pays. This is also very differ-
ent from theChinesemerchants’ practice [who chargemore if they lend
more].78

Accordingly, by 1894, 75 percent of China’s loan issue was intended
for military purposes.79 The worst was coming: in 1898, sovereign debt
quadrupled when the country was obliged to pay a war indemnity of
Hk.Tls.200 million to Japan, 2.5 times its total annual revenue. Only three
years later, in 1901, war indemnities to European powers for the Boxer
Rebellion added Hk.Tls.450 million to China’s external debt. As the fi-
nancial position of China deteriorated, European creditors required the
hypothecation of the main sources of revenue: the likin—the internal toll
tax and most lucrative tax in the empire—customs, salt monopoly, and
railways. In 1911, at the verge of default, foreign bondholders backed up
by their national governments took over the Maritime Customs Service
(MCS) and turned it into a receivership, establishing FFC over China.

The MCS was the most efficient tax administration in China. Its ori-
gins can be traced back to 1854, when three foreigners were appointed
to the Shanghai Customs House on an experimental basis.80 Shanghai
was one of the ports opened to Western trade after the First Opium War
(1838–1842). The Treaty of Nanking stipulated that Britain would appoint
consular officers to facilitate trade (e.g., disband trade monopolies) and to
assess customs duties (i.e., assure that high tariff rates were not levied on
British products).

In 1853, the Shanghai Customs House was shuttered when supporters
of the Taiping Rebellion occupied the city. Rebels were expelled by loyal
troops within a year, but the customshouse remained closed. The British
consul in Shanghai conceived the idea of reopening the port by allowing
the local authorities to manage daily operations while maintaining foreign

78. The original quote is from Zuo Zongtang (1890), and I drew it fromDeng (2015, p. 332),
who inserted the text in brackets.

79. von Glahn (2016, table 9.9).
80. van de Ven (2014, p. 26).
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supervision. This agreement was convenient for the British because they
lacked the (military) capacity to control and enforce the maritime trade
provisions stipulated in the Treaty of Nanking. The agreement was also
convenient for the local authorities, who needed to resume trade for eco-
nomic and military reasons—tariff revenue was needed to meet civil war
expenses.

The 1861Xinyou coup brought PrinceGong to power. Hewas the spon-
sor of the self-strengthening movement, an imperial initiative to reshuffle
the military and bureaucratic apparatus to resist European powers.81 To
secure the means for modernization, he recognized and institutionalized
the Shanghai experiment and extended it to all the open ports. The now
“imperial” Maritime Customs Service was led by an inspector general (IG)
appointed by imperial edict but of foreign nationality. The IG and his staff
were given monitoring powers, but the actual collection of taxes was left
to local (native) authorities. The “IG would always have to bow to Chinese
supremacy”—until 1911.82

The MCS became one of the most sophisticated administrations in
the country. By the same token, it also became increasingly attractive
in the eyes of foreign investors, into whose hands the MCS fell after 20
years of trying. It all began with the indemnity loans of the second half
of the 1890s—arguably the onset of the “scramble for concessions.”83 In
1894, China was obliged to pay a Hk.Tls.200 million war indemnity to
Japan within three years, but annual total revenue was less than half that,
Hk.Tls.80 million. To assume reparations, the Chinese government floated
three loans in Europe: the 4 percent Franco-Russian loan of 1895, the 5 per-
cent Anglo-German loan of 1896, and the 4.5 percent Anglo-German gold
loan of 1898, £16 million each.

The first indemnity loan came with a concession of a link of the Trans-
Siberian Railway through Manchuria to the Russo-Chinese Bank, under
the influence of the Russian government. This concession carried extrater-
ritorial rights, including exemptions from Chinese taxes and permission to
deploy the Russian army to protect the premises if needed. After the Boxer
Rebellion, this latter provision was used by Russia to take control over
Manchuria.84 The second indemnity loan, negotiated by the Rothschilds

81. Rosenthal andWong (2011, p. 212) for a critical review of the initiative.
82. van de Ven (2014, p. 11).
83. Cain and Hopkins (2016, ch. 13) for a dedicated account.
84. Rich (1992, p. 320).
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with British and German official support, was collateralized by uncommit-
ted revenue under MCS supervision plus additional securities if customs
proved insufficient. The third and last indemnity loan, also issued by a
syndicate of Anglo-German investors, was secured by additional customs
revenueunderMCS supervision,85 a first charge on the likin revenueof four
provinces, and sections of the Salt Tax Administration (a state monopoly).
The loan contract allowed foreign powers to take over these agencies if
China failed to service debt—in other words, extreme conditionality. As if
that were not enough, the loan contract extended the British supervision
of the MCS to 45 years.

In 1901, China fought in the Boxer Rebellion against an alliance of seven
European powers plus Japan. China lost again, and reparations were raised
to Hk.Tls.450 million (or £67 million), an inflated figure that nevertheless
proved binding.86 Lacking the ability to pay, China agreed to a new trade
treaty that raised import tariffs to 5 percent ad valorem, increasing cus-
toms revenue (to be used for debt liquidation) and confirming the loss of
tariff autonomy. Because customs proceeds were insufficient, uncommit-
ted salt tax and a miscellany of other revenues were added to the list of
pawned assets. TheBoxerRebellion reparationswere cumbersome enough
to survive until after WorldWar II.

Opposition to these and other concessions, including ports, land, rail-
ways, and sections of the postal service, grew strong and lay at the origins
of the 1911 revolution.87 Arguably, social turmoil in the late 1910s was
the opportunity that foreign financiers had long awaited. Higher political
risk combined with poor financial performance caused by the revolution
changed the mandate and composition of the MCS. Instead of supervising
compliance with international treaties, the MCS took control over cus-
toms revenues and sent them to Shanghai to service debt, from which
foreign obligations to European bondholders were paid.88 The mandate
of the MCS was also changed. Whereas foreign loans had been collater-
alized on customs revenue before 1911, these monies were not necessar-
ily used to service debt. The central government allocated quotations to
the administrators of provinces, who decided how to meet them. This

85. Notice that by 1898 70% of customs revenue in China was hypothecated (van de Ven,
2014, p. 142).

86. King (2006).
87. Young (1970, ch. 2) for a survey of concessions to British, French, German, Belgian, and

Russian investors and governments.
88. van de Ven (2014, p. 162).
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changed after 1911 by prioritizing debt service to any other local expense.
By switching the priorities of the MCS, the Great Powers had transformed
it into a receivership similar to those installed in Egypt and the Ottoman
Empire.

To secure foreign control of the institution, local high-ranking officials
(or “superintendents”) were removed. Conveniently, for European bond-
holders, “if in the case of the Ottoman Empire and Egypt, for example,
their creditors had to put in place an agency to enforce debt collection, in
the Chinese case they did not even have to do that: the Customs Service
was already in place.”89 That is, FFC in China did not build local capacity
but seized it. The revolutionaries accepted and continued these arrange-
ments because the MCS was, after all, their only way to finance a state in
fiscal decline since the 1850s. A new loan was floated by the revolutionary
government in 1913: the £25million reorganization loan, another textbook
case of extreme conditionality. The government hypothecated all remain-
ingMCS revenue and allowed theMCS to take control of the likin, the Salt
TaxAdministration (the second largest sourceof revenueof the central gov-
ernment), and local customs stations near treaty ports. The bond was so
popular in European markets that it was four times oversubscribed.

The favorable conditions for investors of the 1911 and 1913 loans cannot
be explained without reference to creditor government interference.90 Not
only did the ForeignOffice participate in the negotiation of these loans, but
the 1913 prospectus explicitly stated that the loan also had the “satisfaction
of the Ministers of Great Britain.”91

When foreign powers took control of the MCS, the Chinese govern-
ment was deprived of its most efficient tax administration—the opposite
of state building. By keeping China on the brink of a financial meltdown,
foreign control assured the government’s dependence on fresh loans. “The
cost of capital was low, but it may not have been such a bargain [for China’s
interests].”92 And in van de Ven’s words:

The consequence [of financial control] was that the Service became not
the kernel of a modern administration for China, as Hart [the original
IG]hadwanted, but a debt-collection agency for foreignbondholders.93

89. van de Ven (2014, p. 135).
90. van de Ven (2014, p. 164).
91. van de Ven (2014, p. 168).
92. Goetzmann, Ukhov, and Zhu (2007, p. 284).
93. van de Ven (2014, p. 134).
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5.4.2 THE DOMESTIC POLITICS OF THE SCRAMBLE

Why did China lose financial sovereignty in 1911 (only recovered in 1929)?
Cheap capital and diplomatic pressures were key factors, but not the only
ones. The scramble also happened because an autocratic dynasty preferred
to assume the risks of foreign finance over the political repercussions of
taxation.

The modernization of the fiscal system in China required the cen-
tralization of the tax system, which—due to the government’s military
weakness—could be done only by bargaining with local elites, specifically
by sharing fiscal powers. The Qing refused to consider this option and,
exposed to multiple military pressures, lost the modest fiscal power it still
retained.94 Taking advantage of the government’s weakness, local elites
took over the fourmain sources of revenue: the land tax, the likin, customs,
and the state salt monopoly.95 Lacking the key to provincial treasuries,
the government also lost the monopoly on coercive power.96 Tax yields
seizedbyprovincial authoritieswere used to growmilitias andprovide local
public goods, consolidating warlords’ power.97 Regional militias facilitated
domestic insurrection but also weakened further the country’s ability to
respond to foreign aggression.98

Self-strengthening reforms in the 1860s bore some fruit, but they were
largely insufficient. General government revenue increased from 42.5 mil-
lion silver taels in 1849 to 292 million in 1908; however, a third of this
increase is explained by the appreciation of silver, not improvements in tax
capacity; more importantly, only 18 to 28 percent of total revenuewas actu-
ally sent to Beijing.99 Lacking domestic funds, the Qing relied increasingly
on foreign capital to balance the budget. The inclusion of pledges in loan
contracts proved crucial to overcome credit rationing and to keep rates at
competitive levels,100 but the hypothecation of assets exposed the coun-
try to financial control, which eventually occurred in 1911. At the heart of
the problem lay the Qing’s reluctance to share fiscal powers with provincial
elites.

94. Koyama, Moriguchi, and Sng (2018, p. 182).
95. von Glahn (2016, table 9.7) andWakeman (1975, p. 232).
96. Wakeman (1975, p. 232).
97. Wakeman (1975, pp. 181–182).
98. Dincecco andWang (2020).
99. He (2013, p. 159).
100. Goetzmann, Ukhov, and Zhu (2007).
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5.4.3 TOO LITTLE REFORM, TOO LATE

At the turn of the century, China was already in a precarious financial
position. The Qing desperately needed more provincial contributions, but
local elites—military viceroys and provincial governors—were unwilling to
relinquish control over tax revenues unless concessions were granted. In
1901 after two recent defeats, first to Japan and then to Western powers
(plus Japan), theQing set inmotion a battery of political reforms somewhat
reminiscent of a constitutional monarchy.

Provincial legislatures elected under a highly restricted franchise were
inaugurated. A handful of representatives of these legislatures—mono-
polized by provincial elites—were in turn appointed to the also new
National Assembly in Beijing. In principle, these reforms were an opportu-
nity to build power-sharing institutions—facilitators of fiscal centralization
in other parts of the world.101 However, provincial elites had expectations
for the newchambers different from those of theQing.102 The latter saw the
new legislatures as an instrument to connect with the populace—an instru-
ment of legitimacy building in times of nationalistic fervor and discon-
tent with international interference and hypothecation of national assets.
Provincial elites saw these chambers as an opportunity for the “transfer of
considerable local and national power into their own hands.”103 In prac-
tice, theNational Assemblywas given only an advisory role. Excluded from
national politics, provincial elites distanced themselves from the Imperial
Palace and joined the nationalistic constitutionalmovement that put an end
to dynastic rule.104

The Qing’s aversion to strike deals with domestic elites was also man-
ifested by its reluctance to issue domestic bonds despite the expansion of
local credit markets during this period.105 The Imperial Bank of China was
created in Shanghai in 1897. Among its twelve directors, eight were pow-
erful Chinese bankers and merchants.106 To limit their power over fiscal
policy, the bank was denied the monopoly on issuing paper money.

Hesitancy about resorting to domestic credit could be attributed
to the first and only negative experience with currency issue in the

101. Dincecco (2011).
102. Wakeman (1975, pp. 234–237).
103. Wakeman (1975, p. 236).
104. Zheng (2018).
105. He (2013, pp. 175–179) and Goetzmann, Ukhov, and Zhu (2007, p. 275).
106. He (2013, p. 175).
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1850s;107 however, this is also an expected behavior if a ruler anticipates
domestic creditors’ demands for executive constraints and protection of
property rights (i.e., honoring debt contracts) in return for domestic loans,
a hypothesis that resonates with Debin Ma’s account of the financial rev-
olution in Republican China in 1911–1949.108 Ironically, the Qing’s fears
were realized. After the revolution, Chinese bankers “attempted at numer-
ous occasions to place constraint on the power of the [new Republican]
government with regards to fiscal spending.”109

5.4.4 STATE UNMAKING IN CHINA

The decay of China during the nineteenth century is best illustrated by its
share of world GDP: 30 percent in 1830, 20 percent in 1860, and 6 percent
in 1900.110 Commercial and financial openings played a key role:

China emerged out of the 1911 Revolution not proudly as Asia’s first
republic but as a state governed by a man who depended on foreign
goodwill and foreign money. The Japanese indemnity had taken China
to the scaffold of its financial executioners, the Boxer Indemnity had
pushed its head through the noose of the hanging rope, and the 1911
Revolution had opened the trapdoor.111

External finance is only part of the story, however. The Qing shared
some responsibility for state unmaking in China because it preferred to
serve a foreign master rather than the people, or trajectory E instead of
A/B in figure 1.3. Reluctance to strike tax deals with provincial leaders
and domestic financiers proved self-defeating.112 Agreements with foreign
financiers at the cost of national sovereignty fueled the nationalistic fervor
that eventually put an end to Qing rule.113 Ironically, the new leadership
after the 1911 Revolution collateralized additional assets to avoid credit
rationing (e.g., the 1913 reorganization loan). By then, however, China
had already fallen prey to foreign investors.

107. Goetzmann, Ukhov, and Zhu (2007); He (2013).
108. Ma (2016). See also Goetzmann, Ukhov, and Zhu (2007, p. 280).
109. Ma (2016, p. 16).
110. van de Ven (2014, p. 130).
111. van de Ven (2014, pp. 169–170).
112. Refer to Ma and Rubin (2019) for a deep historical account of absolutist rule in China.
113. Wakeman (1975); Zheng (2018).
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Whether power-sharing institutionswould have consolidated fiscal cen-
tralization and militarization and avoided the scramble in full or in part
is hard to say; however, the Qing’s preference for external finance sheds
light on the significance of the political costs for a sitting ruler derived from
sharing powers with domestic elites in return for tax compliance. This case
speaks also to sitting rulers’ myopia: the short-term low costs of external
finance turned fatal in the long run. Foreign loans shrank the tax base of the
country and eroded regime popularity, leading to the demise of the Qing
dynasty.

5.5 Conclusion

Figure 1.3 depicts various paths to state building and state decay. If coun-
tries finance war (or other major fiscal shocks) externally, interrupt debt
service, but eventually repay the loan, then the debt-tax equivalence of
public finance holds. From this point of view, FFC may facilitate state
building by compelling debtor countries to reshuffle the tax administra-
tion and amass new sources of revenue to service debt, expanding their
fiscal capacity on a permanent basis. This is arguably the mandate of FFC
inmodern-day interventions led bymultilateral organizations like the IMF
and theWorld Bank.114

Things worked differently in the Bond Era. The main if not only goal of
financial control was to repay private bondholders based overseas. Reform
of local bureaucracies would be considered only if it maximized the profit
of foreign private investors. Unsurprisingly, the literature overwhelmingly
shows that FFC performed poorly in terms of building tax capacity in the
BondEra. Even theOPDA,which undoubtedly grew theTurkish economy,
did not outperform the local administration inmobilizing revenue through
taxation.

The mandate of FFC in the Bond Era is important to understand why
external financemight exert negative consequences on state building in the
long run. If FFC were meant to extract (or loot) local resources to ser-
vice debt—not to enact fiscal improvement—states would have regained
access to international capital markets without having strengthened their
capacity to raise taxes. That itself would have challenged the equivalence

114. See Kentikelenis, Stubbs, and King (2016) for a critical assessment of modern-day
conditionality.
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between debt and war for the purposes of state building. If, in addition,
states returned to credit markets having only a portion of their tax base
to work with, then new budget deficits were to be expected, fresh loans
needed, and tougher conditionality accepted. In order to understand the
magnitude of the problem, the second part of the book investigates short-
and long-term effects of external finance on fiscal capacity, and how it also
influenced political and bureaucratic reform.

Although external finance often preempted state building in the Bond
Era, the responsibility cannot be attached to foreign investors alone. The
reluctance of autocratic leaders to strike tax bargains with domestic elites is
noteworthy and helps us explain why significant advances in state building
require unequivocal commitment to power-sharing institutions. I resume
this discussion in chapter 9, where I review paths to positive state building
as opposed to debt traps and state decay.
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PART II

The Consequences of
Global Finance for State
Building

I characterized the rise of global finance, advanced an original hypothesis
for the secular reduction of the bond spread, and investigated the effects of
international financial control in part I. Evidence indicates that the global
periphery had access to international capital at favorable terms relative to
early-modern Europe and the developing world today. In part II, I examine
the consequences of early access to external capital for short- and long-term
fiscal capacity building.

War yields the biggest fiscal shock for any treasury, hence my focus on
the connection betweenwar finance and statemaking. In chapter 6, I revisit
the occurrence of war in the developing world before 1914. In light of its
frequency, intensity, and duration, I argue that war outside Europe was
more consequential than often believed. I also show that military expenses
of sovereign and nonsovereign countries were externally financed. Build-
ing on this evidence, I examine in chapter 7 the effect of waging war with
andwithout access to international capitalmarkets for short- and long-term
fiscal capacity in more than 100 countries. I find that availability of exter-
nal finance weakened incentives to build fiscal capacity, as shown by lower
contemporaneous and long-term direct tax ratios as a percentage of total
tax revenue and GDP.
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Whyare the effects ofwar finance long-lasting? I address this question in
chapters 8 and 9. Chapter 8 advances statistical evidence of the activation of
the political and bureaucratic mechanisms of transmission in conditions of
capital exclusion. In chapter 9, I examine state building and external finance
in Argentina, Chile, Ethiopia, Japan, and Siam to elaborate further on the
political dilemmas of public finance and the lasting consequences of early
fiscal decisions.

Overall, part II suggests that early access to cheap creditmarkets pushed
many borrowers into debt traps characterized by weak state capacity and
political immobilism. Counterintuitively, developing nations might have
benefited from a less dynamic international creditmarket in the early stages
of state formation.
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6
War Finance

War is the paramount example of a fiscal shock. To covermilitary expenses,
rulers may put forward fiscal innovations that outlast wartime, growing
state capacity in the long run. This chapter shows that interstate wars were
common in the nineteenth century in theGlobal South and that they shared
key characteristicswithwars in early-modernEurope. Once the prevalence
of war is established, I show that governments regularly floated loans over-
seas to cope with this fiscal shock. The evidence calls for a reinterpretation
of the haute finance hypothesis, under which international bankers were
reluctant to fund war because of its destabilizing macroeconomic conse-
quences. In the final part of this chapter, I reflect upon the consequences of
external war finance for long-term state capacity.

6.1 War or No War?

Before the expansion of the welfare state in the twentieth century, war was
the main driver of fiscal innovation.1 The strong association between war
and state making originates in the “military revolution,” occurring approx-
imately in the second half of the sixteenth century, when new military
technologies raised the cost of war to unprecedented levels.2 Monarchs

1. See Lindert (2004) for the expansion of welfare spending after 1914, andMares and Quer-
alt (2015, 2020) and Beramendi, Dincecco, and Rogers (2019) for nonbellicose drivers of fiscal
capacity before 1914.

2. Hoffman (2015); Rogers (1995).
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were then compelled to tap into new sources of wealth, standardize mea-
sures and collection techniques, and create professional tax bureaucracies.3

Thefinancial innovations andnewbureaucraciesmade forwarwere seldom
dismantled, creating a persistent or ratchet effect on taxation.4 Statesmade
war, and war made states.5

The so-called bellicist hypothesis of state formation draws heavily from
the history of state building in Europe; however, evidence outside the
European context is mixed. A positive relationship between warfare and
state building is found by Cárdenas, Schenoni, and Thies in Latin Amer-
ica,6 by Stubbs in Asia,7 and by Thies in Africa.8 Others claim that the
connection between warfare and state building outside Western Europe
is conditional on initial factors, including the level of urbanization9 and
social cohesion.10 A majority, however, conclude that the bellicist hypoth-
esis gains no traction outsideWestern Europe. Centeno andHerbst are two
prominent advocates of the latter position.11

In his 1990 piece, Herbst focuses on war in Africa in the second half
of the twentieth century, the postcolonial world. He (rightly) claims that
“African states have seldom fought interstate wars” after gaining indepen-
dence, hence the absence of strong states.12 Herbst’s assessment ofmilitary
conflict before and during the Scramble for Africa (1881–1914) is different:
interstatewar among nativeAfrican states or agents of European aggressors
were indeed frequent; however, war was often financed with revenue from
the slave trade.13 This phenomenon, interestingly, resonates with the main
thesis of this book: alternatives to taxation break the connection between
war and state making. In addition, the slave trade exerts negative effects on
long-term social trust,14 a key input for tax compliance.15

3. Ardant (1975); Brewer (1988); Ertman (1997); Dincecco (2011); Hintze (1975); Mann
(1984); O’Brien (2001).

4. Peacock andWiseman (1961); Rasler and Thompson (1985).
5. Tilly (1990).
6. Cárdenas (2010); Schenoni (2021); Thies (2005).
7. Stubbs (1999).
8. Thies (2007).
9. Karaman and Pamuk (2013).
10. Kurtz (2013); Soifer (2015); Taylor and Botea (2008).
11. Centeno (1997, 2002); Herbst (1990, 2000). Comprehensive surveys of the bellicist

hypothesis by Sørensen (2001) andGoenaga, SabatéDomingo, andTeorell (2018) are illustrative
of the mixed results.

12. Herbst (1990, p. 123).
13. Herbst (2000, pp. 42–43).
14. Nunn andWantchekon (2011).
15. Besley (2020).
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Offering an enlightening account of state building in Latin America
in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Miguel Centeno claims that
warfare on this continent was short and not capital intensive, limiting its
contribution to state and nation building.16 Centeno draws this conclusion
by comparing war in the nineteenth century to war in the twentieth17—a
problematic comparison, however, because it includes the twoworldwars,
which “severely skewour senseofwhatwar is.”18 Historically, interstatewar
was shorter and seldom involved mass mobilization.

I suggest running a different and arguably fairer comparison between
war in the nineteenth century in LatinAmerica (and other regions) andwar
in Europe in early-modern times, when territorial states were still build-
ing core capabilities. The analysis that follows suggests that the Global
South experienced levels of interstate war in the Bond Era comparable to
European counterparts in the formative centuries of state formation—the
fifteenth to the seventeenth.

6.1.1 WAR INTENSITY IN THE PERIPHERY

In order to draw an estimate of war intensity outside Western Europe, I
rely on a war compendium compiled by Brecke, in which he coded every
violent conflict between a central government and an armed party result-
ing in 32 or more battlefield deaths from 1400 to 2000.19 Conveniently,
Brecke mapped military conflict into 12 different regions. For presenta-
tional purposes, I collapse these into five groups: Western Europe, where
the bellicist hypothesis receives virtually unanimous support,20 as well as
Eastern Europe (including Eurasia), the Americas, Africa, and Asia.

Brecke’s data include 3,682 military conflicts, 82 percent of which
occurred before 1914. All types of conflicts are considered in that dataset:
from relatively minor intrastate skirmishes to large interstate wars. The
bellicist hypothesis suggests, however, that state making should follow sig-
nificant resourcemobilization.Warmakes stateswhen rulers are compelled
to enact institutional transformation to wage costly war. To size the inten-
sity of war, I focus onwar casualties, considering a war large if it falls within

16. Centeno (1997, 2002). See Kurtz (2013), López-Alves (2000), and Soifer (2015) for
related arguments.

17. Centeno (2002, ch. 2).
18. Fazal and Poast (2019, p. 7).
19. Brecke (1999).
20. See Abramson (2017) for an important exception.
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TABLE 6.1. Large Military Conflicts by Region since 1400

Western Eastern
Century Europe Europe Americas Africa Asia

15th 2 2 0 0 2
16th 8 14 1 1 6
17th 12 12 0 0 4
18th 12 13 3 3 10
19th 16 16 11 15 29
20th 3 20 11 47 40

Source: Author’s calculations based on Brecke (1999).
Note: Amilitary conflict is considered to be large if it falls within the top quartile of the
historical distribution of war fatalities, which starts at 20,000 casualties.

the top quartile of the historical distribution of casualties. This group
includes wars resulting in 20,000 casualties or more.

Table 6.1 reports the frequency of large wars across continents. The
breakdown is consistent with the accepted understanding of military con-
flict in early-modern times—namely, that it was concentrated in Europe.
Furthermore, some wars before the nineteenth century included unprece-
dented mass-scale war mobilization, including the Thirty Years’ War
(1618–1648), the War of Spanish Succession (1701–1714), and the Seven
Years’ War (1756–1763), all of which changed the scope of the European
state for good. Outside the European context, only Asia experienced simi-
larwar before 1800. Thenineteenth century represents a break in the series.
After 1800, all regions in the world experienced major wars on a regu-
lar basis and did so at rates similar to their European counterparts in the
formative centuries of state making.

Unfortunately, Brecke’s data do not distinguish between interstate and
intrastate conflict. This distinction is important because the bellicist hy-
pothesis builds on the positive effects of war against external threats,
namely, interstate wars. Fighting against a foreign enemy helps overcome
domestic barriers to the monopoly of coercive power and fiscal centrali-
zation. By contrast, the effect of civil war on state building is disputed.21

Because civil war might undo local institutions, decentralize coercive
power, and disintegrate the fiscal apparatus, I assess the incidence of the
bellicist hypothesis outside Western Europe by focusing on interstate war.

21. See the special issue of the Journal of Peace Research, edited by Sobek (2010), for a
discussion of civil war and state capacity.
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FIGURE 6.1.War outside Western Europe from 1816 to 2001. These plots show the total number
of military conflicts in the world on a yearly basis. Author’s calculations based onWimmer and
Min (2009).

To that end, I distinguish what proportion of war in table 6.1 is interstate
from what is intrastate by relying on Wimmer and Min’s war compen-
dium,22 who revise and augment three standard datasets in war research—
Clodfelter’s, Richardson’s, and Sarkees and Wayman’s, also known as
Correlates of War (COW).23

Wimmer andMin list the location of and participants in war around the
world from 1816 to 2001 for wars with more than 1,000 battle deaths. This
dataset projects the location of conflict into current geographic units, and it
lists war participants regardless of having sovereign status and international
recognition by the time they went to war. It offers, in sum, an exhaustive
list of interstate and civil war around the globe since the early nineteenth
century.

Using these data, I plot the average yearly incidence of interstate and
civil war from 1816 to 2001 outside Western Europe in figure 6.1. The
frequency of both types of warfare was relatively even until the turn of
the nineteenth century (notice the change in scale). For instance, in 1890
approximately three interstate as well as three civil wars were ongoing
somewhere outside of Europe. Gradually, interstatewar became infrequent
and turned rare in the twenty-first century. In contrast, civil war never lost
impulse in the developing world. Coinciding with the beginning of decol-
onization, civil war grew more frequent, reaching a historical maximum in
the late 1990s. Based on casualties and frequency, if interstate war is meant

22. Wimmer and Min (2009).
23. Clodfelter (2002); Richardson (1960); Sarkees andWayman (2010).
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to make states in the periphery, the nineteenth century should be the focus
of attention.

Another critique of the nature of war in the nineteenth century speaks
to its duration: wars were short, the argument goes, and did not require
sustained resource mobilization to fund new infrastructure and adminis-
tration.24 Based on Wimmer and Min’s (2009) data, the mean and median
duration of interstatewar in 1816 and 1913was 6.6 and 4 years, respectively.
These values are significantly larger than Tilly’s calculation of the mean
duration of war in Europe from 1400 to 1900, always under 2 years.25 War
efforts outside Europe were also more technological than is often under-
stood. Jonathan Grant compiled statistics of cruiser, battleship, armored
vessel, and ironclad exports delivered by European and North American
firms by region between 1863 and 1914. Out of the 83 units exported dur-
ing this period, 31, 37, and 15 were delivered to Asia, South America,
and Eastern Europe, respectively. Torpedo boats and gunboats were also
exported to these regions. Out of 371 orders, 121 went to South Asia, 86
to South America, and 164 to Eastern Europe.26 These and other mili-
tary exports (e.g., rifles, guns, ammunition)were overwhelmingly financed
with European capital.

6.1.2 WAR HISTORIOGRAPHIES

The previous section suggests that interstatewarfare in the periphery in the
nineteenth centurywasmore prevalent and capital intensive than generally
understood if judged by casualties, frequency, duration, and technology.
Still, some of these numbers may be statistical artifacts if they confound
war efforts from imperial campaigns led by European powers, particularly
in colonial Africa and Asia. To address this question, one can turn only to
war historiographies.

Multiple accounts of Latin America and Asia suggest that war and mili-
tarymodernization were substantial in these regions during the nineteenth
century. Since independence, Latin American countries tried to emulate
the armies of European countries by purchasing military equipment from
Europeanpowers.27 Consistentwith this generalization, theworld’s second

24. Centeno (2002); Sørensen (2001).
25. Tilly (1990, table 3.1).
26. Grant (2007, pp. 147–148).
27. Dawson (1990); Grant (2007); Marichal (1989).
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encounter between armored ships took place in 1879 between Chilean and
Peruvian vessels, which were, in fact, purchased from Europe.28

Until the turn of the nineteenth century, Latin American governments
had few functions other than building a national army and monopolizing
coercive use of power.29 Even developmental states like Argentina were
using vast amounts of the national budget for military purposes. As late as
1895–1899, Argentina was spending 34 percent of its ordinary budget on
the army and the navy. These funds were used to raise a standing force of
105,000 and to acquire new artillery and vessels fromGermanmanufactur-
ers.30 Although external loans did not officially financemuch of themilitary
expenses in the last decades of the nineteenth century,31 themassive armies
that Argentina and other Latin American countries assembled at the time
would have been impossible to affordwithout relying on external finance to
pay for nonmilitary expenses: that is, infrastructure and debt obligations.
The fungibility of external funds is indeed fundamental to understand why
focusing only on explicitly military loans is not a productive enterprise to
evaluate the consequences of external finance for war and state making in
the Bond Era.

The newmilitary equipment acquired by Latin American governments
was not reserved for military parades. They put it to work, waging roughly
the same number of wars as European states in the nineteenth century,
only longer and deadlier.32 Roberto Scheina’s detailed surveys of Latin
American wars during this time leave little doubt of how frequent and fatal
military conflict was in that corner of the world.33 “Looking at nineteenth-
century South America, then, one sees patterns of peace and war, inter-
vention, territorial predation, alliances, arms-racing, and power-balancing
quite similar to those found in eighteenth-century Europe”34—a fairer com-
parison than to the two world wars.

War inAsia in the nineteenth centurywas also prevalent, and it involved
war against neighboring countries andEuropean powers. Butcher andGrif-
fiths quantify the occurrence of interstate and intrastate war in this and
other peripheral regions between 1816 and 1895. They show that South

28. Sater (2007, p. 21).
29. Rouquié (1989, ch. 3).
30. Resende-Santos (2007, pp. 196–200).
31. Marichal (1989, table 3.1).
32. Schenoni (2021, p. 408).
33. Scheina (2003a, b).
34. Holsti (1996, p. 152); emphasis added.
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and Southeast Asia had higher rates of interstate war incidence and onset
thanWestern Europe during the same period.35 Some states resisted Euro-
pean aggression (e.g., Siam36); others succumbed but not without putting
up a fight (e.g., Burma37). To respond to external threats, armies and navies
weremodernized across the region.38 External debt issued inPersia, China,
and Japan was used to hire European military instructors, build new arse-
nals, and acquire military equipment from British, German, and French
armorers and shipyards.39 Some of those loans carried negative conse-
quences for state capacity building, as the late-Qing China example in
chapter 5 shows. Meiji Japan, on the other hand, suggests that external
finance was not necessarily detrimental. I return to this case in chapter
9, where I argue that succesful state building in Japan was grounded on a
preexisting credit market, a rarity in the developing world.

Compared to Latin America and Asia, war historiographies for Africa
and the colonial world are scarce. Most accounts of colonial war focus on
the colonizers’ experience.40 Offering an exhaustive account on this mat-
ter is impossible, but next I present an overview of war in Africa before
and after the Scramble for Africa, as well as in key Asian colonies: India
(British), Indochina (French), and Indonesia (Dutch). These accounts sug-
gest that war was prevalent in Africa and Asia throughout the nineteenth
century and that military efforts were financed with a combination of local
resources (not necessarily modern taxation), external debt, and imperial
subsidies—hence themodest effect on state building. Readers familiar with
war in these parts of the world may skip to section 6.2, where I elaborate
on war loans specifically.

War in Africa

Reid and Vandervort offer illuminating surveys of warfare in the nine-
teenth century, ones that challenge conventional wisdom. They show
that African states were immersed in a military revolution before the
arrival of the Europeans.41 Ideological-religious war (e.g., the Ethiopians

35. Butcher and Griffiths (2015).
36. Ingram (1955).
37. Bruce (1973)
38. Black (2009).
39. Cronin (2008); Feis (1930); Ralston (1990).
40. A survey of colonial wars in Africa and Asia can be found in edited volumes byWesseling

(1978) and Moor andWesseling (1989).
41. Reid (2012); Vandervort (1998). See Bates (2014) for a concise account.
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fought in the name of Christianity) was exceptional and limited in time
and space. War was waged first and foremost to gain control over global
trade routes.42 American and European rifles flooded African markets: an
estimated 16 million guns were acquired by African native armies in the
course of the nineteenth century.43 The old muzzleloader was gradually
replaced by the faster and lighter breechloaders, the rifle used by European
colonizers.44

Before the Scramble for Africa, war had transformed the African conti-
nent. New military technologies were incorporated, including the profes-
sionalization of the military corps, the use of camouflage and siege tactics,
and in some cases (e.g., Ethiopia andTukolor) themanufacture of firearms.
Local economies were transformed for the purpose of war. Specialization
was required to finance the purchase of new military equipment and to
secure enough agricultural produce to sustain the military state. The army
became an elevator of social status. Militarized societies gave rise to new
collective identities or the reinforcement of existing ones.45

Regional interstate war was common in the first half of the nineteenth
century. Because of greater contact with Europeans, armies in the North
modernized the most. In Egypt, Muhammad Ali (r. 1805–1849) imported
manufacturing technologies to produceweapons locally. Increased defense
expenses required simultaneous economic reform. The fiscal-military state
put forward by Ali allowed him to raise a powerful army of 200,000 men.46

Taking advantage of military superiority, Ali forcibly took over Syria, the
Sudan, and Palestine.47

In western sub-Saharan Africa, the Yoruba, the Dahomey, and the
Ashanti were immersed in an imperial race that required sustained war
mobilization.48 The Yoruba invested in fortified urbanization and imports
of European weaponry: first matchlocks and flintlocks and after 1870
breechloaders as well. The Ashanti army was made up entirely of infantry,
and its troops were equipped with standard European trade muskets.49

42. Reid (2012, p. 112).
43. Reid (2012, p. 108).
44. For details on the arms trade, see Grant (2007).
45. Reid (2012, p. 142).
46. See Ralston (1990, ch. 4) for details on military modernization under Ali and his

successors.
47. Reid (2012, p. 130).
48. The Yoruba were based in modern-day Nigeria, Benin, and Togo; the Dahomey in

modern-day Benin; and the Ashanti in modern-day Ghana.
49. Vandervort (1998).
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The Tukolor and the Samori invested in local gunsmiths, who were able to
repair andmodify imported firearms.50 Tukolor elite troops were also sup-
ported by artillery—although theirweaponswere seized in early skirmishes
with the French.51 The Samori acquired firearms from British traders, but
eventually they learned how to manufacture them locally.52 In the East,
Ethiopia surpassed all other African states in terms of social complexity
and military capacity, developing its own military industry while adopt-
ing Western military techniques. Unlike in Egypt, the new arsenal was
paid formostly with domestic resources, which proved crucial tominimize
exposure to foreign interference. I return to this case in chapter 9.

European presence in sub-Saharan Africa before 1880 was limited to
the coastline. Before the Suez Canal was inaugurated (1869), African ports
were crucial to securing trade routes to Asia. European interests in the
hinterland accelerated in the 1880s.53 Despite the advances of Africanmili-
taries, native armies could not compete with the structure, organiza-
tion, and tactics of European powers, let alone with their state-of-the-art
weaponry (e.g., theMaxim gun). TheAshanti and the Zulu initially resisted
European conquest, eventually succumbing just as every other native state
had.54 The technology differential was too great for any sustained military
engagement. Local armies, if active, retreated to the mountains and forests
and engaged in guerrilla warfare, a type of combat that deviates from the
type of sustained war mobilization that Hintze or Tilly associate with state
building.

Following the Berlin Conference of 1884, a new opportunity to build
capacity was presented under colonial rule. Because the cost of deploying
permanent European armies in Africa was prohibitive, the bulk of colonial
conquest of the hinterland was executed by African soldiers under Euro-
pean command.55 African regiments emulating the European model were
created by poaching from local armies. The British set rule in modern-day
Uganda by recruiting Ganda soldiers and making them fight against their
old regional rival, the Bunyoro.56 Imperial African regiments were formed

50. The Tukolor were based in modern-day Senegal, Mali, and Mauritania; and the Samori
were spread into modern-day Guinea, Sierra Leone, Mali, Ivory Coast, and Burkina Faso.

51. Reid (2012, p. 127).
52. Black (2009, ch. 9).
53. Herbst (2000).
54. Vandervort (1998). The Zulu were based in modern-day KwaZulu-Natal in South Africa.
55. Robinson (1978).
56. Reid (2012, p. 139).
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inGambia, SierraLeone, and theGoldCoast.57 Following suit by recruiting
Bambara soldiers to conquer Southern Sahara, the French raised a locally
financed army in French Equatorial Africa to expand colonial rule into the
hinterland andput together theTirailleuers Senegalais inmodern-day Sene-
gal to defeat the Muslim Tukolor Empire.58 Eventually, these regiments
were integrated into the imperial defense system and used to fight domestic
and foreign enemies.59

Encyclopedic accounts byReid andVandervort suggest striking similar-
ities between the interstate competition in sub-Saharan Africa in the nine-
teenth century and that experienced in Western Europe in early-modern
times. If Africa similarly experienced a military revolution, why did war
not translate into more capable states? Reid and Bates argue that Euro-
pean colonization in the 1880s put a stop to endogenous state building. The
Scramble for Africa interrupted interstate competition, a key (although
brutal) way to forge authority and build legitimacy and eventually strong
states.

In addition to colonial interference, I draw attention to how war was
financed before and after the scramble. Before colonial conquest, native
warfare was largely funded by slave (and ivory) exports. Despite being
a banned practice in Europe, illicit slave trade persisted in West Africa
and grew stronger in East and Central Africa over the course of the cen-
tury. Raids and the sale of slaves for weapons was a common practice
among native African states.60 The Yoruba financed the imports of Euro-
pean weapons with slave exports;61 so did the Dahomey state, the Sokoto,
and the Tukolor caliphates (in the African savanna), as well as the sul-
tanate of Zanzibar and the kingdom of Mirambo (modern-day Tanzania)
in the East.62 Slave soldiers played an important role in local armies and
on plantations in peacetime. For the purpose of state building, the use
of slaves to generate revenue and populate the army does not necessarily
translate intomore capable states. For one, slave raids are likely to generate

57. Reid (2012, p. 148).
58. Reid (2012, p. 140) and Black (2009).
59. The Tirailleuers Senegalais regiment was deployed in Western Europe during WWI,

a sign of their military competence.
60. Herbst (2000).
61. Reid (2012, p. 111).
62. Reid (2012, pp. 111–115). The Ashanti gradually moved out of the slave trade. This

may have been the only major sub-Saharan state not raising significant revenue from slave
exports.
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lasting negative social and economic consequences.63 In addition, the use
of slave soldiers might have enabled rulers to dodge negotiations over
taxation with economic and regional elites, impeding the articulation of
power-sharing institutions.64 After the scramble, regional war continued;
but it was disproportionally financed with external funds, mostly imperial
subsidies, thereby the modest effect on state building. At the end of this
chapter, I illustrate the negative consequences of colonial war for local tax
mobilization with a specific example from South Africa.

War in British India

Militarism on the Indian subcontinent has a long tradition. By 1600, sev-
eral Indian states (the Delhi sultanate, the Rajput states, the Deccan sul-
tanates, and the Vijayanagara Empire) had acquired military prowess
forged through sustained interstate competition.65 The next long century
was dominated by the Mughal Empire, which put together fiscal-military
machinery comparable to the European model.66 The empire fragmented
in the eighteenth century, but its constituent parts kept growing their mil-
itary capabilities. In 1795, the Dutch East India Company relinquished all
their colonies to the British to prevent occupation by the French, a mutual
enemy. By the early nineteenth century, theBritishwere the only European
power on the subcontinent. Resistance and military disputes between the
British and indigenous states remained the norm until the completion of
annexation in the late 1850s.67

Precolonial fiscal militarism was inherited and reinforced under British
rule.68 Although the bulk of the officer corps was European, the army
was staffed with local soldiers.69 The strength and size of the Indian army
posed a constant threat to British dominion, especially following the Indian
Mutiny, or Indian Rebellion of 1857, after which the British engineered a
meticulous recruitment system to raise barriers to collective action and
avoid further rebellion.70 Likewise, the British never again supplied the

63. Nunn andWantchekon (2011).
64. Blaydes and Chaney (2013) for the effect of slave soldiers on political institutions in the

Muslim world before 1500 CE.
65. Roy (2013, ch. 2).
66. de la Garza (2016); Richards (1995).
67. Lee (2017); Iyer (2010).
68. Dincecco, Fenske, Menon, and Mukherjee (2019); Stein (1985).
69. Wilkinson (2015, p. 39).
70. Wilkinson (2015, pp. 38–44).
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Indian army with the latest technology.71 War making in India, however,
remained the rule rather than the exception. Unlike the vast majority of
colonies, India met the principle of self-sufficiency and paid for most of its
military expenses. Despite being a net contributor to the empire, it was
granted virtually no fiscal autonomy, remaining “legally at the mercy of
whatever policies its British governors and the authorities in Whitehall
might devise.”72

The Indian army had three major purposes: keeping domestic order,
fighting frontier wars, and participating around the world as part of the
imperial army. Indian troops fought three proxy wars with Burma and two
withAfghanistan. The first Anglo-Burmesewar in the 1820s and the second
Anglo-Afghanwar in the late 1870swere particularly expensive. The former
cost £5 million (equivalent to £370 million in 2015), the latter £25 mil-
lion (£2 billion in 2015)—80 percent of it financed locally.73 Indian troops
also played a key role in imperial defense, deployed overseas on a regular
basis: the Abyssinian campaign (1868), the Boxer Rebellion (1899–1901),
East and Central Africa (1897–1898), the East African and Somaliland
campaigns (1902–1904), Egypt (1882–1885), Persia (1856–1857), the Sec-
ond Boer (1899–1902), and Tibet (1903–1904).74 Most of the expenses
associated with war overseas was funded by Indian taxpayers, and the sub-
continent remained financially self-sufficient and militarily active under
colonial rule.75

War in French Indochina and Dutch Indonesia

Following the Franco-Spanish expeditions of 1858–1862, the French began
the conquest of modern-day Vietnam, moving from south to north. The
French built upon the military efforts of Emperor Minh Ma.ng, who tried
during his rule (1821–1841) to build a modern army, mirroring Western
technologies, uniforms, and discipline;76 but his efforts fell short matched
against the European military might.

The colonization of Indochina commenced in early 1862, when the
French took over the three eastern provinces of CochinChina. The annexa-
tion of the northern territories required raising a local army, so native ranks

71. Black (2009, ch. 9).
72. Davis and Huttenback (1986, p. 14).
73. War cost estimates drawn fromWebster (1998, pp. 142–145).
74. Davis and Huttenback (1986, p. 154) and Robinson (1978, p. 149).
75. O’Brien (1988).
76. Black (2009, ch. 6).
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were poached from preexisting regiments, conscription, and volunteers.77

Native troops, who served alongside French soldiers, were first tested in
the Sino-French War (1884), repelling Chinese troops from the northern
frontier. The colonial army was crucial to forcibly annexing the northern
provinces—Tonkin and Annam—and creating the Indochinese Union in
1887. The majority of military and administrative expenditures during the
French occupation were assumed locally,78 and Cochin China remained
a net contributor—one of the few—to French imperial defense until
independence.

Following the example of the British and French, the Dutch raised
local armies to expand their Asian dominions. The Dutch colonial army in
Indonesia, themost important colony, saw a gradual expansion of local sol-
diers, from 52 percent in 1815 to 61 percent in 1909.79 These troops were
employed in numerous wars in the region, contributing to its gradual mili-
tarization; however, the military expenses remained heavily subsidized by
the metropole.

Taking Stock

Both the quantitative and qualitative accounts above suggest that inter-
state war in the nineteenth century was a common phenomenon outside
Western Europe. Figure 6.2 offers one final overview of war in this period
by plotting the number of war years in modern-day state borders (darker
color indicates higher occurrence). This figure clearly shows that no region
was safe from military hostilities. By will or force, old and new states,
colonies, and dominions waged numerous wars in the long nineteenth cen-
tury, 1816–1913. Consistent with the Hundred Years’ Peace, relatively few
wars took place in Western Europe. Beyond the European frontiers, the
Hundred Years’ Peace appears more like a myth reflecting the Eurocentric
bias of the time.

In the context of regional military competition and imperial threat,
states outside Western Europe, sovereign or not, put their efforts into
strengthening armies and navies by adopting new technologies and orga-
nizational structures. The modernized militaries were soon activated,
participating in wars that, based on casualties, frequency, and duration,
were arguably similar to conventional warfare in the formative centuries
of the European states—fifteenth to seventeenth.

77. Taylor and Botea (2008, p. 40).
78. López Jerez (2020, pp. 112–117).
79. Bossenbroek (1995, p. 29).
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(11,27]
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[1,2]
no war

FIGURE 6.2.Geography of Warfare in the Long Nineteenth Century. This figure presents the
geography of warfare—namely, the location of war—mapped into state boundaries as of 2000.
The figure includes interstate war as well as independence or “nationalist secessionist war,” that
is, war intended to create a modern nation-state, as determined byWimmer and Min (2009).
Categories in the figure legend denote the total number of war years in any given territory
between 1816 and 1913, with 0 and 27 being minimum and maximum, respectively. Darker
colors indicate more years of war in a given territory.

If war were really meaningful, why has existing research shown no
robust relationship between war and state building in the periphery? I
argue that external finance weakened incentives to expand tax capac-
ity, hence disconnecting war efforts from long-term state building. The
remainder of this chapter provides evidence that war was indeed financed
externally, and in chapters 7–9, I analyze the consequences for state
building.

6.2 Haute Finance?

When studying war finance, distinguishing between public and private
creditors is necessary. International law banned government loans from
neutral countries to belligerent countries; however, no such limit existed
for loans from private investors.80 In light of this crucial distinction, I focus
on private lending, which happened to monopolize international lending
during the Bond Era.

Although permitted, private financing of war may not have been pos-
sible for two other reasons: geopolitical interests and macroeconomic sta-
bility. Officially, British and French investors were banned from lending to

80. Borchard (1951, p. 151).
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countries fighting their troops or jeopardizing their geopolitical interests.
Circumstantial evidence, however, suggests that investors found ways to
escape official constraints. Large issuing houses had franchises in the vari-
ous financial centers of Europe.Whenever a loan conflictedwithmunicipal
foreign policy, the float would be pushed to another financial capital in the
continent.81

Blatant negation of national policy, even by respected houses, also
occurred. The Rothschilds contravened the British government embargo
on Russia in 1853 and marketed a Russian bond when Russia was fight-
ing the British and their allies in Crimea.82 Four years earlier, the Barings
and the Rothschilds had floated another series of Russian and Austrian
loans despite knowing the intent of those funds was to finance a war to
suppress the Hungarian revolutionaries sponsored by the British Foreign
Office. Similar examples can be found in France. For instance, Japanese
bonds were marketed in the Paris Bourse in 1903–1904, when Japan was
at war with Russia, a key ally of France. A few years later, French capitalists
issued a loan to Turkey to fund the BalkanWars, causing a new diplomatic
incident between France and Russia.83 In foreign lending, private interest
often found its way.

International investorsmay have been reluctant to lend formilitary pur-
poses if they expected participants to default after war. Military expenses
could lead to fiscal strain, inflation, and currency devaluation, putting ser-
vice of debt at risk. In anticipation of capital exclusion, states did not
wage war, hence the Hundred Years’ Peace—Polanyi claimed.84 The so-
called haute finance hypothesis was recently expanded by Kirshner, who
emphasizes the negative macroeconomic consequences of war in inter-
national capital markets, affecting war participants as well as nonpartici-
pants.85 Anticipating such negative shocks, international investors would
punish warring states with increased difficulty in borrowing abroad.86 Fol-
lowing this logic, one should see hardly any war financed with foreign
capital.

Some facts are inconsistent with a strict interpretation of the haute
finance hypothesis. First, Shea and Poast find no systematic relationship

81. Jenks (1927, p. 284).
82. Jenks (1927, pp. 285–286).
83. Viner (1929, pp. 437–447).
84. Polanyi (2001).
85. Kirshner (2007).
86. Kirshner (2007, p. 206).
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between war and sovereign default.87 Second, the Hundred Years’ Peace
did not really hold outside European soil, as I showed earlier in the chap-
ter. Third, a close reading of Polanyi suggests that the investors’ opposition
to financing war was specific to war between the Great Powers:

The chief danger, however, which stalked the capitalists of Europe was
not technological or financial failure, but war—not a war between small
countries (which could be easily isolated) nor war upon a small country
by a Great Power (a frequent and often convenient occurrence) but a
general war between the Great Powers themselves.88

All things considered, the haute finance hypothesis faces several credi-
bility challenges, particularly in relation to war in the Global South. What
is more, the lending euphoria in the Bond Era could have been a prime
outcome of the globalization of military markets. British, French, and Ger-
man rifles, cannons, andwarshipswere exported around theworld. African
armies fought the British and French armies with European rifles,89 as
did Indonesian troops against Dutch colonizers.90 Latin America, Eastern
Europe, the Ottoman Empire, Japan, China, and India were prime pur-
chasers ofEuropean armaments. Nodoubt contrabandplayed an important
role,91 but so did European governments, which brokered loans to third
nations as long as they purchased military equipment from national pro-
ducers.92 In studying the global arms trade in theBondEra, JonathanGrant
concludes that the military industry in Europe was indeed a crucial push
factor in sovereign lending: “The armamentmanufacturers led the financial
interests, not vice versa.”93

6.3 War Finance in the Bond Era

The evidence of external finance of war is abundant but fragmented. Cen-
teno, Feis, Marichal, Suzuki, and Thies, among others, have shown that
war outside Western Europe was financed with European capital.94 A

87. Shea and Poast (2018).
88. Polanyi (2001, p. 15).
89. Vandervort (1998); Killingray (1989).
90. de Moor (1989, pp. 63–64).
91. Reid (2012).
92. Feis (1930, chs. 5 and 6).
93. Grant (2007, p. 7).
94. Centeno (2002); Feis (1930); Marichal (1989); Suzuki (1994); Thies (2005).
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comprehensive war-specific database on war finance (i.e., what percentage
of a given war was funded with tax, debt, and other instruments) is, how-
ever, missing in the literature; and it is probably impossible to produce,
given the scarcity of historical data, changing accounting techniques, and
fund fungibility.

The best approximation to this ideal dataset is offered by Cappella
Zielinski.95 Based on rigorous triangulation and case-by-case qualitative
accounts, she establishes whether a war participant borrowed overseas to
pay for some fraction of the war, namely, the extensive margin. Drawn
from a sample of 17 sovereign countries and 19 interstate wars before
1914, Cappella Zielinski’s data indicate that 56 percent of country wars
in the Bond Era were at least partially financed with external capital.96

To shed further light on the prevalence of external war finance in the
Bond Era, I first identify explicit war loans floated in European mar-
kets and then quantify capital inflows during wartime regardless of their
denomination.

6.3.1 EXPLICIT WAR LOANS

Flandreau and Flores revisit the haute finance hypothesis by delving into
the lending decisions made by prestigious intermediaries or underwriters
in London.97 Their data, drawn from primary sources at the Rothschild
Archives, lend support to some aspects of haute finance. They find that
prestigious intermediaries were rarely interested in financingwar: they had
little to win and much reputation to lose in the eyes of small bondholders.
Selected underwriters had enough market power to impose conditional
lending clauses prohibiting borrowers from diverting funds to war pur-
poses. The 1831 loan to France, for instance, required its finance minister
to publicly announce that the French government had no intention towage
a new war.

Whereas prestigious intermediaries did not lend to warring states (with
important exceptions, including the Franco-Prussian War, the largest war
on European soil), second-tier underwriters did. Flandreau and Flores

95. Cappella Zielinski (2016).
96. Countries in the sample are Argentina, Brazil, Chile, China, Denmark, France, Greece,

Italy, Japan, Mexico, Morocco, Paraguay, Peru, Russia, Spain, Turkey, the UK, and the US.
97. Flandreau and Flores (2012b).
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identify 15 wartime loans between 1845 and 1913, equivalent to 20 percent
of the 51 interstate wars considered in their sample.

Following Flandreau and Flores’s example, one could search for loans
that were explicitly issued for war and military purposes. By explicitly, I
mean that borrowers were open about the end use of foreign capital. In
that spirit, table 6.2 lists more than 40 of these loans drawn from sec-
ondary sources. This could be sufficient evidence to prove that war in
the nineteenth century was often financed with external capital; how-
ever, if the haute finance hypothesis is right or even partially right, some
hesitancy should be anticipated among investors about buying bonds ear-
marked explicitly for war purposes. Governments could be expected to
obfuscate their true intentions by floating loans forwar that officially served
other purposes. Take Greece, for instance. Almost the entire proceeds of
the 5 percent Greek loan of 1890 for £3.6 million were diverted from its
“expressly assigned purpose”—the railway from Piraeus to Larissa—and
spent on more pressing budgetary needs, including the mobilization of the
army against Turkey.98 To account for this or other accounting tricks, next
I examine foreign capital inflows regardless of their official (i.e., explicit)
purpose.

6.3.2 CAPITAL INFLOWS DURING WARTIME

Examining foreign capital inflows during wartime presents three advan-
tages: First, it allows the study of the intensive margin of war finance,
that is, how much capital borrowers were able to mobilize from interna-
tional sources. Second, governmentsmight issue loans to financewarwhile
camouflaging their intentions to investors—if only because war could be
penalized with higher spreads.99 Consistently, the expression “war loan” is
exceptionally rare in the prospectuses circulated among British investors.
Third, even if some sovereign loans were statutorily banned for war pur-
poses, local treasuries could still redirect domestic revenue to war and
finance contemporaneous nonmilitary spending with external capital. All
things considered, focusing on capital inflows can capture any systematic
relationship between international emission and war that would otherwise
be overlooked.

98. Wynne (1951, pp. 300–302).
99. Mauro, Sussman, and Yafeh (2006).
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WAR FINANCE 183

I draw capital emissions from Stone, who lists loans issued in Britain
to government and private ventures in 25 countries from 1865 to 1913.100

I focus on government loans only because I am interested in sovereign
borrowing. Stone’s data overrepresent Europe and South America, yet
selected economies in Africa and Asia are included.101 For each country
in the sample, I establish whether interstate war took place in any given
year between 1865 and 1913. War data are drawn fromWimmer and Min’s
dataset, which expands the universe of interstate warfare by including the
war participation of nonsovereign countries.102

The resulting dataset includes 1,125 country-years. A bivariate analy-
sis shows that of the 41 interstate wars in the dataset, 17, or 41 percent,
were waged while the government received foreign capital flows. These
wars are listed in table 6.3. Of the 24 wars remaining, 7 were fought while
the government was in default (hence excluded from capital markets); in
2, Great Britain was an opponent—another cause of exclusion; in 11, par-
ticipants were France andGermany, which could rely on domestic lending.
The rest—4wars in total—couldhavebeenfinancedwithGermanorFrench
credit (recall that Stone’s data are limited to British capital) or not financed
with foreigncapitalatall. Thegeneralpattern isneverthelessconsistentwith
the theoretical expectation: if external finance is available, warring coun-
tries will try to secure foreign capital inflows. Even if loans do not cover all
war costs, they alleviate budget constraints and subsidize other expenses.

Next, I reexamine the same data under amultivariate regression format.
This technique models capital inflows as a function of war while factoring
out time-invariant, country-specific characteristics (e.g., friendly relation-
ship with Great Britain), secular trends in capital markets (i.e., booms and
busts in capital markets), and the three pull factors discussed in chapter 4:
the gold standard, reputation (proxied by episodes of recent default), and
the empire effect.

I allow war loans to occur in preparation for, during, or after war (for
instance, to pay for demobilization costs or reparations). I capture all
these possibilities by fitting two lags of warfare and two leads alongside
current war:

100. Stone (1992).
101. The panel is balanced and includes the following countries: Argentina, Australia, Aus-

tria, Brazil, Canada, Chile, China, Cuba, Egypt, France, Germany, Greece, India, Italy, Japan,
Mexico, New Zealand, Peru, Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe), Russia, South Africa, Spain, Turkey,
Uruguay, and the US.

102. Wimmer andMin (2009). Further details on the war data appear earlier in this chapter.
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TABLE 6.3.War and External Capital Inflows from 1865 to 1913

Borrower War years War name

Interstate war
Mexico 1865 Franco-Mexican
Peru 1865 Spanish-Chilean
Brazil 1865 War of the Triple Alliance
Brazil 1866 War of the Triple Alliance
Russia 1866 Russia vs. Kokand and Bokhara
Chile 1866 Spanish-Chilean
Argentina 1866 War of the Triple Alliance
Argentina 1868 War of the Triple Alliance
Argentina 1869 War of the Triple Alliance
Argentina 1870 War of the Triple Alliance
Brazil 1870 War of the Triple Alliance
France 1870 Franco-Prussian
Germany 1870 Franco-Russian
France 1871 Franco-Prussian
Germany 1871 Franco-Prussian
France 1873 Franco-Tonkin
France 1875 Franco-Tonkin
China 1876 Franco-Tonkin
China 1877 Franco-Tonkin
China 1878 Franco-Tonkin
Turkey 1877 Russo-Turkish
Turkey 1878 Russo-Turkish
France 1881 Franco-Tonkin
France 1881 Franco-Tunisian
France 1882 Franco-Tonkin
France 1882 Franco-Tunisian
France 1882 Franco-Indochinese
China 1885 Franco-Tonkin
China 1885 Sino-French
France 1886 MandingoWar
China 1894 Sino-Japanese
China 1895 Sino-Japanese
United States of America 1898 Spanish-American
South Africa 1899 Boer War
South Africa 1901 Boer War
South Africa 1902 Boer War
Japan 1904 Russo-Japanese
Japan 1905 Russo-Japanese

Secessionist war
Spain 1870 Spanish-Cuban
Spain 1871 Spanish-Cuban
Spain 1872 Spain vs. Carlists
Spain 1873 Spain vs. Carlists
Turkey 1875 Ottoman Empire vs. Christian Bosnians
Turkey 1877 Ottoman Empire vs. Christian Bosnians
South Africa 1880 Boer War
South Africa 1881 Boer War
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WAR FINANCE 185

TABLE 6.3. Continued.

Borrower War years War name

Greece 1888 Ottoman Empire vs. Cretans
Greece 1889 Ottoman Empire vs. Cretans
Turkey 1889 Ottoman Empire vs. Cretans
United States of America 1899 Philippine-American

Note: This table lists interstate and secessionist wars waged while belligerents received external loans. Calcu-
lation is based on Stone (1992) andWimmer andMin (2009). The sample contains 25 countries and covers the
period from 1865 to 1913. Further details appear in the text.

Government Loansi,t =β0 +β1Wari,t−2 +β2Wari,t−1 +β3Wari,t

+β4Wari,t+1 +β5Wari,t+2 +β6Gold Standardit
+β7Default< 10Yearsit +β8Colonial Statusit
+β9Government Loansi,t−1 + ηi + γt + εi,t (6.1)

where i, t stand for country i in year t, respectively. The distribution of
government loans is highly skewed, with 62 percent of country-year obser-
vations having a value of 0. A logarithmic transformation does not normal-
ize the distribution of the outcome variable while attenuating any financial
shock derived from war. Hence, I work with the original variable. To cap-
ture any latent propensity to obtaining loans and going to war, I fit a first
lag of the outcome variable plus country fixed effects. I also add a battery
of year fixed effects to account for common shocks in international market
liquidity.

Figure 6.3 plots the estimates for β1 −β5 with 95 percent confidence
intervals (I do not report the remaining covariates in expression 6.1). The
height of the bars denotes deviations in loan inflows from the sample aver-
age when war takes place, all other controls being constant. Figure 6.3
suggests a systematic association between warfare and external govern-
ment funds. In particular, capital flows precede hostilities by one year,
arguably in preparation for future hostilities. The effect is substantial: cap-
ital inflows increase by £0.9 million right before war, almost a 100 percent
increase relative to the yearly sample mean, £1.03 million. Interestingly,
too, none of the lags and leads are negative, a pattern seemingly incon-
sistent with the haute finance hypothesis, according to which a significant
reduction in capital flows should be expected before and after war.

Next, I consider a second type of conflict: independence or “national-
ist secessionist” war, in which one of the contenders plans to create a new,
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FIGURE 6.3.Marginal Effect of War on External Capital Inflows. Both models include a first lag of
the dependent variable, a battery of country and year fixed effects, gold standard, default within
last 10 years, and time-varying colonial status. 95% CI. Errors are clustered at country level.

separate nation-state.103 Both the central government and secessionist ter-
ritoriesmight receive loans to fundwar expenses, as didGreece in 1824 and
1825 before becoming a sovereign country.104 Wimmer and Min’s data list
12 secessionist wars between 1865 and 1913 in the 25 countries considered.
Of these 12 conflicts, 5 of them were waged while external funds flowed
into the coffers of the war participants. These wars are listed at the bottom
of table 6.3. Results for the regression model are also plotted in figure 6.3
(light gray). They confirm average effects while improving the efficiency of
the estimates.

The statistical analysis reveals that a substantial number of the sampled
interstate and secessionist wars, 41 percent and 42 percent, respectively,
were waged while receiving international flows from London. By expand-
ing the time and country coverage and focusing on the intensive margin of
capital inflows, these results offer a more precise account of the frequency
and size of foreign finance of war in the nineteenth century. In fact, these
values represent just a lower-bound approximation of external war finance
because thedata refer toBritish capital exports only. Belligerentsmightwell
have floated loans in Paris, Berlin, or Vienna in substitution for or addition

103.Wimmer andMin’s 2009 coding of secessionistwar depends on intentions, not outcome.
104. Reinhart and Trebesch (2016, p. 12).
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to those issued in London. Results do not necessarily raise questions about
the haute finance hypothesis on European soil (although important excep-
tions apply) but cast profound doubts on its applicability outside the old
continent.

6.4 War Finance in the Colonial World

The quantitative analysis samples sovereign states and British offshoots,
but how did dependent colonies finance war? Although similar statistical
data do not exist for these countries, qualitative evidence suggests that war
by European colonies was largely subsidized by the metropole, hence the
modest effect on fiscal capacity.

Colonial war was often waged along the imperial border. Some of
these wars were small by twentieth-century standards: the Ashanti War of
1873–1874 cost £1 million, as did the Zulu War of 1879; the Ninth Fron-
tierWar of 1877–1879 in Southern Africa cost £2 million, and the GunWar
two years later £4.3 million.105 At the time, however, these wars were not
considered small and consumed more resources than the metropoles were
willing to admit.106

British and French colonies and dominions were required to pay for
their security (army and police) and administrative expenses;107 however,
financingmilitary expenses was often a cause of disagreement between the
metropole and the colony. Colonial authorities did not feel compelled to
fund imperial wars because they believed them to be alien and imposed.108

In the British Empire, the initial expenses of war were covered by an impe-
rial fund created by the British treasury—a government-to-government
loan. The colonies resorted to this fund and later negotiated the terms
under which the loans were repaid; however, “the British treasury usually
enjoyed but small success in recouping its monetary advances.”109

Officially, colonies could not issue war loans, but exceptions occurred:
for instance, a £2 million loan at zero interest rate was granted to India

105. War costs drawn from Davis and Huttenback (1986) and Ranger (1969).
106. Davis and Huttenback (1986).
107. Frankema and vanWaijenburg (2014); Gardner (2012).
108. This problem was sizable with self-governing colonies. As early as 1862, the British

Parliament issued the 1862 ColonialMilitary Expenditure Report, which accepted British respon-
sibility formilitary expenses arising from “imperial” policy. The same reportmade internal order
the “main responsibility” of colonies (Gordon, 1965, p. 22).

109. Davis and Huttenback (1986, p. 149).
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to finance part of the Second Afghan War of 1878–1880.110 Sierra Leone
and Gold Coast, British colonies, also financed frontier wars with zero
interest rate loans floated in London. At other times, colonies received
advances from Crown agents to balance budget shortages. Once the hos-
tilities were over, the agents recovered the money with the proceeds of
new issues.111 Metropolitan subsidies or grants-in-aid were also common.
For instance, the equipment of the Egyptian and Sudanese soldiers in the
imperial campaigns led by Herbert Kitchener were heavily subsidized by
British taxpayers.112 So were the military efforts of the Cape in the Second
Boer War, a case I return to below.

With multiple options to finance war externally, colonial officials
exerted little effort in mobilizing domestic resources for war. The dispro-
portional burden of military expenses is manifested when examining per
capita expenditures: between 1860 and 1912, British taxpayers paid £0.64
per capita in imperial defense; those in self-governing colonies paid £0.12
and in dependent colonies £0.02 (£0.15 if police expenses were included);
for reference, developing sovereign nations in the same period spent £0.22
per capita.113

Leaving India aside, five colonies (of more than 160) assumed two-
thirds of the total colonial contribution to the military maintenance of the
British Empire: the Straits (now Singapore), Hong Kong, Ceylon (now Sri
Lanka), Mauritius, and Egypt.114 Not coincidentally, the few colonies that
paid for war with domestic resources have relatively strong states today,
consistent with the argument of the book. For the vastmajority of colonies,
however, imperial war was heavily subsidized by Britain. In the opinion of
Davis and Huttenback, “of all the subsidies enjoyed by the colonies, none
was more lucrative than that for the defense.”115

Paris faced similar challenges, if notworse. France colonized poorer and
less economically integrated territories than the British, hence a thinner
tax base. Between 1830 and 1891, France’s military expenses in impe-
rial dominions were almost three times larger than total local receipts—

110. The total cost of the war was £23.5 million. India paid £18.5 million and Great Britain
£5 million (Benians, 1960, pp. 187–188).

111. Gardner (2017, pp. 247–248).
112. Black (2009).
113. Davis and Huttenback (1986, table 5.2).
114. Davis and Huttenback (1986, p. 159).
115. Davis and Huttenback (1986, p. 145).
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3.5 billion francs compared to 1.3 billion.116 Not until 1893 did the French
government impose a tax on the colonies to share local expenses, and not
until 1900 did they impose the cost of troops on each colony.117 Still in
1901, colonies paid only 11 percent (of a total of 101million francs) of local
military expenses.

Exceptions also occurred within the French Empire. All early revenue
in Gabon was spent on the conquest of the northern territories of Chari
(modern-dayCentral AfricanRepublic) andChad—which together formed
the French Equatorial Africa Federation.118 In Southeast Asia, the pacifica-
tion of Tonkin and Annam (today, northern and eastern Vietnam, respec-
tively) were paid with substantial contributions from the budget of Cochin
China (now South Vietnam);119 however, these cases were uncommon.
Most often, military expenses were subsidized by the French Ministry of
War and the Ministry of the Colonies.120

In sum, colonies forcefully participated in imperial and colonial wars,
but (understandably) mobilized few domestic resources to pay for them.
Colonial authorities relied on access to external capital, mostly in the
form of soft loans and subsidies. Although the form and mechanisms to
secure foreign capital differed,121 it weakened colonial authorities’ incen-
tives to mobilize resources for war in a similar fashion that regular loans
did for rulers of sovereign countries. The Second Boer War offers a good
illustration of that.

6.5 Colonial War in Southern Africa: A Tale of Two States

The Second BoerWar (1899–1902) pitted Britain and two British colonies,
Cape ofGoodHope andNatal, against the twoneighboringBoerRepublics,
the Transvaal (officially the South African Republic) and the Orange Free
State (see map in figure 6.4). The war was won by Britain, and the two
republics were incorporated into the empire in 1902. Eight years later,

116. Vignon (1893, p. 286) quoted in White (1933, p. 83, fn. 1). For reference, the franc-
pound conversion rate in 1880 was 1 franc = 0.04 pound sterling.

117. White (1933, p. 81).
118. Coquery-Vidrovitch (1969, p. 176).
119. López Jerez (2020, pp. 112–117).
120. Cogneau, Dupraz, and Mesplé-Somps (2021, p. 448).
121. Refer to chapter 3 for details.
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TRANSVAAL
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NATAL

FIGURE 6.4. South African Provinces until 1976. Source: Wikipedia, Htonl/CC BY-SA/ Creative
Commons.

the four territories formed the Union of South Africa, retaining significant
revenue and expenditure powers.

Access to external capital was secured for the four territories before and
after the war, but the Transvaal and the Orange Free State were excluded
from international credit markets during the war years. I take advantage of
that to examine responses to fiscal shocks caused by war in colonial and
sovereign countries with and without access to external finance. To sim-
plify the analysis, I focus on the Transvaal and the Cape, the twowealthiest
territories on each side of the conflict. The Transvaal had unlimited access
to gold, and the Cape to diamonds.

The Second Boer War had multiple causes, chief among them the dis-
agreement around installing a customs union between the Cape and the
Transvaal. The latter was landlocked, and it needed to export gold via
eitherCapetown (to the south) or LourençoMarques (Mozambique) to the
east, under Portuguese control. For years, the Transvaal and Cape govern-
ments and various British high commissioners negotiated ways to split the
Transvaal’s customs revenue (collected at port of entry) if the tariff union
came to exist. TheTransvaal disagreedwith all proposals. In 1895, theCape
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WAR FINANCE 191

government tried a different path, orchestrating a conspiracy against the
highly popular Transvaal president, Paul Kruger. The so-called Jameson
Raid calamitously failed and put the four colonies on a collision course.

Before the war, the two Boer Republics had issued a small amount of
debt in London.122 Most of the external capital, however, came from Ger-
many and the Netherlands, and it was used to build the public railway from
the goldfields to the Delagoa Bay.123 In 1899, the Germans concluded that
their interests would be better protected under British rule and sided with
the British.124 Interestingly, the policy switch was a by-product of extreme
conditionality. The 1898 British-German agreement brought the twoGreat
Powers together to extract concessions from Portugal in return for fresh
loans. Specifically, Portugal would hand off its African possessions if it
defaulted on its foreign debt, andLourençoMarqueswould be handed over
to Germany. As a gesture of goodwill with its circumstantial ally, the Ger-
mans agreed not to interfere with British affairs in South Africa, de facto
abandoning the Boer Republics to their own fate.125

By the time the war broke out, the Transvaal was diplomatically and
financially isolated. “Its strength lay, above all, in its self-sufficiency,”126 and
they did not waste time. Kruger put together an army of 50,000 men, a few
thousand foreign volunteers, and 5,000 Cape rebels.127 These men were
armed with imported weapons from Germany,128 which had been flow-
ing in at least since the Jameson Raid.129 The government reconverted
the dynamite monopoly into a wartime industry, producing firearms and
bullets and distributing supplies by taking control of the railways.

Given the precarious position of customs revenue and exclusion from
capital markets, the government of the Transvaal had to elevate pressure
on domestic taxes: it raised the alcohol excise (between 6 and 10 percent
per gallon, compared to 4 percent in the Cape),130 the land tax, and rev-
enue from dynamite, cement, and brick monopolies—key inputs for gold
extraction. Most importantly, it passed a new 5 percent tax on the profit of

122. Ferguson and Schularick (2006, p. 296).
123. Gwaindepi and Siebrits (2020, p. 283).
124. Van-Helten (1978, p. 388).
125. Krüger (1969, pp. 343–344).
126. Pakenham (2000, p. 258).
127. Krüger (1969, p. 346).
128. Judd and Surridge (2002).
129. Krüger (1969, p. 342).
130. De Kock (1924, p. 412).
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FIGURE 6.5. Fiscal Performance in the Cape and the Transvaal in the Second Boer War. Data are
drawn from Gwaindepi and Siebrits (2020).

gold mines, and a 2.5 percent tax on the gross yield of gold frommynpacht
(leased) areas.131 The monthly £100,000 raised from the new direct taxes
virtually paid the entire cost of the war.132

When thewarwasover, someof these taxes remained inplace, including
the land tax and the goldmine profit tax, which the new colonial authorities
raised to 10 percent.133 As reflected in figure 6.5, strong domesticmobiliza-
tion of resources allowed the Transvaal Republic to maintain a balanced
budget despite engaging in a war against the most powerful army in the
world and losing it. The fiscal effect, measured in nominal and per capita
tax burden, persisted for at least 10 years after the war.

131. De Kock (1924, p. 424).
132. Pakenham (2000, p. 258).
133. De Kock (1924, pp. 423–424).
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The Cape’s fiscal trajectory was remarkably different. The colony tradi-
tionally relied on customs revenue to finance colonial expenditures. Trade
taxes represented 51 percent of revenue before the war.134 Instead of push-
ing for new taxes, theCapewould finance new expenseswith debt. Because
the domestic credit market was underdeveloped, these loans were floated
in London.135

Despite being a key instigator of the war, the Cape (or Natal) made no
significant effort to finance the Second Boer War. This had been a regu-
larity for almost every military engagement of the Cape. The occupation
of Rhodesia in 1896 had been heavily subsidized by British taxpayers.136

Before that, the Zulu War of 1879, the Ashanti War of 1873, and the Ninth
Frontier War were also financed with British capital.137

Per capita tax ratios in the Cape remained virtually flat before, during,
and after thewar. At the same time, theCape’s external debt increased from
£24 million before the war, to £31 million during the war, and to £52 mil-
lion after the war,138 figures that contrast with the meager £2.5 million in
outstanding external debt of the Transvaal in 1903.139 Income taxes were
passed in the Cape and Natal only after the war, in 1904 and 1908, respec-
tively; however, theywere eliminated in 1910because theydidnot raise any
significant money.140 Most of the £218million cost of the Second BoerWar
was eventually assumed by the British taxpayer. As Robert Lower (later
Lord Sherbrooke), Gladstone’s first chancellor of the Exchequer, wrote:
“Instead of taxing them [South African colonies] as our forefathers claimed
to do, we, in the matter of this military expenditure, permit them in a great
degree to tax us.”141

The paired comparison in South Africa illustrates the different incen-
tives to mobilize tax revenue depending on external capital access and
colonial status. When countries wage war excluded from capital markets,
even retrograde leaders like those in the Transvaal are compelled to under-
take tax reform to secure government funds, enabling lasting gains in
fiscal capacity. Such efforts are harder to observe when local authorities,

134. De Kock (1924, p. 411).
135. Gwaindepi and Siebrits (2020, fn. 18).
136. Headlam (1936, p. 538).
137. Davis and Huttenback (1986, pp. 150–151).
138. De Kock (1924, p. 394).
139. British Parliament (1908, p. 295).
140. Lieberman (2003, pp. 111–112).
141. Quoted in Davis and Huttenback (1986, p. 119).
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sovereign or colonial, rely on external finance in the form of loans and
imperial subsidies.

6.6 Conclusion

Historically, interstatewar is themain driver of state building. Based on this
premise, this chapter pursued two goals: First, I documented the incidence
andmagnitude of war around the world over the last two centuries for both
sovereign and nonsovereign countries. Descriptive statistics of historical
wardata suggest that interstatewarfareoutsideEuropewas apervasivephe-
nomenon in the nineteenth century—not so much after 1914. If interstate
war is a cause of state building, evidence of such in the nineteenth century,
not later, should be apparent.

Chapters 3 and 4 showed that external finance was readily available for
countries around the world regardless of their economic fundamentals.
Chapter 5 showed that loans to the developing world were often repaid
in specie, not tax money, unraveling the long-term equivalence between
loans and taxes for public finance. This chapter showed that consolidated
and recently created countries and colonies in theBondEra seized the lend-
ing frenzy to pay for war. Now that all ingredients are aligned, I investigate
the short- and long-term consequences of the external finance of war for
state building in the next three chapters.
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War, Credit, and Fiscal Capacity

The political economy of public finance advanced in chapter 2 suggests that
funding military expenses with taxation should contribute to state build-
ing because doing so stimulates self-strengthening reform. By contrast,
financing war with foreign capital might not necessarily lead to stronger
states if countries default on war debt and surrender national assets and
entire revenue lines to foreign bondholders as part of debt readjustment
agreements. In this chapter, I investigate the short- and long-term effects
of external capital access on fiscal capacity, namely, the ability to raise
taxes. I first show that access to external finance during wartime in the
Bond Era decreased the likelihood of strengthening fiscal capacity, mea-
sured by direct tax ratios. Then I investigate whether early tax efforts (or
their absence) had long-term repercussions. I show that war finance in
the Bond Era shaped fiscal capacity all the way into the early twenty-first
century. Countries that disproportionally financed war externally in the
nineteenth century show lower tax capacity circa 2000 than countries that
relied on domestic resource mobilization. To come to this conclusion, I
address various threats to inference and decompress history by showing
intermediate effects. This chapter sheds light on the mixed evidence that
often surrounds empirical accounts of the bellicist hypothesis after 1800.
The means to finance war are key to understanding the conditions under
which war makes states.

195
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7.1 Theoretical Expectations

A key implication of the theoretical discussion in chapter 2 is that fiscal
shocks strengthen state capacity when rulers are compelled to undertake
tax reform to mobilize domestic resources, a course of action that cannot
be taken for granted. The “transaction costs”1 of enforcing a new tax uni-
laterally are high: obliging the populace to pay taxes by intimidation and
force is expensive and inefficient. To induce “quasi-voluntary compliance”
with new taxation, the ruler might grant taxpayers some political say over
fiscal policy—namely, power-sharing institutions, which convey informa-
tion to taxpayers about who owns what (i.e., what the tax base is) and how
tax yields are to be spent, limiting the ruler’s discretion over government
funds (thus the expression limited government).

Power-sharing institutions are second-best solutions for rulerswho seek
to maximize wealth and power. Besides reducing the ruler’s discretion
over fiscal policy today, in the future political rivals might choose to use
the enhanced tax capacity against the best interests of today’s ruler if they
achieve office. Together, current and future costs of taxation explain rulers’
hesitancy to rely on taxation.2

Rulers will consider policy alternatives to meet fiscal shocks while not
sharing power with taxpayers or having to spend resources in the tax
bureaucracy. External finance is one such policy alternative. Foreign cap-
ital inflows can be put to work immediately. In case of war, they can be
used to purchase new military equipment, mobilize a larger army, or feed
the troops; alternatively, foreign loans can subsidize government consump-
tion in other areas, freeing domestic resources to pay for war. Either way,
external finance allows rulers to meet an expenditure surge while not hav-
ing to strengthen fiscal capacity, postponing the (unwelcome) political
ramifications of higher taxation.

In the remainder of this chapter, I test several aspects of the politi-
cal economy of war finance. First, I show that the disproportional use
of external finance during wartime did not build tax capacity during the
Bond Era—the short term. Then I document its negative consequences
for long-term fiscal capacity. Overall, results suggest that the average ruler
reshuffled the tax administration and raised new taxes when pressed by
circumstances, that is, if excluded from international credit markets. Once

1. Levi (1988).
2. Acemoglu (2003) and Besley and Persson (2011) formalize the ruler’s fear of future

extraction if the opposition takes over and uses enhanced tax capacity against the former ruler.
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enhanced, however, fiscal capacity did not revert to prewar years, a phe-
nomenon commonly known as the ratchet or “displacement” effect of
war.3 In chapter 8, I elaborate on the causes of persistence, the so-called
mechanisms of transmission.

7.2 War Finance and Short-Run Gains in Fiscal Capacity

To test the first part of the argument—rulers prioritize external finance
over taxation tominimize political and administrative costs—I examine the
evolution of fiscal capacity as a joint function of war (the paramount fiscal
shock before 1914) and access to international capital markets. I expect tax
capacity of country i at year t to evolve in the following form:

Tax Capacityi,t =β0+β1Wari,t−1+β2Exclusion from External Financei,t−1

+β3Wari,t−1 ×Exclusion from External Financei,t−1

+β4Tax Capacityi,t−1 +X�+ ηi + γt + εi,t (7.1)

where X denotes a vector of country-level controls, and ηi and γt full
batteries of country and year fixed effects, respectively. If rulers seek to
minimize the political ramifications of taxation, they will only strengthen
fiscal capacity when they run out of options. Building from this premise,
I expect tax capacity to increase when countries wage war—the fiscal
shock—while excluded from capital markets, therefore β3> 0. By con-
trast, waging war with access to external capital should relax incentives to
increase tax capacity if only to avoid sharing fiscal powers with taxpayers
and new administrative expenses, hence β1 = 0.

One could use the experience of Spain with war finance as a heuristic.
This country participated in three waves of war in the second half of the
nineteenth century: In the first wave, Spain waged war in Cochin China
(1858–1862), Morocco (1859–1860), Santo Domingo (1863–1865), and
Chile (1864–1866). Two years later, it waged war against Cuban rebels
(1868–1878)—the second wave—and lastly the Philippines (1896–1898)
and Cuba again (1895–1898)—the third wave. Based on the magnitude of
military expenses, the first wave of war was the least costly of the three,4

but it was also the only one in which Spain was excluded from international
capital markets. Domestic resources were mobilized: the tax-to-GDP ratio

3. Peacock andWiseman (1961).
4. In temporal order, the three waves of war consumed 35.1, 48.7, and 43.7 percent of the

budget, respectively (Comín, 2015).
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increased by 1.7 points within seven years, from 7.1 percent to 8.8 percent
(a 23 percent increase). Small as it was by modern standards, the tax pres-
sure remained at that level for roughly 25 years, until the early 1890s. The
other two military campaigns were financed with a mix of external debt,
colonial debt, and inflation tax.5 Despite being significantly more expen-
sive, the second and third waves of war increased tax ratios by 0.40 and
0.88 points of GDP, respectively, a quarter and a half of the increase in
the first wave. The Spaniards, like many other nations at the time, exerted
meaningful fiscal effort when they could not rely on borrowed money
overseas.

7.2.1 DESIGN AND MEASUREMENT

The period between 1816 and 1913 was one of sustained military conflict
(see chapter 6) and coincided with the advent of global finance (see chap-
ter 3), thus my focus on the long nineteenth century. Before 1914, fiscal
efforts were largely driven bymilitary need. The boom in welfare spending
following World War I makes isolating the effect of war on fiscal capacity
thereafter more difficult because the newly created social programs also
required higher taxation. In addition, because the financial costs of the two
world wars were unprecedented, the most active participants were coun-
tries with high fiscal capacity to begin with. Expanding the analysis beyond
1913 would exacerbate problems of selection.

For the dependent variable, I rely on an important dataset on public
finance recently assembled by Andersson and Brambor, who put together
an unbalancedpanel of tax ratios for 31 countries inEurope, LatinAmerica,
Oceania, and Japan as early as 1800.6 To examine advances in tax capacity
before 1914, I follow Dincecco and Prado and my earlier work,7 employ-
ing the share of direct taxes as a percentage of total taxation. Direct taxes
(income andproperty taxes) require a sophisticated bureaucratic apparatus
to assess wealth and monitor compliance of an atomized tax base.8 Efforts
to increase direct taxation in the nineteenth century signal rulers’ resolve to
strengthen fiscal capacity.

Table 7.1 lists the effective sample for the empirical analysis, reduced
to 23 countries because of limited tax data before 1914. The other two key

5. Comín (2012).
6. Andersson and Brambor (2019).
7. Dincecco and Prado (2012); Queralt (2015).
8. Daunton (2001); Tilly (1990).
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TABLE 7.1. Sample Coverage of Direct Tax Ratios Prior to 1914

Argentina 1895 1913 Mexico 1867 1895
Australia 1910 1913 Netherlands 1816 1913
Austria 1816 1913 New Zealand 1879 1913
Belgium 1830 1912 Norway 1851 1913
Chile 1817 1913 Peru 1899 1913
Denmark 1820 1913 Portugal 1833 1913
Ecuador 1830 1913 Spain 1845 1913
Finland 1882 1913 Sweden 1850 1913
France 1816 1913 Switzerland 1875 1913
Germany 1906 1913 United Kingdom 1816 1913
Italy 1862 1913 Uruguay 1903 1913
Japan 1868 1913

Source: Andersson and Brambor (2019).
Note: First and last observation per country (N= 23).

covariates are war and access to international finance. War data are drawn
fromWimmer andMin for reasons provided in chapter 6: their data are rep-
resentative of the universe ofwarfarewaged by sovereign andnonsovereign
countries in the nineteenth century.9 For each year, I compute the total
number of interstate and independence (or secessionist) wars fought by
any given country, or the intensive margin of war. For robustness pur-
poses, I also consider the Correlates ofWar dataset, but the number of wars
decreases because it lists only interstate wars waged by internationally rec-
ognized states, that is, thosewith diplomatic relationswith both the French
and the British.

To determine access to international capital, I resort to episodes of
external default as early as 1800 coded by Reinhart and Rogoff, who define
sovereign default as the failure of a government to meet a principal or
interest payment on the due date (or within the specified grace period).10

Consistentwith theWimmer andMinwar data, Reinhart andRogoff define
states based on international borders as of the early 2000s. The median
duration of default episodes in the period under consideration is six years.11

Critically, while in default, countries are excluded from the international
lending market. I expect war waged during episodes of default to stimu-
late improvements in wealth assessment, tax enforcement, and institution
building.

9. Wimmer and Min (2009).
10. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
11. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009, p. 81).
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Tax capacity is a slow-moving variable. To account for serial correlation
of the outcome variable, I include its first lag as an additional control. To
adjust for time-invariant unobserved characteristics between countries, I
add a battery of country fixed effects. Any secular trend that affects, for
instance, access to credit and tax capacity is accounted forwith a full battery
of year fixed effects. Tominimize selection bias, I control for the cumulative
number of wars and external defaults, accounting for differences in mili-
tary and financial trajectories that could affect the likelihood of being atwar
at any particular time (i.e., the more war a country has waged in the past,
the more likely that country is to wage war in the future12) and of being in
default (i.e., past default might increase the chances of future exclusion13).

The point estimates for β1 and β3 in expression 7.1 are plotted in figure
7.1. This first set of results suggests that the effect of war on tax capac-
ity hinges on external capital access. When a country is in default, hence
excluded from international capital markets, war exerts a positive effect on
direct tax ratios. The effect is the opposite and half its size when a country
has access to external capital. The magnitude of the estimates is substan-
tial given that it speaks to immediate fiscal effects: for each additional war
year excluded from external capital, the direct tax ratio increases by 0.7 per-
centage points, all else held constant. Based on these estimates, fighting an
entire war (four years on average) while in default would increase direct tax
ratios by 2.8 percentage points, an 11-point increase relative to the sample
average. Against expectation, waging war with access to capital does not
have a null effect but, in fact, decreases tax capacity. For reasons of pop-
ularity, rulers might be willing to relax the tax pressure while at war but
at the same time secure sovereign loans to meet military expenses. If so,
bringing tax ratios back to prewar levels after hostilities ceasemight require
additional efforts, increasing the chances of default.14

7.2.2 GLOBAL CREDIT CRUNCHES

Although intuitive, using a country-specific measure of external default to
establish external capital access is problematic. Countries that wage war
in default might differ from those that postpone war until foreign cap-
ital is available in ways that also affect long-term fiscal capacity. In this

12. Gennaioli and Voth (2015).
13. Tomz (2007).
14. The interested reader can refer to table 7.4 for results in regression format.
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FIGURE 7.1. Effect of War on Direct Taxation as a Function of Default Episodes. The outcome
variable is the annual share of direct taxes to total tax revenue between 1816 and 1913.
Regression estimates for expression 7.1 using external default episodes to measure external
capital access. Covariates (unreported) include a first lag of the outcome variable, cumulative
war and default episodes, and country and year fixed effects. Sample size (N)= 1,225. Errors
clustered at country levels with 90% and 95% CI.

section, I address endogeneity in capital access by exploiting global credit
crunches. In the period under observation, European countries experi-
enced economic and banking crises that rapidly reverberated in sovereign
debt markets.15 I take advantage of unanticipated global credit crunches
initiated in Europe, also known as “sudden stops,”16 to identify periods in
which countries were precluded from financing war externally irrespective
of their (un)observed characteristics. In the words of Reinhart and Rogoff,

banking crises in global financial centers (and the credit crunches that
accompany them) produce a “sudden stop” of lending to countries at
the periphery. . . . Essentially, capital flows from the “north” dry up

15. Eichengreen (1990); Neal (2015).
16. Calvo (1988).
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TABLE 7.2. Banking Crises and Stock Market Crashes in
London, 1816–1913

Banking crises Stock market crises

1825 1849 1865
1837 1850 1866
1838 1857 1867
1839 1866 1910
1840 1873 1911
1847 1890 1912
1848 1913

Note: Dates drawn from Reinhart and Rogoff (2009). 1873 banking
panic added by author.

in a manner unrelated to the underlying economic fundamentals in
emerging markets.17

Building on this intuition, I examine whether incentives to finance war
with tax money grew stronger in periods in which international capital
dried up for reasons exogenous to the borrower’s characteristics. To iden-
tify the onset and duration of global credit crunches, I draw on banking
and stock market crises in Britain, the world’s banker, before 1914 (table
7.2). Crashes in London rapidly spread to Paris, Berlin, and New York.
Contagion took different routes, including arbitrage in commodities and
securities andmovement ofmoney in various forms (specie, bank deposits,
bills of exchange), cooperation among monetary authorities, and pure
psychology.18 One way or another, financial crashes in London dried up
international lending on a global scale.19

Important for exogeneity purposes, the causes of the British financial
collapses in the nineteenth century are domestic—certainly the case for the
major crises of 1825, 1847, 1857, and 1866 but less true for the 1890 panic,
in which a large financial imbalance in Argentina halted British lending.20

More importantly, British panics did not respond to defaults by borrow-
ers, which would cast doubt on the exogeneity of these shocks. Most of the
countries that defaulted in the nineteenth century were in the periphery.

17. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009, p. 74); emphasis added.
18. Kindleberger (1996, p. 109).
19. Bordo (2006).
20. For the domestic origins of the 1825, 1847, 1866, and 1890 crises, see Neal (1998),

Dornbusch and Frenkel (1982), Mahate (1994), and Kindleberger (1996), respectively.
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FIGURE 7.2. British Capital Exports from 1865 to 1914. In light gray: Banking panics of 1865,
1873, and 1890. In dark gray: The stock crisis of 1907. Sources: Reinhart and Rogoff (2009);
Stone (1992).

Although the defaulted quantities were significant relative to their home
economies, from a global perspective they were merely a “sideshow”21 for
the British economy. All things considered, the periods of sudden stops can
be safely treated as exogenous to every country except Great Britain and
1890 Argentina.

For the purposes of illustration, figure 7.2 shows the evolution of British
capital exports since the earliest date, while indicating the years of bank-
ing panics and stock crashes as dated by Reinhart and Rogoff.22 Figure
7.2 reflects the boom-and-bust cycles preceding and following a banking
crisis, as exemplified by those occurring in 1873 and 1890. Prior to each
bust, lending was ferocious, but once the debt bubble burst, international
capital flows temporarily dried up across the board. Precisely, during peri-
ods of sudden stop, I expect rulers to have stronger incentives to finance
military campaigns by means other than external borrowing; namely,
taxes.23

21. Eichengreen (1991, p. 151).
22. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
23. In light of figure 7.2, banking crises might be more damaging than stock market crashes

(e.g., 1907). In appendix I in Queralt (2019), I show that results hold when stock market crashes
are disregarded.
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TABLE 7.3. Frequency and Duration of War as a Function of Endogenous and Exogenous
Credit Access in the Short-Run Test Sample

Endogenous measure Exogenous measure

Not in default In default Credit flows Credit stops

Frequency 94% 6% 43% 57%
Duration in years 3.06 1.89 2.01 2.42

(0.21) (0.35) (0.18) (0.17)
Duration difference 1.17∗∗ −0.41

Note: The total number of war years is 162. Credit stops refer to periods of sudden stop. Standard error in
parentheses. *** p< 0.01, ** p< 0.05, * p< 0.1.

Sudden stops in the nineteenth century lasted four years on average.24

Accordingly, I establish four-year windows following the onset of each sud-
den stop and assume that within these windows countries had no access
to external loans. If sudden stops are predictable, countries may go to
war before their onset, casting doubt on the exogeneity of this histori-
cal accident. To assess the unanticipated nature of sudden stops, table 7.3
shows the frequency and duration of war when the endogenousmeasure of
capital access is considered—being in default or not—and when the exoge-
nous measure is used instead. The first two columns show that few war
years took place while participants were in default, confirming concerns
about endogenity in using this intuitive measure. By contrast, the break-
down for the exogenous measure is fairly balanced: 57 percent of war years
coincide with periods in which the international lending market is down.
This distribution speaks favorably to the unpredictability of global credit
crunches.

Now I consider the decision to end war, a second threat to inference.
A weak state that finances war externally may be more prone to surren-
der during sudden stops. If that is the case, weak states would eventually
experience a higher proportion of war years when credit flows and a lower
proportion of war years during sudden stops. This would bias the estima-
tion results toward finding a negative effect of war for years when credit
flows. If this pattern were systematic, on average shorter wars during
periods of sudden stops should be observed. However, table 7.3 suggests
that the duration of war in and outside sudden stops is fairly balanced:
2.42 years in periods of sudden stops compared to 2.01 years when credit

24. Catão (2006).
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flows, the difference not being statistically significant. These numbers con-
trast with the breakdown for the endogenous measure: wars in times of
default are shorter than those in which participants have access to cap-
ital. If war is judged by its frequency and duration, table 7.3 suggests a
comparison of apples to apples when tackling war waged during periods
in which international lending flows and war waged during sudden stops of
credit.

Results with Global Credit Crunches

Next, I reestimate expression 7.1, substituting the endogenous measure of
external capital access (i.e., default episodes) for the exogenous measure
(i.e., sudden stops). To maximize exogeneity, I drop Great Britain (the
world’s banker), as well as France and Germany, which by 1880—the aver-
age year in the effective sample—had already assumed an important role in
international financial networks. I plot the point estimates of β1 and β3 in
figure 7.3 and report results in regression format in table 7.4.

The first model, reported in column 1 of the table, uses four-year
windows to approximate the average duration of a credit crunch. Results
confirm the opposite effect of war on fiscal capacity with reliance upon an
exogenousmeasure of capital access.When countrieswagewarwith access
to external capital, the effect of war on fiscal capacity is negative. By con-
trast, waging war excluded from external credit increases short-run fiscal
capacity. Based on the new set of estimates, an additionalwar year excluded
from capital access increases tax ratios by 7.6 percentage points relative to
the sample mean.

For robustness purposes, models 2 and 3 set global credit crunch win-
dows to three and five years, respectively. Because shorter and larger
windows add noise to the exclusion measure, coefficients in models 2 and
3 attenuate relative to those in model 1. In model 4, I include a control
of per capita GDP drawn from Bolt, Inklaar, de Jong, and van Zanden,25

arguably a relevant control: direct taxation requires high levels ofmonetiza-
tion, which correlateswith income levels. Likewise, wealthier countries are
expected to access international capital at better terms and build stronger
armies, increasing the likelihood of going to war. The downside of this
control is that GDP relies heavily on linear interpolation and reduces the
sample size. As expected, this control attenuates the point estimates β̂1 and

25. Bolt, Inklaar, de Jong, and van Zanden (2018).
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Model 1: Four-year crunch

Model 2: Three-year crunch

Model 3: Five-year crunch

Model 4: Four-year crunch + GDP/pc

Model 5: Four-year crunch + GDP/pc + extensive margin

Model 6: Four-year crunch + GDP/pc + extensive margin (COW data)

FIGURE 7.3. Effect of War on Direct Taxation as a Function of Exogenous Access to External
Capital. The outcome variable is the annual share of direct taxes to total tax revenue between
1816 and 1913. Regression estimates for Expression 7.1 using global credit crunches as an
exogenous shock for external capital access. Great Britain, France, and Germany are dropped
from the sample to maximize exogeneity. All models include the following covariates: first lag of
the outcome variable, cumulative war and default episodes, and country and year fixed effects.
Additional controls are included as indicated in the figure legend. Errors clustered at country
levels with 90% and 95% CI.

β̂3 relative to model 1; however, the substantive interpretation remains the
same.

The relationship between the number of wars in which a country is
involved in any given year and the intensity of war might be inversely
correlated—a country can wage only so many major wars at once. Model
5 maintains the income control while replacing the intensive measure of
warfare used so far by its extensive version, measured by an indicator vari-
able equal to 1 when a country is waging war in any given year regardless
of the number of wars in which it is involved. Results across specifica-
tions are virtually identical: waging war with access to external finance
decreases short-run taxation, whereas fighting war excluded from capital
increases it.
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Models 1–5 rely on Wimmer and Min’s war data.26 Model 6 reruns
the same specification as in column 5 while using war data from the
Correlates of War (COW) project,27 a broadly used dataset in the his-
torical study of warfare. As I explained in chapter 6, the COW dataset
includes fewer interstate wars thanWimmer andMin’s because it lists only
wars waged by internationally recognized countries—namely, those hav-
ing diplomatic relations with Britain and France. Likewise, the main COW
dataset lists only interstate wars, excluding wars of independence.28 The
merits of COW clearly outnumber its limitations and it is worth confirm-
ing results once COW war data are used. Results for that test are reported
in model 6. The point estimates are virtually identical to those in model
5. The confidence intervals are slightly larger because of statistical power
issues derived from having fewer wars listed in COW relative to Wimmer
and Min.

Altogether, figure 7.3 suggests that waging war during the period from
1816 to 1913 yielded heterogeneous consequences on short-term taxation
depending on whether or not a country had access to external capital. War
wagedwhile excluded fromcapitalmarkets increased tax pressure, whereas
war waged while having access to capital did not and sometimes decreased
it (statistical significance is borderline with 90 percent confidence inter-
vals). Together, figures 7.1 and 7.3 shed light on the mixed results that
scholars have found for the relationship between war and state making in
the era of international finance. The globalization of capital arguably dis-
torted the rulers’ incentives tomobilize domestic resourceswhen theywere
most needed.

7.3 War Finance and Long-Run Gains in Fiscal Capacity

Financing war with external funds might not damage state capacity in the
long run. If the debt-tax equivalence of public finance holds, rulers will
assume responsibility for war debt and enhance taxation to service debt
after military conflict, thus contributing to state making. Generalized debt
relief and the exchange of war debt for nontax revenue in case of default
may, however, preempt self-strengthening reform—as I argued in chapter
5—unraveling the equivalence of taxes and loans for the purpose of state

26. Wimmer and Min (2009).
27. Sarkees andWayman (2010).
28. The auxiliary COWdatasets list wars of independence but do not map them into current

state borders.
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building. In light of the (at best) uncertain effects of external finance on
capacity building, I expect long-term fiscal capacity to be stronger among
countries that disproportionally relied on taxation to finance war relative
to foreign loans, holding everything else constant.

7.3.1 DESIGN

To test for the long-term effects of war finance on fiscal capacity, longitudi-
nal conflict-specific data regarding the manner in which war was financed
in the past (i.e., tax and loan shares) can be exploited and used tomodel tax
capacity in the long run. As I mentioned in chapter 6, the ideal dataset on
war finance does not exist beyond a select number of cases, most of them in
Western Europe. Tomove the analysis beyond advanced economies, I pro-
pose comparing the frequencywithwhichwarwaswagedwith andwithout
access to external capital in the Bond Era, and using that information to
model tax capacity circa 2000. Drawing from the political economy of war
in chapter 2 plus results in the first part of this chapter, I assume that if
external capital were available, rulers would disproportionally resort to it
to fund war.

For each country andwar in the nineteenth century, I establish whether
war was waged while having access to international credit markets. To
establish access, I rely on episodes of default (endogenous but intuitive)
and international financial crunches (unanticipated common shocks).With
that information in hand, I regress tax ratios today on the number of years
at war in the long nineteenth century with and without access to exter-
nal finance while controlling for a battery of confounders, including war
duration, casualties, and war outcome. Formally,

Tax Capacityi,2000

=α+β1(#Years at War between 1816 and 1913 | No Credit Access)
+β2(#Years at War between 1816 and 1913 | Credit Access)
+ Xiδ+ γ + ρ+ εi (7.2)

where the baseline category is fighting no war in the nineteenth century.
I expect war making to strengthen rulers’ incentives to invest in fiscal
capacity whenever the country cannot finance externally, contributing to
long-term fiscal capacity, β1> 0. The effect of war financed externally is
ambiguous: countries may exert a fiscal effort after war to service debt and
thus expand tax capacity (path C in figure 1.3), yet other countries may
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210 CHAPTER 7

suspend debt service. Default settlements may include debt-equity swaps
and foreign international control, which potentially shrink the tax base of
the borrowing government (path E in figure 1.3). Less stringent adjust-
ments of external debtmight involve debt relief and extension ofmaturities,
which relax the need to build capacity. Together, I expect a null (if not nega-
tive) effect of warmaking themore countries wage war while having access
to external credit, β2 � 0.

Two clarifications are in order: First, the expectation β2 � 0 works
against the debt-tax equivalence of war finance for the purpose of state
building. Note that if the equivalence holds, borrowing and taxes should
be indistinguishable for long-term state capacity, implying β1 ≈β2> 0,
all else being constant. Second, in the absence of external credit, rulers
might resort to printing money, seeking domestic loans, trading slaves,
or engaging in financial repression to finance the means of war.29 If
any, these alternatives introduce a downward bias on β1 because they
relax the incentives to enhance taxation in times when external credit
dries up.

To measure fiscal capacity today, I rely on the personal income tax
(PIT) as a percentage of GDP. Implementing a PIT requires a sophisti-
cated bureaucratic apparatus capable of assessing a highly atomized tax
base, enforcing compliance, and sanctioning evaders. In light of its adminis-
trative challenges, this tax is considered to be the endpoint of fiscal capacity
building.30 For the same reason, it sets a compelling benchmark to estab-
lish how far each country has gone in building tax capacity since 1914. To
minimize the influence of anomalous observations (for instance, follow-
ing a temporal economic shock), I work with average PIT-to-GDP ratios
between 1995 and 2005.31

Note an important change in the data structure with respect to the first
part of the chapter. In the short-runmodels, I exploited longitudinal cross-
sectional data; here the variation is purely cross-sectional. The sample is no
longer restricted by nineteenth-century tax data, which is relatively scarce;
as a result, the long-term models include over four times the number of
countries, covering awider spectrumof developed and developing nations,

29. Cappella Zielinski (2016).
30. Besley and Persson (2011); Tilly (1990).
31. Note that the denominator in this ratio is GDP, not total taxation. GDP is a better choice

because it conveys the extractive capacity relative to the tax base. PIT-to-GDP ratios are unavail-
able in the historical data. For data sources and the use of value-added taxes (or VATs) as a proxy
of tax capacity today, refer to appendix M in Queralt (2019).
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sovereign and dependent. Dependent countries, I argue in chapter 6,
resorted to a mix of international loans and subsidies from the metropole
to finance local and imperial war, conditions under which I expect few
gains in long-term state building. War data again are drawn fromWimmer
and Min.

Because the data are cross-sectional, instead of country fixed effects,
I consider a series of potential confounders, X, affecting fiscal capacity
today, as well as war participation or credit access or both in the nineteenth
century. First, I add an indicator to identify Great Powers.32 These coun-
tries had strong capacity and access to finance and were likely to wage war.
Second, I consider a measure of initial wealth because wealthier countries
are more likely to go to war and have stronger fiscal capacity in the first
place.33 In the absence of systematic GDP data for developing countries
in the early nineteenth century, I include a measure of population density
as of 1820, a standard proxy of economic prosperity before the Industrial
Revolution.34 Third, I include two geographic characteristics that could
affect both sides of expression 7.2. The first one, sea access, is defined as the
percentage of the land surface area of each country that is within 100 kilo-
meters of the nearest ice-free coast. I expect sea access to correlate with
trade activity, hence the geostrategic value of the country as well as its inte-
gration in international capital markets.35 The second geographic control
is the percentage of territory that is desert. I expect deserts to inhibit indus-
trial growth and preempt monetization, but desert territory might also
work as a natural barrier to foreign invasion, thus reducing the frequency
of war.36 Finally, I control for an important source of nontax revenue that
could shape incentives to go to war (or suffer attack): being an oil pro-
ducer.37 Arguably, this variable gains relevance for the later years of the
period under consideration.

Finally, all models below include a battery of region fixed effects, γ ,
that account for continent-specific characteristics in the frequency of war,
access to credit, and statehood timing; and a battery of colonial origins
indicators, ρ, because I expect opportunities of the colonies to go to war,

32. Great Powers were Austria-Hungary (treated as two different states), France, Germany,
Italy, Russia, and Great Britain.

33. Gennaioli and Voth (2015).
34. Tilly (1990).
35. Salvucci (2006) for the strong ties between commerce and finance.
36. Data for sea access and desert territory are drawn from Nunn and Puga (2012).
37. Oil production data are drawn fromWimmer and Min (2009).
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the tax structure that they build up, and the terms of external credit to be
conditioned by the metropole.38

7.3.2 NAIVE ESTIMATES

The first set of results are plotted in figure 7.4. To establish a meaningful
benchmark, I first plot the estimate for the unconditional version of the
bellicist hypothesis—namely, more war, more state—for all the states sam-
pled in Reinhart and Rogoff for which I can gather full information (63 out
of 68).39 The specification for the unconditional model is as follows:

Fiscal Capacityi,2000 =α+β(#Years at War between 1816 and 1913)

+Xiδ+ γ + ρ+ εi
including the same covariates, X, and region and colony fixed effects,
γ and ρ, respectively, as above. The coefficient for number of years at
war between 1816 and 1913, represented by a circle in the top portion of
figure 7.4, is positive but not significant at 90 percent, consistent with the
mixed findings mentioned in the literature review on the bellicist hypothe-
sis in chapters 1 and 6.

Model 1’s unconditional estimate in figure 7.4 should be compared to
the six that follow, which distinguish the effect of war fought in default
from that of war fought with access to international credit markets, β1 and
β2, respectively, in expression 7.2. The first pair of point estimates (model
2, represented by squares) set a baseline. The signs of the coefficients are
consistent with expectations: β̂1 is positive and statistically different from
zero; β̂2 is centered around zero. Substantively, the benchmark specifica-
tion means that a one-standard-deviation increase in the number of years
at war while in default expands the PIT-GDP ratio today by 0.41 points.
This is equivalent to a 15 percent increase with respect to the mean PIT.

38. Accominotti, Flandreau, and Rezzik (2011); Ferguson and Schularick (2006).
39. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009). Breakdown of countries in my analysis by region: Africa:

Egypt, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Morocco, Nigeria, South Africa, Tunisia, Zambia, Zimbabwe;
Asia: China, India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, South Korea, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, Turkey; Europe: Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom; South America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela; North America: Canada, United States;
Oceania: Australia, New Zealand.
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FIGURE 7.4. Long-Run Fiscal Capacity as a Function ofWar and Endogenous Credit Access. This
figure plots marginal effects of war and credit access on personal income tax as a percentage of
GDP circa 2000. N = 63. OLS, 90% and 95% CI. Credit access and exclusion are given by
episodes of default. All four models include the following covariates: region and colonial origins
fixed effects, total years in default, population density as of 1820, being an oil producer, sea
access, desert territory, and a Great Powers indicator. Estimates in models 3 and 4 are drawn
frommodels that include baseline controls plus war location and war casualties, respectively.
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The estimate of β2, by contrast, suggests that wars waged with access to
international markets exert no lasting effect on fiscal capacity.

War causes destruction, but damage may vary depending on the loca-
tion of military engagement. The tax base can be badly hurt when military
conflict takes place within national boundaries, thus inhibiting investment
in fiscal capacity. The location of war is thus likely to be a confounding vari-
able. To address this logic, in model 3 I rerun the benchmark model while
adding a control for the location of the conflict.40 The new estimates for β1
and β2 (represented by diamonds) remain virtually identical to those in the
benchmark model.

Not all wars are created equal. Bloodier and longer wars might over-
come resistance to taxation while maximizing rulers’ incentives to invest in
fiscal capacity. To address this possibility, in model 4 I add a control for the
intensity ofwarfare,measured by the total number of battle deaths between
1816 and 1913.41 The inclusion of ameasure of war casualties does not sub-
stantively affect the point estimates of the coefficients of interest, β1 and
β2, now represented by triangles.

This first analysis yields results consistentwith theoretical expectations:
if countries wagewarwhile excluded from international creditmarkets, the
incentives to invest in tax capacity are strong and long-term state capacity
follows. By contrast, when states have access to foreign capital, war (on
average) does not translate into state making.

7.3.3 THREATS TO INFERENCE

Although intuitive, the analysis above is arguably plagued by endogeneity
concerns. Being in default is not exogenous nor is the decision to wage war
or which war to fight. Next, I address stepwise both sets of issues.

Global Credit Crunches and Long-Term Capacity

As discussed in section 7.2.2, one can replace country-specific default
episodes for global credit crunches and use them as exogenous shocks
in external capital access. These sudden stops of credit originated in the

40.War location is the sum of the years at war fought abroadminus the years at war fought at
home from 1816 to 1913. This variable is positive when a country fights more wars abroad than
at home, negative whenmilitary disputes at home aremore frequent than abroad, and zerowhen
countries never go to war. Data for war location are drawn fromWimmer and Min (2009).

41. Data for war casualties from 1816 to 1913 are drawn from Dincecco and Prado (2012).
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TABLE 7.5. Frequency and Duration of War as a Function of Exogenous Credit Access in
the Long-Run Test Sample

Interstate war Interstate and secessionist war

Credit flows Credit stops Credit flows Credit stops

Frequency 47.74% 52.25% 50.89% 49.11%
Duration in years 2.32 2.25 2.23 2.29

(1.87) (1.51) (1.73) (1.58)

War-year-country 465 615
Countries 107 107

Note: Credit stops refer to periods of sudden stop. Standard deviation in parentheses. Countries in sam-
ple by regional breakdown are as follows: Africa: Burundi, Chad, Congo, Democratic Republic of the
Congo, Egypt, Ethiopia, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Kenya, Lesotho, Madagascar, Mali, Morocco, Namibia,
Nigeria, Rwanda, Senegal, South Africa, Swaziland, Tunisia, Zambia, Zimbabwe; Asia: Bangladesh,
Bhutan, Cambodia, China, Cyprus, India, Indonesia, Iran, Israel, Japan, Lebanon, Malaysia, Mon-
golia, Myanmar, Nepal, Pakistan, Philippines, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Thailand, Turkey, Vietnam,
Yemen; Europe: Albania, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belarus, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, Italy, Kazakhstan, Latvia, Lithuania, Macedonia, Moldova, Netherlands,
Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Tajik-
istan, Ukraine, United Kingdom; Latin America: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama,
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, Venezuela; North America: Canada, United States; Oceania: Australia, New
Zealand.

financial capitals of the world, went unannounced, and lasted, on average,
four years. Conveniently, by relying on global credit crunches, I create a
measure of external capital access that is also unconstrained from country-
level default data availability in Reinhart and Rogoff,42 effectively expand-
ing the sample size to 100+ countries in the world. For each of them, I
count the number of years atwar inside andoutside periods of global capital
freeze.

Table 7.5 illustrates the exogenous character of these shocks: half of total
war years in the sample were waged during global credit crunches, and the
average duration of wars was balanced across periods. The balanced distri-
butions grant credibility to the unanticipated nature of sudden stops.43

In figure 7.5, I plot the point estimates β̂1 and β̂2 in expression 7.2 net
of the influence of other controls, together with the scatterplot between

42. Reinhart and Rogoff (2009).
43. See text explanation of table 7.3 for the importance of balance in terms of duration. Refer

to appendix W in Queralt (2019) for evidence of war not being waged in anticipation of sudden
stops.
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tax capacity today and the distribution of the number of years at war with
and without access to external capital, respectively. Figure 7.5a suggests
that the more war was waged without access to capital markets in the nine-
teenth century, the higher the PIT as a percentage of GDP today, holding
everything else constant. Conversely, that relationship turns negativewhen
focusing on the number of years at war waged while having access to exter-
nal credit, figure 7.5b. Before drawing further conclusions, I address the
second threat of endogeneity: selection into war.

The Decision to Go to War

Countries that wage war when international credit is tight (even for exoge-
nous reasons) might be more capable than those that wait for lending to
resume. To account for differences in initial state capacity, I consider two
covariates: Bockstette, Chanda, and Putterman’s state antiquity index44

and census capacity. If older states exist because they won wars in the past,
the state antiquity index should reflect cumulative military and administra-
tive capacity.45 Census technology, initially adopted to establish the tax
base and conscription potential within a given territory, should likewise
reflect the administrative capacity of the state. To control for initial admin-
istrative capacity, I create the indicator variable “modern census by 1820,”
which equals 1 if country i has conducted a modern census by 1820.46

Initial controls are recommended to account for intrinsic characteristics
that make a country more likely to go to war, access external credit, and
build a tax administration. They are, so to speak, a good substitute for the
absence of country fixed effects; however, following the onset of a sudden
stop, a ruler can still choose whether to wage war or what kind of war to
fight. I address this form of selection bias by considering only wars that are
initiated while the market is still lending and eventually dries up as a result
of a financial crisis. These wars are initiated without the expectation of a
sudden stop. Thus, the decision to go to war or what type of war to fight is
disconnected from external credit access.47

44. Bockstette, Chanda, and Putterman (2002).
45. Note that in the short-run models, this property is measured by the cumulative number

of wars in the nineteenth century.
46. To create this variable, I manually coded the date of the first modern census ever imple-

mented in all 107 countries in the sample. This information is retrieved fromGoyer and Draaijer
(1992a, b, c).

47. The 222 country-year wars taking place during sudden stops fall to 72 once I consider
only wars that are ongoing by the onset of a sudden stop.
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(b) War while credit flows

FIGURE 7.5. Long-Run Fiscal Capacity as a Function of War and Exogenous Credit Access.
Estimates reflect partial correlations of a full model of personal income tax as a percentage of
GDP circa 2000 as a function of the number of years at war with and without access to external
finance (established by international credit crunches) between 1816 and 1913 with the
following controls: population density as of 1820, oil producer, sea access, desert territory,
colonial origins fixed effects, and region fixed effects. N = 106 (Great Britain is excluded). Only
a few country names are shown to avoid cluttering. Refer to appendix E in Queralt (2019) for
models that drop Russia, Georgia, and France, potential influential outliers. Results hold.
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Model 4: Ongoing interstate + secession war | state antiquity index

FIGURE 7.6. Long-Run Fiscal Capacity as a Function of Exogenous Credit Access and Ongoing
War Plus Initial State Capacity Controls. This figure plots marginal effects of war and credit
access on personal income tax as a percentage of GDP circa 2000. N= 106. I run separate
analyses for interstate war and interstate plus secessionist war. Access to international credit
markets is exogenized by global credit crunches. Also, only “ongoing wars” are considered:
namely, only wars initiated while the market is still lending and eventually dries up as a result
of a financial crisis. Great Britain is excluded to maximize exogeneity. All models control for
region and colonial origins fixed effects, population density as of 1820, being an oil producer,
sea access, desert territory, and Great Powers status. In addition, I control for initial state
conditions, including the use of a modern census by 1820 and the state antiquity index of
Bockstette, Chanda and Putterman (2002).

Models 1 and 2 in figure 7.6 showpoint estimates forβ1 andβ2 in expres-
sion 7.2 when access to credit is exogenized by sudden stops, and selection
into war is addressed by including controls for initial capacity (census, dia-
monds; state antiquity, squares) and subsetting for ongoing wars.48 Based
on the new estimates, a one-standard-deviation increase in the number of
ongoing wars increases long-term average PIT by 12.5 percent, a sizable
long-term effect. By contrast, β̂2 is no longer negative (as it appeared to be
before selection into war was considered in figure 7.5(b) but zero, which
is still inconsistent with the unconditional interpretation of the bellicist

48. The interested reader may refer to table 6 in Queralt (2019) for separate analyses.
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hypothesis—more war, more state—and the debt-tax equivalence of war
finance for the purpose of state building, by which loans should behave as
deferred taxes.

To conclude this section, I also consider secession (or independence)
wars. Leaders in secessionist territoriesmight engage in calculations similar
to those of sovereign rulers. For instance, in the 1820s Greek rebels nego-
tiated external loans to finance the war of independence against Turkey.
Default followed soon after, and independence loans were a matter of dis-
pute for decades to come.49 Models 3 and 4 in figure 7.6 show results once
the ongoing war criterion is implemented to both interstate and secession-
ist war.50 The point estimates are substantively identical, suggesting that
secessionist wars have long-term effects on tax capacity similar to those of
interstate war by sovereign nations.

Effects on the Periphery

The distinct effect of war on state building and on long-term tax capac-
ity is robust to sample changes and additional controls, including military
alliances or exclusion from war in which the British or its colonies partic-
ipated. I refer the reader to Queralt (2019) for a full battery of robustness
checks. Here I focus attention on the sample composition. So far, I have
considered Great Powers and other wealthy countries (US and the Nether-
lands) in the sample. These were all militarily powerful states capable
of substituting external for internal credit in times of crisis and deeply
embedded in international capital networks.

Coping with financial shocks may be qualitatively different for devel-
oping nations, which are arguably more exposed to exogenous changes in
global credit liquidity. Based on this premise, in table 7.6, I reestimate β1
and β2 after dropping from the sample all Great Powers plus all the foun-
dational members of the OECD—namely, current advanced economies.
For consistency, these models incorporate the various strategies to tackle
endogeneity in credit access and war participation I elaborated above. The
point estimates for developing nations in table 7.6 are of the same magni-
tude as those for the entire sample (figure 7.6), but they aremore efficiently
estimated. If anything, the periphery-specific analysis suggests that devel-
oping nations hadmore to gain fromnot having easy access to international

49. Reinhart and Trebesch (2015).
50. Substantially fewer secessionist wars than interstate wars appear in Wimmer and Min.

Hence, I pool them together instead of analyzing them separately.
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TABLE 7.6.Models of Personal Income Tax as Percentage of GDP circa 2000 in the Global
Periphery as a Function of War and Exogenous Credit Access in the Long Nineteenth
Century

(1) (2) (3)

# Years at war while credit stops 1816–1913 0.116** 0.108** 0.117**
(0.056) (0.054) (0.058)

# Years at war while credit flows 1816–1913 0.048 0.057 0.056
(0.109) (0.108) (0.120)

Baseline controls Yes Yes Yes
Census 1820 control No Yes No
State antiquity control No No Yes
Region FE Yes Yes Yes
Colonial origins FE Yes Yes Yes
Observations 96 96 93
R-squared 0.538 0.553 0.580

Note: Great Powers and foundational OECD countries are excluded from this analysis. Only “ongoingwars”
are considered. Credit access exogenized by credit crunches. Baseline controls include population density,
oil producer, sea access, and desert territory. Intercept not reported. Robust standard errors in parentheses.
*** p< 0.01, ** p< 0.05, * p< 0.1.

credit markets at early stages of state building. Arguably, too much capi-
tal access too soon distorted incentives to build capacity in the developing
world.

War Noninitiators in COW

An alternative route to tackle selection into war is to study the effect of war
making and credit access for states that did not choose to go towar butwere
dragged into it. The identification assumption for this test is that states did
not strike first in anticipation of a likely attack.

To implement this test, I rely on the Correlates of War (COW) dataset,
which identifies the initiator of each military conflict.51 Although COW
reduces the representativeness of the universe of war and war partic-
ipants—as discussed above—it guarantees that countries are sovereign,
hence in full command of their military and fiscal policy.52 Conveniently,
COW also facilitates information to control for war outcomes. This is
substantively compelling because military outcomes potentially affect the

51. Sarkees andWayman (2010).
52. The sample of interstate wars now comprises 37 conflicts and 172 war years in total; 78

were foughtwhen credit flowed, and 96when credit had suddenly stopped. Averagewar duration
was 1.57 (SD = 1.04) and 1.76 (SD = 1.23) years, respectively.
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FIGURE 7.7. Long-Run Fiscal Capacity as a Function of Exogenous Credit Access and Correlates
of War Data, Subsetting for Noninitiators and Controlling for War Outcomes. This figure plots
marginal effects of war and credit market access on personal income tax as a percentage of GDP
circa 2000. N= 106 (Great Britain is excluded). War data are drawn from COW. One of the
models uses the entire sample and the other focuses on war noninitiators as defined by COW.
Access to credit markets is exogenized by global credit crunches. All models control for region
and colonial origins fixed effects, population density as of 1820, oil producer status, sea access,
desert territory, net victory, and Great Powers status. The models include one of the two initial
state capacity measures: census capacity by 1820.

incentives to invest in fiscal capacity; for example, winners might extract
from losers, reducing the need to build capacity to pay for war.

Figure 7.7 reports the coefficients for the full COW sample and for the
noninitiator subsample. Both models control for the history of military
victories and losses in the period from 1816 to 1913.53 Results are simi-
lar across subsamples: waging war with access to external finance exerts

53. This is measured by net victory, which indicates the number of wars won between 1816
and 1913 by country i net of wars lost during the same period.
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null effects regardless of whether a country initiates war or is dragged into
it. By contrast, going to war, voluntarily or forcibly, without access to
external finance leads to long-term tax capacity. Based on these estimates,
a one-standard-deviation increase in the number of years at war waged
without access to credit increases average PIT ratios today by 25.7 per-
cent, a stronger effect than I found in figure 7.6, likely because COW data
overrepresents wealthier states.

Combined, results in table 7.6 and figures 7.4, 7.6, and 7.7 suggest that
foreign loans potentially unraveled the connection between war and state
making, shedding light on the reasons that war did notmake stronger states
in the last two hundred years in large parts of the developing world.

7.4 Addressing History Compression

So far I showed evidence of short- and long-term effects of war finance
on taxation. What happened in between? I address concerns of “history
compression”54 by evaluating war effects at intermediate points in time.
Specifically, I showpersistence of the effects ofwar from1816 to 1913 on tax
ratios between 1945 and 1995, the post—WorldWar II era. Given data con-
straints, I approximate fiscal capacity with the share of total tax revenue not
accrued from trade taxes. This share measures the effort to raise revenue
through sophisticated taxes (e.g., income tax, value-added tax) instead of
tariffs, a tax handle that low-capacity countries often use.55

To conduct this test, first I compute decennial averages of nontrade
taxes as a percentageof total taxation from1945 to 1995; then I regress those
ratios on the number of years at war with and without access to external
loans in the nineteenth century plus controls, or expression 7.2, for each
decade in the second half of the twentieth century. Data for nontrade tax
revenue are limited. To minimize unobserved heterogeneity across units
while maximizing degrees of freedom, I include a former colonial status
indicator, which collapses the three previous dummy variables (British,
Iberian, andOtherColonies) into one; and aGreat Powers indicator, which
adjusts for the systematic difference in European core powers. In addition,
I include a control for initial wealth (population density in 1820), as well as
controls for oil production and sea access. Because the sample size is small,
particularly in the earlier decades, I report 90 percent confidence intervals.
Results are reported in figure 7.8.

54. Austin (2008).
55. Cagé and Gadenne (2018); Queralt (2015); Soifer (2015).
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FIGURE 7.8. Effect of Past Warfare and Exogenous Credit Access on Fiscal Capacity from 1945 to
1995. These figures plot the marginal effects of the number of years at interstate war with and
without access to external credit between 1816 and 1913 on nontrade tax revenue from 1945
to 1995 (decennial averages centered at the first year of the decade). OLS, 90% CI. Data on
nontrade tax revenue are drawn from Cagé and Gadenne (2018). Sample sizes are 34 (1946–
1955), 37 (1956–1965), 55 (1966–1975), 71 (1976–1985), 84 (1986–1995). Great Britain is
excluded. Controls are former colonial status indicator, Great Powers indicator, population
density in 1820, oil producer, and sea access.

The estimates for the 1945–1995 decennial tax ratios are generally con-
sistent with previous findings: the plot on the left in figure 7.8 suggests that
waging war in the nineteenth century with access to external credit is not
associated with post-WWII fiscal capacity, whereas waging war without
access to international finance is (right plot). Approximately, an additional
year at war in the nineteenth century without external finance increases
post-WWII nontrade tax revenue by 1 percent, all else held constant. More
importantly, figure 7.8 suggests that the different types of war finance can
have lasting effects because they push countries onto different paths of state
building, consistent with figure 1.3.

7.5 Conclusion

This chapter is data intensive because it seeks to establish short-, medium-,
and long-term effects of war and external finance on fiscal capacity. Despite
usual limitations of historical data, results suggest that incentives to expand
tax capacity strengthen when external capital is unavailable, and that those
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efforts are capitalized on in the medium and long run. The findings also
draw attention to the potentially negative consequences of financing war
externally at a time when international bondholders were allowed to
impose severe conditions on loan contracts, growing the share of debt ser-
vice in the national budget at best and enabling asset seizure and foreign
control at worst. Now that the short- and long-run relationship amongwar,
international credit, and state making are documented, I devote chapter 8
to elaborating on the mechanisms of persistence, namely, the reasons that
past war finance exerts lasting effects. In chapter 9, I reexamine the effects
of war on fiscal capacity and their transmission with a series of case studies.
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8
Mechanisms of Persistence

In chapter 7, I showed that war exerts opposite and lasting effects on fis-
cal capacity depending on access to international capital. Why do these
effects persist? I advance two “channels” or mechanisms of transmission,
which serve as the reasons that past war finance shapes fiscal capacity
today. The first mechanism builds on the political repercussions of domes-
tic resource mobilization. When rulers are excluded from external capital
markets, incentives to strike deals with domestic taxpayers are stronger.
Tax bargaining is more likely to materialize in power-sharing institutions
in smaller and densely populated polities, where taxpayers face low coor-
dination costs. Once in place, power-sharing institutions make taxation
self-sustaining, carrying the fiscal effects of war into the future. The sec-
ond mechanism of transmission puts emphasis on bureaucratic innovation
and potentially applies to sovereign and nonsovereign countries alike. In
other words, the bureaucracies created to fund war oppose disinvestment
in fiscal capacity, securing their survival in the long run. Drawing from his-
torical data on political and bureaucratic reform, I find empirical evidence
consistent with both mechanisms.

8.1 The Ratchet Effect of War

The ratchet or “displacement” effect of war involves a regularity in public
finance by which tax revenue gains during wartime do not return to prewar

225
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levels afterward—hence growing the size of government over time.1 The
existence of a ratchet effect, however, is not immediately obvious. Rulers
could raise tax rates during wartime and bring tax pressure down to prewar
times once hostilities are over. Were this the case, one should expect no
lasting impact of war on long-term state capacity.

Peacock and Wiseman suggest that the ratchet effect of war exists
because it grows people’s tolerance of a high tax burden and because new
obligations appear after war, including the provision of war pensions and
nonmilitary expenses, for example, public employment for demobilized
soldiers.2 Consistently, Scheve and Stasavage find that mass warfare can
change perceptions of social fairness, making nonelites more demanding
of redistribution via taxation and elites more welcoming to such demands.3

The rise of income tax progressivity coinciding with mass mobilization in
World War I and its persistence afterward speak of a permanent change in
preferences for taxation and social spending in advanced economies.

Mass warfare—namely, the mobilization of at least 2 percent of the
adult male population—was rare before 1914 as were demands for a wel-
fare state, particularly outsideWesternEurope.4 To shed light on the causes
of the ratchet effect of war in the nineteenth century, I contemplate two
alternative and mutually complementary mechanisms: one is political, the
other bureaucratic, and both derive from the political economy of external
finance advanced in chapter 2.

8.2 The Political Channel of Persistence

The political economy of war finance discussed in chapter 2 suggests that
rulers may grant political rights to taxpayers to overcome credibility issues
in tax policy and to minimize transaction costs in tax collection. Because
both the ruler and the ruled benefit from power-sharing institutions, the
new tax becomes self-enforcing, maintaining the fiscal effect of war in the
long run.

Before I offer further specifics, three important clarifications are in
order: First, war finance is not the only path to political reform. Political

1. Peacock and Wiseman (1961). See Rasler and Thompson (1985) for evidence of this
pattern in major Western economies.

2. Peacock andWiseman (1961, pp. 26–27).
3. Scheve and Stasavage (2010, 2012, 2016).
4. Lindert (2004).
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ideas,5 economic development,6 and political fragmentation7 are also key
drivers of power-sharing institutions. Second, these institutions, which are
not equivalent to democracy, refer to institutional configurations designed
to address credibility problems on the ruler’s end—in our case, spending
policy.8 A representative parliament is one (advanced) manifestation of
power-sharing institutions, but not the only one—as will become clearer
below.9 Third, fiscal capacity can be created in the absence of political
reform. Great empires experienced sustained investment in capacity while
not adopting power-sharing institutions. For instance, during the War-
ring States era in ancient China, the Qin dynasty (356–221 BCE) con-
ducted self-strengthening reformswithout adopting any recognizable form
of power-sharing institutions.10 Likewise, the Umayyad caliphate initiated
bureaucratic andmilitary reform in the eighth century, spanning over three
centuries while articulating no known form of executive constraint.11 The
Chakri dynasty in Siam is a specific BondEra example of ambitious bureau-
cratic reform that carried nopolitical consequences, at least not in the short
run. I return to it in chapter 9. Keeping these important considerations in
mind, I next elaborate how tax-based war finance might lead to political
reform and a ratchet effect of war, holding everything else constant.

8.2.1 WAR AND THE FISCAL CONTRACT

The connection between war finance and political reform has a long
tradition in the literature of state formation.12 From ancient times to the
Roman Empire, war expenses strained the state’s coffers and became the
top preoccupation of sitting chiefs, emperors, and monarchs.13 Far from

5. Pitkin (1967); Manin (1997).
6. Abramson and Boix (2019); Lipset (1959); Jha (2015).
7. Stasavage (2016).
8. Schultz andWeingast (1998).
9. Refer to Boix and Svolik (2013), Gandhi (2008), Gandhi and Przeworski (2007), Meng

(2020), and Svolik (2012) for comprehensive accounts of power-sharing institutions in modern
autocracies.

10. Hui (2004).
11. Kennedy (2015, pp. 398–401). At its height, the caliphate spread from the Iberian Penin-

sula and the Maghreb in the west to modern-day Pakistan in the east and the Arabian Peninsula
in the south.

12. A cursory review of recent work includes Abramson and Boix (2019), Boix (2015),
Boucoyannis (2015), Cox (2016), Dincecco (2011), Ferejohn andRosenbluth (2016), Scheve and
Stasavage (2012), Stasavage (2011), and Van Zanden, Buringh, and Bosker (2012).

13. Boix (2015); Diamond (1997); Scott (2017); Tan (2015).
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declining, war expenses grew larger in the last millennium. In the high and
late Middle Ages, monarchs regularly summoned estates to raise funds to
wage war.14 Beginning in the sixteenth century, the introduction of new
war technologies—the longbow, the pike, and gunpowder—multiplied the
financial needs of the Crown;15 however, elites feared that rulers would
wage the wrong war—one that pursued only personal aggrandizement—or
that they would spend tax yields foolishly.16

To credibly commit to avoid wasting subjects’ money, European rulers
relinquished power over spending decisions to big taxpayers and govern-
ment lenders—often the same individuals.17 Some power-sharing arrange-
ments took the form of representative assemblies with extensive powers
over fiscal policy. “The power of the purse” was conferred upon Parliament
as early as 1572 in the Netherlands and 1688 in England with astonishing
fiscal outcomes.18 This modern form of political representation extended
to the rest of Western Europe in the nineteenth century.19

Power-sharing institutions other than representative assemblies were
adopted in parts of continental Europe before 1800.20 The paramount of
absolutism, LouisXIV (r. 1661–1715), was compelled to share fiscal powers
with tax farmers in order to secure funds for ongoing wars.21 J. B. Colbert,
his finance minister, promoted the creation of the Company of General
Farms, which allowed an oligopoly of tax farmers, by then also government
bankers, to keep the king’s fiscal policy in check.22 Because tax farmers
secured tax revenue andpublic credit for the king, theywere able to exclude
him from obtaining fresh funds in case of default. There rested their capac-
ity to constrain the French monarch’s power.23 For his part, by assuming

14. Marongiu (1968); Stasavage (2011).
15. Rogers (1995).
16. Hoffman and Rosenthal (2000).
17. Bates and Lien (1985); Levi (1988); North andWeingast (1989); Stasavage (2011).
18. ’tHart (1999) and Tracy (1985) for the Netherlands; Dickson (1967), Cox (2016), and

O’Brien and Hunt (1993) for England.
19. Dincecco (2009, 2011).
20. See Downing (1993) and Van Zanden, Buringh, and Bosker (2012) for the dissolution or

loss of powers of national assemblies in Europe coinciding with the military revolution.
21. Balla and Johnson (2009);Mousnier (1974). See also Spruyt (1994, p. 106) for the origins

of tax bargaining between the king and the town burghers in late medieval times, and Le Bris
and Tallec (2019) for the fiscal constraints that provincial assemblies imposed on the king in the
absolutist era.

22. Tax farmers collected indirect taxes. Under Louis XIV, tax farm revenue accounted for
virtually half the ordinary revenues of the Crown (Balla and Johnson, 2009, p. 815).

23. Schultz andWeingast (1998, p. 34).
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the “significant political costs”24 of default, the king laid the foundations of
cheaper, long-term sovereign debt.25

Louis XIV’s fiscal innovation exemplifies the notion of power-sharing
institutions that might be put in place as a result of war.26 Tax bargain-
ing between rulers and tax subjects does not have to result in a legislative
assembly in which large groups of society are represented. Power-sharing
institutions involve any institutional system designed to overcome the
incumbent’s credibility issues in spending policy.27

8.2.2 THE FISCAL CONTRACT AND SUSTAINED TAXATION

The importance of power-sharing institutions for long-term taxation can-
not be overstated. Executive constraints on fiscal policy grant credibility
to promised returns for taxes and transform taxation into a self-sustaining
nonzero-sum game: revenue is secured by the ruler, whom taxpayers hold
fiscally accountable, facilitating sustained investment in tax capacity. Devi-
ations from this equilibrium activate a sanctioning mechanism, by which
the ruler is denied tax receipts (i.e., taxpayers withdraw tax payments) or
excluded from domestic loans.

Besley and Persson formalize the opportunities of sustained coopera-
tion in tax policy in “common-interest states.”28 These states are charac-
terized by political institutions that impose checks and balances on the
executive and constrain the policies of incumbent governments.29 When
such institutions are in place, taxation becomes a win-win game: the
ruler secures a constant stream of funds to produce public goods while
taxpayers are given guarantees that contributions will be spent responsi-
bly. Because gain is mutual, power-sharing institutions are conducive to
sustained investment in fiscal capacity.

24. Potter (2000, p. 622).
25. Hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and Rosenthal (2000). Constrained by the same institutions that

Louis XIV—his great-great-grandfather—put in place a hundred years earlier, Louis XVI was
forced to call the estates general in 1779, which eventually led to fundamental fiscal and political
reforms (Balla and Johnson, 2009, p. 825).

26. Another example of limited government in a so-called absolutist regime can be found in
Austria in the second half of the eighteenth century (Godsey, 2018).

27. Schultz and Weingast (1998). See Boix and Svolik (2013) for the foundations of limited
authoritarian government.

28. Besley and Persson (2011, chs. 2 and 3).
29. A common-interest state can also be achieved if the opposition is represented in the

policymaking process.
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More recently, Acemoglu andRobinson speakof “theRedQueen effect”
to characterize a similar self-enforcing equilibrium between elites, who
want tomaximize state capacity, and nonelites, who seek tomaximize indi-
vidual liberties.30 Power-sharing institutions (e.g., constitutional checks
and balances) are institutionalized mechanisms that balance the state’s and
society’s powers and enable mutually beneficial solutions for the state and
society—the ruler and taxpayers, respectively.

Stasavage argues that, once in place, power-sharing institutions are
self-reinforcing because collective action problems are more easily over-
come a second time; that is, taxpayers learn to coordinate their actions
to hold the ruler accountable.31 Levi has also theorized about the bene-
fits of addressing credibility issues with power-sharing institutions.32 Once
the ruler’s promises turn credible, the costs of enforcement of taxation
decrease, expanding the capacity to tax and fund public goods. In light of
the social benefits of higher fiscal pressure, taxpayers are willing to comply
“quasi-voluntarily”33 with taxation. Consistently, Dincecco shows that lim-
ited government in Europe increased total tax revenue in the long term.34

This evidence draws from an original and precious dataset on tax revenue
and institutional reform for 11 European countries as early as 1650.Within-
country variation allows Dincecco to assess the marginal change in tax
collection derived from the adoption of limited government while keep-
ing time-invariant country characteristics constant (e.g., geography and
cultural traits).35

8.2.3 THE FISCAL CONTRACT AND EXTERNAL FINANCE

To understand the conditions under which the political mechanism of war
finance is set in motion, an examination of the ruler’s incentives to assume
the political ramifications of taxation is necessary. Incentives to strike deals
with taxpayers—namely, abiding by a fiscal contract—can be expected to
be endogenous to the set of alternatives to taxation. European monarchs
might not have shared fiscal powers with taxpayers had they had access to

30. Acemoglu and Robinson (2019).
31. Stasavage (2011, 2020).
32. Levi (1988).
33. Levi (1988, p. 52).
34. Dincecco (2009, 2011).
35. The effect of limited government is maximal when the country has achieved fiscal

centralization.
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cheap external finance.36 Philip II of Spain (r. 1556–1598), who can be used
as a reasonable counterfactual, had access to external finance fromGenoese
bankers, thanks to the silver that poured in from theAmericas andwas used
as collateral. Despite the many wars waged, Philip II and his successors did
not implement significant self-strengthening reform. After the defeat of the
armada in 1588, the Castilian parliament, known as the Cortes, was sum-
moned by the king and briefly gained a voice in fiscal policy in return for
new tax concessions; however, this arrangement was unsustainable. Cities
were too dispersed to effectively overcome collective action problems in
monitoring the Crown.37 In addition, the greatest downside of silver

was that it weakened the bargaining position of the Cortes vis-à-vis the
Crown. Because of silver revenues, Castile’s rulers could spend freely
using borrowed funds and effectively present the Cortes with the bill.38

In other words, imperial rule and war were mainly funded by silver
from the Americas, allowing the Spanish kings to escape the political cost
of taxation: limited government. After 1663, the Cortes was summoned
only on ceremonial occasions, and fiscal fragmentation became an endemic
problem. Spain entered a long period of economic and political decay.39

Far from surprising, the behavior of Philip II and his successors is con-
sistent with the political economy of external finance elaborated in chapter
2: A ruler will share fiscal powers with taxpayers only as a last resource;
namely, when other sources of revenue are unavailable or fall short, key
among them external finance. Genoese bankers were long gone in the nine-
teenth century, but emerging economies had access to British capital (and
later French, German, and American too). Cheap money siphoned in from
Europe helped rulers in large parts of the developing world finance war
and public infrastructure while saving them the political costs of taxation.
Economic historian Leland H. Jenks summarized this logic as follows:

There was endless preparation for war. And there was war itself—an
expensive pastime—inspired by the general excitation and apologized
for by the fashion of nationality. All these things were progress. They
all meant profit for the fortunate contractors [the underwriters].
They meant money for which the taxpayers must not be burdened.

36. Refer to chapter 3 for the globalization of external finance in the nineteenth century.
37. Stasavage (2011, pp. 147–150).
38. Drelichman and Voth (2014, p. 267).
39. Elliott (1963); Grafe (2011).
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They meant continuous appeals to the money market. Between the
universal desire for progress and the equally universal desire for lower
taxes there was a discongruity which could be bridged only by public
borrowing.40

The idea that foreign credit allows incumbents to dodge political
accountability is not new. Because taxation “constitutes the largest inter-
vention of government[s] in their subjects’ private li[ves],”41 tax hikes are
expected to make taxpayers (elites or the general public or both) more
attentive to the way government spends tax receipts. This is even more
compelling in wartime, when the lives and assets of taxpayers may be
at stake. To minimize political contestation, rulers may finance war in
other ways, including confiscation or inflation, alternatives that might
secure funds but can also create new grievances: government confisca-
tion of factories or tithes can easily escalate into open conflict with elites
or masses or both. Printing money may solve the liquidity shortage but
can rapidly derail the economy.42 In order to avoid political and economic
problems, rulers may turn to a less invasive war-financing mechanism:
borrowing.

Along these lines, Patrick Shea claims that democracies are more likely
to win war when external credit is cheap, not simply because it allows
for more military spending but also because it mitigates the societal and
political pressures attached to higher taxation. “Rulers who do not have
to depend on their citizens for tax revenue or other economic resources
have a freer hand in enacting policy.”43 Kreps offers a fascinating histori-
cal account of how American leaders deflect public opposition to war by
turning to credit markets instead of imposingmore visible and onerous war
taxes. Borrowing allows rulers to “diffuse and defer” the cost of war com-
pared to the “direct and immediate impact of taxation”;44 that is, borrowing
loosens public constraints today and shifts the responsibility of servicing
debt to future leaders. Ironically, this strategy seems to do the trick: using
experimental surveys in theUnited States and theUnitedKingdom, Flores-
Macías and Kreps show that public support for war declines by 10 percent

40. Jenks (1927, p. 264).
41. Tilly (2009, p. xiii).
42. For the negative consequences of inflation tax at wartime, see Sprague (1917); for the

manner in which the perceived benefits of inflation tax can change in light of experience, see
Fujihira (2000).

43. Shea (2013, p. 773).
44. Kreps (2018, p. 9).
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as soon as respondents learn that war expenses will result in a new war
tax (relative to a baseline condition in which war is funded with ordinary
receipts and debt).45

Results in Kreps’s single-authored work and jointly with Flores-Macías
are illuminating because they draw from stable regimes with institutions
that anticipate the long-term consequences of today’s actions. Most emerg-
ing economies in the nineteenth century lacked institutional stability that
could infuse fiscal policy with a long-term perspective. Market-based con-
straints were no stronger. The modest size and high vulnerability of native
financial institutions to fluctuations in international markets46 limited the
ability of local bankers to monopolize public debt issue, and hence their
capacity to discipline government.47

In sum, for roughly a century external capital remained a key source of
government funding in the Global South, offering as many opportunities
as perverse incentives to unconstrained rulers. Foreign creditors’ enthu-
siasm to lend beyond the reasonable in expectation of high margins did
not help. From the viewpoint of a sitting ruler, high indebtedness and dra-
conian clauses in case of default were a problem for the future and likely
somebody else’s.

8.2.4 AN EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION OF

THE POLITICAL CHANNEL

The foregoing discussion suggests that the likelihood of any given ruler set-
ting in motion the political mechanism of transmission—namely, agreeing
to power-sharing institutions—is inversely proportional to having access to
external capital. In other words, rulers will agree to assume the political
costs of taxation only if they run out of options.

To evaluate this proposition empirically, I examine whether a history
of war and credit exclusion in the long nineteenth century increased the
likelihood of having limited government on the eve of World War I. If
power-sharing institutions transform taxation into a nonzero-sum game

45. Flores-Macías and Kreps (2017).
46. In 1873 alone, 20 banks in Latin America (22% of the total) went bankrupt because of the

global financial crisis.
47. Marichal and Barragán (2017) for strengths and weaknesses of early public banking in

LatinAmerica, andCalomiris andHaber (2014) for a political economy theory of financial under-
development. Accounts reflective of financial underdevelopment in Asia and Africa before 1914
can be found in the edited volume by Austin and Sugihara (1993).
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benefiting both the ruler and taxpayers, limited government in the long
run may be predicted based on past forms of war finance. Following this
logic, I also evaluate the strength of power-sharing institutions circa 2000 as
a functionofwar and credit exclusion in thenineteenth century. The empir-
ical design replicates expression 7.2while substituting the original outcome
variable, a measure of state capacity, for one of power-sharing institutions:
executive constraints. This variable, drawn from the Polity IV Project,48

encapsulates an immediate consequence of relinquishing fiscal power to
taxpayers.

One important result in the political economy of external finance in
chapter 2 is that thepolitical cost of fundinggovernmentwith taxes depends
on the initial level of power-sharing institutions. The marginal cost of one
additional tax dollar is greater for an autocrat than for an elected president.
Empirically, this calls for a control for initial political institutions. Data on
executive constraints for the early nineteenth century are limited and over-
represent countries internationally recognized by the 1820s. In order to
maximize the number of cases, I compute the average level of executive
constraints between 1800 and 1830. This variable ranges from 0 (minimal
constraint) to 7 (maximal constraint).49

Figure 8.1a plots the marginal effect of waging interstate war with and
without access to international capital from 1816 to 1913 on average execu-
tive constraints by 1913, holding everything else constant. Figure 8.1b plots
these estimates for the 2000s. These models indicate that a one-standard-
deviation increase in the number of years at war while credit is tight in the
nineteenth century increases average executive constraints by 16 percent
in 1913 and 4.5 percent in the 2000s. By contrast, war waged with access to
external credit is not associated with political change in the short or long
term. If any, that relationship is negative.

Although modest, these results suggest that political reform is more
likely when incumbents cannot escape the political costs of domestic tax-
ation, that is, when they are at war but lack external finance. But does
taxation always lead to advances in power-sharing institutions? In chap-
ter 2, I pointed out two scope conditions that students of democracy find
important for the rise and persistence of representative institutions: geo-
graphic scale and capitalmobility. In large polities, taxpayers find it difficult

48. Marshall and Jaggers (2000).
49. Refer to appendix L inQueralt (2019) for alternative variables and time ranges tomeasure

initial political conditions.
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FIGURE 8.1. Effect of War Finance on Executive Constraints in the Short (1900–1913) and
Long Run (1995–2005). This figure plots marginal effects of the number of years at war from
1816 to 1913 when international capital flowed and stopped on short- and long-term executive
constraints. Short-run executive constraints take the average value of executive constraints in
Marshall and Jaggers (2000) between 1900 and 1913. Long-term executive constraints take the
average value from 1995 to 2005. Capital access (or lack thereof ) is measured by global shocks
in capital flows or “sudden stops” (more in chapter 7). Interstate war data are drawn from
Wimmer and Min (2009). Models control for population density in 1820, oil production, sea
access, colonial past, and initial executive constraints (average from 1800 to 1830). The latter
control restricts the sample to N= 30, 90% CI reported. Countries in the sample are Argentina,
Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, China, Denmark, Ecuador, France, Greece, Iran, Japan,
Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, Norway, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Russia, Spain,
Sweden, Thailand, Turkey, United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Great Britain is excluded to
maximize exogeneity of capital access.
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to coordinate andmonitor the executive, particularly so when themeans of
transportation and communication are antiquated.50 The ability of taxpay-
ers to escape taxation is also important to understand when power-sharing
institutions are set in motion. Rulers are compelled to grant power-sharing
institutions when they seek to tax owners of mobile capital, such as traders
and financiers, and less sowhen taxpayers derive income fromfixed capital,
such as land.51

I reexamine the association between war finance and executive con-
straints through the prism of these scope conditions. I interact the number
of years at war waged without access to external capital with measures
of geographic scale and capital mobility. I expect collective action prob-
lems of taxpayers to bemilder in smaller-scale polities, and their bargaining
power vis-à-vis the ruler to be stronger in urbanized and monetized soci-
eties, which I approximate by levels of population density in 1820. I expect
the interaction term between the number of years at war while credit stops
in 1816–1913 and the proxies of geographic scale and capital mobility to be
negative and positive, respectively.52

In column 1 of table 8.1, we see that the effect of tax-funded war on
executive constraints attenuates as the geographic scale of a country in-
creases.53 In column 2, I report results with region fixed effects to account
for unobserved heterogeneity between continents. Results hold, although
attenuated. Figure 8.2a shows a visualization of this interaction. Under
capital exclusion, themarginal effect ofwar on executive constraints is posi-
tive as long as the size of the polity is below ln(Area)= 3, the size of
the United Kingdom. In larger polities, the effect of war on executive
constraints is zero. In columns 3 and 4, I evaluate the effect of war and
capital exclusion for different levels of urbanization in 1820, the proxy
of capital mobility.54 There we observe that the effect of tax-funded war

50. Stasavage (2011).
51. Bates and Lien (1985); Boix (2003).
52. These models have the same covariates as those in table 8.1. However, I do not include a

control for initial executive constraints because it is potentially endogenous to the conditioning
variables: geographic scale and capital mobility. Because the sample expands from N = 30 to
N = 49 once I drop the control for initial executive constraints, I recover the region fixed effects
to minimize unobserved heterogeneity.

53. Here I opted for a log transformation of the country size variable, but results are the same
if a linear effect is assumed.

54. I stick to the original variable in this analysis, hence consistent with every other test.
Results hold if I log-transform population density, as I do with country area.
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TABLE 8.1. Scope Conditions for the Activation of the Political Mechanism of Persistence

(1) (2) (3) (4)

# Years at war while credit stops −0.101*** −0.064*
1816–1913 × ln(Area) (0.036) (0.036)
# Years at war while credit stops 0.460*** 0.284*
1816–1913 × population density (0.169) (0.159)
# Years at war while credit stops 0.451*** 0.325** −0.189* −0.099
1816–1913 (0.156) (0.138) (0.102) (0.109)
ln(Area) 0.713* 0.512 0.791** 0.600*

(0.417) (0.434) (0.314) (0.327)
Population density 2.559* 3.430***

(1.397) (1.217)
# Years at war while credit flows −0.064 −0.025 −0.115 −0.035
1816–1913 (0.081) (0.091) (0.088) (0.075)

Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
Region FE No Yes No Yes
Observations 49 49 49 49
R-squared 0.284 0.529 0.358 0.612

Note: The outcome variable is the average value of executive constraints between 1900 and 1913 in Marshall
and Jaggers (2000). Capital access (or lack thereof ) is measured by global shocks in capital flows or “sud-
den stops” (more in chapter 7). Interstate war data, urban density by 1820, and land area are drawn from
Wimmer and Min (2009), World Mapper (www.worldmapper.org), and Nunn and Puga (2012), respectively.
Models control for oil production, sea access, and colonial past. Countries in the sample: Argentina, Aus-
tralia, Austria, Belgium, Bhutan, Bolivia, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Ethiopia, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala,
Honduras, Hungary, Iran, Italy, Japan, Mexico, Morocco, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Portugal, Romania, Russia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
Thailand, Turkey, United States, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Intercept not reported. Great Britain is excluded
to maximize exogeneity of capital access. *** p< 0.01, ** p< 0.05, * p< 0.1.

on executive constraints strengthens as population density increases. The
relationship turns statistically different from zero at Population Density =
0.68, corresponding to the value of Italy in 1820.

Results in table 8.1 and figure 8.2 suggest that the political mecha-
nism of transmission of war finance activates under limited conditions:
small geographic scale and high initial wealth. When these conditions
are met, mobilization of domestic resources for war finance puts in
motion political bargaining between rulers and taxpayers, transforming
taxation into a nonzero-sum game and carrying the fiscal effects of war
into the long run. Not coincidentally, small scale and relative wealth
were conditions generally met in the formative period of state building in
Europe.
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(a) Geographic scale
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FIGURE 8.2.War and Activation of the Political Mechanism. These figures plot marginal effects
of the number of years at war from 1816 to 1913 when international capital stopped on executive
constraints in 1900–1913 as a function of geographic scale and initial wealth. Estimates drawn
from saturated models in columns 2 and 4 in table 8.1. Due to small sample size, I report con-
fidence intervals at 90%. Model specification and sources shown in table 8.1.

8.3 The Bureaucratic Channel of Persistence

Countries that did not meet the scope conditions for the activation of the
political mechanism—large and low-populated economies—or that were
deprived of self-government by a foreign power55 might have capitalized

55. Tax bargaining and power-sharing institutions occurred exceptionally outside white set-
tler colonies. For instance, inGhana local chiefs organized into a local legislative assembly as early
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on tax-financed warfare by articulating a stronger administrative appara-
tus. That was the state building path chosen by some European economies
before the nineteenth century (e.g., Prussia56) and by China during the
Warring States period, 475–221 BCE.57 Next, I study the transmission of
war effects through this alternative bureaucratic channel.

8.3.1 YES, MINISTER

ThemodernWeberian tax administrationwas created for and bywar.58 Tax
bureaucracies were necessary to assess wealth and collect taxes as well as to
resist the natural aversion to having one’s sources of income monitored.59

Once created, bureaucracies entrenched, grew larger, and became states
within states.60 In Charles Tilly’s words,

The organizations thatwere necessary to amass revenue [forwar] devel-
oped interest, rights, perquisites, needs, and demands requiring atten-
tion on their own. . . . Bureaucracies developed their own interests and
power bases throughout Europe.61

More generally, institutions originally built to finance the means of war
can give rise to a body of bureaucrats that organically develops a vested
interest in safeguarding institutional survival.62 Based on this logic, we can
expect tax bureaucrats to oppose disinvestment in administrative capacity,
carrying the fiscal effects of past warfare into the future.63

as 1852 to negotiate the terms of direct taxation (the poll tax) with British authorities (Aboagye
and Hillbom, 2020; Prichard, 2015). The legislative assembly never met again after 1852, but it
was replaced by other forms of local representation, including theAborigines’ Society, a group of
native elites (barristers, teachers, merchants, chiefs), which effectively gained veto power over
fiscal policy (Wight, 1947, pp. 25–26). Other examples of fiscal contracts under colonial rule can
be found in Bräutigam (2008) and Makgala (2004), but these cases were hardly the norm.

56. Downing (1993); Ertman (1997).
57. Hui (2004).
58. See Brewer (1988) for Europe and Young (1994) for an application to colonial Africa.
59. Daunton (2001).
60. Fischer and Lundgreen (1975); Schumpeter (1991); Weber (1978).
61. Tilly (1990, p. 115).
62. Niskanen (1994, ch. 4).
63. See Porter (1994, ch. 7) for the growth of federal bureaucracy and (nonmilitary) agen-

cies in the US following each major war waged by the US since independence. See Carpenter
(2001) and Skowronek (1982) for earlier achievements in bureaucratic autonomy in the US, and
Silberman (1993) for a comparative study of bureaucratic growth and development in advanced
economies.
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The bureaucratic channel potentially operates in sovereign and colonial
states. As I discussed in chapter 6, colonies were responsible for financ-
ing administrative, infrastructural, and defense expenses. To secure funds,
colonies relied on a variety of methods, including tariffs, excises, and poll
taxes.64 Although defense expense was heavily subsidized, colonies were
expected to contribute to imperial war.

European colonialism in the nineteenth century relied on direct and
indirect rule, and generally a mix of both.65 Direct rule implanted bureau-
cratically centralized states with a substantial presence of European admin-
istrators. Indirect (or customary) rule relied on precolonial leaders (or
chiefs) to maintain political and legal power, requiring low investment in
colonial administration. Indirect rule has been generally associated with
worse economic and political outcomes;66 however, recent work by polit-
ical scientist Kate Baldwin and others offers a more benign assessment
of chieftaincy for public goods provision and state development in the
modern day.67

Although the direct-indirect division is heuristically convenient, many
scholars argue that both forms of rulewere often combinedwithin the same
colony. Capital cities were predominantly under direct rule, and the hinter-
land reliedondifferent degrees of indirect rule dependingon the strengthof
preexisting institutions and geographic conditions. Mamdani employs the
expression “bifurcated state” to characterize the unequal presence of colo-
nial rule within African countries,68 and Boone and Ricart-Huguet show
rich qualitative and quantitative evidence of it, respectively.69

ThandikaMkandawire claims that domestic resourcemobilization dur-
ing colonial times “left an institutional and infrastructural residue that still
plays a major role in the determination of tax policies and the capacity to
collect tax.”70 Dan Berger offers an illustration by exploiting a rare geo-
graphic discontinuity in northern Nigeria: his cleanly identified empirical

64. Refer to edited volume by Frankema and Booth (2019) and Gardner (2012) for an
overview.

65. See Lange, Mahoney, and vom Hau (2006) for an excellent summary of colonial rule,
including for ideal types: settler, direct, indirect, and hybrid rule colonialism.

66.Acemoglu, Reed, andRobinson (2014);Crowder (1964);Mamdani (1996);Lange (2009).
See Iyer (2010) for a competing view.

67. Baldwin (2015); Baldwin and Holzinger (2019); Logan (2009); Von Trotha (1996);
van der Windt, Humphreys, Medina, Timmons, and Voors (2019).

68. Mamdani (1996, p. 18). See also Berman (1984).
69. Boone (2003); Ricart-Huguet (2021).
70. Mkandawire (2010, p. 1648).
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analysis finds evidence of the long-run persistence of colonial tax efforts as
late as the 2000s.71

Evidence of the bureaucratic persistence of colonial tax institutions is
also found in Latin America72 and Asia,73 and is the subject of a recent col-
lectivemonograph edited byEwout Frankema andAnneBooth.74 Building
on this evidence and keeping in mind that colonial rule was heterogeneous
between and within colonies, and that military expenses were largely sub-
sidized by the metropole, I expect the incentives of colonial administrators
to mobilize local tax revenue to strengthen if only at the margins in times of
war and low liquidity in international capital markets, relative to times of
war and high liquidity.

8.3.2 AN EMPIRICAL EXAMINATION OF THE BUREAUCRATIC

CHANNEL

Drawing from historical data for both sovereign countries and colonies,
next I investigate whether a history of war and exclusion from external
finance in the nineteenth century fostered bureaucratic advances by 1913
and whether early reform persisted until the current day. In the absence
of systematic data on the size or composition of the tax bureaucracy in
the early twentieth century, I measure bureaucratic capacity on the eve of
WWI with two reasonable proxies: census capacity (a measure introduced
in chapter 7) and primary school enrollment.

Censuses have been conducted since antiquity for tax and conscrip-
tion purposes.75 Modern censuses, which cover the entire territory and
population regardless of gender, race, or legal status, were first imple-
mented in the second half of the eighteenth century (Sweden conducted
the earliest modern census in 1751). Censuses were key instruments in tax
capacity building in the Global South too. For instance, they allowed for
an extractive head or capitation tax, which was “the mortar with which,
block by block, the colonial state [in Africa] was built.”76 The implementa-
tion ofmodern censuseswas challenging because it required a systematized

71. Berger (2009). Hassan (2020) offers a case-specific account of administrative continuity
in Kenya. See Berman and Tettey (2001) and Lange (2004) for comparative findings.

72. Lange, Mahoney, and vomHau (2006).
73. Booth (2007); Cheung (2005); Slater (2010).
74. Frankema and Booth (2019).
75. Scott (2017).
76. Young (1994, p. 127).
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collection of information by an army of trained or professional surveyors
who had to travel the entire territory while standardizing data collection.77

These population surveys represented amajor administrative and logistical
achievement for the state.78

Along with census technology, I rely on primary school enrollment
as an alternative measure of bureaucratic capacity in the early twentieth
century. Public systems of education were meant to homogenize civil val-
ues,79 if only because a sense of belonging—national identification—made
the population willing to fight war and pay tax.80 The nationalization of
public education was a major administrative endeavor, requiring a solid
bureaucratic structure to secure local funds, recruit instructors, standard-
ize curricula, and enforce attendance. Modern states were built around a
national system of public education.81

Public education was also an important feature of state building in the
colonial world, particularly for the French. Huillery finds persistence in
education investments in French West Africa: higher ratios of teachers
to students in the early twentieth century predict higher school atten-
dance by 1995.82 Similarly, Wantchekon, Klašnja, and Novta show positive
effects of early colonial schooling on living standards in Benin today.83

The British externalized education provision to Christian missions but
subsidized school infrastructure on a regular basis.84

Building on the empirical design of chapter 7, Imodel the two proposed
proxies of bureaucratic strength by 1913 on the number of years at warwith
and without access to external capital (refer to expression 7.2 for details).
Column 1 in table 8.2 reports a linear probability model in which having a
modern census by 1913 is regressed on war making and exogenous credit
access between 1816 and 1913 plus controls. With 90 percent confidence,
the probability of having adopted a modern census by 1913 increases by
3 percentage points for each additional year of war waged without access
to external credit. Column 2 runs the same specification, replacing census

77. D’Arcy and Nistotskaya (2018); Lee and Zhang (2017).
78. Brambor, Goenaga, Lindvall, and Teorell (2020).
79. Bandiera, Mohnen, Rasul, and Viarengo (2019); Paglayan (2021); Ramirez and Boli

(1987); Weber (1976).
80. Alesina, Reich, and Riboni (2017); Levi (1997).
81. Ansell and Lindvall (2020); Weber (1976); Soifer (2015).
82. Huillery (2009).
83. Wantchekon, Klašnja, and Novta (2015).
84. Frankema (2012).
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TABLE 8.2. Effect of Past Warfare and External Capital Access on State Capacity on the Eve
of World War I

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Census Primary education Census delay Census delay
by 1913 by 1913 (all) (colonies)

# Years at war while credit 0.030* 0.935* −3.024*** −3.465**
stops 1816–1913 (0.018) (0.508) (0.827) (1.591)

# Years at war while credit −0.012 −0.135 2.233** −1.598
flows 1816–1913 (0.016) (0.577) (0.970) (3.897)

Region FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Colonial origins FE Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 98 76 103 56
R-squared 0.362 0.863 0.565 0.649

Note: Primary education enrollment is drawn from Lee and Lee (2016). Information of census capacity is
coded by author from Goyer and Draaijer (1992a, b, c). External capital access is exogenized by global credit
crunches. Column1fits a linear probabilitymodel. Columns 2–4 areOLS.Controls include population density
by 1820, sea access, desert territory, and state antiquity index (columns 3 and4). Column4model includes only
countrieswith colonial past (N= 56). Intercept not reported. Great Britain is excluded tomaximize exogeneity
of capital access. Robust standard errors in parentheses. *** p< 0.01, ** p< 0.05, * p< 0.1.

technology for primary school enrollment by 1913. The latter increased by
approximately 1 percentage point for each additional year that a country
was at war while excluded from credit markets between 1816 and 1913. By
contrast, waging war with access to international capital markets had no
effect on either proxy of bureaucratic strength.

In column 3, I take advantage of the escalated dates of census adoption
by assessing whether capital exclusion accelerated adoption (regardless of
whether it took place before or after 1913). In that column, higher values
of the dependent variable imply delay in census adoption.85 The estimates
indicate that fighting wars under market exclusion between 1816 and 1913
accelerated census adoption at the rate of three years per additional war
year. Fightingwars with access to credit delayed adoption at the rate of two
years per war year. Finally, in column 4, I repeat the analysis only for states
under colonial rule in the nineteenth century. Results are roughly equiva-
lent: waging war while being part of an empire in periods of tight capital
markets accelerated census adoption (hence the negative sign in the first
entry in column 4). By contrast, when capital was abundant, war did not

85.To account for differences in initial state capacity, I include a control for the state antiquity
index. Refer to chapter 7 for further details.
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spur improvements in legibility in the colonies (that estimate is negative
but not statistically different from zero).

Results in table 8.2 suggest that war finance in the nineteenth century
shaped the bureaucratic breadth of states on the eve of WWI. Sovereign
and colonial authorities were seemingly compelled to mobilize local
resources at times when they could not count on external funding. Now,
if bureaucracies are meant to stay—namely, if the bureaucratic channel
holds—similar results may be found in the longer run. To examine this pos-
sibility, I focus on the size and endowment of tax administrations circa
2000. One may argue that large bureaucracies signal extended patron-
age practices, not state capacity. Ertman and Geddes show that this was
the case in parts of early-modern Europe and twentieth-century Latin
America, respectively.86 In figure 8.3a, I evaluate this possibility with
contemporary data. Specifically, I plot the size of the tax administration
circa 2005, measured by the number of tax officials per thousand capita,
against total tax revenue. These two variables correlate at 0.68. Arguably,
deviations from the mean might be suggestive of some patronage, but
on average more staffed tax bureaucracies seem to point to more fiscal
capacity.

Next, I assess the extent to which tax administrations today are shaped
by war finance in the long nineteenth century. For consistency with pre-
vious tests, I fit expression 7.2, replacing the personal income tax vari-
able with tax staff per thousand capita circa 2005. In figure 8.3b, I plot
the marginal effects of the coefficients of interest. Based on this model,
the effect of a one-standard-deviation increase of the number of war
years under exclusion is equivalent to a jump from the twenty-fifth to the
seventy-fifth percentile of the tax staff distribution. By contrast, waging
war with access to international capital does not contribute to long-term
bureaucratic capacity.

Figure 8.3bmight raise concerns of history compression. To address this
point, I workwith data collected byTait andHeller for a few selected coun-
tries regarding the structure of tax administration in the late 1970s and early
1980s.87 These data include the size of the finance and planning adminis-
tration per hundred capita, which I interpret as the extensive margin of the
effect of war. In the absence of budget data, I approximate the intensive
margin of war finance on bureaucratic development—namely, how many

86. Ertman (1997); Geddes (1994).
87. Tait and Heller (1983).
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FIGURE 8.3. Current and Historical Correlates of Tax Administration andWar Finance. Tax staff
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quity index. Great Britain is excluded to maximize exogeneity of capital access. N= 78, 90% CI.
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resources are put into the tax administration—by the wage premium of
the finance administration employees relative to other branches of central
government.

Despite the very small sample size, figure 8.4 suggests that nineteenth-
century war waged without access to external finance is associated with
larger and better-funded finance administrations in the 1970s, whereas war
waged with access to external finance is not. In particular, a one-standard-
deviation increase in the number of years at war when credit is tight in
the nineteenth century raises the average size and the wage premium of
the finance administration in the late 1970s by 49 percent and 22 percent,
respectively.88

Together, figures 8.3 and 8.4 suggest that nineteenth-century war
exerted a differential and persistent effect on bureaucratic capacity dep-
ending on external capital access. In the absence of foreign loans, rulers
were compelled to articulate state strengthening institutions to collect
funds for war. Once created, these new bureaucracies were to stay and
expand over time. The case of Siam in the next chapter offers a good
example.

8.3.3 CAPACITY OR WILLINGNESS

Results in figures 8.3 and 8.4 are helpful in assessing a common concern
with empirical measures of state building, namely, the debate between
willingness and capacity. Performance measures like income tax ratios
may confound the effect of institutions with that of preferences. Countries
with a long history of warfare may forge a strong sense of national iden-
tity,89 key to creating reciprocity norms, including taxation compliance.90

Results above suggest that high tax ratios are not just the result of intrinsic
preferences but of stronger bureaucratic capacity. Countries that funded
war in the past (partially) with taxes articulated larger bureaucracies and
filled them with public servants, who, subject to strict controls and rela-
tively sheltered from the spurious fleeting interests of passing incumbents,
carried the fiscal effect of past warfare into the present day. That is the
bureaucratic mechanism of persistence.

88. The prediction for administration size is unusually high because both this variable and
the key predictor are highly skewed.

89. Alesina, Reich, and Riboni (2017).
90. Besley (2020); Levi (1997).
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8.4 Conclusion

Building from the political economy of external finance in chapter 2, I
articulate two explanations for the ratchet effect of war finance from the
nineteenth century onward. The first explanation builds from the history
of limited government in Western Europe. Political reform resulting from
war finance can transform taxation into a nonzero-sum game: rulers secure
funds for war, whereas taxpayers hold them accountable for spending deci-
sions. Mutual gain makes the fiscal contract self-enforcing, carrying the
effects of warfare into the future. Similar forms of tax bargaining between
rulers and taxpayers, I argue, were set in motion in the Bond Era, coincid-
ing with periods of low international liquidity and war; that is, when rulers
were compelled to mobilize resources domestically. Now, taxation did not
always lead to advances in executive constraints. Scope conditions for the
taxation-representation connection in Europe seem to apply to the larger
world: smaller and more densely populated states in the Bond Era were
more likely to couple domestic resource mobilization during wartime with
(stronger) representative institutions. The next chapter offers one such ex-
ample: Chile.

Second, I claim that efforts to raise taxation for war to substitute for
external capital can trigger persistent improvements in the tax administra-
tion in sovereign and nonsovereign countries. Once bureaucratic reforms
are set in motion, the new administrators are likely to safeguard orga-
nizational survival by pressing for larger and better endowed structures,
channeling the effects of past warfare into the future. I tested the political
and bureaucratic mechanisms with available historical quantitative data,
often less complete and accurate than one would wish. To reinforce the
plausibility of the argument, next I reexamine both mechanisms of trans-
mission with case studies for Argentina, Chile, Ethiopia, Japan, and Siam.
Together, the quantitative andqualitative analyses seek toprovide coherent
and compelling observable evidence of the theoretical argument of the
book.
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9
State Building Trajectories

Figure 1.3 traced five ideal trajectories of state building, A–E. There I
argued thatmost European countries in early-modern times followedpaths
A and B, involving domestic resource mobilization in the form of taxes and
domestic credit.1 Most developingnations in theBondEra, by contrast, fol-
lowed paths C–E, characterized by substantial external finance. In chap-
ter 5, I focused on the thin line that separates paths C–E, and why develop-
ing nations often dropped from C (under which debt is repaid with tax
money and state capacity is strengthened) to E (under which debt service
is suspended and followed by foreign control).

Opportunities to escape pathEmaybe present, however, when external
finance is tight and public funds are in high demand. Under those condi-
tions, rulers’ incentives to mobilize domestic resources in the form of taxa-
tion grow stronger.2 Those tax efforts, I claim, are likely to persist because
tax administrations generate an interest in organizational survival—the
bureaucraticmechanism of transmission—and because new taxes can open
the door to power-sharing institutions—the political mechanism.3

In this chapter, I expand on the two mechanisms of transmission by
examining five historical cases: Japan, Argentina, Siam, Ethiopia, and
Chile. In selecting cases, I draw from a group of non-European sovereign

1. Refer to chapter 8 for discussion.
2. Refer to chapter 7 for quantitative evidence.
3. Refer to chapter 8 for quantitative evidence.
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nations because that condition is required to study the politicalmechanism,
denied outside white-settler colonies. The discussion is organized in three
parts: First, I focus on Meiji Japan (1868–1912), which I briefly com-
pare to Argentina, a shadow case. Japan financed war overseas and built a
strong state, challenging the theoretical expectation in chapter 2. I argue
that this country was able to escape a debt trap because it had a preex-
isting domestic credit market—a rarity in the global periphery. Domestic
resource mobilization along path C activated the bureaucratic and politi-
cal mechanisms of transmission. I compare Japan to Argentina, one of the
wealthiest economies of theworld in the early twentieth century. Argentina
could not follow the steps of Japan, I argue, because it lacked domestic
financiers, hence safeguards against external dependence. Foreign debt
grew onerous and Argentina fell behind. The Japan-Argentina dyad shows
the challenges of staying away from path E when domestic credit markets
are tight.

The second part of the chapter brings us to Siam (renamed Thailand in
1939). Siamese kings in the nineteenth century renounced external finance
because they feared the consequences of default. Relentless fiscal central-
ization and military modernization initiated in the late nineteenth century
gave way to a military-bureaucratic regime. Lacking a mass of domestic
merchants that could withdraw tax payments unless fiscal powers were
shared, state building in Siam walked path A but did not activate the polit-
ical mechanism of transmission. There lies, I argue, the limited gains in
fiscal and state capacity after 1932, when state bureaucrats assumed polit-
ical power. The case of Siam is briefly compared to Ethiopia, the only
African country that remained independent in the nineteenth century. Like
Siamese leaders, the Ethiopian emperor avoided foreign finance because of
the strings attached. Ethiopia alsowas poor and lacked amass ofmerchants
that could lend the emperor money and discipline him in exchange. Early
efforts of state building improved bureaucratic capacity along path A but
carried no political concession to taxpayers. Relative to Siam, the resolu-
tion to rely on domestic resources to fund government ceased too early.
Increased dependence on foreign loans and international aid under Haile
Selassie (r. 1916–1974) pushed Ethiopia into path E and the fragile state it
is today.

In the third and last part of the chapter, I examine state building inChile,
where war under capital exclusion put the bureaucratic and political mech-
anisms of state building in motion. When tax capacity increased, unease
with strong presidential power grew among local merchants, concentrated
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in two large cities and well coordinated. After a violent dispute in 1891,
constitutional reform strengthened parliamentary oversight of budgeting
powers, enabling sustained investment in state capacity over the next
decades. This case suggests that incentives to push forward major finan-
cial innovation along path A may happen when the treasury runs out of
options—and yet may carry lasting positive consequences.

9.1 Japan

If there is one success case of state building and external finance, that is
Japan. By 1850, this country had lived in autarky for two and a half cen-
turies.Within a generation, Japanwas integrated in the global economyand
had become the regional military power. Modern weaponry was imported
and financed with European private capital. Japan scrupulously met its for-
eign obligations, proving that external finance is not incompatible with
state building. As it turns out, local conditions were exceptional. No other
country outside Western Europe and the United States could count on a
strong local capital market. That changed it all.

9.1.1 MILITARY AND ECONOMIC MODERNIZATION

In the Tokugawa era (1603–1867), Japan was organized into a collec-
tion of semiautonomous feudal domains, and the central government, or
shogunate, had no fiscal powers nor monopoly of coercion. This suddenly
changed in 1854 when a military envoy of the United States, Commodore
Matthew C. Perry, forced the opening of trade ports and tariff limits on
imports. The opening (first to the US, soon after to European powers)
caused political turmoil within the Japanese leadership, divided about the
appropriate response to the Western threat. In 1868, a coup orchestrated
by court nobles and domain officials ended the Tokugawa regime. Political
centralization under the figure of the Meiji emperor became the top prior-
ity of the new regime—a goal largely met: “[ Japan] began the Meiji period
as one of themodern world’s most fractured polities, [but] emerged within
a generation as one of its most centralized states.”4 The new regime was
markedly oligarchic,5 and the first years were characterized by frequent
insurrections, even civil war.6 However, and despite the frequent power

4. Jansen (2000, pp. 334–335).
5. Ramseyer and Rosenbluth (1998).
6. Vlastos (1989, p. 368) computes 343 peasant protests just between 1868 and 1872.
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struggles within the elite, the national government pushed forward an
agenda of military and economic modernization.

China, the almighty regional power,7 had been humiliated by Euro-
pean powers in the twoOpiumWars. The negative consequences of foreign
aggression in China resonated in Meiji leaders’ minds,8 solidifying support
for military modernization. Within decades, Japan put together a power-
ful military force supported by a system of mass conscription (adopted
as early as 1873) and modern armament. Military officials were hired in
Europe to teach modern strategy, and state-of-the-art military equipment
was imported from England and Germany. Between 1897 and 1902, for
instance, all (six) of the battleships of the new Imperial Japanese Navywere
built in Britain.9 Railroad networks, a second modernization goal, grew
in parallel to military investment; however, railroads were disproportion-
ally financed with local capital. By 1902, 73 percent of the rail network
was owned by local conglomerates.10 Partial nationalization took place
between1906 and1907. Subsequent expansionwas evenlydividedbetween
public and private initiatives.

To fundmilitary and economicmodernization, the government put for-
ward an ambitious plan of monetary and fiscal centralization. The Bank of
Japan (inaugurated in 1882) and the new convertible currency (adopted in
1885) allowed for tighter control of capital and commercial flows with the
West.11 Fiscal centralization began as early as 1871, when the new imperial
government abolished the autonomy of 260 estates and domains, assumed
their outstanding debt, and declared political and fiscal sovereignty over all
the territory.12

Agrarian reform was the first consequence of centralization. Following
a nationwide land survey, property rights were granted to small farm-
ers in 1872.13 Ownership came with increased taxation, causing mass
opposition. The government reduced the rates in response—the start of
a gradual decline of land tax in the national budget. Whereas in the early
1870s land tax yields represented over 90 percent of total tax revenue, by
1914 they accounted for less than 20 percent.14 The Ministry of Finance,

7. Kang (2020).
8. Refer to chapter 5 for details on Chinese-Western relations.
9. Suzuki (1994, p. 178).
10. Tang (2014, p. 868).
11. Sylla (2002) for the development of domestic capital markets in Japan.
12. Nakabayashi (2012, p. 388).
13. Vlastos (1989, p. 373).
14. Nakabayashi (2012, p. 389).
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“a major bastion ofWesternizing officials,”15 replaced land taxes with mod-
ern tax types. Excise taxes on sake became a major source of revenue,
particularly after the war with China (at a time new foreign loans were
quoted). Initially, the collection of the excise was delegated to local offi-
cials, but in 1880 it was assumed by the Ministry of Finance, replicating
the successful beer excise administration in Britain.16 By 1914, the liquor
tax represented 28 percent of total tax revenue (up from 10 percent in
1880).17 The income tax was adopted in 1887. Initially collected by pri-
vate financial institutions, the National Tax Agency took over in 1896 after
inaugurating regional tax offices.18 Although the early proceeds of the
income taxwere small, this tax raisedmore than 11 percent of total revenue
by 1914.19

The central bureaucratic apparatus was also modernized following the
example ofWestern countries. In 1873, the state administrationwas purged
of kuge—old-regime, high-status samurai—and meritocratic criteria for
public service were introduced along the lines of the French public ser-
vice.20 By 1900, access to the administration required specific training and
passing a certification exam, and bureaucrats were insulated from the clout
of ministerial officers and local notables thanks to a system of tenure pro-
motion andpublic pensions.21 “Within the spanof [a] generation an admin-
istrative structure [emerged] that has continued to be the basis for civil
service up until the present.”22

Fiscal reform was fruitful. By 1868, the share of taxes as a percent-
age of GDP was as low as 0.05 percent (not a typo).23 Taxes represented
only 10 percent of total revenue of the central government, the remain-
ing coming from government enterprises, state monopolies, stamps, cur-
rency emissions, and borrowing. On the eve of the Great War, the tax
ratio had risen to 8.1 percent of GDP, and taxes represented 51.2 per-
cent of all government revenue. From 1886 onward, all budgets were in
surplus.

15. He (2013, p. 88).
16. He (2013, p. 111). Brewer (1988) and Nye (2007) for the excise system in Britain.
17. Nakabayashi (2012, p. 402).
18. Onji and Tang (2017, p. 446).
19. Nakabayashi (2012, p. 402).
20. Silberman (1993, pp. 159–168).
21. Silberman (1993, ch. 7). Ramseyer and Rosenbluth (1998, ch. 5) for a more skeptical and

possibly more balanced assessment of bureaucratic independence in the Meiji period.
22. Silberman (1993, p. 166).
23. Tax and debt figures in this paragraph are drawn from the Bank of Japan historical

compendium published in 1966.
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9.1.2 EXTERNAL FINANCE

The spectacular growth in fiscal capacity did not suffice to fund modern-
ization. Economic reform (industry, telecommunications, and railroads)
was mainly financed with tax revenue and domestic bonds. Foreign direct
investment in those sectors was kept to a minimum (unlike in China or
Argentina, discussed below). By contrast, external public finance played a
key role in military modernization. Seventy-five percent of total loan issue
(net of conversion loans) was used to pay for military outlays.24 In other
words, European capital flowed into Japan in the form of sovereign loans,
mostly to fund military expenses.

Access to foreign funds came with a risk. Meiji leaders “recognized
that defaults led to a loss of fiscal sovereignty to foreign powers,”25 and
were “anxious about the risk of being colonized byWestern powers.”26 The
example ofEgypt, whichhad fallenprey to foreignpowers after default, was
“constantly held up”27 in policy discussions. Aversion to external finance
relaxed during the war with Russia (1904–5) because military expenses
could not be financed without major loan proceeds. Between 1904 and
1905, Japan raised £107 million in Europe.28

Loans were initially floated in London, but Paris and Berlin joined after
the turn of the century. The first £1 million loan was issued in April 1870,
carrying a 9 percent effective interest rate (about 200 percent higher than
consol yields at the time).29 Over time, loans grew bigger and the rates
more competitive, remaining under 5 percent after 1897. The adoption of
the gold standard in 1897 and victory over Russia in 1905 strengthened the
creditworthiness of Japan in European financial capitals.30 That was also
reflected in the bond maturity, between 13 and 25 years prior to 1894 and
about 60 years thereafter.31

Japan met its foreign obligations scrupulously. What explains the pris-
tine fiscal behavior of Japan?Geographic scale anddomestic credit, namely,
conditions that helped war make states in Western Europe.

24. Suzuki (1994, p. 181).
25. Nakabayashi (2012, p. 392).
26. Nakabayashi (2012, p. 378). See also Vlastos (1989, p. 373).
27. Jansen (2000, p. 373). See chapter 4 for details of foreign financial control in Egypt.
28. Sussman and Yafeh (2000, p. 446).
29. Sussman and Yafeh (2000, p. 450).
30. Sussman and Yafeh (2000).
31. Sussman and Yafeh (2000, p. 446).
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Geographic Scale

In comparing the divergent paths of China and Japan, Koyama, Moriguchi,
and Sng point to the smaller size of Japan as a facilitator of military and fis-
cal centralization.32 The relatively small scale increased the efficiency gains
of common defense relative to a decentralized structure (the status quo)
and reduced collective action costs of building and enforcing the new fiscal
apparatus.33 Despite disagreement on the speed andmethod of reform and
frequent intraelite disputes, Meiji leaders agreed on the benefits of pooling
military and fiscal resources to secure sovereignty.34

Political and fiscal centralization was not exempt from renegotiations,
trial and error, and tensions within the elite and the general populace. Tax
increases and mass conscription by the central government soon led to
popular demand for an elected national assembly.35 The promulgation of a
Prussian-style constitution in 1889 was arguably a “tactical concession” to
the rising urban class, excluded from the circles of power.36 Franchise for
the new Diet remained restricted to big taxpayers, and liberal rights (e.g.,
freedom of expression) required the consent of the Imperial Diet.37 These
were, however, standard provisions in other advanced economies at the
time.38

The Meiji constitution was far more consequential for the balance of
power between competing elite factions, which rapidly coalesced into two
large parties, Liberal and Conservative.39 Under the new constitution,
the Diet was endowed with taxation and expenditure powers (other than
military outlays) and the executive had to gain the legislature’s approval
to pass the annual budget.40 This power-sharing mechanism set the stage

32. Koyama, Moriguchi, and Sng (2018).
33. By 1850 (i.e., before the railroad), a trip between the two largest cities, Edo (Tokyo) and

Osaka, took only four days, and no one in Japan lived farther than 120 km (75miles) from the sea
(Sng and Moriguchi, 2014, p. 445).

34. Koyama, Moriguchi, and Sng (2018, p. 192). This point is sustained by Jansen (2000,
p. 333).

35. Initially, demands for elections were channeled by disenchanted Meiji leaders, who cap-
italized on social discontent with high taxation among local notables (the old-regime elite) and
small farmers (Vlastos, 1989, pp. 402–425).

36. Vlastos (1989, p. 426).
37. Jansen (2000, p. 418).
38. For instance, male franchise in Europe also discriminated in favor of big taxpayers (Mares

and Queralt, 2015, 2020).
39. Ramseyer and Rosenbluth (1998, ch. 3).
40. Nakabayashi (2012, p. 391).
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for compromise. For instance, after the war with China, a tax increase
was negotiated with the Liberal opposition after expansion in infrastruc-
ture spending (of the latter’s liking) had been agreed upon. The “power
of the purse” turned out to be a key source of power of the Diet vis-à-vis
conservative and militarist executives appointed by the emperor.41

Fiscal reform and political stability in a context of external menace was
a delicate equilibrium to keep, and the relatively small scale of the coun-
try combined with good roads andmaritime transportation facilitated elite
coordination and rapid suffocation of local insurrections.42 Not coinciden-
tally, small scale was also a key factor in explaining the rise and persistence
of power-sharing institutions in Western Europe.43

Domestic Credit Markets

Public credit was not new in Japan. The financial institutions in the Meiji
periodwere largely inherited from theTokugawa shogunate.What ismore,
the armedoverthrowof theold regime in 1868wasfinancedwith loans from
big local merchants, or zaibatsu.44 From the beginning, these centenary
conglomerates (e.g., Mitsui, Kōnoike, and Yamaguchi) were embedded
in the financial structure of the new regime. In the first decades of the
restoration, they assumed responsibility for tax collection outside the cap-
ital, a role they kept until the National Tax Agency was ready to do the
job.45 The zaibatsu also helped build up public banking. TheMitsui group,
for instance, funded (along with Ono) the first national bank in 1873,
which was granted amonopoly on banknote issue. Three years laterMitsui
established the largest private bank in the country.46 Not surprisingly, big
merchants were close to political power and sponsored the careers of top
politicians.47

Even though Japan borrowed overseas, domestic loans took a promi-
nent role in public finance. Until war with Russia, external finance repre-
sented less than 20 percent of long-term government debt. After war with
Russia broke out in 1904, external loans gained weight in total public debt,

41. Jansen (2000, p. 418).
42. See Vlastos (1989) for three waves of localized insurrection.
43. Stasavage (2011).
44. Asakura (1967, p. 277); He (2013, p. 86).
45. Asakura (1967); He (2013, ch. 3).
46. Asakura (1967).
47. Jansen (2000, p. 373).
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FIGURE 9.1. Foreign Public Debt as Percentage of Total Public Debt in Japan. Data drawn from
the Bank of Japan (1966, p.158). From 1868 to 1870, data for domestic bonds are missing, hence
the high ratio.

as reflected in figure 9.1. In 1914, that ratio reached its maximum, 60 per-
cent, and declined afterward.48 The great importance of domestic credit in
funding the early decades of the Meiji period played a key role in securing
fiscal discipline. Suspending debt service (internal or external) would have
reduced government funds substantially, stressed domestic credit markets,
and cost political support of the new regime. In Japan, financial oligarchs
played a role similar to that of cabal tax farmers in seventeenth-century
France:49 that is, keeping the feet of the sovereign close to the ground in
matters of fiscal policy.

Local finance was also important for its role in compensating the losers
of the Meiji Restoration: the samurai and local notables in the Tokugawa
era. In 1871, following the elimination of the feudal states and the samu-
rai monopoly of military and administrative positions—a “hereditary caste
system”50—these two groups were compensated with a stipend in rice
and government bonds.51 Initially, the ex-samurai and their families (com-
prising two million people in total) were generously compensated with

48. Bank of Japan (1966, p. 158).
49. Johnson and Koyama (2014).
50. Jha (2012, p. 15).
51. Nakabayashi (2012, p. 388).
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a pension, but that policy dragged the national budget down—it consumed
30 percent of ordinary expenses in 1873.52 The stipends were commuted
for government bonds in 1876.53 The government created a special bank to
guide the ex-samurai in their investments, and the wealthier members put
their money in the new financial institutions of the country.54 As a result,
Japan saw a dramatic expansion of private banks, from 7 to 150 branches
within two years.55

In sum, domestic bonds were strategically granted to develop a vested
interest in economic growth and political stability among the losers of the
Meiji reform.56 What was good for the country’s finances was good for the
ex-samurai.57 By the same token, avoiding suspension of debt service was
of utmost importance to please the social and political foundations of the
new regime.Much as had happened inGreat Britain and theNetherlands,58

capitalmarkets in Japanaligned the interests ofwinners and losers of reform
and infused support for financial probity and continued investment in tax
capacity.

9.1.3 APPRAISAL AND A SHADOW CASE: ARGENTINA

Japan had the right conditions to connect foreign threats to state building.
It was relatively small and had levels of capital accumulation that enabled
domestic public credit, government accountability, and investment in tax
capacity to honor debt. Did other countries follow a similar state building
trajectory? Argentina is a good candidate. On the eve of World War I, this
Latin American republic was a sovereign and wealthy economy often com-
pared to British offshoots.59 Yet Argentina’s prosperity turned out to be a
giant with feet of clay. Its economic vigor faded away as foreign debt piled
up. Why did it end that way?

Following independence from Spain in the 1810s, Argentina expe-
rienced a series of regional interstate and civil wars requiring vast

52. He (2013, p. 97).
53. Vlastos (1989, p. 392).
54. Jansen (2000, p. 365).
55. Jha (2012, p. 16).
56. Jha (2012).
57. Arguably, the kizoku—the noble but less numerous ex-samurai—disproportionally ben-

efited from this policy, leaving the ordinary ex-samurai behind.
58. Sylla (2002).
59. See, for instance, Taylor (1992) or Schwartz (1989).
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mobilization of domestic and external resources.60 Pacification in the 1860s
gave way to (limited) political centralization, the adoption of a liberal con-
stitution, and state building.61 Broadly speaking, Argentina walked path A
of state building for decades after independence. Thereafter and gradually,
Argentina became apole of attractionof foreign capital. But the boomcame
only in the 1880s: within 10 years, British investment in Argentina grew
from £25 million to £150 million, the latter being a lower-bound estimate.

The British investment during the 1880’s expanded at a rate astonish-
ing by standards of that age and greater than during any subsequent
decade. The year 1889 was, indeed, an annus mirabilis when Argentina
absorbedbetween40 and50per cent of all British funds investedoutside
the United Kingdom.62

Despite the potential benefits of public investment,63 external debt ser-
vice became unmanageable, consuming 50 percent of export revenue—a
criticalmeasureof debt sustainability, according toFlandreau andZumer.64

Default followed in 1890, causing the Baring Crisis, a major crisis in finan-
cial history. In 1900, after a long cycle of debt restructuring was completed,
outstanding debt had increased tenfold relative to 1880.65 Debt service had
risen to a point that Argentina became a net capital exporter by the end
of the decade.66 The new capital inflows were not for productive purposes
either. Every new loan between 1890 and 1914 was to wash out old debts,
including the liquidation of the railway guarantees to British investors.67

60. Halperin Donghi (1982); López-Alves (2000, ch. 4); Oszlak (2004, ch. 2); Rock (2000).
61. Cox and Saiegh (2018); della Paolera and Taylor (2001, ch. 1); Saiegh (2013).
62. Ferns (1960, p. 397).
63. Marichal (1989, p. 80) shows that the share of military spending in external finance

declined over time in favor of infrastructure spending.
64. Flandreau and Zumer (2004). Ford (1956, p. 141) offers larger estimates of debt service,

as high as 60% of export revenue.
65. Cortés-Conde (1995, p. 163). Half of this quantity resulted fromprovincial andmunicipal

debt, assumed by the central state in exchange for fiscal centralization.
66. Marichal (1989, p. 163); Ford (1956, p. 149).
67. The control of British firms of the rail network in Argentina took two steps: In 1890, the

government sold major public lines to British firms to obtain liquidity to service external debt.
In 1896, a £10 million loan was floated in London to liquidate the 5% and 7% railway guarantees
(or subsidies) held by a dozen British railway companies operating in the country. Those loans
had been raised during the years of bonanza, and the guarantees were consuming a significant
portion of the revenue. The £10 million was transferred directly to the coffers of these compa-
nies. Although the sale of national networks in 1890 and the railway guarantees raised political
opposition, the national state moved ahead because it was part of the larger debt restructuring
negotiations (Marichal, 1989, pp. 163–165). The revision of the railway code of 1907 produced a
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Economic austerity in the 1890s was followed by a period of sustained
growth, the Belle Epoque, 1900–1914. These years were characterized by
an export boom that sanitized the national budget. Despite improvements,
fiscal deficits remained the norm (unlike Japan),68 debt service consumed
at least twice the resources in Argentina as in Japan (figure 9.2a), and the
ratio of total public debt to revenue remained twice the size of Japan’s
(figure 9.2b).

The origins of debt were also starkly different: whereas external debt in
1914 in Japan represented an all-time-high 60 percent of total public debt
(seefigure9.1), that levelwas still a fractionofArgentina’s 86percent.69 The
lack of domestic credit markets in Argentina—an old problem70—pushed
the government back to external markets (New York, specifically) right
after WWI.71 Total debt nearly doubled between 1920 and 1930, increas-
ing from 850 million to 1,600 million pesos. More than 60 percent of
debt contracted in that decade was still used for nonproductive purposes:
refinancing old debt, armaments, and unbudgeted expenses.72

External debt is arguably not the only cause of Argentina’s economic
decline, but it played a key role.73 The fiscal imbalance generated by
overborrowing in the 1880s was never fully addressed. Access to external
capital (even if only to wash out old debt) kept tax reform to a minimum.74

new set of favorable conditions for further expansion of the private (henceBritish) network (Cain
and Hopkins, 2016, p. 270). The virtual monopoly over railroads (plus new gains in the banking
and insurance sectors thanks toweak conditions of local competitors) put British investors at the
forefront of the export boom in the 1900–1914 years, hence first in line to accrue profit.

68. Author’s calculation based on Ferguson and Schularick’s (2006) data.
69. Peters (1934, p. 143).
70. Saylor (2014, p. 94).
71. There are at least two reasons for the small size of domestic holders of government bonds

inArgentina: One points to the demographic composition of the country (Taylor, 1992), another
to the weak incentives of landowners or estancieros and local banks to invest in government secu-
rities given the high rates of return of land acquisition and industrial production (Peters, 1934,
p. 34).

72. Peters (1934, p. 104).
73. Key explanations include the inability to control inflation (della Paolera and Taylor,

2001) and the denomination of debt in foreign currency—the “original sin” (Eichengreen and
Hausmann, 2005). Illuminating surveys can be found in della Paolera and Taylor’s (2003) edited
volume A New Economic History of Argentina, and Glaeser, Di Tella, and Llach’s (2018) special
issue of Latin American Economic Review.

74. Oszlak (2004, pp. 230–250); Schwartz (1989, ch. 6). Kurtz (2013) points to the early
incorporation of the middle class into politics (a phenomenon Oszlak relates to discontent from
austerity policy in the 1890s) as themain cause of languid elite support of tax reform inArgentina.
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FIGURE 9.2. Public Debt in Japan and Argentina before 1914. Data drawn from Ferguson and
Schularick (2006).

Argentina’s underinvestment in tax capacity is no surprise in light of the
political economy of public finance elaborated in chapter 2. Japan’s com-
mitment to fiscal discipline is. Preexisting debt markets surely played a key
role in keeping Japan off a foreign debt trap during critical stages of state
building. Chance might have played a role too. By 1914, external service
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was rapidly accelerating in Japan. To avoid debt service suspension, the
Ministry ofFinancehad tobebailedout by theBankof Japan andYokohama
Specie Bank.75 Increased exports stimulated by war demand and subse-
quent tightening of international credit helped Japan refocus on domestic
resource mobilization. “Japan was lucky”76 that the international credit
bubble burst before it was too late.

9.2 Siam

In the early 1870s, Siam was not a territorial state proper. Bangkok main-
tained tributary relations with the periphery, a common power structure
in Asia known as a mandala state. The country had no standing military or
common currency. And yet by 1914 Siam had become a centralized entity,
raised a national army, and participated in international trade. The rapid
overhaul of the country was a response to external threats and primarily
involved investment in bureaucratic capacity. These changes were purpo-
sively undertaken without resorting to external capital, considered by local
elites as a form of subjugation to Western powers.77 Consistent with the
bureaucratic channel of persistence, areas of Siam that were centralized
early had a stronger bureaucratic apparatus as early as 1917 and as late as
2000.78

The emphasis on building a strong but unaccountable Leviathan came
with strings attached. The very same civil servants that the Chakri dynasty
had recruited and nurtured for 60 years terminated the absolutist era in
1932, replacing it with a bureaucratic regime. Following the 1932 revo-
lution—and arguably until the present day—different factions within the
bureaucratic apparatus have vied for power, welcomed external finance,
and limited opportunities of political participation to the populace.

9.2.1 FOREIGN THREATS AND STATE BUILDING

Although Siam never lost national sovereignty, the risk of colonial occu-
pation intensified in the middle of the nineteenth century. The British
had defeated the Chinese in the First Opium War (1839–1842), and Bur-
ma—Siam’s regional rival—followed suit in 1852. The French occupied

75. Suzuki (1994, p. 183).
76. Suzuki (1994, p. 184).
77. Swam (2009, p. 3).
78. Paik and Vechbanyongratana (2019).
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CochinChina in 1861 and pressed Siam fromborderingCambodia. Despite
multidirectional threats, Siamese rulers were able to play British and
French colonial ambitions against each other and secure for itself buffer
state status between both powers.79

The foreignmenace compelled the Chakri dynasty to put forward a bat-
tery of administrative, fiscal, and military reforms. The task was daunting
because the playing field was not level. To preempt foreign intervention,
King Mongkut (r. 1851–1868) signed the 1855 Bowring Treaty with the
British. The treaty was meant to open the Siamese economy to foreign
competitors. Among the many clauses, it capped tariffs at 3 percent, hence
precluding the ability to use trade taxes as a source of revenue. The treaty
also banned any modification of the land tax rate and internal tolls as well
as the creation of new taxes.80 Revenue, badly needed to build a new army,
could grow only from better enforcement of existing taxes on land, state
monopolies, and forced labor, or corvée. And that is what happened.

King Mongkut initiated a battery of reforms, but his son and succes-
sor, King Chulalongkorn (r. 1868–1906), was responsible for the giant leap
forward in fiscal capacity. He reformed the entire government and bureau-
cratic structure as a means of fiscally centralizing the state. New ministries
were created, the king’s personal finances were separated from the gen-
eral revenues, auditing techniques were incorporated, and annual budgets
were first drafted and published.81 Between 1868 and 1915, tax revenue
increased almost tenfold, from 8 to 74 million baht.82 Fiscal discipline
became a matter of national security. The king was wary that economic
distress would encourage international powers to take over the country,
as they had done with China.83 Between 1850 and 1922, Siam enjoyed
a fiscal surplus every single year. Fiscal discipline implied that produc-
tive investment (e.g, roads, ports) was executed piecemeal. No risks were
taken.

Domestic loans were not an option to fund government—a local credit
market would not exist until after the Great War.84 Between 1905 and
1925, Siam floated five loans overseas for a total of £13.6 million, 44 per-
cent of which was used to reinforce credit instead of domestic investment

79. Tej (1968, p. 79).
80. Ingram (1955, p. 177).
81. Ingram (1955, p. 177).
82. Ingram (1955, pp. 176, 185).
83. See chapter 5 for details.
84. The first record of domestic sovereign loans dates from 1933 (Wilson, 1983, p. 251).
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activity.85 These loans turned out to be extremely political, with British,
French, and German representatives competing for access, which rein-
forced the kings’ fears of external finance. Low reliance on foreign credit
slowed down economic progress, but for that very reason it compelled
the Siamese kings to undertake ambitious, self-strengthening reforms that
increased state capacity in the short and long run.

9.2.2 CENTRALIZATION AND BUREAUCRATIC GROWTH

Tributary governance in Siamhad never required central government pres-
ence outside Bangkok, but that changed in the mid-nineteenth century.
Kings Mongkut and Chulalongkorn understood that national sovereignty
required securing the outer frontiers, and to that end they replaced local
political and administrative elites on the frontier with loyal delegates and
career bureaucrats.

Administrative reformwas initiated in 1873with the creation of the cen-
tral government Revenue Office, to which regional tax farmers directed
local revenue. The Audit Office, inaugurated in 1874, was intended to
keep tax collection under the tight supervision of the central government
and limit embezzlement and corrupt practices by regional tax farmers
and elites.86 Shortly thereafter, central government commissioners were
deployed in the provinces to directly supervise the collection from tax
farms. In 1875, the government founded the Survey Division, which cre-
ated the first complete map of Siam by 1897, enabling the government
to set up telegraph lines linking it to areas under external pressure.87

To radiate state power further, in 1887 a new Department of Educa-
tion was inaugurated, enabling the expansion of public education, and
new military and survey schools were opened to recruit military and civil
officials.

Fiscal and bureaucratic reform extended the king’s grip over the terri-
tory against the will of regional leaders. To overcome resistance, King Chu-
lalongkorn raised a private professional army of 15,000 troops and 3,000
marines, financed with the monies collected by the new Revenue Office.88

Despite significant progress, the war with France in 1893was awarning call
for the king. The country remained powerless against European military

85. Ingram (1955, p. 182).
86. Tej (1968, pp. 88–89).
87. Tej (1968, p. 117).
88. Tej (1968, pp. 92–94).
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might. Fiscal and political centralization accelerated thereafter,89 and to
that end the cabinet was reorganized into 12 specialized ministries, includ-
ing the powerful Ministries of Finance90 and the Interior,91 which shared
responsibilities for tax collection.

TheMinistry of the Interior assumed the production of the firstmodern
census, conducted at the provincial level in 1903 and at the national level
in 1910.92 Censuses were not new in Siam. They had been crucial for the
corvée, conscription, and taxation.93 However, the newmodern techniques
applied in the 1910 census perfected the ability of the central government to
“see like a state.”94 To supply the new bureaucracies with qualified officials,
new professional public service schools were inaugurated in 1899.95

Bureaucratic reform put forward in the long nineteenth century had
lasting effects—some good, some bad. On the positive side of the balance,
advances in the infrastructural power of the state increased short- and
long-run economic output and human capital: exploiting historical geo-
graphic variation, Paik and Vechbanyongratana show that provinces that
were centralized early on were those exposed to higher external threats.
They find that centralization was manifested in higher density of the rail
line and larger presence of public schools and teachers by 1917. Those dif-
ferences remained in the year 2000.96 In other words, early bureaucratic
reform had persistent positive effects on state capacity. The strong emph-
asis on a strong but unaccountable administration, however, led to the
demise of the absolutist regime as well as the democratic era that briefly
followed it.

9.2.3 A SHORT DEMOCRATIC SPRING

By renouncing external finance, Siamese rulers were compelled to put for-
ward a battery of bureaucratic innovations to secure government funds
with domestic resources, but no political change followed. Quite the con-
trary, King Chulalongkorn’s policies were meant to consolidate central

89. Riggs (1966, p. 139).
90. Brown (1992).
91. Tej (1968).
92. Tej (1968, p. 215).
93. Tej (1968, p. 17).
94. Scott (1998).
95. Tej (1968, p. 240).
96. Paik and Vechbanyongratana (2019).
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power over a constellation of tributary states. What Chulalongkorn did
not anticipate is that his successors would lose control over the bureau-
cracy that he and his father had put in place.97 A coalition of new urban
classes and career officials unsatisfied with nepotism led a revolution in
1932 that ended with the abdication of King Prajadhipok (r. 1925–1935),
the promulgation of a constitution, and national elections.98

Demands for limited government were not new in Siam. In 1885,
Western-educated elite members petitioned the king for a constitutional
monarchy emulating the British model. Coups to replace the monarchy
with a constitutional government were aborted in 1912 and 1917.99 Unlike
during previous coup attempts, the financial position of the country in
the early 1930s was in dire straits. Global demand and trade tax revenue
plunged following the crash of 1929.100 To finance the deficit, King Pra-
jadhipok considered floating a loan overseas, but the terms were unbear-
able.101 Effectively excluded from credit markets, the king proposed the
implementation of a general income and property tax. The new tax fol-
lowed a public petition in the Bangkok Times, the leading journal in Siam,
which recommended heavier taxes on the wealthy and more government
spending to palliate economic distress.102 The princes in the Supreme
Council—a consultation body that the king had created in 1926—flatly
rejected the income tax by arguing that it would hit their fortunes hard-
est. Pressed from above and below, the king opted for a compromise: the
income tax was adopted, but key sources of wealth remained exempt to
minimize opposition from the rich. To balance the budget, government
spending was cut by reducing salaries of civil servants and slashing the mil-
itary budget. Effectively, the income tax shifted the tax burden onto the
urban middle class and penalized civil servants.103

97. Riggs (1966, p. 131).
98. Batson (1984).
99. Handley (2006, pp. 35–37).
100. Handley (2006, p. 42).
101. Britain, which had abandoned the gold standard after the crash to keep the economy

afloat, was off the table. Despite lacking US dollars in their foreign reserves—overwhelmingly
denominated in pounds sterling—Siamese delegates approached American financiers. Liquidity
in the US was tight too, and requirements draconian, including control over customs revenue
and the northern and northeastern rail lines. This would have “give[n] foreign interests a degree
of economic control which Thai governments for a century had skillfully maneuvered to avoid”
(Batson, 1984, p. 195).

102. Batson (1984, p. 188).
103. Handley (2006, p. 37).
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Public criticism to fiscal policy grew stronger. The Bangkok Times
denounced the passing of an “unfair tax” for the middle class and raised
issues of “taxation without representation.”104 The king sought to appease
popular opposition by passing a constitution that allowed for some “deg-
ree of representative government without unleashing forces of radical
change.”105 It was too late. The king was deposed soon after by a diverse
coalition comprising nonroyal military officers, civilian bureaucrats, and
urban dwellers, whose only common goal was to “strip the throne of its
powers and creat[e] a constitutional government.”106

9.2.4 A LONG BUREAUCRATIC WINTER

The limited opportunities to participate in politics recognized by the 1932
constitution placed political power in the hands of state bureaucrats—the
very same officials that the monarchy had nurtured for over 50 years.107

The working class was excluded from the circles of power, and there was
no room for career politicians either. In the decades that followed, civil and
military officials held a virtual monopoly on positions in the cabinet and a
majority in the national parliament.108

Career officials were divided into two rival groups: those in favor of a
constitutional government and those in favor of military rule.109 Relentless
competition for power within the state apparatus was manifested in rapid
government turnover: from 1932 to 2006, Siam (Thailand after 1939) went
through 20 constitutional texts, 36 prime ministers, and endless coups and
autocoups (some successful, others not). The common denominator of all
administrations was their appreciation for self-indulgency. The Ministries
of the Interior and Defense alone consumed on average 34.5 percent of the
national budget.110

As years passed, Thailand became a paramount example of an ineffi-
cient but persistent state, as defined by Acemoglu, Ticchi, and Vindigni
(namely, a coalition betweenbureaucrats, state, employees, andplutocrats,

104. Batson (1984, p. 221).
105. Batson (1984, p. vi).
106. Handley (2006, p. 44).
107. Riggs (1966) for a long and compelling elaboration.
108. See Wilson (1966, p. 155), Riggs (1966, p. 316), and Thak (2007) for longitudinal

statistical evidence of overrepresentation of civil and military officials in the executive and
legislature.

109. Baker and Phongpaichit (2014, p. 120).
110. Average for 1953–1973 computed by the author based on data in Thak (2007, p. 227).
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united against democracy andwealth redistribution).111 Consistently, little
attentionwas paid to theworking class and farmers in the countryside. And
despite sustained economic growth, no major investment in infrastructure
or improvements in fiscal capacity occurred after World War II.112

To minimize social contestation, tax pressure remained low. Tax rev-
enue as a percentage of GDP grew from 4.9 percent to 12.3 percent from
1950 to 1978,113 but remained considerably low by regional and interna-
tional standards.114 Tax receipts grewmomentarily before the financial cri-
sis of 1997, but returned to preboom times soon after, stabilizing at around
15 percent of GDP.115

To fund the government, postrevolutionary administrations welcomed
foreign capital, hence deviating from their absolutist predecessors. Loans
and aid from the United States flowed in the 1950s.116 The International
Bank for Reconstruction and Development and the Commonwealth coun-
tries and Japan (the Colombo Plan) chipped in with developmental pro-
grams.117 International aid proved largely inefficient because the programs
prioritized foreign military interests over local needs.118 Besides, aid
money in the hands of Thai officials often ended up in blatant corrup-
tion: “The generals focused on dividing up the spoils of the massive dollar
inflows and the resulting increase in government budgets and business
profits.”119

Along with international aid, external public debt grew after WWII. As
a percentage of GDP, foreign debt quintupled between 1970 and the late
1980s.120 Strong dependence on foreign capital in the public and private

111. Acemoglu, Ticchi, and Vindigni (2011). For the collusion between bureaucrats and big
businessmen in Thailand, refer to Baker and Phongpaichit (2014, ch. 9).

112. Doner (2009) and Slater (2010, pp. 241–250), respectively.
113. Author’s calculation based onWilson (1983).
114. Sachs and Williamson (1985, p. 544) show that tax revenue as a percentage of GDP in

Thailand in 1982was 13.9 points, whereas East Asian andLatin American averageswere 20.6 and
22.2 points, respectively.

115. IMF Government Finance Statistics Yearbooks, WB, and OECD, https://data.world
bank.org/indicator/GC.TAX.TOTL.GD.ZS?locations=TH (retrieved May 11, 2021).

116. Baker and Phongpaichit (2014, ch. 6). Note that US administrations used Thailand as a
bastion against communism in the region.

117. See Wilson (1983, pp. 255–268) for disaggregated international aid data to Thailand.
118. Thak (2007, pp. 167–177).
119. Baker and Phongpaichit (2014, p. 169).
120. Outstanding public or public-guaranteed external debt was 4.57% in 1970 and 27.53%

in 1987. World Bank, International Debt Statistics, https://data.worldbank.org/indicator/DT
.DOD.DPPG.CD (retrieved May 11, 2021).
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sectors led to twofinancial crises, one in the 1980s and another in the 1990s.
Massive unemployment andpoverty followed.121 Afterward, spending aus-
terity, low taxation, and political instability remained the norm.

9.2.5 APPRAISAL AND A SHADOW CASE: ETHIOPIA

After seven decades of sustained bureaucratic strengthening, the Chakri
dynasty had built one of the strongest Leviathans in all of Southeast
Asia.122 The Crown’s early success, however, contained the seeds of its
owndemise. In the “bureaucratic polity”123 that followed absolutism, polit-
ical effort was put on seizing and keeping power. Fiscal orthodoxy and
external dependence were relaxed, preempting major advances in state
capacity.

Siam illustrates the dilemmas and limits of building a strong bureau-
cratic state without a proper system of checks and balances. Coercion can
secure tax compliance up to a point; however, compliancewith higher rates
is hardly implementable without securing consent—and for that, political
change is required. In the nineteenth century, Siam lacked a mercantile
class capable of extracting concessions from the king in return for tax com-
pliance. Long distance, rugged terrain, and poor means of communication
did not allow peripheral leaders to coordinate and negotiate terms of fiscal
centralization. Absolutism followed.

The case of Siam shares important characteristics with the only African
country that escaped European colonization in the nineteenth century:
Ethiopia. This country was big (about 1.7 times the size of France), poor,
and ethnically diverse. Threats of foreign invasion propelled state build-
ing efforts involving virtually no external finance.124 And bureaucratic
strengthening receivedmost of the attention. Unlike Siam, Ethiopian rulers
succumbed too soon to the temptation of external finance, pushing their
country into a debt trap and state weakness that persist today.

Although Ethiopia had a centenary tradition of statehood, the mod-
ernization of the state apparatus accelerated in the last decades of the
nineteenth century primarily because of war considerations. State reform
was implemented byEmperorMenilek II (r. 1889–1913), whohad accessed
the throne after two decades of civil war. Seeking to build a modern

121. In 1997 alone, over twomillion jobs were destroyed and GDP growth plummeted by 11
percentage points.

122. Slater (2010, p. 241).
123. Riggs (1966).
124. Tibebu (1995, ch. 2).
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nation-state, he created a national currency, revamped the taxation
system, introduced Western-style property inheritance law, established
a cabinet system of government, opened modern schools and hospitals,
and adopted the telegraph and telephone, among others reforms.125 The
military also received Menilek II’s attention: modern weaponry (rifles,
cannons, ammunition) were imported from France, Italy, and Russia and
paid for partly in cash and partly in specie: ivory, gold, and civet.126 To
make reforms self-sustaining, Menilek II ruled key parts of the empire only
indirectly, allowing local rulers to retain power in return for taxes and
tributes.127

TheHorn of Africa was a key geostrategic position for trade routes with
Asia and within Africa. Italy, the main European power in East Africa as
of the Berlin Conference (1884–1885), sought to gain the sympathy of the
new Ethiopian emperor. In 1889, the two countries signed the Treaty of
Wuchale, and as a sign of goodwill, the Italians offered a loan toMenilek of 4
million lire ($800,000), half of it to acquiremilitary equipment.128 The loan
carried extreme conditionality: it was secured by the customs revenue from
the city of Harar, which would pass into the hands of Italy should Menilek
default on external debt.129

A disagreement about the key stipulations of the treaty—Had Ethiopia
become an Italian protectorate upon its signature?—convinced Menelik II
to terminate the relationshipwith the Italians. By 1893, he had returned the
loan to safeguard independence.130 Further disagreements led to the First
Italian-Ethiopian War of 1895–1896. The Italians mobilized 20,000 troops,
half of them African. Menelik II mobilized over 100,0000 men, includ-
ing 80,000 riflemen, 8,600 cavalry, 32 artillery and machine gun batteries,
plus 20,000 hangers-on armed only with spears, lances, and swords.131 To
finance the increased expenses of war, a new tax on wealth and land was
levied on farmers.132

Ethiopia won the war against the Italians and confirmed its indepen-
dence for years to come. To avoid tripping over the same stone twice,

125. Mennasemay (2005); Pankhurst (1968).
126. Pankhurst (1968, pp. 591–602).
127. Marcus (1969, pp. 451–453).
128. Vestal (2005, p. 24).
129. Zewde Gabre-Selassie (2005, p. 107).
130. Marcus (1969, p. 433).
131. Marcus (1969, p. 435).
132. Pankhurst (1968, p. 537).
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Menelik II closed the country to external capital.133 By 1914, Ethiopia was
not a modern Weberian state, but the fiscal efforts made during Menelik
II’s tenure were fundamental to fund economic modernization, continue
the arms imports from Europe, and initiate a second phase of bureaucratic
modernization after his passing.134

Why did Ethiopia become one of the world’s poorest countries? Some
responsibility lay in external finance in the second half of the twentieth cen-
tury. After WWII, Haile Selassie (regent 1916–1930; emperor 1930–1974)
made economic modernization a priority. Because military expenses con-
sumed most domestic funds, he turned to international markets to finance
developmental programs.135 Haile Selassie soon realized that he could
secure military aid from the West by exploiting the geostrategic value that
Ethiopia had acquired in the Cold War era.136 In 1959, for instance, he
threatened to accept $100 million from the Soviet Union unless the US
did not commit to a newmilitary outlay. Between 1950 and 1970, Ethiopia
received $200 million from the US and $121 million more from the World
Bank.137 By 1970, almost two-thirds of total US military aid to Africa was
allocated to Ethiopia.138

In addition to military aid, Haile Selassie negotiated bilateral and mul-
tilateral loans from official creditors.139 Loans were often offered on con-
cessional terms (i.e., with conditions more favorable than those offered by
the market) as part of official developmental aid (ODA). Between 1960
and 1974, ODA loan issue alone grew by 250 percent in constant prices.140

External funds became important for the emperor and enabled a period of
“personal rule,” which gradually eroded “governmental efficiency.”141

While external capital poured in, tax reform came to a halt—much like
in Siam. Some half-hearted efforts were made under Haile Selassie.142 The

133. There was one important exception: French and British investors financed a railway
that connected Addis Ababa (the capital) to the port of Djibouti, de facto opening Ethiopia to
international markets (Ram, 1981).

134. Keller (1991); Pankhurst (1968).
135. Keller (1991, pp. 95–102).
136. Marcus (2002, ch. 11).
137. Hess (1970).
138. Broich (2017, p. 18).
139. Lemi (2007).
140. OECD, Query Wizard for International Development Statistics, https://stats.oecd

.org/qwids (last retrieved May 13, 2021).
141. Marcus (2002, p. 166); Kissi (2000); Zewde (2001, ch. 5).
142. Keller (1991, pp. 113–118).
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land tax was reformed in 1944, but it did not end with the informal control
of landed elites over collection, and receipts declined over time; corpo-
rate taxation was sliced to attract foreign direct investment;143 and the new
income tax passed in 1966 was systematically eluded by the urban elites.
Tax reform failed because Haile Selassie sought to increase the tax pressure
while retaining full power over fiscal policy.144

A Marxist revolutionary junta deposed Haile Selassie in 1974. When
the new government approached the USSR for support, the latter flooded
the country with fresh military aid, including heavy subsidies to wage war
against Somalia in 1977–78.145 When theWest resumed aid programs in the
1980s, fresh cashwasoftendiverted for clientelistic purposes or capturedby
regional insurgents.146 Tobalance the central governmentbudget, the junta
issued new external loans: by 1988, debt service consumed $530 million a
year, a tenfold increase relative to 1974.147 In the meantime, the military
share of the budget had grown from 18 percent in 1974 to 50 percent in
1988.148

The military regime collapsed in 1991, and a (highly imperfect) par-
liamentary regime was inaugurated. External debt generously surpassed
100 percent of GDP for most of the 1990s, and aid kept coming at faster
rates than ever.149 Since 2000, Ethiopia has been part of the group of
highly indebted poor countries (HIPCs) and receives regular assistance
from the IMF and the World Bank.150 Despite recent progress in tax col-
lection, Ethiopia relies on loans and international aid to finance its budget
deficit, remains at the head of sub-Saharan African economies in terms of
per capita ODA, and is experiencing a rapid acceleration of public external
debt relative to GDP, revenue, and exports.151

All in all, Thai and Ethiopian rulers in the twentieth century did
not share the diplomatic finesse and time horizons of their predecessors.

143. Degefe (1992).
144. Complementary efforts to radiate state presence were also abandoned. For instance,

public spending in education was reduced in the countryside and concentrated in the capital
(Mengisteab, 2002, p. 181).

145. Broich (2017, pp. 33–34).
146. Marcus (2002, p. 209).
147. Marcus (2002, p. 213).
148. Mengisteab (2002, p. 182).
149. Lemi (2007).
150. SeeMengisteab (2002) for a critical assessment of state building efforts in thefirst decade

of the democratic regime that followed.
151. Coutts and Laskaridis (2019); Manyazewal (2019).
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Accelerating after WWII, Thai and Ethiopian rulers succumbed to the
temptation to float external loans and actively searched for international
aid. In both states, external finance reduced the impetus to keep build-
ing states. When that happened, both countries were at different stages of
state building, allowing Thailand to use external funds to grease its strong
bureaucratic apparatus and avoid the foreign debt trap and state failure
experienced in Ethiopia.

9.3 Chile

The cases I have focused on so far either followed one trajectory of state
building from the nineteenth century onward (i.e., Japan) or switched gears
along the path favoring external funds (i.e., Argentina, Ethiopia, Thailand).
Two questions follow: One, do countries hold any (unobserved) charac-
teristic (e.g., cultural trait, colonial legacy) that makes them more likely to
choose and remain on any given path? Two, can states jump into a positive
state building trajectory halfway through the game? To address these ques-
tions, I examine longitudinal variation infiscal capacity inChile, a sovereign
country that committed to state buildingonly in the last decades of thenine-
teenth century, when leaderswere compelled by circumstances tomobilize
domestic resources for war.

Chile was a relatively small country with mercantile elites concentrated
in two major cities, Santiago and Valparaíso, 70 miles apart and con-
nected by telegraph (1851), railroad (1863), and telephone (1880). These
favorable conditions enabled economic elites to coordinate, extract, and
enforce power-sharing institutions at the time of domestic resource mobi-
lization. Borrowing from empirical strategy in chapter 7, I show here that
major tax reform in Chile took place when the government ran out of
options.Wartime fiscal efforts activated both the bureaucratic and political
mechanisms of transmission, growing state capacity in the long run.

9.3.1 CHILE AT WAR

Chile gained independence from Spain in 1826 after 16 years of war.152

Chile was never of paramount importance for the Spanish Crown,
which was more invested in Peru because of its natural resources.153 Upon

152. Marichal (1989, p. 33).
153. See Dell (2010) and Guardado (2018) for a detailed account of Spanish rule in Peru.
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FIGURE 9.3. Tax Revenue in Chile in the Long Nineteenth Century. Data drawn fromWagner,
Jofré, and Lüders (2000).

independence, Chile inherited a rather limited state administration with
low capacity to raise taxes. Still in 1826, Chile suspended debt service on
the only loan it had issued in foreignmarkets and aimed at fundingmilitary
expenses.

The War of the Confederation (1836–1839) was the first interstate war
waged by Chile as a fully sovereign state. The relationship between Peru
and Chile had deteriorated since their split from Spain. Peru failed to repay
a loan from Chile to fight Spain, and both countries engaged in a tariff war
in the early 1830s. In 1836, Peru and Bolivia formed the Bolivian-Peruvian
Confederation. Chile read the move as a direct challenge to its desired
hegemony in the South Pacific. That year the confederation also sponsored
a failed expedition led by an exiled Chilean general aimed at ousting the
Chilean president. This was the onset of a three-year war.154

The War of the Confederation had moderate fiscal effects for Chile, as
shown in figure 9.3. Based onmy calculations, the war cost was P 3million,
equivalent to 25 percent of the ordinary annual receipts.War expenseswere
financed with taxes and domestic credit, the latter playing only a minor

154. For further contextualization of thiswar, includingArgentina’s participation, seeCollier
(2003, ch. 3).
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role.155 Tax receipts were raised from customs (over 60 percent of total
revenue), excises, and mining receipts. The war coincided with the tenure
of Renjifo and Tocornal, two orthodox finance ministers who reshuffled
the tax system twice to balance the budget. In 1837, the four ministries
(interior, justice, finance, and war) were restructured and given specific
functions as part of an integral plan of financial reform,156 and in 1839,
customs duties weremarginally raised to cover additional war expenses.157

The budget, balanced during wartime with only a fifth of a percentage
point deviationover theGDP in 1839, remained stabilized or in surplus dur-
ing the next 15 years; and tax revenue increased by 50 percent, although
from a very low base. The main impact of the War of the Confedera-
tion was arguably political. Bringing much political stability in the decades
that followed, the war unified conservative families and forged a national
spirit among elites and nonelites alike.158 Centeno summarizes the effect
of theWar of the Confederation in these words: “If any war ‘made’ Chilean
exceptionalism, it was this one, as it provided a rare legitimacy while also
establishing a stable civil-military relationship.”159

In 1842, a healthy financial position allowed the Chilean government to
settle the debt that had been in default since 1826. In the early 1850s, signif-
icant tax reform took place with the adoption of la contribución territorial,
a new land tax that required the assessment of property holdings by the
state.160 Revenue stemming from these taxes was, however, largely insuffi-
cient to meet the expenses of the next interstate war fought by Chile in the
nineteenth century: the Chincha Islands War, also known as the Spanish-
Chilean War. The archipelago, located about 20 miles off the southern
coast, held Peru’s largest deposit of guano, a highly effective soil fertilizer
in high demand in Europe and considered “more precious than gold.”161

155. Three-fourths of war expenses were covered with tax revenue; the remaining with
domestic public debt. Credit markets were tight in Chile. In August 1836, the executive tried
to float P 400,000 at 4% to expand the navy (Barros Arana, 1880, p. 38). This quotation failed and
the target was reduced in September to half that quantity. Only P 105,000 was contracted in the
end, one-fourth the original target. Additional sources were liberated by a 10% domestic debt
relief and by inducing taxpayers in arrears to repay in full in return for a reduction in the interest
rate (Cruchaga, 1878, p. 50).

156. Humud (1969, p. 86).
157. Pastén (2017).
158. Collier (2003, p. 24).
159. Centeno (2002, p. 57).
160. Soifer (2015, p. 163).
161. Hollett (2008). See Vizcarra (2009) for European demand of guano.
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The Chincha Islands War (1864–1866) was initiated by Spain as part
of a new, aggressive offensive in imperial foreign policy led by Queen
Isabella II. The pretext was the death in Peru of some Spanish agricultural
workers after marching for improvements in working conditions. A Span-
ish naval squadron occupied the Chincha Islands in retaliation. From that
position of force, Spain negotiated concessions from the Peruvian govern-
ment. Following pro-Peruvian comments in the Chilean press, the Spanish
bombarded the coastal city of Valparaíso.162 When Chile rapidly organized
an international coalition with Bolivia and Ecuador to fight Spain, the
allied forces contained Spain’s ambitions to regain colonial influence in the
region. The Spanish navy soon realized that they could not win the war
despite having more than twice the cannons of Chile and Peru combined.
The cost of war for Chile was P 32 million, twice annual ordinary receipts.
In order to fund war expenses, Chile floated three loans in London.

After the war, Chile was able to honor external debt from ordinary
receipts. No major tax reform followed.163 In the early 1870s, the global
recession caused a marked reduction in customs receipts. In order to bal-
ance the budget, the Chilean government floated three new external loans
between 1870 and 1875. Debt service then became onerous, consuming
roughly a third of tax revenue.164 Chile was on the brink of default in
July 1878, and rumors extended to London that Chile would suspend the
sinking fund payments. Despite an initial denial, the Chilean government
announced the suspension of amortization in April 1879, days after a new
war with Bolivia and Peru had begun.

Excluded from external capital, Chile waged the third, final, and
largest interstate war of the nineteenth century: the War of the Pacific
(1879–1883), which was essentially about the control of nitrate fields in
the desert of Atacama.165 This territory, one of the driest in the world, has
perfect conditions for the natural production of salitre, a nitrogen-based
fertilizer used in agriculture andmunitions production in Europe. TheAta-
cama Desert, which incorporated the fields of Antofagasta and Toco, was
located in Bolivian national territory; however, most of the extractive com-
panies in the region and 90 percent of the population were Chilean.166 In
1879, the Bolivian government increased unilaterally the export duties of

162. Farcau (2000, p. 17).
163. Saylor (2014, p. 64).
164. Sicotte, Vizcarra, andWandschneider (2010, p. 300).
165. Ortega (1984).
166. Faundez (2007, p. 49).
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salitre, which contravened an agreement signed in 1874 not to raise taxes
on any Chilean corporation mining in Atacama for a period of 25 years.167

This incident triggered war with Bolivia as well as Peru because these two
countries had signed a military agreement of mutual defense against Chile
in 1873.

The war lasted four years. The first two years involved traditional army-
to-army combat; the last two involved guerilla warfare in Peru and Bolivia,
resulting in most of the Chilean casualties. Eventually, Chile prevailed and
annexed the Bolivian province of Atacama plus the Peruvian province of
Tarapacá—the jewel in the crown of the salitremining industry.

Warmobilizationwas significant for the three countries involved: 2 per-
cent of Chilean male adults were called to arms; more than 1 percent of
Peruvianmale adults andmore than 2 percent of adult male Bolivians were
drafted.168 Belligerents put into action the new rifles, artillery, guns, and
ironclads purchased for the fleet after the Chincha Islands War. The total
cost of the war for Chile was P 75 million,169 twice the cost of the war
against Spain 15 years earlier. Lacking external funding, the Chilean gov-
ernment sought to float domestic bonds, but this operation failed. The
domestic banking sector was still recovering from the 1870s crisis—all but
one of the national banks were insolvent—and denied the government cap-
ital.170 Credit constrained, the government decided to abandon convert-
ibility and reluctantly issued paper money, doing so three times during
wartime, commencing in April 1879. In total, Chile issued P 28 million in
paper money, which paid for one-third of war expenses.171 The remainder
was paid with tax money.

Prewar tax receipts fell short. Pressed by growing military expenses,
the Ministry of Finance pushed for the tax reform that had failed the year
before: “InMayof 1879, indesperation, Congress passed themobiliaria, the
income tax it had rejected the previous year.”172 The mobiliaria was a tax
on capital gains, certain types of securities, and all income exceeding P 300.
Essentially, it was a tax on the rich—hence a tax on sitting deputies. Despite
high levels of evasion in its first year of implementation, the income tax
(togetherwith the inheritance tax adoptedoneyear earlier) becameby1883

167. Sater (2007, p. 18).
168. Sater (2007, pp. 21–22).
169. Subercaseaux (1922, p. 96).
170. Sater (1985, p. 142).
171. Subercaseaux (1922, pp. 94–98).
172. Collier and Sater (1996, p. 147).
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the third most lucrative tax, following only customs and state monopoly
revenues.173

Following Chile’s seizure of the two nitrate fields in Atacama—Anto-
fagasta andToco—plus Tarapacá, the export tax rate quadrupled uniformly
across the country, hitting new and old firms in the Chilean territory,
including the Antofagasta Nitrate and Railway Company, the largest con-
glomerate in the recently annexed territory. The new rate was set at an
unprecedented 12 percent of the company’s profit. The nitrate tax legis-
lation passed despite the strong political ties of this company: 11 of its
shareholders were deputies or senators, including two members of the
cabinet.174 In that regard, Sater writes:

The passage of the nitrate export tax surprised many. Powerful forces
had done everything, including trying to buy votes in the Chamber of
Deputies, to stop the nitrate levy [of 1880] from becoming law. Even
the normally blase Chilian Times appeared stunned: “Large sums of
money and the influence of many of the most important men in the
country have failed to prevent the bill frompassing a very largemajority.
Nearly all the papers in the country had been bought in vaine: influence,
generally so potent in this country, could do nothing.”175

Annexing Atacama and Tarapacá, Chile became the world monopolist
of salitre. Propelled by the new levies on nitrates, export receipts became
the first source of revenue.176 In four years, exports doubled and revenues
increased by approximately 500 percent.177

9.3.2 CHILE AND THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF

EXTERNAL FINANCE

In the previous section, I suggested thatwar financewas conditioned on the
availability of foreign capital. This section revisits thediscussion, emphasiz-
ing the political economy of public external finance advanced in chapter 2.
In light of the argument articulated there, rulers should be inclined to
finance war with external loans instead of taxes, everything else being con-
stant. Higher tax pressure might spur demands of (further) political rights

173. Sater (1976, p. 328).
174. O’Brien (1980, p. 20).
175. Sater (1985, p. 140).
176. Mamalakis (1976, table 6.1).
177. Sater (1985, p. 140).
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for taxpayers, namely, the ability to decide on spending or new levies or
both. In addition, an increase in the tax burden during war might damage
the economywhen resources aremost needed. In light of political and eco-
nomic costs, I expect rulers to consider taxation only as a last resort, that is,
when they are precluded frommore politically neutral options like external
borrowing.

War finance in Chile in the nineteenth century is consistent with this
logic. Figure 9.4 plots the share of tax revenue and public foreign debt
as a percentage of GDP from 1833 (earliest year) to 1913. The years dur-
ing which Chile was at war are shaded. I differentiate wars fought while
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Chile was in default (light gray)—thus excluded from the international
markets—from wars fought while Chile had access to the international
credit market (darker gray).

One lesson to draw from the previous section is that war is financed in
multiple ways; however, consistent with the argument advanced in chap-
ter 2, the debt-tax mix is less favorable to taxes when rulers have access
to the international credit market. Take the two larger wars—the Chincha
Islands War (1864–1866) and the Pacific War (1879–1883). In 1865, Chile
was allowed to borrow from international lenders, and so it did. Between
November 1865 and February 1867, the Chilean government floated four
war loans in London totaling P 47.6million, which grew outstanding exter-
nal debt by over 300 percent with respect to prewar years.178 In stark
contrast, tax revenue remained virtually flat during this period, both in real
terms (figure 9.3) and as a share of GDP (figure 9.4).

Things were different in 1879. This time the country was excluded from
international capital markets. The government’s delegate in London tried
to convince investors to float a new loan to finance war costs. All efforts
were in vain: Londondenied credit to theChilean government because sus-
pended service had not yet been settled.179 Chile had tomobilize resources
at home. Leavingmonetarypolicy aside, total tax revenue increasedbyover
75 percent within three years. Importantly, the incidence of the new taxes
fell mainly on the wealthy—namely, the members of Parliament and the
elites they represented.

Kurtz argues that taxation and state capacity expanded in nineteenth-
century Chile because elites were fairly cohesive.180 Vergara and Barros
show that the socioeconomic conditions of the deputies of the three main
parties in Chile (Conservatives, Liberals, and Radicals) were indeed
indistinguishable among political families.181 Cohesion, a constant, can-
not explain the change in behavior observed after 1879. Something else
changed: warfare plus exclusion from international capital reshaped incen-
tives to increase taxation among Chilean elites. Previous attempts to pass
that legislation had failed because members of Congress found adoption
insufficiently pressing.182 Decisive capacity building moved forward only
when the availability of alternative forms of war financing was absent.

178. Interest at yield was between 6.6 (min) and 8.2 percent (max).
179. O’Brien (1979, p. 105).
180. Kurtz (2013, pp. 81–93).
181. Vergara and Barros (1972).
182. Sater (1976, pp. 324–326).
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The growth of tax revenue in Chile was not merely a by-product of
winning the war and seizing new sources of revenue. The war initiated fun-
damental political andbureaucratic reform—stronger executive constraints
and administrative growth and modernization—which transformed the
Chilean state well beyond the nitrate boom following the War of the
Pacific.183 Next, I elaborate on the political and bureaucratic mechanisms
activated by this war.

9.3.3 TAX CAPACITY AND PRESIDENTIAL ABUSE

In 1886, a new president took office, the first one after the War of the
Pacific, the Liberal José Manuel Balmaceda, well regarded on both sides
of the aisle. Balmaceda put forward an ambitious program to modernize
the economy—investing nitrate revenue in public works, the military, and
education—so that when nitrate receipts declined, the country could eas-
ily specialize in a new competitive industry.184 To coordinate his ambitious
plan, Balmaceda inaugurated a newMinistry of Industry andPublicWorks,
the apex of an overhaul of the ministerial organization, which emphasized
specialization and meritocratic recruitment.185 Within five years, the Min-
istry of Industry and Public Works doubled public investment in railroads,
telegraph, and bridges. The public administration was also expanded: new
hospitals, prisons, and government officeswere opened.186 Primary school
enrollment grew from 79,000 pupils in 1886 to 150,000 in 1890.187

183. How did the War of the Pacific affect tax capacity in Peru and Bolivia, also in default?
The impact for Peru was devastating; however, this country had lost control of its main sources
of revenue to foreign bondholders years before the war. Both guano and railways were in the
hands of European investors as part of loan contracts and default settlements signed in 1869 and
1870–1872 (details in chapter 2), hence their limited ability to respond to Chile’s aggression. In
Bolivia, war increased tax receipts relative to prewar years (Peres-Cajías, 2014; Sicotte, Vizcarra,
and Wandschneider, 2008), arguably because the baseline was low to begin with. Importantly,
the War of the Pacific put in motion a series of political and state building reforms in Bolivia,
which crystallized in the next decades (Klein, 2011, p. 143). On the eve of WWI, central gov-
ernment revenue as a percentage of GDP in Bolivia had more than doubled relative to 1883, and
the budget was regularly balanced (Peres-Cajías, 2014). For specific accounts of the fiscal effects
of the War of the Pacific in Peru and Bolivia, see Sabaté Domingo and Peres-Cajías (2020) and
Sicotte, Vizcarra, andWandschneider (2008, 2010).

184. Blakemore (1974).
185. Barría Traverso (2008).
186. In 1880, inhabitants numbered 838per public employee. In 1900, that number decreased

to 244, a change that illustrates massive administrative growth (Barría Traverso, 2015, table 2).
187. See Cariola Sutter and Sunkel (1982) for a comprehensive survey of public investment.
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Before Balmaceda assumed office, national defense and debt service
consumed most of the budget. Under his administration, the state became
actively involved in promoting economic growth by investing in infrastruc-
ture andhuman capital;188 however, not everyone agreedwithBalmaceda’s
program. Conservatives preferred using nitrate receipts to retire the incon-
vertible paper money issued during the war, adhering once again to the
gold standard. A preoccupation with the expansion of state administra-
tion grew, putting into the hands of the president the means to intensify
patronage tactics to deliver electoralmajorities on electionday. Last but not
least, the expansion of education was also perceived as a threat to the oli-
garchic class, whosemembers lacked the skills required to steer themodern
economy.189

Along with economic considerations, a preoccupation with the abuses
of presidential power also grew. Balmaceda had assumed office promising
to end the “interference” of the president in congressional elections. This
was an old problem. The constitution of 1833 granted extensive powers
to the executive, key among them the ability to manipulate congressional
elections to build support coalitions in the legislative branch and weaken
parliamentary oversight of his actions.190 The web of patronage knitted
by the president made Congress a secondary institution without much
capacity to hold the executive accountable. The purpose of the constitu-
tional amendments of the 1870s was to limit this form of “authoritarian
presidentialism.”191

Beginning in 1871, the presidential term was limited to one nonconsec-
utivemandate. In 1874, direct elections were established for the Senate and
emergency powers were restricted. “Such changes were a blow, but not
by any means a body-blow to presidential power.”192 Election interference
persisted—also under Balmaceda.

Soon after assuming office, Balmaceda walked away from his elec-
toral pledge and manufactured a Liberal victory in the 1888 congressional

188. Vergara and Barros (1972).
189. Blakemore (1974).
190. Electoral interference by the president involvedmanipulation of voter registration (cal-

ificaciones) and intimidation by the national guard on election day, among other tactics. The
president also replaced some public administrators with would-be congressmen as a means of
buying their loyalty. All presidents use these informal powers to build support coalitions in
Congress (Collier and Sater, 1996, pp. 55–58).

191. Heise González (1974, p. 133).
192. Collier and Sater (1996, p. 122).
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election. He consolidated his power by removing all opposition members
from the cabinet, contravening an unwritten rule in Chilean politics. Both
decisions antagonized Conservatives as well as key deputies in his own
party. Balmaceda’s actions in the congressional elections of 1888 were the
first of many decisions aimed at weakening parliamentary oversight of
executive powers.

Balmaceda created new administrative departments without due con-
gressional approval and also antagonized nitrate producers, both British
andChilean, by entertaining the idea of nationalizing the industry. Produc-
tion restrictions put in place by the nitrate oligopoly conflicted with the
revenue needs of Balmaceda’s investment program. Key to understanding
how events unfolded, some of the nitrate owners he alienated were sit-
ting in Parliament193 while foreign owners had strong connectionswith key
members of Balmaceda’s Liberal party.194

Grievances persisted when Balmaceda handpicked Enrique Safuentes
to be his successor and placed him in his cabinet, blatantly contravening
the original electoral platform. Only a few months later, Balmaceda put a
loyal supporter of Safuentes in charge of theMinistry of Industry andPublic
Works, hence in command of the patronage machine. In late 1889, Bal-
maceda shut down Congress when one of his controversial decisions—the
cancellation by presidential decree of the Nitrate Railways Company—was
deemed unconstitutional by sitting deputies.

With Congress back in session in 1890, Balmaceda tried to pass a
constitutional reform that would have dissolved two counterbalancing
institutions in the Republic—the Consejo de Estado and the Comisión
Conservadora—and established direct elections of the president with an
extendedmandate of six years. The reformwas dismissed by Congress, but
that did not stopBalmaceda in his quest for stronger presidential powers. In
late 1890, Balmaceda shut down Congress a second time when his budget
was denied. In retaliation, a significant group of congressmen and senators
declared him unfit for office. On January 1, 1891, Balmaceda moved ahead
without the approval of Congress (no longer in session) and extended the
previous year’s budget, a decision that exceeded presidential powers. The
country was ready for civil war: Congress fled north and received the sup-
port of the navy, the pride of the Chilean military. The president remained
in Santiago, guarded by the national army. After a seven-month civil war

193. Vergara and Barros (1972, appendix tables).
194. Blakemore (1974, p. 170).
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and 10,000 casualties, the congresionistas prevailed. Having sought refuge
in the Argentinean embassy, Balmaceda committed suicide.

9.3.4 CONSTRAINING THE EXECUTIVE

The road to civil war in Chile may resonate with the history of limited
government in Western Europe. The accumulation of tax powers in the
presidency in a context of weak executive constraints precipitated a polit-
ical crisis. Tax revenue doubled during the 10 years following the last war
with Peru and Bolivia. The state had assumed key functions in economic
development and education ever since. By putting forward a massive pro-
gram of public investment in education, military, and railroads, Balmaceda
created new captive constituencies that could be mobilized to his advan-
tage. Weak checks and balances left Congress exposed to a heightened
era of executive election meddling. Staging a coup, Chilean elites sought
to weaken presidential powers and made Congress the center of fiscal
policy.195

The 1891 civil war was not a conflict—as earlier historians like Edwards
and Ramírez Necochea put it196—between a president chasing the gen-
eral interest and a Congress advancing the interests of an old, oligarchic
regime captured by foreign capitalists.197 Thiswas a political crisis between
two branches of government—executive and legislative—about the divi-
sion of powers. Constitutionally, Congress had budgeting powers, but
election interference allowed the president to build supportive majori-
ties that excused him from accountability to congressional oversight. This
became a major problem when the budget of the republic doubled and the
state acquired an unprecedented role in steering the national economy.

“[Balmaceda’s] relation to the parliament was much like that of Charles
I,”198 the English monarch whose actions led to the English Civil War
and eventually the Glorious Revolution. Congress accused Balmaceda of
usurping its prerogatives, ruling by decree, and intervening in the electoral

195. Vergara and Barros (1972, pp. 87–90).
196. Edwards (1945); Ramírez Necochea (1969).
197. Balmaceda opposed monopolies, not foreign ownership; for instance, he coalesced

with British investors to dismantle the Nitrate Railways Company but not with the proletariat.
He sent the army to repress miners rioting in the north and in Santiago for better labor condi-
tions. See Heise González (1974) for an extensive critique of the antioligarchic interpretation of
Balmaceda’s policy.

198. Reinsch (1909, p. 513).
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process.199 The civil war put an end to presidential abuse. Once he was
overthrown, the oligarchs strengthened the legislature by gaining effec-
tive veto power over fiscal policy. Importantly, this was a period of limited
government, not modern democracy. Franchise remained restricted, and
Congress neglected the needs of a growing urban working class—the so-
called social question.200 The new political equilibrium was one in which
power between the executive and the legislative branches was truly shared.

9.3.5 CONTINUED BUREAUCRATIC GROWTH

A new era known as the Parliamentary Regime (1891–1925) began after
Balmaceda was deposed, and Congress and political parties became the
center of political activity.201 Congressional control over the executive
was strengthened with small constitutional amendments: no public official
could sit in Congress, and election monitoring was transferred to munic-
ipalities.202 Both measures took away from the presidency the levers that
had allowed it to interfere in national elections for roughly 60 years.203

Some argue that the weak presidencies and higher political turnover
of the Parliamentary Regime stopped the economic and administrative
growth initiated under Balmaceda,204 but Bowman and Wallerstein chal-
lenge that notion with hard data.205 After only three years of decline, from
1891 to 1893, public expenditure resumed both nominally and on a per
capita basis and kept expanding until WWI. School enrollment continued
to grow but at a slightly lower rate than under Balmaceda. Most of the
investment was concentrated in public works, which benefited both the
land- and mining-based elite.

In order to ascertain first hand whether the investment program
included bureaucratic capacity, I coded the size of the tax administra-
tion from 1845 to 1915 as reported in the national budgets.206 Figure 9.5
plots the total number of staff working for the Minister of Finance. Three

199. Eaton (2004, p. 90).
200. Kurtz (2013, p. 89). This tension is captured by the Polity IV dataset. Although the over-

all democracy index decreased twopoints from5 to 3 from1890 to 1891, the executive constraints
score increased from 5 to 7 and remained there after WWI (Marshall and Jaggers, 2000).

201. Faundez (2007, p. 59).
202. Collier and Sater (1996, p. 188).
203. Eaton (2004).
204. Edwards (1945); Ramírez Necochea (1969).
205. Bowman andWallerstein (1982).
206. I retrieved this information for budgets of fiscal years ending in 0 and 5.
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FIGURE 9.5. Tax Personnel in Chile from 1845 to 1915. Data coded from national budgets
between 1845 and 1915.

patterns emerge: First, the Chincha War was inconsequential in terms of
expanding the tax administration. This is consistent with figures 9.3 and
9.4, where no increase in tax receipts is shown during or after wartime. Sec-
ond, and in stark contrast, the War of the Pacific was highly consequential
for the tax administration. The personnel working for this administration
grew by 83 percent between 1879 and 1885. The annexation of nitrate
fields in Peru and Bolivia occurred alongside the expansion of customs ser-
vices involving collecting export duties at every oficina (extraction site)
and international port. Crucially, the increase in customs officials was
accompanied by an increase in tax officials in other branches of the tax
administration, including excise collection.207 Third, bureaucratic growth

207. My estimates are slightly more conservative than those in Sabaté Domingo and Peres-
Cajías (2020), who nevertheless show the same general pattern: 82% of the 684 employees in the
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continued after Balmaceda’s tenure. In the early years of the Parliamen-
tary Regime, the growth of the tax administration stopped (never declined)
momentarily because the executive sought to use nitrate revenue to forge
a stable monetary policy. Various attempts to burn unconvertible paper
money failed, however, and within three years massive public investment
resumed. So did the tax apparatus, with the adoption of new taxes to man-
age: alcohol (1902), insurance companies (1906), tobacco, playing cards,
and inheritance (1910), and banks (1912).208

Under the overarching power-sharing agenda, the Parliamentary Re-
gime put forward a programof political and fiscal decentralization. In 1893,
the income, inheritance, and capital taxes adopted during the War of
the Pacific were transferred to municipalities. Decentralization under the
Parliamentary Regime is often criticized by historians because it put in
the hands of local elites the organization of elections, causing vote buying
and clientelism.209 On the fiscal front, however, performance of munici-
palities was remarkably good: total revenue of municipalities (in constant
prices) almost tripled between 1902 and 1925 (earliest and latest data), and
the decentralized direct taxes became themajor source of local government
funds, accounting for 39 percent of municipal revenue.210

To keep municipalities in check, the central government kept veto
power over the adoption and changeof any existing tax rate at themunicipal
level.211 Present in 200municipalities, more than 8,300 central government
agents (also known as “tax police”) were granted powers to monitor the
collection of municipal taxes—including a veto over any policy that could
damage the national interest.212 State legibility was secured as well, thanks
to records of economic activities, wealth, and occupation of city residents
kept by the central government agents.213

All in all, state building in Chile took off during the War of the Pacific
and kept expanding under the Parliamentary Regime despite the nitrate
bonanza and decentralization. As manifested in figure 9.6, the share of
internal taxes (national and municipal) relative to total tax revenue grew

Ministry of Finance in 1870 worked in customs, compared to 74% of the 1,599 employees in 1900
(Sabaté Domingo and Peres-Cajías, 2020, table 6).

208. Bowman andWallerstein (1982, p. 451).
209. See for instance, Gleisner (1988, p. 109).
210. Rojas Böttner (2019, pp. 90, 94). See Edwards (1917) for compelling evidence that

municipalities remained underfunded for the many tasks they were expected to execute—but
that is another debate.

211. Soifer (2015, p. 174).
212. See Rojas Böttner (2019, table 12) for longitudinal data of tax police officers.
213. Soifer (2015, p. 163).
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FIGURE 9.6. Share of Nontrade Tax to Total Tax Revenue in Chile. Nontrade tax revenue
combines internal taxation and municipal taxation. Total revenue accounts for trade and
nontrade tax revenue. Source: Soifer (2015, table 5.8).

over time, indicating continued efforts to expand the tax base beyond ni-
trate exports. On the eve of WWI, Chile had stronger executive contraints
and a more capable state, namely, a strong bureaucratic apparatus capa-
ble of taxing and administering public goods and services benefiting the
merchant elite, from infrastructure to education.

9.4 Conclusion

The trajectories discussed in this chapter suggest that opportunities of state
building are shaped by initial conditions (e.g., is there a mass of merchants
who can negotiate the terms of taxation?), the rulers’ time horizons, access
to external funds—and a grain of luck too. Take the case of Japan: it ben-
efited enormously from external finance, but, unlike any other case in
this chapter and arguably the world, it also relied on domestic capital to
fund daily government expenses. Lower dependence reduced exposure
to financial pressures and solidified political consensus for state building.
And yet, Japan’s foreign debt rapidly escalated before WWI. Ironically,
the Great War might have saved Japan from following the same path as
Argentina.
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Chile, the other success case, only committed to state building when its
leaders were compelled to finance war domestically in the late 1870s. This
case suggests that entrenched and geographically concentrated economic
elites do not automatically demand power-sharing institutions. Advances
in executive constraints happen when elites perceive that the Leviathan is
growing too strong and endangering their economic position.

Lastly, the case of Siam speaks to the limits of building states without
search for consent, a topic recently debated in Acemoglu and Robinson as
well as Stasavage.214 Coercion can be a stable, revenue-generating policy,
but it secures tax compliance only up to a point. Power-sharing institutions
not only transform taxation into a nonzero-sum game; they also reduce
“transaction costs” of tax collection,215 making stronger andmore efficient
states.

214. Acemoglu and Robinson (2019); Stasavage (2020).
215. Levi (1988).
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Conclusion

In this final chapter, I first reexamine the reasons that public credit made
states in Western Europe but seldom outside it. As should now be evi-
dent, the answer to this question builds on the argument and findings
presented throughout the book: European states benefited from foreign
capital scarcity. Second, I elaborate on the implications of this book for
three debates in the literature on development: loan conditionality, for-
eign intervention, and the resource curse. Third, I propose two ways to
extend the analysis of external finance on state building—one focusing on
postcolonial institutions, the other on civil conflict. I conclude the chapter
with some thoughts on the joint examination of debt and tax instruments
in the study of state building.

10.1 Why Did Public Debt Make States in Europe?

International financial markets in early-modern Europe were small and
expensive.1 Lacking an outside option, European monarchs were com-
pelled to turn inward to cope with growing war expenses, the main budget
obligation at the time. As early as the thirteenth century, Italian and Ger-
man city-states had borrowed long term from local elites, usually urban
merchants, who also decided on the taxes that funded the debt.2 Territorial

1. Homer and Sylla (2005); Prestwich (1979).
2. Epstein (2000, p. 26).
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states followed suit: as of the second half of the sixteenth century, Eliz-
abeth I (r. 1558–1603) stopped issuing short-term loans in Antwerp at
rates between 12 and 14 percent and switched to London merchants, who
charged 2 points less than their Flemish counterparts.3 That switch laid the
foundations of public credit in England.

Almost simultaneously in France, Henry IV (r. 1598–1610) began to
borrow fromParisianmerchants, marginalizing increasingly expensive Ital-
ian lenders.4 Far from exceptional, domestic debt expanded under abso-
lutist kings. The Company of General Farms, an oligopoly of tax farmers
created by J. B. Colbert, became the primary lender of the French Crown.5

Credibly excluding the ruler fromnew quotations in case of default, French
kings gained access to increasingly competitive long-term loans.6

Public credit in the Low Countries developed by imposition from
Madrid. Charles V (r. 1519–1556) had made the Dutch provincial assem-
blies responsible for collection and repayment of the long-term debt of
the empire. Local merchants were heavily represented in the provincial
estates and secured tax revenue to refund the same government bonds
that they had previously acquired.7 The Low Countries kept this system in
place after independence (declared in 1581, recognized by Spain in 1648).
Strict control by taxpayers over spending decisions broughtDutch credit to
unprecedented levels and consolidated the Low Countries as the financial
capital of Europe until the turn of the eighteenth century.

Over centuries, city-states, Britain, France, and the LowCountries cre-
ated robust systems of domestic public credit. The local nature of sovereign
debt is crucial to understanding its consequences for state building and
political reform. The reason lies in the consequences of defaulting and how
those consequences structured the incentives of monarchs to expand tax
capacity and—even unintentionally—initiate political reform. Default on
domestic debt carried severe repercussions for a sitting ruler: loss of access
to credit and asset seizure in the best case, and overthrow in the worst-
case scenario.8 National and regional parliaments and tax farm oligopolies
eased merchants’ coordination to monitor the monarch’s actions and deny

3. Outhwaite (1966, 1971).
4. Stasavage (2011).
5. Johnson and Koyama (2014).
6. Hoffman, Postel-Vinay, and Rosenthal (2000).
7. Tracy (1985).
8. Saylor andWheeler (2017).
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fresh loans unless standing obligations were met.9 Seizing loan collateral
was credible because it was often directly managed by the same merchants
who lent to the Crown.10 Ultimately, the monarch’s tenure in office hinged
on the support of big taxpayers and Crown lenders, who were willing to
withdraw political support if the monarch breached the fiscal contract,
replacing him or her by a new one of their liking.11

Because the political cost of domestic default was both sizable and cred-
ible, European monarchs implemented fiscal innovations to meet debt
obligations. Over time, new and more efficient taxes were passed, fiscal
centralization and the professionalization of the tax administration were
adopted, and treasuries and central banks were inaugurated for the pur-
pose of government funding andpublic debt repayment. Froman analytical
point of view, thepolitical cost of domestic default for a sittingmonarch sus-
tained the long-term equivalence between debt and taxes for the purpose
of state building. That is, loans in early-modern Europe acted as deferred
taxes, and for that reason war and military budgets made the state.12

10.2 Why Did Public Debt Not Make States in the
Global South?

In general, domestic capital markets in the periphery in the nineteenth
century were tight or nonexistent; however—and here lies the key dif-
ference—recently created countries and those forced to join the Western
international systemhad access to vast sources of capital in European finan-
cial centers, first London and later France and Germany as well. The first
round of sovereign loans in the 1820s quickly ended in default. Debt read-
justment negotiationswere lengthybecausebondholders hadnot perfected
sanctioning mechanisms. In the second half of the nineteenth century,
imperial competition among the Great Powers accelerated. Foreign bond-
holders seized geopolitical rivalry to impose harsher clauses in sovereign
bonds, extracting new concessions and enabling temporary confiscation
of state monopolies or revenue sources in case of default. I refer to this
practice as extreme conditionality.

9. Johnson and Koyama (2014); Stasavage (2011).
10. Tracy (1985, p. 58).
11. Schultz andWeingast (1998, p. 23).
12. Refer to chapter 8 for a counterfactual in early-modern Europe: Genoese loans to Philip

II of Spain.
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Whether intentionally or compelled by geostrategic considerations,
creditors’ governments became involved in private financial markets. They
exerted diplomatic pressure, brokered fresh loans, and participated in
default settlements. Military involvement or gunboat diplomacy was rare,
something to be expected if all actors behaved consistent with their
beliefs—the definition of rationality. A sign that asset and revenue confis-
cation in case of default turned credible was that pledges in loan contracts
in London reduced the premium levied on borrowing countries in the
decades of high imperialism.

Foreign financial intervention and debt-equity swaps were unpopular
and should have disciplined leaders to float only necessary loans and spend
them wisely. The fiscal exigencies of war, blatant corruption, and local
political instability in many emerging economies probably led to down-
playing the political costs of a hypothetical default. From an incumbent’s
viewpoint, default sanctionswere a problemof the future, very likely some-
one else’s; well negotiated (e.g., if accompanied by substantial debt relief ),
pledging might have been perceived as the lesser of two evils compared to
the immediate costs of taxation, particularly sharing fiscal policy powers
with taxpayers.

Thus, extreme conditionality did not preempt rulers from floating new
loans. All types of state monopolies and sources of revenue were pawned.
Unsurprisingly, the precarious fiscal position of recently formed countries
brought many to suspend debt service. Default settlements would execute
previously agreed terms—debt-equity swaps and receiverships—or impose
them as part of the debt readjustment negotiations. One way or another,
foreign bondholders took control of state monopolies and sources of rev-
enue while injecting fresh sovereign loans to reactivate the economy. The
tax base available to the local government thinned and outstanding debt
grew. A new budget crisis often followed, requiring fresh debt, more con-
cessions, and further hypothecation. This cycle pushed many countries
into debt traps, creating lasting fiscal disequilibria.

From an analytical point of view, the exchange of external debt obli-
gations for nontax revenue (and debt relief in the best-case scenario) pre-
cluded the long-term equivalence between debt and taxes for the purpose
of state building. War and major expenses would be financed with for-
eign debt and repaid in specie, not tax money, preempting advances in
local fiscal capacity—the central pillar of the modern state. Counterintu-
itively, countries in theGlobal Southmay have benefited from less dynamic
international lending markets because that would have strengthened the
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incentives to raise taxes to finance government, stimulate domestic bor-
rowing, and conduct the political reform associated with long-term fiscal
capacity—which Europeans had been pushed to do only centuries before,
when international credit markets were virtually nonexistent.

Consistent with this argument, the empirical exercises and qualitative
evidence in chapters 7–9 suggest that rulers whowere excluded from inter-
national capital markets during wartime—that is, when government funds
werebadly needed—were compelled to reshuffle the tax administration and
assume the political cost of taxation, namely, power-sharing institutions.
Those early reformspotentially put inmotion thepolitical andbureaucratic
mechanisms of transmission advanced in this book, carrying the effects of
war finance into the long run. All in all, the erratic behavior of international
capital markets in the first globalization of capital offered opportunities for
both change and continuity in fiscal capacity building.

10.3 State Building beyond War Finance

The domestic nature of public credit is one key reason for political compro-
mise and fiscal innovation in Europe, but not the only one. State building is
a multifaceted process with multiple causes, and students of state making
should at least consider the roles of economic enlightenment, institutional
emulation, and political competition. Joel Mokyr’s scholarship shows that
a “market for ideas”13 was a fundamental driver of economic prosper-
ity and cultural pluralism in Western Europe. Economic enlightenment
transformed the economies and the relationships of individuals with their
environment. The search for innovation-friendly policy created political
institutions that solidified one of the three pillars of capable states: property
rights protection, also known as legal capacity.14 Innovation-driven eco-
nomic growth expanded commerce and monetized the economy, growing
the bargaining power of holders of mobile assets (traders and financiers)
vis-à-vis monarchs, facilitating political compromise and investment in
capable states.

13. Mokyr (2017, p. 170).
14. Mokyr (2017, pp. 183–185) for the origins of property rights protection of science and

innovations; Jones (1981) and North (1981) for the paramount importance of property rights
protection for economic growth; and Besley and Persson (2011) for the central role of legal
capacity in state building.
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“Institutional learning”15 is a second important reason for the prolif-
eration of capable states. In Europe, the Hanseatic League and Italian
city-states gradually and voluntarily adopted efficient institutions from ter-
ritorial states. They standardized coinage, reduced the number of weights
and measures, and created legal certitude by strengthening internal hier-
archy. Lowering transaction and information costs, these smaller polities
survived the expansion of territorial states until the mid-nineteenth cen-
tury.16 Meiji Japan is the paramount example of state building by emulation
in the Bond Era.

Finally, investment in state capacities can occur for purely political
reasons. Tax policy creates opportunities of cooperation and competition
between different elites, who might agree to tax reform for mutual benefit
or to penalize political rivals. Once in place, the sponsors of fiscal innova-
tion may lose control of it or be ousted from power, offering opportunities
to new political players to expand the scope of taxation and state capacities
in the long run.Myworkwith IsabelaMares on the origins of the income tax
in Western Europe offers one such example. Initially adopted in the mid-
nineteenth century to exclude the working class from the political arena,
the income tax became after WWI the most progressive tax instrument
ever seen.17

Economic enlightenment, institutional learning, and political compe-
tition are proven non-bellicose paths to state building, giving hope and
arguments to students and practitioners of state building today.18 Our
understanding of the causes of state capacity benefit from studying its
multiple causes—bellicose and not—and from unpacking their microfoun-
dations and potential complementarities. The goal of this book is to place
external public finance on a par with existing explanations of state building
(and its stagnation) in recent world history.

10.4 Implications for Today

Whereas the core of the argument focuses on how the first globalization
of finance pushed countries into different state building trajectories, the

15. Spruyt (1994, p. 179).
16. Abramson (2017).
17. Mares and Queralt (2015, 2020).
18. See Mokyr (1991, pp. 184–185) for the orthogonality between economic innovation and

war before the Industrial Revolution.
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findings speak to a variety of other modern-day issues, including debates
on loan conditionality, foreign intervention, and the oil curse.

10.4.1 LOAN CONDITIONALITY

I advanced the notion of extreme conditionality, that is, the hypothecation
of national assets as a requirement to access foreign credit, to shed light on
the secular decline of interest rates in the nineteenth century. Extreme con-
ditionality and its implementation—supersanctions—have not been prac-
ticed since WWII (perhaps with the exception of Chinese loans19) for at
least three reasons. First, asset seizure via debt-equity swaps and receiver-
shipswas feasible only because bondholders’ governmentswere involved in
imperial competition. These severe political sanctions represented strong
breaches to national sovereignty—ironically implemented in the era of
“absolute” judicial sovereign immunity—that could not have been executed
without diplomatic pressure from creditor governments.

Second, the key players in international finance have changed and with
them the mandate of foreign financial intervention. Private lending to
foreign governments declined afterWWI andwas replaced by official lend-
ing, virtually nonexistent before 1914.20 Although private funds gained
some momentum in the last decades of the twentieth century, private-
only loans today represent less than 11 percent of all sovereign debt.21

Financial crises are also managed differently. To balance the budget, bor-
rowers do not have to grant concessions or extraterritoriality rights to
foreign investors. Since WWII, the IMF has acted as the lender of last
resort, specializing in ordered debt restructuring. Despite orthodoxy and
limitations of IMF conditionality—the source of inspiration for vibrant
research22—this institution never sought tomake profit out of intervention,

19. Some authors argue that the goals of China’s aid and loans do not differ from bilat-
eral and multilateral overseas lending from the West (Brautigam, 2020; Dreher and Fuchs,
2015); however, conclusions are generally drawn from partial datasets. Horn, Reinhart, and
Trebesch (2020) show that official statistics between 1949 and 2017 are missing 50 percent of
China’s lending to developing countries. Gelpern, Horn, Morris, Parks, and Trebesch’s (2021)
closer look at 100 debt contracts reveals collateral arrangements, such as lender-controlled rev-
enue accounts, reminiscent of the Bond Era. The debate about “debt-trap diplomacy” remains
open.

20. Stallings (1972, p. 15).
21. Bunte (2019, p. 7).
22. Copelovitch (2010); Stallings and Kaufman (1989); Vreeland (2007).
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unlike receiverships in the Bond Era. IMF conditionality is meant to bring
fiscal stability to the borrowing country even if it is at the price of one-
size-fits-all neoliberal policy. In recent years, the IMF has recognized the
importance of building local capacity, and it includes it as part of new
bailout programs.23 Back to figure 1.3, international bailouts today push
distressed countries into path D of state building, leaving no room for
extreme conditionality.

Third, as of the 1970s, the notion of “absolute” sovereign immunity was
relaxed in American and British courts.24 This legal change allowed private
bondholders to bring to court sovereign debtorswhohaddefaulted on their
external debt. The institutionalization of dispute resolution in international
lending made coercive strategies like debt-equity swaps and privately run
receiverships unnecessary.25

Extreme conditionality and supersanctions in the nineteenth century
are important today for another reason: these practices unraveled the
long-term equivalence of debt and taxes for state building. The con-
fiscation of state monopolies and revenue sources by foreign investors
allowed debtor countries to settle on their debt and regain access to
international credit markets without first having made significant efforts
to improve their capacity to tax. Loans did not act as deferred taxa-
tion. What is worse, by putting parts of their already thin tax base in
the hands of foreign investors, debtor countries remained highly exposed
to new fiscal setbacks, requiring fresh loans and further hypothecation.
Debt traps, characterized by high indebtedness, strong dependence on
foreign capital markets, a thin tax base, and a weak tax apparatus, often
followed.

Importantly, unlike Hobson’s one-sided imperialist view of interna-
tional finance, my research suggests that the responsibility for debt traps
and long-run underdevelopment was shared between aggressive foreign
investors and irresponsible domestic rulers who preferred to assume the
risk of foreign intervention over tax reform and power sharing with taxpay-
ers. Foreign lenders were certainly no angels, but neither were domestic
leaders.

23. Berg et al. (2009).
24. Verdier andVoeten (2015). SeeWeidemaier andGulati (2018) for a critical interpretation.
25. Schumacher, Trebesch, and Enderlein (2021) suggest that specialized distressed debt

funds, or “vulture investors,” recently pushed for seizing assets, but located in the creditor
country (e.g., bank accounts).
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10.4.2 FOREIGN INTERVENTION

Although tangentially, the findings of this book speak to the challenges
of foreign financial control aimed at state building. In the Bond Era, for-
eign financial control differed from modern applications in many ways: it
was guided by private interests and profit-maximizing considerations, not
capacity building. Neither version of foreign control, however, seems to
have met the goals they once pursued. The lack of legitimacy of interna-
tional interventionsmay amplifywhen foreign agents seek private gain—be
it in the realm of tax collection in the Bond Era or security provision
today (e.g., Blackwater, later Academi, in Iraq and Afghanistan after 2003).
Foreign-led state building is an extremely challenging task, and profit max-
imizationmay not be the right approach to overcome legitimacy obstacles.

10.4.3 THE “EASY MONEY” CURSE

The perverse consequences of external finance for the ruler’s incentives
to build capacity resonate with those associated with foreign aid and oil.
Unearned income is said to have two negative effects: First, it precludes
accountability mechanisms associated with taxation.26 The ruler does not
need to grant political rights to citizens to induce tax compliance because
government is fundedwith nontax revenue from oil royalties and aid flows.
Morrison and Ross show ample evidence of the negative effects of oil
revenue for democracy,27 andAhmedandSmith, amongothers, find equiv-
alent results for foreign aid.28 Second, abundant nontax revenue ismeant to
weaken state capacity because itmakes investment in the tax administration
expendable.29

The two effects of easy money—accountability and bureaucratic
weakening—are consistent with those elaborated in this book for exter-
nal public finance. Access to credit overseas offers endless opportunities
to developing nations, from tax smoothing30 to overcoming growth barri-
ers.31 No policy, however, comes without trade-offs. Broner and Ventura
warn about unintended macroeconomic effects of external public finance,

26. Paler (2013).
27. Morrison (2009); Ross (2004, 2012).
28. Ahmed (2012); Smith (2008).
29. Bates (2001, ch. 4); Bräutigam and Knack (2004); Moore (1998).
30. Barro (1979); Lucas and Stokey (1983).
31. Rajan and Zingales (1998); Summers (2000).
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including crowding out domestic credit markets.32 This book contributes
to the debate by pointing out unintended political consequences: easy
money in the form of sovereign loans can distort rulers’ incentives to strike
deals with taxpayers and preempt long-term bureaucratic reform.

The foreign aid community has come to recognize the perverse incen-
tives of unearned income in local governance and has strengthened the
monitoring of the use of funds.33 Similar efforts might be necessary in the
design of official lending to the developing world. In other words, condi-
tionality might complement current technical conditions designed at
building capacity (e.g., the adoption of value-added taxes) with political
provisions (e.g., transparency standards and public dissemination of infor-
mation) aimed at activating tax bargaining between rulers and taxpayers.
By fostering political accountability locally, foreign interventionmay over-
come common legitimacy obstacles to state building.

10.5 What’s Next?

I envision two paths to continue the study of external public finance in
the realm of state building and political reform: one focuses on the rela-
tionship between colonial public finance and long-term political institu-
tions; the other, on the connection between civil war finance and state
building.

10.5.1 COLONIAL FINANCE AND POLITICAL OUTCOMES

European colonies had access to the international credit market, and they
were also responsible for their own expenses. Imperial war was heavily
subsidized by the metropole, but everything else was financed locally.
Although colonies were obliged tomeet the revenue imperative, they were
not allowed to articulate political institutions conducive to quasi-voluntary
compliance, specifically representative parliaments. Acemoglu and Robin-
son as well as Stasavage warn us about the wedge between strong bureau-
cracies andweak societies. “Despotic Leviathans” emergewhen the society
lacks the capacity to control the state.34 Checks and balances are needed
to prevent elites from exploiting the state apparatus for their own benefit.

32. Broner and Ventura (2016).
33. Dietrich and Winters (2021) for a recent survey and Cruz and Schneider (2017) for an

application.
34. Acemoglu and Robinson (2019).
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That is, the Leviathan is to be “shackled” so that both elites and nonelites
can benefit from advances in state capacity. Stasavage shows that “the
early democracy” was created to substitute for strong bureaucracies. In
the absence of a coercive capacity, leaders could not rule alone, and deci-
sionmakingwas necessarily collective. As the state strengthened and rulers
gained the capacity to assess wealth and enforce tax compliance, the search
for consent became expendable. Today, “modern democracy” and strong
bureaucracies coexist only in some parts of the world, and “sequencing” is
important to understand why. Democratic rule is harder to achieve when
bureaucratic capacity has grown too strong.35

The insights of Acemoglu and Robinson and Stasavage call for a dedi-
cated examination of the long-term effects of public finance on democratic
consolidation in the postcolonial world. The consequences for political
reformderived fromearly access to external finance for coloniesmight have
differed from that of emerging sovereign nations. The latter, I have argued,
potentially benefited from capital exclusion because rulers were forced to
strengthen power-sharing institutions on a par with bureaucratic capac-
ity. In other words, in sovereign countries, war and major fiscal shocks
in times of capital exclusion activated both the bureaucratic and politi-
cal mechanisms of transmission. Under the same circumstances, colonies
were expected to strengthen bureaucratic capacity tomobilize government
funds while keeping political institutions despotic (details in chapter 8).
By implication, colonies that were disproportionally compelled to mobi-
lize domestic resources to fund local government might have initiated the
postcolonial era with relatively stronger bureaucracies and weaker polit-
ical institutions, impeding the consolidation of democratic politics. The
specificity of colonial finance calls for a dedicated examination of the obsta-
cles to political reform in the former colonial world with a special focus on
sequencing.

10.5.2 CIVIL WAR FINANCE AND STATE BUILDING

Another important area of research leads us to figure 6.1b, which shows
a sharp increase in civil conflict after the end of the Cold War. With the
exception of DiGiuseppe, Barry, and Frank, one finds little evidence and
understanding of the external finance of civil war and its implications for

35. Stasavage (2020).
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local capacity and political reform.36 The evidence in this book suggests
that the effect of the external finance of independence war, arguably a very
specific type of civil conflict, is virtually indistinguishable from that of
interstate war for the purpose of state building. Whether this result is gen-
eralizable to every type of civil war remains open. Doubtless, this is an
important avenue of further research that would make a significant con-
tribution to the understanding of state building and political order in the
developing world today.

10.6 Final Remarks

Public debt, internal and external, is on the rise in both the developed and
developing world, with no sign of change in the near future. In this book, I
sought to broadenour understandingof state building by studying the inter-
action between taxes and loans—namely, domestic and external sources
of government funding. Whereas existing research in political science and
economics focuses on one policy tool while keeping the other constant,
I argue in favor of their joint consideration as a means to improve under-
standing of the political dilemmas of public finance for rulers and taxpayers
and the consequences for short- and long-run state building. I hope this
approach will be followed in the coming years by scholars and practition-
ers interested in international finance, political change, and state building
throughout history and today.

36. DiGiuseppe, Barry, and Frank (2012).
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